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ABSTRACT

This research explores the contribution which systems theories, methodologies and models can
make in the design and application of effective performance-evaluation processes. Approaches to
performance assessment of organisations are reviewed, and the history and structure of the NHS,
its objectives, and dimensions for evaluation are described. Drawing on questionnaire and
interview data from health service and civil service staff, and secondary data, current performance
evaluation and planning processes in the NHS are described and some problems identified.

To test the hypothesis that attention to systemicfactors could improve performanceevaluation,
eight topics are analysedby the application of systemsmethodologiesor models. Four of the topic
and methodology or model combinations have received detailed analysis:
1.

Making and implementing strategic plans; the Open University's Hard Systems
Methodology.

2.

Controlling NHS performance through structure and process, e.g. the use of annual
reviews, performance indicators; double-loop learning and cybernetic control model.

3.

Improving the quality of NHS care;Stafford Beer'sViable SystemModel.

4.

Assessingperformance through the outcomesof care;Peter Checkland's Soft Systems
Methodology.

The areasstudied in lessdetail are.
5.

Planning for uncertainty and complexity;

6.

Issuesrelated to the politics of health;

7.

Reducing the length of waiting lists and times;

8.

Planning for health (health promotion and the prevention of ill health).

An analytical process was devised incorporating a methodical approach to methodology choice,
and verification and validity tests. This was applied to each topic/ methodology combination.
Other theoretical and empirical work on organisations has been drawn on to complement systems
thinking.
The thesis concludes that, with careful attention to methodology choice, systems approaches can
readily be used to diagnose problematic aspects of performance evaluation processes, design
changes, and explore the implementation of those changes. However, where the problem area is
highly value-laden or involves conflicts related to imbalances in power, systems thinking to date
appears to produce fewer insights.
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The 'problem'of NHS performance-1-

CHAPTER 1. THE 'PROBLEM' OF NATIONAL
SERVICE PERFORMANCE

HEALTH

1.1 WHAT SEEMS TO BE THE 'PROBLEM'?

1.1.1 Introduction
Scarcely a day passes without several reports in the mass media concerning the National
Health Service (NHS). In a great many such reports the focus is explicitly on the
performance of the service - problems in stretching resources, inadequacies of community
care, waiting lists for treatment - rather than merely a recognition of a medical
breakthrough or new adminstrative arrangements. And such newsworthiness has been
virtually continuous since the mid-1970s. It is likely that health and health care will always
be a popular British preoccupation whether or not the NHS has serious flaws, but
throughout the period of this research public and political concerns have focussed on
performance-related problems.
This thesis addresses a number of aspects of the performance of the NHS. It asks how the
NHS as an organisation assessesits performance, to what ends and with what effects. It
also considers the viewpoints of key stakeholders - patients, staff, policy-makers - on what
'good' performance should comprise and the objectives towards which it should be
directed. The relative power of policy-makers and certain groups of staff may dominate the
shaping of health service objectives, but it seems that even they can be powerless in
assuring their attainment. The research brings insights from systems thinking and other
theories about organisations to bear on such apparent contradictions.

It uses systems

methodologies to explore some significant problem-areas in performance assessment and
the setting and attainment of objectives, reflecting on the appropriateness of assumptions of
rationality and pluralism which permeate many systems and organisation theories.
'Performance is treated as multi-dimensional,

and questions are posed about the

contributions which performance measurement processes and information systems
themselves play in the assessment and improvement of actual performance. Perhaps the
NHS is not doing too badly, but is not very good at 'proving' how well it is doing.

The main role of Chapter 1 is to set the context for the analysis which follows. First, the
increasing prominence of performance assessmentin public service organisations is
discussed, Next, it explores the contribution which health services
can be expectedto play
among the many factors affecting the health status of individuals and populations, and the
wider role which the NHS plays in the economy of Britain. A brief review of the historical
development of the NHS, and some key health
policies, follows. A few practical

The 'problan' of NHS pe formance -2considerations for the measurement of organisational performance follow, and then in
Section 1.6 and 7 the research aims and objectives, and the way in which systems
approaches have been brought to bear on a selection of problematic performance-related
topics, are described.
It should be noted that the focus is on the NHS in England, and while many aspects of
health care in Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland are provided in the same way as in
England, there are some significant managerial and administrative differences in those
further
little
A
have
too
Family
attention.
received
practitioner services
provinces.
boundary to the research has been the publication of the 1989 NHS White Paper, Working
for Patients' (HMSO, 1989). While references are made to some of the changes which its
implementation will bring, primary data collection ceased before its publication.

First then, we explore the changing performanceassessmentclimate.

1 1.2 A 'wave of performance assessment' in public services?
.
Since 1979 every central government department has been affected by a series of
Survey
Expenditure
Public
including
initiatives,
papers on outcome
performance
Papers
White
(FMI)
Initiative
Management
Financial
1982
related
and
measurement, the

Performance
Confidential
for
for
managerial performancereview.
calling
quantified targets
Review Reports followed the Department of the Environment's ManagementInformation
Systemfor Ministers (MINIS). Like the Rayner efficiency scrutinies of government
departments (which were emulated between 1979and 1984in a number of NHS spending
behaviour
can
that
managerial
assumptions
advertising),
areassuch as recruitment
Whitehall.
far
beyond
have
levels
spread
significantly affect expenditure
Audit functions and accountability machinery affecting both central government and local
1960s,
Since
the
in
the
developed
have
mid
years.
recent
considerably
services,
Parliamentary SelectCommittees have provided a relatively open route for MPs to question
Ministers and civil servantson government policy, in a period when it is argued that the
its
depends
direct
influence
Although
its
been
of
has
MPs
acceptance
on
reduced.
power of
Committee
its
Social
Services
to
turns
by
the
attention
when
government,
recommendations
the expenditure plans of the DHSSor undertakes an inquiry into an area of service,
information becomespublicly available and light is shed on performance. This also follows
from the work of the Comptroller and Auditor General and the National Audit Office
(NAO) in scrutinising the accountsof government departments and many public bodies,
together with widely-defined 'value for money' audits. Areas under scrutiny in the NHS in
1988have included clinical effectiveness,the operation of monitoring arrangementsfor
capital projects,and budgetary control procedures. The NAO reports to the senior select
committee, the Public Accounts Committee (PAC), to whom the government should report
on the stepstaken to implement the PACs recommendations. The concernsof the PAC

The 'problem'of NHS pejbrmance -3about health authority accountability were influential in the establishment of the annual
review system in the early 1980s, and in 1987 the NAO and PAC took the NHS
Management Board to task for slow progress on improving the internal audit function of
health authorities.
As the development and use of performance indicators, annual review processes and other
monitoring and assessment devices for the NHS will be considered at length in later
sections and chapters, they will not be dwelt on here. Parallel developments in the
oversight of local government activities have included a set of Key Indicators for social
services, developed by the DHSS Social Services Inspectorate and to be published,
ostensibly as a tool to help local managers. As in the NHS, professional bodies such as the
National Institute for Social Work are themselves seeking ways to evaluate service
provision. Elaborate sets of local indicators have been introduced by some councils, such as
the London Borough of Bexley's 'Annual review of performance' (discussed in more detail
by Pollitt, 1986 a), b)). The Audit Commission, with publications such as its handbook
'Improving economy, efficiency and effectiveness in local government in England and
Wales' (1983) has been a driving force for similar initiatives, and has recently been given a
substantial role in monitoring the performance of the NHS.
While the last Labour government was beginning to question the efficiency of public
services and place constraints on health service resources, the nature and increased pace of
such developments cannot be separated from the beliefs of the Conservative governments
from 1979 to date, which hold that the public provision of services, whether by central or
local bodies, is not necessarily to be desired. Private sector management practices and the
exposure to 'market forces' should enhance the 'economical' and 'efficient' provision of
public services where they persist, and help to reduce public spending. The policy to
expose public services and nationalised industries to greater market competition and at the
same time reduce some of their traditional bureaucratic features has taken various forms in
the NHS. Competitive tendering programmes, removal of Crown immunity for health
service premises from prosecution under public safety legislation, and the expectation that
health authorities will engage in a range of commercial ventures under the recent 'income
generation initiative' were raising market awareness in the NHS well before 'Working for
Patients' introduced a competitive internal market incorporating the private medical sector.
The search for private sector health care models has extended abroad, particularly to the
USA, where for example the use of Diagnosis Related Groups for assessing the efficiency of
medical treatments (Bardsley et al, 1987) has been incorporated in the development of
management budgeting in the NHS. Rather fewer ideas from European health services,
often more similar to the NHS, seem to have reached these shores.

A focus on efficiency, in terms of quantitative input
and processmeasures,has persisted
from the outset in spite of its recognisedlimitations
as an indicator of 'good' public service.
The relationship between central and local
government has been undergoing considerable

The 'problem' of NHS perforniance
-4change since the Conservatives came to power, which may broadly be characterised as the
centre seeking to increase control over local activities and spending, and a complex mix of
defensive and proactive shifts in approach to local democracy and consumer relations may

be observedin a number of local councils.
School and the tertiary education sectors have not escaped the scrutiny of performance.

As

well as the publication of exam results and other indicators both of pupil and teacher
performance, and the comparative evaluation of the ILEA's performance prior to its
abolition, the scrutiny of universities and polytechnics has escalated to have a direct impact
on funding.

Even the police and prison services are being assessed,and found wanting;

addressing the Police Foundation in 1988 the Home Secretary responded to pleas for more
resources with a demand for greater efficiency.
Unsurprisingly,

research into performance evaluation has become a growth industry in the

1980s- hence, in part, this thesis! Examples will be cited, which will reflect a range of roles
and aims of such research. While these include some of a primarily critical nature, many
examples are linked to other 1980s trends such as the changing roles of management and
management of change in public services, the introduction of information technology (TT)
and management information systems, and national and international economic
comparisons. As well as major analytical and comparative studies (Carter et. al. 1987), a
wealth of in-house and commercial/ research institute consultancy projects have focussed
on the development of performance-related tools and techniques.
Ham (1985, p. 28, p. 128) refers to the influence that both academic and commercial policy
analysts have had on government health policy. While McKinsey & Co. helped shape the
new NHS planning system in 1976, bringing private sector corporate planning ideas into a
Labour administration, by and large academic social policy and administration research has
had more influence on Labour government and opposition. Commercial and openly
Conservative policy analysts have informed the present government. Following the
Griffiths report which brought general management to the NHS from Sainsbury's in 1983
(DHSS 1983) the role of top business people has been further expanded with the inclusion of
four very senior commercial-sector managers on the NHS Policy Board formed in 1989. The
emphasis introduced from outside has not been exclusively on efficiency, however. Sir Roy
Griffiths may be credited with placing 'quality' high on the NHS performance agenda, and
although Pollitt (1988), Winkler (1987) and others have questioned the significance, for
patient choice and clinical standards, of much that has been introduced in the name of
'quality assurance' since 1983, in Chapter 6 in particular we will argue that such changes
have not all been cosmetic.

So do the developments which have beenmentioned far
so
add up to a 'wave of
performance assessment'(Pollitt, 1986a,1986b)?And if so, why has it happened and should
this be regarded as significant? Pollitt sees'performance'
as a central concept in a new

The 'problem' of NHS performance -5managerial model which is changing the face of public services. Developments at the
organisation and policy level since the late 1970s have been accompanied by changes in the
nature and style of managerial work, indeed in a dispersal of management functions among
professions for whom 'management' had largely been somebody else's business. This, it
could well be argued, is not before time. Medical professionals, whether they are working
in multidisciplinary

teams with a wide range of support staff, or heading a surgical firm,

could hardly fail to benefit from becoming aware of the role of organisational politics and
the importance of communication and leadership skills, even if direct involvement in
budgeting through resource management is not yet ready for universal implementation.
Indeed, although not universally welcomed, the Griffiths reforms of NHS management may
have served to strengthen the service in the face of threats to some of its most valued
features. It has provided considerable career opportunities for 'home grown' managers
who felt constrained by the nature of 'administration'

in an increasingly complex and

tempted
have
to
thus
staff
enthusiastic
and
skilled
retained
service,
may
competitive
which
look elsewhere. But is it the most appropriate managerial model?
Pollitt suggests that the current wave of performance assessment has its origins in a coincidence of an economically-driven

for
increase
to
and
value
spending
public
policy
reduce

failures
from
faith
loss
in
perceived
partly
arising
groups
money, a
of
various professional
in implementation of public programmes, and the pro-private sector ethos of the
Conservative government from 1979. As well as the desire of central government
politicians to impose change on public service managers, the desire of senior civil servants
to retain some control over the periphery of service deliverers (to whom responsibility was
increasingly being devolved) is implicated.

Many of the evaluation activities mentioned or

to follow are characterised by an emphasis on efficient deployment of inputs, rather than
interests
the
they
the
of policy-makers
serve
and
of
outcomes,
assessment of
effectiveness
Pollift
(including
than
argues
and
workers.
consumers
managers)
rather
and professionals
in favour of an alternative model of performance which recognises the diversity and
distinctive character of public service, and reflects a concern for quality, equity and the
bear
in
We
this
to
the
to
alternative
model
evaluation
process.
will
contribute
right
public's
mind when, in later chapters, we design some changes to current performance evaluation
activities.
We noted earlier the development of the audit function in health and other public services,
in the name of greater accountability.

Has this been simply a catching up with established

practice elsewhere, or does it have special significance? The perceptions of what public
accountability demands in practice, and its structural context, are characterised by greater
ambiguity and complexity than may be seen in the relationship between shareholders and
directors, for example. These aspects are stressed by Day and Klein (1987) in their recent
study of accountability - perceptions and practical impact - in five public services, where
they make an important distinction between political and managerial accountability. It

The 'problem' of NHS performance -6would be convenient if these aspects of accountability could be arranged as a hierarchical
model, with policy accountability at the top setting policy objectives, generating criteria for
technical managerial accountability in its various forms - indeed, such a model is often
assumed to be realistic. However, Day and Klein identify three questionable underlying
assumptions of such a model: that 'institutional and organizational links between political
accountability and managerial accountability exist and are effective', that 'the political
processes do in fact generate precise, clear-cut objectives and criteria necessary if
managerial accountability is to be a neutral exercise in the application of value-free
techniques' (p. 28), and that accountable managers can control the actions and performance
of service deliverers. The weaknesses in these assumptions as applied to the NHS are
explored in this research.
These, then, are some of the issues with which this research is concerned - planning,
performance, policy and politics, the 'four P's'. In the next section we will explore the many
issues surrounding the evaluation of health services, in light of the contribution which we
expect such services to be able to make to the state of human health. We will also look at
the roles played by medicine and health services as part of the wider economy and in
relation to the state.
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1.2 THE ROLE AND IMPACT OF HEALTH SERVICES
TO EVALUATION OF THEIR PERFORMANCE

vrrnance -7

APPROACHES

1.2.1 The impact of health services on health

Models of 'health'
Medical science and services are misdirected, and society's investment in
health is not well used, because they rest on an erroneous assumption about
the basis of human health. It is assumed that the body can be regarded as a
machine whose protection from disease and its effects depends primarily on
internal intervention. The approach has led to indifference to the external
influences and personal behaviour which are the predominant determinants of
health. It has also resulted in the relative neglect of the majority of sick people
who provide no scope for the internal measures which are at the centre of
medical interest.
influences, particularly personal medical care,
the
misinterpretation
of
major
...
on past and future improvements in health has led to misuse of resources and
distortion of the role of medicine. (McKeown, 1979, xiv-xvi)
The way we judge the performance of health services is affected by our assumptions of their
purposes, which in turn is influenced by our perceptions of 'health' and 'ill health'. Health
policy and health service practice are still strongly influenced by the medical professions,
and medical training and culture are still characterised by a predominantly reductionist
'medical model' of health. This sees the human body in terms of diseased or well parts
rather than a highly-interconnected

health
interacting
its
the
of
environment,
with
whole

which may not be restored by medical treatment directed primarily at the 'diseased' parts.
Yet McKeown's assessment of the contribution of medicine as a determinant of human

health (especiallyover the past three centuries in which life expectancyand populations
have significantly increased,and in anticipation of the future) suggeststhat this dominance
may be inappropriate.
The medical model of health with its underlying ethical codesimposesa structural
constraint on certain dimensions of health serviceperformance. To the clinicians whose
decisionscommit the use of NHS resources- those in direct patient contact in hospitals and
general practice - the primary duty is to the individual patient. The doctor actsboth as
agent in obtaining treatment for the patient, and as a supplier, or rather one who specifies
the level of production of the supplying unit. The ethical codesand standards governing
the former role and giving paramount importance to the individual patient's best interest,
override any economicconsiderationsin the latter role of one committing the use of
productive resources. The utilitarian ethics of maximising benefits to society (rather than to
the individual patient) from the use of health serviceresources,underlying the economicsof
health care production, fall to managers,health authority
members and politicians to
uphold. As resourcesbecomeincreasingly constrained, theseconflicting setsof values
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determine the measures used? Can objectives (and constraints) be set which maximise
gains both to the individual and society? McGuire and Mooney (1986, pp. 56-7) point out
that this tension is further complicated by the role of government in providing finance for
the NHS and controlling the supply of trained labour (especially medical manpower), while
does
The
delegating
to
the
medical
not
profession.
result
considerable
self-government
also
benefit society in general.
History reveals that social and economic changes rather than developments in medical
health
in
have
improvements
the
to
of populations.
contributed most
science
Notwithstanding

the contribution of medicine to save or improve individual

lives, these

The
Britain
health
in
factors
determinants
and
abroad.
the
status
of
major
remain
wider
from
food
physical
protection
supplies,
abundant
availability of reliable and relatively
hazards, and the voluntary limitation of family size (on a scale sufficient to affect population
dynamics well before the modern family planning movement) were the key to the
improvements in life-expectancy since the eighteenth century. Changes in living conditions,
in
food
hygiene
in
reducing
major
role
a
terms
played
and water,
of
and purer
especially
(which
had
from
diseases
including
infectious
typhoid,
tuberculosis
measles
and
mortality
increased with population growth and mobility) decades before effective medical and
have
Thus
increasing
became
of
people
treatments
numbers
pharmacological
available.
come to live lives relatively free of ill health without the intervention of medicine at a
diseases
killers
level.
Even
if
and
certain
the
cardio-vascular
personal
major modem
cancers - became amenable to effective medical treatment, life expectancy nationally would
increase by a relatively small amount compared to changes over the past three centuries,
A
decaease.
between
differences
life
in
should
the
social classes
although
expectancy
before
birth,
determined
diseases
or
at
conception
are
substantial proportion of remaining
McKeown's
decade
little
has
in
to
the
conclusion that congenital
alter
past
and
changed
diseases are 'probably neither more nor less tractable than they were before'. (ibid. p. 182)
However, medical science is prolonging life for those with specific diseases, although its
for
In
McKeown's
limited.
is
the
to
view,
prospects
capacity
effect cure still comparatively
its role in future are similar, although the diseases of poverty may be replaced by those of
relative affluence - that is, a contributory role in changing the conditions in which ill health
occurs, rather than the direct application of medical science in controlling the 'body
machine'. While few families in Britain today are made ill by extreme poverty (through, for
example, tuberculosis or hunger), to maximise the net gain to modern society in terms of
overall improvements in health and longevity the challenge is still that of raising incomes
and reducing workplace hazards, to the point at which a 'healthy' lifestyle is available to all.

The constitution of the World Health Organisation (WHO) provides an idealistic definition
of health as 'a stateof complete physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the
absenceof diseaseor infirmity'. Following the declaration of a conferenceat Alma Ata in
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health that will permit them to lead a socially and economically productive life' (WHO
1978), the WHO's 'Healthy Cities' and 'Health for all by the year 2000' projects (WHO 1982,
1985a) illustrate both the potential benefits and practical difficulties of widening the
boundaries of current health care. The Ottowa Charter for Health Promotion (WHO 1986)
including
but
'diverse
for
approaches
complementary
policy which combines
calls
legislation, fiscal measures, taxation and organizational change - requiring interin
Britain.
be
to
attainable
readily
unlikely
on
a
scale
organisational co-operation
Both definitions of health and the relative influences of health services, medicine, lifestyles,
the
be
performance of
to
assessing
when
considered
need
makeup
genetic
and
environment
health care services and their component parts. Views of what characterises 'success' and
'failure' in health will be strongly influenced by the role, interests and values of the

for
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care
each
The
provide
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observer.
health
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the
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or
to
the
endanger
not
patients' responsibility
patient,
in
development
food
in
as
as
well
the
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state
others, the roles of
health care provision - eachcontain seedsfor the researchinto the assessmentof the
performanceof the NHS.
McKeown concludes:

disease
in
is
of
broadest
three
In the
terms, the medical role
areas:prevention
by personal and non-personalmeasures;careof patients who require
investigation and treatment; and care of the sick who are not thought to need
focused
the
second
interest
Medical
on
intervention.
are
resources
and
active
the
by
immunization;
other
lesser
to
prevention
extent, on personal
area and, a
responsibilities are relatively neglected....
The limitations of the traditional conceptof the medical role would have been
in
three
been
the
had
health
transformed
if
past
not
recognized much earlier,
centuries by other influences. (p.197-8)
As well as the early critique of the reductionist medical tradition (with its focus on the sick
individual) arising from the more holistic social medicine of Chadwick (Poor Law
Commissioners,1842)and Engels (1892),theselimitations have been explored by Gremy
(1984),Ziglio (1986)and, most critically, Illich (1975,1977).Thesemore contemporary
from
'professionals'
disenchantment
the
with
growing
public
a
with
coinciding
criticisms,
1970s,createda climate favourable to the assessmentof performance of public services.
Mich's attack on modern medicine as the causeof much ill health, the more measuredtones
hospice
(1984),
Jennett
the
the
movement - all are signs that the
strength
of
growing
of
demand for health care to be not only appropriate and effective but also wanted and
understood by the client, are important dimensions in our assessmentof the performance of
the NHS. A return to the emphasison prevention of the conditions which lead to ill health
is gradually informing UK health policy. Following the report of the Acheson committee of
enquiry into the public health function, the role of the community physician at district level
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has received greater emphasis. (Acheson, 1988, DoH 1988a). The
recent revival of interest
in 'public health' has been fomented by pressure groups such as the Public Health Alliance
and supported by research institutes (see, for example, Smith and Jacobson 1988), who
criticised the Acheson report for retaining a medical model of health. However, the need
was established by a government-appointed

committee a decade ago, whose report was

discounted as unaffordable by the DHSS (Black 1980, Townsend and Davidson 1982). The
centrally funded Health Education Authority has also been constrained both by resources
and its remit, appearing to have little influence on the sources of inequalities in health
identified by Black and others (but see Whitehead, 1987). All of these developments remind
us of the limits to the influence which we can expect health services to have on health status
of the population.

Many communicable diseases cannot be vaccinated against and are food,

air or water-borne; and the NHS can do little about the effects of unemployment, stress and
poverty on health even with more effective health education.

Measuring health status - dimensions and techniques
One of the fundamental aims of the NHS is the equality of entitlement for the whole
population to benefit from the best available health care. Assumptions about health needs
are made when resources are distributed to and within the NHS, yet health and other
outcomes have to date been used far less frequently as measures of performance than have
inputs and processes, so it is difficult to know whether this aim is achieved. Before
assuming that it is possible to measure the effects of health services on people's health, we
need to consider some of the problems connected with measuring and describing the state
of health of individuals and populations.

Both mortality and morbidity are essentialmeasuresof health status. Mortality data for the
UK have been routinely collected for over 150years since the compulsory notification of
deaths in 1836,and causeof death from 1874. The Office of Population Censusesand
Surveys (OPCS)publishes annual statisticsof deathsby cause,age, sex,and area of
registration; and a decennial supplement is published analysing deaths by occupation and
social class.
The accuracyof recorded causeof death may be one of the less reliable featuresof mortality
data, especiallyin the elderly with multiple contributory causes. Recordedunderlying
causeof death is inevitably a record of opinion and may reflect the certifying doctor's
experienceor coroner's policy. This can have wider repercussions,even affecting the
allocation of resourcesto health authorities. From 1977to 1988resourceshave been
allocated from central government to regional health authorities (and distributed within
regions) according to a formula devised by the ResourceAllocation Working Party (RAWP)
which was appointed in 1975to devise a method for the distribution of capital and revenue
to health authorities 'responsive objectively, equitably and efficiently to
relative need' - in
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(DHSS, 1976b). One factor in the formula was a weighting for standardised mortality ratio
(SMR), as a far-from-perfect indicator of health need. The weighting varies between
categories of the International Classification of Diseases (ICD) so the way deaths are
classified can affect resources for future patients. For example, deaths from fractured neck
of femur with an underlying musculoskeletal disease such as osteoporosis, attract a higher
financial allocation than if classified as due to 'injury'. (Pemberton and Cust, 1986).
Changes in diagnostic techniques can be relevant here and in many other contexts where
resources are planned or allocated for health care.
Less likely to be affected by artefacts of classification are deaths from conditions seen as
potentially avoidable up to certain ages, and which therefore provide an outcome-based
indicator of performance. A selection of such indicators has recently been incorporated into
the new NHS performance indicator package, which will be discussed further in Chapter 5.
Patterns of mortality are shaped by many factors, rendering them difficult to alter in spite of
the provision of modern health services (and in an unknown number of casesbecause of
them). Yet because of their relative reliability (and for want of better indicators), mortality
data are often used as proxies for morbidity and as indicators of health needs. But most
contacts with health services are in connection with conditions which are not lifethreatening and are unlikely to become so - quite apart from the health problems which we
treat without recourse to the health service or simply put up with. (Butler and Vaile, 1984,
1979
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diseases).
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life-threatening
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could
average only
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acute
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well be argued that improving measuring techniques for morbidity and morbidity-reducing
health care activities is more important than worrying about death rates; after all, death
comes to us all in due course and years of good quality life lost through premature death in
modern Britain are trivial in comparison with the years spent encumbered by disablement
and ill-health. For example, taking some statistical 'snapshots', there were 531,150 deaths in
England in 1987 when the estimated mid-year population was almost 47.5 million (DoH
1989m). In 1985/6 an estimated 5.2 million people in Britain had travel difficulties related
to health (Dept. of Transport, 1989). 32% of males and 34% of females reported a
longstanding illness, and 12% of males and 15% of females had had their normal activities
restricted because of illness or injury in the two weeks before being interviewed for the 1986
General Household Survey (OPCS, 1989a). To explore the question of morbidity further we
first need some definitions of categories; as in the case of definitions of health, the WHO
broad brush is not a practical tool for measuring levels of ill-health in the population.
and Vaile (op cit, pp. 25-9) provide a helpful review of such classifications.

Butler

First, disease-'the presenceof clinically diagnosed abnormalities in the structure and
function of the organs and systemsof the human body... the named
pathological entities
that make up the medical model of ill health, and which can be
identified
specifically
and
...
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empowers the medical profession to define where structure and functioning become
abnormal, which can be contentious particularly in the case of mental health.
The second category, illness, 'is commonly used to denote the subjective feeling by the
individual of not being well. ' We may be diagnosed at a check-up as having a disease, yet
not have felt unwell; and it is not only hypochondriacs who feel they have illnesses which
doctors are unable to diagnose in terms of detectable disease.
A third category, sickness, is used to denote 'the special status accorded to those who are
socially recognised as being unable, for reasons of ill health, to carry out their usual social
(Parsons,
1951),
functionalist
Originating
American
'
in
the
sociology
and
obligations.
roles
concept of the sick role explains society's mechanisms for coping with the disruptions of
illness and disease; for example people defined as 'sick' in this social sense are expected to
seek professional help in return for being temporarily absolved of their usual obligations at
home or work.
Like ill-health, disablement is often imprecisely defined, but some concepts have been used
in a parallel fashion to distinguish impairment, disability and handicap. Impairment 'is
used to denote "the loss or abnormality of psychological, physiological or anatomical
is
'"any
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So what do we know about morbidity in the U.K., and what can we reasonablyexpect the
NHS to do about it? The short answer is that we know comparatively little about the health
status of the population; and once morbidity is translated into demand for medical
treatment, we often have only a partial understanding of the most effective and appropriate
remedies. We do not have the right sort of information to know whether, for example,
steadily increasing trends in hospital activity represent the effect of greater supply, demand
or underlying need for care. As health promotion and illness prevention increasein
importance, new information is neededfor the design and evaluation of activities. How do
people perceive their own health and that of their families; what do they understand about
factors affecting health; and how does this understanding affect their behaviour? The
changesto health service information systemsfollowing the implementation of the Körner
reports (NHS/DHSS SteeringGroup 1982-5,to be discussedin the next subsection)are of
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status in the light of the dimensions of health and disability, and individual and
professional perceptions.
Tables 1.1 and 1.2 list some of the major sources of 'official' data available to health service
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care if not the more subtle aspects of 'need'.

Table 1.1 Major sources of data available to health policy makers collected
independently of the NHS.
Office of Population Censuses and Surveys (OPCS) - various population data;
disablement survey, 1989; longitudinal study of individuals; epidemiological
trends.
Decennial Census (OPCS), small area statistics (some collected and analysed in
illness)
long-term
include
NHS,
1991
the
on
question
will
consultation with

General Household Survey (GHS),and Mental Health Enquiry - morbidity,
domestic behaviour (Great Britain, OPCS)
Registration data - Registrar General,births and deaths;Public Health Laboratory
Service,notifiable communicable diseases,cancerregistry (in collaboration with
NHS)
Private health care data (from providers, and via the GHS)
Insurancecompany, pension schemeetc. actuarial data, Government Actuary's
Department
SocialFund and other SocialSecurity, (un)employment data
Local authority data - poll tax, rating, housing stock, social services- Key Indicators
of performance
EC, WHO and other international data, relevant epidemiological trends
Market research

The 'problem'of NHS perfrrmance-14 Table 1.2 Major sources of data available to health policy makers collected by the NHS.
Data about hospital and (less common) community activity e.g. former hospital inpatient enquiry (RIPE), hospital activity analysis (HAA); post-Körner replacements
e.g. hospital episode system (see 1.2.2)

GP activity, various data collectedby FPCs,'yellow cards' for adversedrug
reactions
Local population registerse.g. mental handicap and illness, GP age/ sex registers
Data from clinical researchand audit projects,Royal Collegesetc.
School / child health records.

Measurement of the health status of local populations is gradually becoming more common,
in 'health profiles' covering one or more of the dimensions of ill health and disablement
described above. Measurement is essential if we are to assessthe impact of health services
both in terms of clinical efficacy, and qualitative and quantitative outcomes reflecting
individual

and community perceptions and priorities. Data from sources such as those in

Tables 1.1 and 1.2 can be augmented by locally-collected material appropriate to specific
needs by community groups (Radical Statistics Health Group, 1987) or by performance
indicators by health authorities (Performance Indicator Group, 1988).

The value of any data depends, naturally, on their suitability for the user's requirements.
Much official data may be of comparatively high quality in terms of reliability (criteria
discussedin Section1.5),but their particular value may come from their consistent
collection over time and place,or compatibility with data from other sources. We seehealth
authority performancebeing judged increasingly by comparing indicators such as
workload; but we need to be able to assesshow far local circumstancesdiffer in material
ways. Similarly, comparing local or national trends over time requires an assessmentof the
extent to which 'other things have remained equal'. The use in managementdecisionmaking of health outcome indicators basedon 'avoidable mortality' will depend on
combinations of, for example: morbidity or mortality data, the costsof treatment
undertaken or foregone,the benefits (economic,personal, social) resulting from more or less
successfultreatment. One could argue that their value also depends on what can be done to
changeperformance in the preferred direction. While there may seemto be limited merit in
collecting costly data to find we are doing badly at something we can do nothing about, if
we can afford to maintain some form of surveillance we may find trends which suggest
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performance means; successis often relative and dependent upon particular interests or
viewpoints.
Finally, having identified some aspects of the role and nature of information for planning
and evaluating health services, we need to recognise some of the constraints on the
Firstly, cost - collecting, storing, retrieving and analysing
information has both 'opportunity costs' (alternative priorities which cannot therefore be

availability of information.

funded) and direct costs, including equipment, space, staff time, materials and public
goodwill.

Therefore, proposals to collect more or new data need to be justified in cost-

benefit terms. Second, because information about the health of individuals or groups can be
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1.2.2 The 'Körner systemof health servicesinformation
The Körner systemfor health serviceinformation has already been mentioned in passing;a
brief description is needed. Until the establishmentby the then Secretaryof Statefor Social
Servicesof a joint NHS/DHSS SteeringGroup on Health ServicesInformation in 1980,
managementinformation in the NHS had never been subjectto a comprehensivereview.
Specialisedworking groups were set up and produced six reports between 1982-5covering
information about:
1. hospital clinical and diagnostic activity
2. patient transport
3. health servicesmanpower
4. hospital and community activity including paramedical and maternity
5. servicesfor and in the community
6. health servicesfinance.

The committee was chaired by Mrs. Edith Körner, so the reports produced and setsof data
recommended have acquired her name. The main aim of the review, which included wide
consultation with the NHS (but little input from information scientists),was to establish a
seriesof 'minimum data sets' to provide district health authorities and officers with
information for managementand the allocation of resources. This emphasis on district
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Aggregated district data was intended to meet the needs of
regions, through whom some information about districts would be channelled to the DHSS.
While the new sets of forms and electronic data transfer make explicit links between
finance, manpower and activity from which information for planning and annual review
purposes can readily be produced, most data are aggregated at district level so little
information about units of management is available. (Indeed, doubts have been expressed
about the relevance of minimum data sets to districts too. ) The recommendations of most of
the reports were implemented from April 1987 although some, mainly those relating to
community services, were not introduced until 1988.

Problemsin implementing Körner have included: the lack of trained staff; some major
problems with equipment which delayed implementation in a number of regions and
districts; discontinuity in data becauseof the poor quality of someof the early returns; the
staggeredimplementation, which weakenedthe availability of data about community
services(very poorly served too by the previous information arrangements);and gaps and
missed opportunities for links between data items, limiting the information about outputs.
The strengths and benefits of the new system have included the delivery of reasonable
quality data, for most returns, from all health authorities by the second quarter after
implementation; standardisation of data sets; a raising of the profile of 'information'

per se;

and an incentive for the development of computerised integrated patient information
systems, networks, databases and the like. Subsequently health authorities have been
required to develop strategies for information management, on a national pattern and
incorporating Körner information.

However, although the system is only a few years old

the rapid developments in computer systems since the Körner deliberations began, and
forthcoming changes arising from the Working for Patients', have made some aspects of it
redundant or inadequate.

Significant aspectsof Körner information for the purposesof perfonnance assessment
include:
"

the replacementof dischargesand deaths as the main measureof hospital
activity, by the Hospital EpisodeSystem (HES). The 'consultant episode' is a
basic building-block for other linked records of episodesof in-patient
treatment by one or more consultants,providing reports on spells of treatment
in a district which may have been on more than one hospital site. 100%data is
given to the DoH (as opposed to a 10%sample from the former Hospital Inpatient Enquiry):

9

an increasein data available at national level, some now quarterly rather than
its annual pre-Körner equivalent
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the incorporation of data on mental illness and handicap activity into the main
data-collection system;

"

availability of hospital activity data only three months after each quarter,

(rather than the previous delays of up to 18 months);
0

recording of consultant episodesby the specialty of the consultant rather than
by hospital department;

"

more information about waiting times for treatment - but only at district level;

"

the introduction of specialty cost returns - analysing by specialty the net
expenditure on patients using a bed, out-patients and day patients (those who
receivetreatment but do not need to stay overnight;

"

new data about the reasons for staff absences and departures, and the

attainment of planned staff deployment.

Limitations include: the exclusion of those not seen by a doctor from data on outpatient
activity; difficulty in identifying which hospital stays were unplanned readmissions for the
same condition; coverage only for England; the ending of the recording of available beds by
specialty and its replacement with 'intended available bed days'. There is lack of continuity
between some pre- and post-Körner equivalents where they exist (although a number of
additional returns have been introduced to facilitate comparison, including annual
recording of discharges and deaths by specialty, at least for the time being). Very limited
information is available about morbidity, patients' socioeconomic circumstances, or care
received from GP and community health services; and record linkage is in its infancy. A
new set of DoH performance indicators has been developed based on Körner data but the
poor quality of the early data has delayed the introduction of some indicators.

Further information about the Körner information system may be found in the Reportsof
the NHS/DHSS SteeringGroup on Health ServicesInformation (NHS/DHSS Steering
Group, 1982-1985);DHSScircular HC(84)10(DHSS,1984b);Orchard (1989);Day (1985).

123 Evaluating health services- whose objectivesand whose interests?
In his report on SocialInsuranceand Allied Services,the blueprint for post-war freedom
from want, Beveridge(1942)set out the following aims for a national health service:
health
a
comprehensive
national
service will ensure that for every citizen
...
there is available whatever medical treatment he requires, in
whatever form he
requires it, domiciliary or institutional, general, specialist or consultant, and
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nursing and midwifery and rehabilitation after accidents. Whether or not the
cost of the health services is included in the social insurance contribution, the
service itself should

(i) be organised by Departmentsresponsiblefor the health of the people
...
and for positive and preventive as well as curative measures;
(ii) be provided where neededwithout contribution conditions in any
individual case.' (pp. 158-9).

Although the health service as a whole rarely appears to ask itself 'Where are we going?
What business are we in? ', on the occasions where its fundamental goals have been
has
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remained remarkably similar to Beveridge's original conception.
The NHS had political origins, and has remained in the political arena throughout its forty
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the relationships between powerful professional and political interest groups, and between
the various roles the health service plays within its economic and social environment.
Aspects of these relationships are outlined next.

Health. medidne and the State
Governments and rulers of Britain in past centuries have not appeared unduly concerned
about the nation's health. However, with the development of a competitive world
economy, universal franchise and taxation of incomes, governments stand to gain
considerably from a healthy population.

Quite apart from changes in the value placed on

human life per se, demographic change in the twentieth century makes it more than ever
One
husband
human
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to
our
resources
well.
economically
health care.

The NHS owes its creation and continued existenceto the political forcesof central
government. As individuals we contribute politically through our votes in general and local
elections,and local government has its formal contributions to health and social services
regulated by central government. Thus health care is firmly rooted in the political system,
and regardlessof recent moves to 'take the politics out of health' by removing local
councillors from health authorities, party politics shapesthe priorities set in health policy
and the relative importance afforded to health as a recipient of public funds.

The 'problem' of NHS pffforrnance -19 A conflict of interests between more or less powerful groups ambitious politicians,
medical
professionals, and advocates of carefully planned long-term health care development - is
probably inevitable. There are also tensions between the centre and periphery - both within
the NHS, and between central and local government. Such tensions can contribute to
problems with implementation of policies such as community care for people with mental
handicap or illness, and controlling acute spending.
The role of the state is not confined to the activities of government and parliamentary
chambers. In common with many other countries, public and private providers of health
services in Britain are subject to a range of regulations and statutes. These include building
regulations and planning constraints, fire and (more recently) hygiene rules, pharmaceutical
pricing, dental and optical charges, the detention of the mentally ill, and the establishment
and running of residential and nursing homes - all are thus constrained. The
implementation of the recommendations contained in the 1989 White Papers on the NHS,
Working for Patients' (HMSO, 1989) and 'Caring for people' (DoH, 1989e) will introduce a
further range of regulations - some of which impinge on clinical practice to an
unprecedented degree, although in the context of a more 'free health care market'.
Pluralistic theories about power and organisational decision-making such as Lindblom's
'disjointed incrementalism' (Lindblom, 1954) may apply to an extent in relation to
professional/ central government relationships, but within the NHS ancillary workers in
particular have had their power eroded through privatisation.

And in spite of recent

customer relations initiatives, consumers of health care are rarely able to exercise their

power.
This leads to some theoretical considerations. While this is a field of consistentinterest to
policy analysts,political scientists,economistsand other disciplines, here we are interested
in the contribution which systemsthinking could make. One of the strands of our analysis
could be the exploration of the extent to which systemsapproachescan assistwith problems
of power and politics in health care,and the roles of different stakeholdersin setting and
pursuing objectives. Another is the contribution of systemsthinking and practice to
problems of complexity and interconnectednesswhich characterisehealth service issues,
such as the co-ordination of care provision by different organisations. Political conflict and
competition operate at the expenseof coordination. The spending departments compete
with one another for allocations from the Treasury, and the health needsof an individual,
caregroup or community may be met by fragmented resourcesprovided through several
spending departments.
For example, apart from the obvious provision of hospital and community health services
by the Department of Health (DoH), housing, education, social servicesand environmental
health are cateredfor through local authorities county and district councils. Thesereceive
central funds through the Departments of the Environment and Education, together with
locally raised rates. One might expect a certain
amount of coordination of bids for

Te 'problem' of NHS performance - 20 government spending reflecting these interrelated interests and responsibilities when
policies such as moving long term care into the community are introduced. However, interand intradepartmental consultation and modelling of policy options does not seem to have
been a common feature at central government level, although a set of 'policy ground rules'
was adopted in the DHSS in 1987 (personal communication).

Encouraging strong devolved

decision making at local government and health authority level may be counter to the
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planning by health, local government and voluntary bodies for housing, education and
health areas of mutual concern has been hampered both by political conflicts of interest, and
the complexity of organisational arrangements required to meet the often-unpredictable
health care needs of individuals.

The NHS as an employer
As at 31 March 1988 the NHS in England employed directly 762,120 whole time equivalent
(WTE) staff (Public Expenditure White Paper, 1989). Around 5% were doctors and dentists;
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into negotiations and for those whose pay rises are decided by review bodies, the
DoH does not always fully fund the award so increasedsalary costshave to be
found from cuts elsewhere. So meeting wage aspirations is difficult, and loyalty
may not always be sufficient for staff retention.
" training and staff development have traditionally

received inadequate attention.

Although training strategies are now being developed, the full cost of covering for
staff absent for training can be prohibitive.

So the career aspirations of staff may be

hard to satisfy, even with innovations such as 'Project 2000', the new professional
nurse training system. (UKCC 1986)

" while the NHS employs a relatively high proportion of women and membersof
ethnic minorities, white males are disproportionately representedin all senior areas,
especially managementand the medical profession but also in nursing. Barriers to
equal opportunities for women include the lack of flexibility in working hours and
childcare provision - likely to prove an increasing problem both for employers and
employeesin future.

The 'problem' of NHS pe fvrmance 21" In terms of health and safety, nursing and ancillary staff are particularly at risk of back injury, burns and scalds, infection and stress, and attacks by patients.
Together with potentially less favourable conditions of service and job security
arising from competitive tendering for ancillary services, these factors combine to
produce a pattern of low status and reward for a large group of health service
workers.
Thus where the majority of staff are concerned, their interests in, and expectations from, the
health service may well be very different to those of managers and doctors, let alone those
of civil servants and politicians.

Health services in the wider economy

Looking for interconnections,we need to consider the role of the NHS in the local and
national economy. Changesin NHS objectivesor performancemay have a significant
impact outside its boundaries. With an overall allocation of £22billion for the NHS in
England in 1990/1, of which 67%will be spent on pay, the NHS plays a major economicrole
as a spender as well as a recipient of funds. It may well be the largest employer in a town or
city, providing many domestic incomes.
The NHS buys a wide range of goods and services - for example, pharmaceuticals, medical
equipment, legal services, foodstuffs, uniforms and linens. It may be the sole purchaser
from many small suppliers, and changes in procurement and tendering procedures can
have a significant effect on local economies, especially if nationwide firms can spread their
costs more widely than local ones. Changes in policy for service provision, such as the
introduction of 'healthy eating' policies, can produce a boost to the producers of skimmed
milk and pulses, and make quite a dent in sales of butter and bacon.

The NHS provides a very large market for the pharmaceuticalindustry, and drug
companiesspend a great deal on advertising and promotion, often direct to doctors,
spurred on by the drive to cashin on successfulformulations ('me too' products). Already
hospitals substitute cheapergeneric for brand name products where possible;GPs are urged
to do likewise - and their prescibing practice is increasingly closely monitored.
'Income generation' is an initiative introduced with the 1988Health and Medicines Act that
urges health authorities to meet a proportion of their financial needsprimarily from
commercial usesof NHS premisesor staff - leasing hospital rooms to florists or providing
occupational health screeningto firms, for example. The overall income from these
activities is projected to rise from £25million in 1989/90 to £70 million in 1991/2 (Public
Expenditure White Paper, 1989,chap.14,para.37). Theseactivities may be meeting new
demands,or diverting trade from other local outlets.

The 'problem' of NHS pe./brwonce - 22 Another economic effect of the NHS is its role as a customer of the private
medical sector, as
well as supplier of staff. This 'public/private mix' or collaboration between the NHS and
private medical services has always been present in the context of private practice by
consultants also employed in the NHS, undertaken on NHS or private premises. Many
people would still prefer to see the two kept separate so that the private sector is not
subsidised by the NHS (although the private sector is unlikely ever to meet the cost of staff
training). However, the creation of 'internal markets' which include private hospitals, and
the use of private facilities to reduce waiting lists, have brought the two sectors closer
together. It is quite possible that the availability of private facilities will become a factor in
local planning, thereby reducing further the attainment of the objective of provision of a
comprehensive service in each district.
There has long been a public/private

mix in terms of the provision of nursing homes,

chiropody and ophthalmics, complementary medicine (homeopathy, acupuncture etc.),
health-related activities such as sports and fitness clubs and lasses. If we are to take a wide
view of the determinants of good health, we need to address this area. Perhaps there are
contradictions in opposing private medicine (some of which has charitable rather than profit
making status), but not opposing other commercial activities related to health. Clearly it is
unrealistic to hope that the NHS (or some wider public health system) can provide all the
resources with a health impact, even if this were desired. And in seeking a more holistic
approach to health we tread a narrow path between 'empowering' forms of self help and
'survival of the fittest'.

In Chapter 3, when we look at the formal objectivesof the NHS, we will consider the
appropriatenessof someof the developmentsdescribedabove. Indeed we must reflect on
the appropriatenessof the objectivesthemselves,originating as most do from a rather
different period of economicand social history. In the next section we will review the
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economicsand explicit political policy-making. Although some fairly radical changesare
proposed for the NHS of the 1990s,much of its underlying, structure and functions has
remained relatively untouched by the political complexion of government. Both Labour
and Conservative health policies now espousethe causesof greater consumer choice,
clinical accountability and 'better management',although their routes to thesegoals will
vary with party philosophies. As we will see,central interferencein the running of the NHS
hasbeen sustained throughout its forty years and 'taking "politics out of medicine"' (Elston,
1977,p.45) is neither realistic nor reasonablewithin existing accountability relationships.
Nonetheless,through a combination of autonomy, resistanceand inertia the service shapes
its own destiny to a considerableextent.
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1.3 1948 TO 1988 - FORTY YEARS OF THE NHS
1.3.1 Introduction.
This section provides a description of the history and formal structure of the NHS and some
important health policies. The NHS planning and performance review systems are covered
in detail in later chapters, but the aim here is to provide the context for some performancerelated issues which have given concern during this research.
Changes in the state of communal and individual health over the past two centuries have
owed at least as much, if not more, to public health and sanitation measures as to
developments in medical science and care. The enduring separation of provision of hospital
services, general practice, housing, environmental control and other social services reflects
their distinctive origins of such services which the formation of the NHS in 1948 and
subsequent local government changes have still only partially countered. Co-ordination of
services or redistribution of responsibilities has occurred through coincidences and
compromises between influential interest groups and individuals more or less directly
involved in the political process, rather than explicit actions to integrate services.
The demands of World War II on hospital services revealed the poor standards of many
local authority and voluntary hospitals, as the Ministry of Health learned from a number of
surveys. With plans for post-war reconstruction under way and widely publicised by 1942,
the 'Beveridge Report' (Beveridge, 1942) on social insurance embraced both comprehensive
social security and a national health service. The wartime coalition government was
divided in its support, however, and proposals in the 1944 White Paper on 'A National
Health Service' (Ministry of Health, 1944) drawn up by the Conservative, Henry Willink,
were opposed by various interested groups. The 1945 general election prevented its final
draft being published, and Labour's victory gave Aneurin Bevan the task, as Minister of
Health, of seeing the NHS to fruition.

This involved negotiating both with factions in the

Labour Party and the Socialist Medical Association, and with the British Medical
Association (BMA). Plans for the removal of hospitals from local authority control (deemed
unsuitable for hospital administration) to direct control by the Ministry of Health were
opposed by the local authorities and their voice in the Cabinet, Herbert Morrison, but Bevan
held his ground. The National Health Service Act which was passed in 1946 (National
Health Service Act, 1946) embraced concessions to doctors still problematic today
conceding independent contractor status to GPs, part-time contracts to consultants, the
distinction awards system, and the separation of health and local authority services. Bevan
succeeded in persuading the medical profession that the NHS should cover 100% of the
population. But old divisions, inequalities and idiosyncrades were perpetuated, and with
Bevan's aim of a health service funded mainly by
general taxation the battle with the
Treasury between 'costs' and 'carer has been
ever-present. However, for the population of

T7w 'problem' of NHS performance - 24 Britain the choice between costs or care for individuals and families
was now primarily a
choice for the state to make.
Ham's (1985) view of legislation being little more than a record of bargains struck in the
health policy community is a persuasive one in this case. After two years further
negotiation, the 1946 National Health Service Act finally came into operation on 5 July 1948.

1.3.2 The early years.
Many of the problems which have kept the NHS in the headlines have their roots in the
haphazard pre-NHS arrangements for health and welfare provision. A tripartite structure
was adopted, reflecting the need to accommodate powerful interests - professional and local
authorities - rather than an attempt at a well thought-out design for an effective health
service. Appointed executive councils administered family practitioner services (GPs,
dentists, opticians, pharmacists), funded directly by the Ministry of Health. Their role was
administrative rather than managerial, and supplanted the former Insurance Committees.
Local authorities retained their responsibilities for environmental and welfare services
including maternity clinics, health visitors, vaccination and immunisation and ambulances.
Funding was partly central and partly from local rates, and the Medical Officer of Health
was in charge locally. The wartime regional organisation drawing together all types of
hospital was retained. But hospital administration reflected a greater break with pre-NHS
practice - Regional Hospital Boards (RHBs), Hospital Management Committees (HMCs) and
Boards of Governors. The Boards of the teaching hospitals (elite old voluntary hospitals)
were directly accountable to the Minister of Health, while HMCs were accountable to the
Minister through the RHBs. Today's RHAs broadly reflect these original regions.
The Beveridge Report had assumed that the health needs of the population were finite and
would be satisfied and gradually reduce with the availability of the free NHS. In its early
years, spending on the NHS far exceeded that estimated by parliament. Concern at the
implications led the Guillebaud Committee to be established in 1953, to examine costs and
funding of the NHS and efficiency and control. Its Report (Guillebaud Committee, 1956)
concluded that relative cost as a proportion of GNP had decreased rather than risen, being
3.5% in 1953-4, and refuted suggestions of inefficiency. The need for more resources and
greater co-ordination between the three parts of the service was recognised, and eventually
the 1%2 Hospital Plan, a major hospital building programme, began to remedy some of the
past neglect of capital investment.

That Plan (establishingthe concept of the District General Hospital) was, however, a
relatively isolated instanceof a comprehensivenational review and plan. While GPs had
been the mainstay of the NHS, by the 1960stheir uneven geographical distribution and
separation from hospital consultants had hardly changed. The development of health
centresand primary health-careteamsdid not really gather speeduntil the 1970s.Similar

The 'problem' of NHS perfornwnce - 25 inequalities in provision and lack of service integration in the local authority health and
welfare sector was revealed in the 1963 Ministry of Health report 'Health and Welfare: the
development of community care'. Later in the 1960s central measures were introduced to
encourage GPs to set up practices in under-resourced areas, but the relative autonomy of
local authorities constrained the impact of the Health and Welfare Plan and inequalities
having
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The 1973 National Health Service Reorganisation Act (NHS Act 1973) and reorganisation of
1974 attempted to address some of these longstanding problems. Although further changes
such as reorganisation in 1982 established the current structural and management patterns,
the 1974 changes introduced many features of the NHS as it was in 1988. Figure 1.1 shows
the basic elements and their administrative links.
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structure of the NHS in England, 1974-1982.

1.3.3 Re-organisation:the role and composition of health authorities and Community
Health Councils from 1974.

This subsection describes the changes leading to the NHS structure and administrative
arrangements which applied during the period of this research. Table 1.3 summarises these
changes, followed by an outline of the roles and composition of the main administrative
bodies.

NHS structure after the 1974reorganisation.
The desire of successive Labour and Conservative governments was to improve
performance, and in the comparative absence of public sector models private sector
practice shaped most of the changes of the early and mid 1970s including the introduction
in 1976 of the corporate planning system. The changes will be described below in the
context of their subsequent alteration in 1982, and further in Chapter 4.

The 'problem' of NHS performance - 27 The role and practice of management in the nursing and medical professions as well as
administrators had been examined, and changes recommended, consolidated and promoted
by the Conservative government in the 'grey book' on 'Management arrangements in the reorganised NHS' (DHSS 1972). Following the 1973 NHS Reorganisation Act, the aims of the
1974 reorganisation were:
"

to unify health services - though this remained incomplete because GPs remained
independent contractors and some teaching hospitals had their own boards of

governors;
"

to improve NHS / local authority co-ordination, through the introduction of
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including doctors, and a DHSS goal of 'maximum delegation downwards, matched by

accountability upwards'.

The 1974 reorganisation was followed by considerable criticism particularly of its overbureaucratic nature and the delays and administrative costs incurred; industrial action
flared up, especially by ancillary workers, and medical opposition to the phasing out of paybeds. In 1976 a Royal Commission was set up by the Labour government, chaired by Sir
Alec Merrison, 'To consider in the interests both of the patients and of those who work in
the National Health Service the best use and management of the financial and manpower
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re-stating the original objectives of the NHS and rejecting alternatives to the Exchequer as
the source of funds (Royal Commission, 1979). The Commission's wide-ranging
examination resulted in recommendations and conclusions including:

the undesirability of

any charges for NHS treatment, the retention of a tax-based system of financing, the
removal of a tier of administration, the abolition of Family Practitioner Committees (FPCs)
and the strengthening of Community Health Councils (CHCs). The Commission also
stressed the desirability of devolving as much decision-making as possible from the DHSS
to regional health authorities who should be directly responsible to parliament through
their chairmen or senior officers, leaving to the centre only those activities - such as resource
allocation to regions - which could not be devolved. The post'74 structure in Scotland,
Wales and Northern Ireland was now less similar to England than it had previously been,
the differences are described briefly by Ham (1985, pp. 29-30).
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The implementation of its recommendations fell to the new Conservative
government and
eventually many of them were adopted with effect from 1982 - although commentators at
the time of the Report's publication were sceptical about the prospects of significant change.
For example, Dr Donald Gould in the New Scientist's 'Comment' column wrote:
it would not be surprising if [the government] rejected the sensible
...
recommendation that ... drugs should be prescribed by their generic names ...
for this would deal a heavy blow to the pharmaceutical industry. It also seems
unlikely that the government will choose to enrage the British Medical
Association by acting upon the recommendation that Family Practitioner
Committees should be abolished.
Where the Royal Commission itself seems
...
to have lacked imagination is in its approach to positive health and preventive
medicine ... nothing is said about the problem of what proportion of finite
resources should be applied to high technology medicine ... What with the
omissions of the commission, and the attitude of the present government, it is
probably fairly safe to assume that, by and large, as things have been, so they
will remain. (Gould, 1979.)
Some of the desired changes - the inclusion of hazards arising from pollution, agricultural
practice and food processing in the remit for preventive medicine, and the true unification
of health services for example - are still being fought for today ten years on. However, each
of the main changes which were introduced satisfied some interested parties - CHCs, set up
in 1974 to represent the views of the public, were retained; the Area tier of administration
(coterminous with local authorities) was removed; and the appointed membership of
Regional Health Authorities (RHAs) and District Health Authorities (DHAs) was retained.
Thus local and health authority links again became harder to make. FPCs, which had been
coterminous with Area Health Authorities, were retained and in 1981 plans were
announced for them to be further separated from the hospital and community health
services (HCHS) as they were given independent status in 1984. In spite of the introduction
of joint finance and planning, the co-ordination of health care provision was, if anything,
weakened by FPC independence. In the HCHS, management responsibilities were
increasingly delegated to unit level, and the Conservatives' concern to control management
costs set the tone for many further policy developments. The financial cost of management
and administration fell from 5.12% of the total NHS budget in 1979-80 to 4.4% in 1984-5 -

maintaining the UK position as a particularly low spender in this area and contrary to the
view that a large proportion of NHS money is spent on bureaucracy (National Association
of Health Authorities, 1985).
Figure 1.2 illustrates the administrative links in the English NHS following the 1982
reorganisation.
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structure of the NHS in England, 1982-1987.

A recent change in the central administration of the NHS was the division of the
Department of Health and Social Security (DHSS), set up in 1968. It was originally headed
by the Secretary of State for Social Services, with considerable delegated powers and policymaking responsibilities.

In July 1988 the DHSS became two separate departments, each

with its own Secretary of State accountable to parliament and each having a duty to fight in
the Cabinet for resources for their department. In this thesis, references will generally be
made to the central department as it was termed at the time of interest - the DHSS to 1988 or
Department of Health (DoH) from July that year.

Changessince 1982- managementand accountability.
The 1982 changes however were not regarded as adequate to streamline the NHS and
improve aspects of its management effectiveness. In 1982 a further NHS inquiry was set up,
this time a small team headed by Roy Griffiths (now Sir Roy), Managing Director of J.
Sainsbury plc. The enquiry was swift, private and focussed explicitly on NHS management
Its report (DHSS, 1983) concluded that the lack of a clear general
management function hindered effective decision-making and delegation. Rational pursuit
and resource utilisation.

of measurable objectives, and responsiveness to consumer demands, were also impaired by
bureaucracy and consensus management. Doctors needed to become
more directly
involved in management especially as it related to
resource use. Clearer lines of

The 'problem' of NHS perJbrmance- 30 accountability through NHS levels to the centre were desirable and a stronger central
strategic management role should be established.
The recommendations of the Griffiths Report were largely adopted by the government
following brief consultation. General managers were appointed in regions, districts and
units, and central Supervisory and Management Boards were setup in 1984 within the
DHSS. Initially these boards were chaired respectively by the Secretary of State, Norman
Fowler, and a newcomer to the NHS, Victor Paige (with general management experience in,
for example, the National Freight Corporation).

The former Board included Roy Griffiths,

the government's chief medical and nursing officers and the permanent secretary, while the
management board was dominated by civil servants - outside appointments (promoted as a
source of new ideas about management effectiveness) were in the minority.
Implementation of the Griffiths recommendations has continued. Management budgeting
(now termed resource management) and quality assurance were introduced through pilot
schemes and local initiatives but are now becoming mandatory. General management at
each level is firmly established, with individual performance review and short term
contracts. However, any impact on patient care is hard to assess(Harrison 1988, Maxwell,
1988). Although the concept of general management was presented as a recipe for local
health authority and managerial autonomy, central government involvement in operational
as well as strategic health policy has continued to shape centre/periphery

relations.

Although the implementation of Griffiths undoubtedly brought personal as well as
organisational uncertainties to the fore yet again, and was received with considerable
scepticism and opposition, it has also provided opportunities and an impetus for changes in
style and culture not encouraged by previous structural changes.
Details of the newly-established annual review system (endorsed by Griffiths), individual
performance review and quality assurance function widely established following the
Griffiths Report, will be given in later chapters. Figure 13 illustrates the organisational
structure of the NHS between 1987, when the Griffiths recommendations had had their full

effect, and 1989(when the Supervisory and ManagementBoards were replacedby a Policy
Board and ManagementExecutive,respectively).
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Harrison (1988) assessesthe extent and nature of the changes, describing the role of the
manager in the NHS until the early 1980s as that of the diplomat - solving problems and
ironing out organisational difficulties, rather than implementing major changes. They were
facilitators for, rather than aspiring controllers of, doctors; their value systems had much in
common and the political context did not place them in conflict or expose their comparative
lack of power over clinicians. The position changed, however, as a number of central
government initiatives including the implementation of Griffiths placed the responsibility
for change upon managers Harrison sees this new position as that of the scapegoat,
responsibility without power. In implementing initiatives which challenge clinical freedom,
managers have become the agents of government, an 'enforced new alliance' which
challenges the influence of clinicians. 'Contemporary management reforms represent an
attempt to shift the frontier of control between government and physicians' (Harrison 1988,
P.M. The pressure to conform to central requirements is stronger on managers at regional
level, not least because regions run few services directly
and are regularly mooted as an
unnecessary tier of bureaucracy. Further, according to Harrison, central control is more
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readily exercised over quantifiable and financial aspects of policy, than over qualitative
dimensions such as quality assurance and implementation of management budgetting.
The Griffiths report and other managerial innovations of the early to mid 80s have yet to
have a major impact on clinician involvement in management, or on management control
over clinical resource use, and manager-doctor conflicts have apparently been few.
Significant examples of any sort of shift in the frontier of control have come directly from
the government, as in the introduction of the limited list of common drugs for prescription,
or more recently in the 1989 NHS White Paper 'Working for Patients' (HMSO, 1989) with its
imposition of clinical audit. Indeed, its proposals such as internal markets and the selfgoverning hospital route towards cost-containment may be examples of Harrison's 'radical
scenario' (ibid. p. 129) chosen in the face of perceived failure of the Griffiths and other 1980s
reforms to stem the demand for health care.
The government's readiness to adopt such a radical scenario suggests that it places a higher
value on mechanisms for cost-containment than on the changes in management and
organisational culture which have followed Griffiths slowly but perceptibly. With the
development of a variety of management structures, innovations in quality assurance and
performance evaluation, and the enthusiatic embracing of management training and
development in many districts and regions, Parston (1988, p. 24) sees the 'sense of local
control as one of the strongest features of the cultural evolution now occurring in the NHS'.
Instead of an identical national format for senior management teams at each NHS level,
general managers and health authorities had devised a variety of patterns which did not
necessarily include a clinician or nursing manager (although, at least initially, central
approval of proposed management structures was required).
The blossoming of management education was aided by the establishment in 1983 of the
new National Health Service Training Authority (NHSTA) (Dearden, 1986). The seizing of
marketing opportunities by private and public sector management training centres has
continued in response to subsequent central policy developments as well as to evolutionary
growth in demand from districts and units. Parston perceives a new spirit in NHS
management, although it is too early to hope to see substantial change in managerial
performance. However, the developments are fragile:
What effects these management changes will have on the contending public
concerns of securing within available resources the best deal for patients, the
best value for taxpayers, and the best motivation for staff the 'driving forces'
behind the Griffiths team's advice - will depend upon how sensitively they are
adapted to the political dynamics and historical structures of what remains one
of the world's largest non-military public sector organisations. It is not
altogether certain to many observers that the distinctive features of public
sector management are always recognised, either in government policy on the
health service or in NHS Management Board directives. If that is the
case, it
could prove the undoing of the evolution. (Parston, p. 33).

The 'problem' of NHS perfvrniance - 33 At the beginning of this chapter we noted Pollitt's description of the 'wave of performance
assessment' sweeping the decks of the public services from the late 1970s,bringing an
increasing focus both on financial accountability and stringency. However, the
appropriateness of the assessment focus has continually been challenged both from within
the service, and in a number of forums where 'the NHS' meets 'the public'. A suspicion of
bureaucracy and an interest in the efficiency of public services has, in the case of the NHS,
co-existed with calls for greater resources overall and an expansion of the caring and
preventive services as well as curative acute medicine.
The main administrative effects of the reorganisations of the 1970s and 1980s are summed
up in Table 1.3 below.

Table 13. NHS administrative

Date f

reorganisations: the main changes, 1974-1988.

Rson
Reason

Effect of change

1973NHS ReorganisationAct

JCCslink health authorities

implementation
1974

(HAs) and local government;
3 tier NHS administration;

GPs separate;
consensusmanagement;
CHCs set up.
1982

1979 Royal Commission report

Abolition of Area tier;
FPCindependence(1984)

From 1984

Griffiths Report (1983)

Supervisory and Management
Boardsat DHSS;
general managersat region,
district and unit levels;
end of consensusmanagement.

1988

DHSSsplit into Dept. of Health
and Dept. of SocialSecurity

An outline of the roles and membership of Regional and District Health Authorities, Family
Practitioner Committees and Community Health Councils follows, before the description of
the most recent reorganisations.

The 'problem' of NHS perk
irnwi xThe 14 Regional health authorities in England manage supra-district
services (those not
provided in every district) such as plastic surgery, and blood transfusion services; they hold
the contracts of consultants and provide some management support services. Resources are
allocated to districts by the RHA, who provide an interface between them and the DoH.
Regional general managers and their senior management team are accountable to the RHA,
a managerial body of up to 20 members of which two-thirds are appointed by the Secretary
of State and one-third are nominated by local authorities (soon to be removed following
'Working for Patients').
District Health Authorities, 190 in England, also comprise an appointed body supported by
a management team headed by a general manager. Included on, or closely involved with,
the district management board, are unit general managers who head hospital and
community services. Since the introduction of general management following the Griffiths
report, described in the next subsection, management teams no longer have a standard
membership as the consensus teams did from 1974; the general manager has greater
managerial autonomy. DHA members are mostly appointed by region and include
representatives of the voluntary sector, the FPC, local authorities (for the present) and trade
unions. Their role includes policy-making and disciplinary matters regarding staff; like
local government, DHA members generally approve certain types of proposals drawn up
by officers, rather than having much input at intermediate stages. The chairperson,
appointed by the Secretary of State, plays a more active role. The district level is the focus
for co-ordination between health authority, family practitioner and local authority services
(although their geographical boundaries are not co-terminous); since 1976 Joint Consultative
Committees and planning teams have brought such organisations together to plan the use
of centrally-allocated joint funds, primarily for. care for the elderly and handicapped. Both
DHA and RHA meetings are open to the public.
Family Practitioner Committees administer the contracts of family doctors, dentists,
pharmacists and opticians, who are independent contractors. In 1987 and 1988 FPCs began
to share in the NHS management revolution, with the introduction of rudimentary
performance indicators, performance reviews (annually by civil servants, five-yearly by
ministers), and a new planning system. The appointment of general managers, instead of
administrators to head their staff, has recently been completed. Family practitioner
committees themselves comprise thirty members appointed by the Secretary of State, half of
whom are clinical professionals; the fifteen lay members include those nominated by DHAs
and local authorities.

At the risk of sustaining the unhelpful organisational separationbetween hospital and
community health services(administered by DHAs and RHAs), and family practitioner
services,in this researchthe focus is on the former.

34 -
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- Community Health Councils exist to represent the voice of patients, individually
and
collectively, to the NHS; but since their establishment in 1974 their future has been
threatened on several occasions. CHCs have 18-24 members, half drawn from local
authorities, one-third from voluntary organisations and one-sixth 'generalists' appointed by
the RHA. Each health district has a CHC, with a small staff of whom the Secretary is a key
figure. Their main duties are: to provide individual patients with information about local
health services; to assist them in pursuing complaints about services; and to respond on
behalf of patients and the local community to plans - routine short term programmes and
specific proposals for service changes - from both the DHA and the FPC. A representative
from the CHC attends the meetings of these bodies. Although many health authorities and
GP services are now actively seeking patients' views on services, there remains a role for a
more independent body to represent and assist patients particularly when their problems
reflect differences between professional groups in the health service, especially as once local
authority members are removed from health authorities there will be no other routes for
patients to contribute to local health policy making.

1.3.4 Feedbackto the NHS?
The formal structure of the NHS does not include many openings for the public to
contribute their views on present or future services. While local services often receive
thank-you letters, and community groups may occasionally comment on plans, formal
hard
been
largely
for
feedback
have
from
to
and
negative
routes
patients about performance
navigate. The NHS complaints procedures differ for hospital, community health and family
practitioner services. The revised hospital complaints procedure (DHSS 1988h) instructs
health authorities to make their procedures accessible, deal with complaints promptly, and
analyse the patterns of complaints from which valuable managerial lessons can be learned;
but complaints statistics are far from straightforward

indicators of performance, reflecting

the articulate tip of a largely-reticent iceberg. There are separate and elaborate procedures
for complaints about standards of clinical care, which are difficult for patients to pursue
successfully.

Where complaints cannot be settled locally, since 1973recourseto the Health Service
Commissioner has beenavailable for non-clinical matters, and reports of the
Commissioner's work are published as 'epitomes', providing information for organisational
learning (and seeDay and Klein, 1987).
Although other public services(schools,social services)have independent national
inspectorates,arrangementsfor external scrutiny as part of the accountability processare
piecemealin the NHS. Apart from occasionalstudies by the National Audit Office and
financial audit inspections (soon to be augmented at local level by the Audit Commission),
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care delivery, are:
"

The Management Advisory Service (MAS) - set up in 1982 with DHSS funding, initially
on a pilot basis, to contribute to 'strategic monitoring' (of the implementation of
policies and strategies) and 'efficiency monitoring' (seeking the best use of resources).
The current MAS is a self-financing management consultancy. (See Ham, 1985)

"

The National Development Team for Mentally Handicapped People (NDT) works with
health authorities to improve standards of care, explore and develop new modes of

provision, and develop servicesfor particular agegroups.
"

The Health Advisory Service (HAS) was formed in 1976 to advise the providers of
services for mentally ill people about improving service standards and making
for
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HAS teams give feedback on their findings to

the Secretary of State. Implementation of their recommendations cannot be enforced

although it is likely to be pursued through the annual review process.
"

The Mental Health Act Commission was established under the 1983 Mental Health Act
to protect the rights of those detained in hospital compulsorily (about ten per cent of
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Thus although there is provision for official feedbackabout servicesfor some groups of
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(self-regulation) in the acute sectoris slowly becoming more common, and the professional
bodies and Royal Collegesplay an inspection role in approving hospital departments for
training purposes.
Chapter 6 describesthe proliferation of 'quality assurance'initiatives which include
obtaining feedbackfrom consumers,although rarely about the quality of clinical care (see
Leneman et al, 1986). As public disquiet about the NHS has increased(particularly with the
sustained pressureon resourcesand cuts in services),pressuregroups have also flourished.
Some,such as Health Rights, seekmore direct democratic participation in health decisions
locally.
Many groups combine the provision of practical support and information for memberswith
lobbying for resourcesand fund-raising for researchor public awareness. Some focus on
particular medical conditions, while others like the College of Health (with origins in the
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1.4 CRISIS IN THE NHS? THE POLICY CONTEXT

1.4.1 Introduction
In this section we will review briefly some of the major health policy developments which
have particular relevance to our investigation of health service performance evaluation and the political and public debate about the 'crisis in the NHS'.

1.4.2 Policies and policy-making since the mid 1970s
While health policies may have their origins in party manifestos (although some significant
recent developments have not) and be shaped by the personal preferences of ministers, they
may also exhibit continuities over time. The influences of civil servants and the strength of
the medical profession (and other professional groups to a lesser degree) may explain some
in
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the
other
common
needs) of
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countries too. Figure 1.4 illustrates some of the groups and organisations which can exert
influences - strong or weak, direct or indirect - on the NHS. The location of such groups in
the environment or wider system of the NHS implies that while influences may operate in
both directions, the NHS cannot control them.
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Figure 1.4 The National Health Service in its environment.
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Health service resources
Although since taking office in 1979 the Conservative government has steadily increased the
charges for certain NHS services, the main source of NHS funds remains taxation. Of the
1990-1 public expenditure allocation, 78.3% will be met from taxation, 4% from charges, and
the balance mainly from NHS contributions through National Insurance. (Source: the
Chancellor's Autumn Statement, 1989). There have been several inquiries into alternative
methods of funding, and growth of private sector healthcare provision and demand has
been encouraged. However, until the 1989 NHS White Paper 'Working for Patients'
(HMSO, 1989), the explicit operation of market forces in which the NHS participated was
confined to the private practices of some clinicians using NHS facilities, competitive
tendering for ancillary services (an innovation of the early 1980s) and to the purchase of
services in the voluntary and private sectors such as hospice places. The development of
the 'public/private

sector partnership' is an increasingly important task for NHS managers.

In spite of the inclusion of the NHS in drives to cut public spending, successive
governments have argued on many occasions that more money than ever is being spent on
the service and, as health authorities are required to become more efficient, resources
available for patient care are still increasing. Oearly it is more important to see how much
health care, and of what quality, has been purchased with those resources, or what
proportion of health needs have been met. But meaningful calculations are almost
impossible, especially as the NHSPI, the price index for goods and services on which the
NHS depends, has increased more rapidly than general inflation.

A number of influential groups, most notably a 'consortium' of the BMA, Royal College of
Nursing (RCN) and Institute of Health ServicesManagement(IHSM) have argued over
severalyears that as a result of demographic change,medical advancesand public spending
cuts the NHS needsan increasedallocation of at least 2% in real terms to keep pace with the
known growth in demand (seefor example Maynard and Bosanquet,1986). While the
DHSShas on occasionacceptedthe validity of this '2% debate', it has continued to place
increasedemphasison efficiency savingsor 'cost improvements'. Since1976health
authorities have beensubject to strict cashlimits, and since 1981it has been assumed,when
budgets are set, that at least0.5%of their revenue will be generatedfrom internal efficiency
savings - such as cost improvement programmes, Rayner-type scrutinies and competitive
tendering, (discussedin later chapters. In 1987,cashreleasing cost improvements by
English health authorities generatedsavingsof 1.4%of revenue, and the proportions
planned for 1988/9 and 1989/90 were 1.4%and 1.1%respectively. (Source.SocialServices
Committee, 1989,table 1.3.) More effective management leading to more efficient health
services- was the thrust behind the recommendationsof the Griffiths enquiry, but on many
occasionsthe autonomy implied by general managementhas been overriden by further

The 'problem' of NHS perfornrance - 41initiatives from the centre which regions or districts have been required to adopt (such as
the 'income generation' initiative mentioned in Section 1.2.3).
Although substantial savings have been made and waste undoubtedly reduced, in many
places in-year cash flow problems and end-of-year deficits have become inevitable,
especially when pay awards (until now negotiated outside the control of health authorities)
have not been fully funded and inflation has exceeded the government's estimates made
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Additional funds have also been provided at several points during the 80s, 'top sliced' from
the allocation for the NHS and earmarked for particular central policy priorities. In 1976 the
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formula attempted to reflect need rather than existing provision, and included demographic
factors (population size, age, sex and marital structure, fertility rate), epidemiological
factors (standardised mortality ratios for a number of conditions), and an allowance for
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formula, a notional population for each region was arrived at, and the total revenue
allocation divided between regions in proportion to their population.

This provided the

allocation which the region 'should' receive, its target allocation; it was compared with the
previous years' allocation and the distance from target calculated. Those furthest from their
targets received the greatest increases (the 'RAWP losing regions' being the four London
authorities, Oxford and the South West). A similar approach to capital funds was adopted,
and regions were encouraged to operate a RAWP-type formula in their allocations to
districts to reduce internal inequalities (such as from the central London to the shire county

The 'problem' of NHS performance - 42 health districts). By 1988/9, nine of the 14 regions were within 2 percentage points above or
below their revenue targets, although lobbying from the losing London regions had
produced additional funds for them in 1988 and the formula had received many criticisms.
Not least were concerns over the inadequacy of standardised mortality ratios (SMRs) as
proxies for health status and needs, and the focus on inputs rather than resource use. A
lengthy review of the formula was completed in 1988 which among other things explored
ways of reflecting social deprivation, but before its recommended revisions took effect the
1989 White Paper Working for Patients' announced the ending of the RAWP approach on
the grounds that it had more or less completed its task, and the formula was not used for
the 1988/89 allocations.
Next, some policies for redistributing resources between groups of patients are introduced.

Priorities for care
The 1976 Triorities'

document had suggested that as overall resources for health care grew

the growth should be concentrated on primary care, services for the elderly and mentally
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by 1979 the shift away from acute service developments showed little sign of happening.
The incoming Conservative government took a more directive stance in terms of priorities;
'Care in action' (DHSS 1981a) set out broadly similar groups to which health authorities
by
The
taken
the
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the
approach
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reorganisation.
government (at least initially) was to devolve these responsibilities to health authorities,
having stressed its expectations of them, rather than defining norms or setting target
allocations for specific care groups centrally.

Even with the increasing central interventions such as those mentioned earlier in this
chapter, and the inclusion of central policy objectivesin regional and district plans over a
number of years now, the relative shift of resourceinputs away from the acute sectorhas
yet to have a significant impact on care provision. Explanations and remediesfor the
problems of plan implementation are at the heart of severalof the performance-related
topics to be analysed in later chapters;here we will note the progress or fate of severalmore
policy developments.
The quest for the replacementof often-ineffective care in large long stay institutions for the
elderly, mentally ill or handicapped,by community-based care has crossedparty political
divides, and largely eluded governments over twenty or more years. Revelationsof neglect
and ill treatment of patients in a number of institutions; the growing proportion of the
population aged over 75, many of whom are handicapped by physical or mental infirmity
and place an increasing cost burden on the NHS; and changing perceptions of the needsof
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attractive alternative. However, it is not proving to be a cheap alternative, as successive
governments have found. Problems have arisen through replacing the economies of scale of
large hospitals with purpose built community homes, often running in tandem for years;
overcoming planning constraints; persuading clinicians that a family or community home
environment is best for the patient even if it is less convenient for them; recruiting or
retraining staff in new skills. Probably the greatest area of success to date has been in the
care of those with mental handicaps or learning difficulties, most of whom are not 'ill'.
There are now very few such children in hospital, and an increasing number are integrated
into normal schools, but for those over the age of 18 there remains an acute lack of
provision. This reflects some of the problems which have beset the elderly and mentally ill
too - the many demands now being placed on family members, especially women, with
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Many of the issues revealed by perennial question about progress towards community care
have been addressed by inquiries in recent years. Of these, the recommendations of the
Cumberlege report on neighbourhood nursing (DHSS, 1986a) were largely accepted in 1987,
but while they provided an impetus for team-based care they have presented problems in
bridging the DHA/

general practitioner divide. Some of the recommendations conflicted
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uncertainty hung over the implementation of the recommendations of Sir Roy Griffiths'
1988 report (DHSS, 1988g) on the whole field of community care until the publication in
November 1989 of 'Caring for People', the White Paper on community care (DoH, 1989d).
This 'pig in the middle' position for those who seek more home-like care for the Cinderella
groups is likely to persist while vested professional and political interests disagree over the
use of limited resources, leaving the weaker professional groups (nurses, health visitors,
social workers) caring for vulnerable patients/ clients who are often without a voice of their
own.

Another lobby which has to date been relatively weak is that supporting health promotion
and public health. Government support for the World Health Organisation's 'Healthy
cities' and 'Health for all' initiatives has been muted, and the responseto evidenceof
damage to health which challengesthe tobacco,alcohol and food industries has been highly
ambivalent (see,for example, Radical StatisticsHealth Group 1987,pp. 155-171).Although
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health authorities have been given greater responsibilities for
public health following the
government's acceptance of the main recommendations of the Chief Medical Officer
(Acheson, 1988), they have not been given new resources or powers to tackle the largely
economic pressures which lead to pollution and poverty (DoH, 1988a).
These then are some of difficulties which those charged with developing priority services
have experienced -a mixture of technical, political and organisational complexities which
have been shared to an extent with those originating the policies. The acute services which
have been accorded low priority for developments, and implicitly expected to give up some
resources, have been faced with their own pressures. Schemes for clinical budgeting, peer
review, technology assessment and the like have provided examples of ways for clinicians
to gain a greater understanding of the financial costs and health benefits from the resources
they commit. Ham (1985, pp. 153-6) reminds us of the limits placed on interference with
clinical autonomy from outside the profession, and the many routes by which doctors can
make inputs to health policy at district, regional and DHSS levels. However, the policy
messages which they in turn have received have been unclear. There have been sporadic
government requirements for increased activity - renal, heart and bone marrow transplants,
breast and cervical cancer screening for example. The unceasing flow of medical
developments has contributed to shorter lengths of stay and more intensive use of beds as
well as new treatments. Demands on doctors to change their performance if the DHSS
performance indicators have revealed low throughput or high costs per case may well lead
to higher activity and therefore increased overall spending.

Doctors are faced with public

pressures to keep up to date regardless of the efficacy of new and more costly treatments,
and this combines with the professional ethos of doing what is best for each particular
patient regardless of cost. There have been pressures too with the onset of the AIDS
pandemic, only partly compensated for by special government funds and requiring new
combinations of acute, community and terminal care.
Thus we have a confused picture of policies and priorities in the late 1980s. Most service
programmes have priority status at least in part, yet even if efficiency is increased each is
under serious pressure for financial and manpower resources. Over-riding desires from
both Labour and Conservative governments to curb public spending have combined with
organisational and inter-organisational

complexities and the political sensitivity of the NHS

to limit major change. Ham (1985, p. 130) suggests that the failure of non-acute priority
services to obtain their intended increased share of resources was partly attributable to 'the
discretion given to health authorities, and the lack of an effective mechanism for analysing
strategic plans and controlling NHS performance within the DHSS. ' The development of
general management, information technology, the planning and review systems and
reduction of geographical inequalities in financial inputs could have set the scene for real
policy development. At present it appears that only a few of these innovations will be
harnessed in the service of implementing 'Working for Patients',
while strategic planning,
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Explorations of some of

the issues raised in this section which have taken place within the DHSS are considered in
Chapter 4 when we discuss NHS corporate planning, and the attempt to clarify the status of
a number of central policies in an important health circular (DHSS, 1988b). This circular
distinguished between policy aims and service objectives and was the product of
considerable DHSS and ministerial deliberation.

1.4.3 The recurring NHS 'crisis'
Nationally, while the NHS has been described as being in a state of crisis on many occasions
since its inception, it has developed an increasingly high political profile through the 1980s.
Although it could be argued that until 1989 there had been few major changes in policy
direction affecting the actual delivery of care since the mid 1970s, public and professional
concern about the apparently deleterious impact on health service performance of existing
fiscal policies has been growing apace. Not everybody would share Professor Rudolph
Klein's view that 'The public at large see this (crisis) on TV night after night, in the
newspapers, on radio and they ... become convinced that the health service is breaking
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Radio 4, 'File on 4' 15.1.88).
After the Prime Minister's Review of the NHS (contemporary with Klein's diagnosis),
'Working for Patients' (HMSO, 1989) left many in a state approaching shock. The White
Paper, its 'working papers' (DoH, 1989e-1)and associated legislation will not be considered
in detail here because of the early stage of implementation at the time of writing, but aspects
of its potential impact will be explored from time to time. While its requirement for medical
audit could improve an area of performance of almost universal concern, most of its
provisions cannot readily be construed as furthering fundamental NHS objectives. The
creation of self-governing hospitals, practice budgets, internal markets and capital charges
place NHS services in direct competition with the independent sector and do little to further
equity of accessand provision. It also has centralist features which could 'undermine the
local discretion of health authorities and their managers, inevitably pulling play back to the
Department and the Management Board, and likely leading to the failure of general
management' (Parston, 1988, p. 33).

In examining the White Paper critically, however, we are obliged to admit that everything
in the garden has not beenrosy. The central and local innovations of the 1980sdo not seem
to have pushed forward community basedcare for the 'Cinderella' groups, or given much
impetus to health promotion, or had much effect on the apparently endemic conflicts
between other groups in the 'policy community'. A shortageof funds is not the sole cause
of long waiting times, brusque responsesto patient's questions,cold lunches and warm icecream. Given the size of the NHS - as an employer, and spender of public money, as well as
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managerial accountability demand visible and effective systems for performance
monitoring and evaluation, indeed the pressure for realisation of these demands can be seen
as part of the 'wave of performance evaluation' (Pollitt, 1986a, b) which we noted in Section
1.1.2 and cannot simply be attributed to the policies of an individual government.
The fortieth anniversary of the NHS was a focus for opposition to health policy and relative
priorities, involving political parties, pressure groups and many members of the public -a
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1.5 MEASURING THE PERFORMANCE OF ORGANISATIONS

15.1 Introduction
The earlier sections of this chapter have indicated the limits to the powers of the NHS in
shaping the health status of the nation, and how the service is organised to perform its
preventive and curative roles. How the NHS itself and other interested parties assessthis
performance, and to what effect, are the subjects of the current inquiry.

But why should we,

and many others, regard performance assessment as worthy of attention? With the
apparent increase in evaluative activity, are there common measurement processes and
purposes? Section 1.5 explores some aspects of these questions.

1.5.2 Why measureorganisational performance?

Goal attainment?
The obvious, rational purpose of performance measurement is to ensure that objectives and
targets are being met, and evaluation of the outcome of this process will indicate the nature
and magnitude of any action to be taken. However, as later chapters will illustrate in
relation to health services, the nature of such objectives as well as their content will have
implications for the measurement process.
Goals which can reasonably be required to be optimised or maximised, objectives which are
relatively specific and widely endorsed, may make the choice of tools for measurement and
evaluation comparatively simple. Even so, there are likely to be different interests and
viewpoints providing a range of perspectives on what appropriate approaches comprise.
Individuals may be interested in the performance of their subordinates because of its effect
on the way their own performance is assessed,regardless of higher level organisational
objectives. Organisations characterised by heterogeneous activities and aims, ambiguous
information and uncertainty about the relationships between inputs and outputs, make
performance evaluation relatively problematic. (Klein 1982, Lloyd 1988).

Performance and control

If organisations did not interact with their environment or involve independent-minded
human components,organisational processescould take place in a predictable way and it
would only be necessaryto ensure that inputs were commensuratewith the desired
outputs. But it is rarely useful to seecomplex organisations as such closed systems. Our
lack of understanding of causal relationships and the significance of (often

unpredictable)

influences from the organisational environment impose a
need to monitor intermediate
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bring performance closer to desired levels.

Social inevitability?
Much organisational activity involves some notion of accountability, of those making
decisions or carrying out tasks being obliged to a more or less significant extent to answer to
others for the standard or nature of their actions. Whether in commercial organisations or
public services, judgements of the adequacy of actions may be based on comparison with
cultural mores (including expectations of ethical conduct), objectives (more or less explicit),
legislation and in some cases professional expectations.
Performance evaluation in various forms seems to be an increasing preoccupation in
capitalist and socialist economies, commercial and not-for-profit

organisations; all appear to

be paying increasing attention specifically to the achievement of their own goals and
comparisons with others (Pollitt 1986b, Mullen 1985). Many people are employed to collect,
process and communicate performance data about small or larger parts of organisations for example, audit, work study, inspectorates of various sorts. Perhaps human expectations
in the developed nations about the extent to which nature and the physical environment can
be controlled, and desires to shape our own lives in and outside work, have increased with
time. It is in such a broad context that we will be examining the expectations of health
services held by their customers, employees and policy makers, individually

and

collectively.

1.5.3 So how well do organisations do what they are supposes

?

It seemsimpossible to answer this question without posing many more questions. At
various points in this thesisand with particular referenceto the NHS, we will consider.
9

Can organisational goals and objectivesreadily be identified?

"

How far are they sharedby different occupational and interest groups within and
outside the organisation?

"

Who makes the decisionsabout performance evaluation?

"

What sorts of performance measuresand measurementprocessescould be used to
assessattainment of thesegoals and objectives?
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What sorts of measures and processes are actually used, and why?

"

To what effect? If organisations are not doing what they are supposed to do very well,
how could changing the way that performance is evaluated improve the performance
itself?

Later in this chapter we will note the role which a particular way at looking at organisations
from
in
First
to
these
a
systems
perspective
play
seeking
answers
will
questions.
we will
look briefly at some desirable features of performance measures.

1.5.4 What makes a good measure?
The adequacy of most organisational activity is of interest to someone, be they owners,
beneficiaries, victims or custodians. Their interest may centre on products or outputs from
the organisation, its longer-term or indirect impact, structural characteristics or the
processes occurring within it. The sort of data which they require in order to make their
assessment will depend on the nature of their interest, and the ease with which such data
can be obtained, i. e. measurements can be made, will vary accordingly. It may not be
possible to measure the feature of interest directly; many indicators of performance are
proxy measures used in conjunction with assumptions about interrelationships (correlations
or causation) in the system.
The key to obtaining useful answers to questions about performance, is to ask the 'right'
questions - relevant to the enquirer's objectives. For example, the dimensions of
performance which we as consumers are interested in are often different from those which
the producers of goods, services or information - rightly or wrongly - choose to inform us
about. Furthermore, those dimensions may not be the most or only relevant ones to the
objectives of the organisation under scrutiny; they may have been chosen because data
collection was cheap, or for more dubious reasons. In its 'raw' state, data can only fairly be
judged in terms of 'technical' qualities such as its accuracy and validity.

Once the purpose

of seeking and providing information about performance has been established, it is easier to
assess the value of available data, whether it is accurate and valid enough for us, and the
need for alternative or additional measures. Choosing statistical tests, sampling methods
and so on depends very much upon the information which you hope to obtain from the
process. Knowing this is an essential first step in any evaluation process.

Later chapterswill explore the role of models in performance evaluation and improvement.
The following considerationsabout the nature and quality of data for assesssmentalso
apply to data used in model building.
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Measurement is a first step in assessment and much modelling, where 'reality' is
represented in terms of selected attributes. Measurement is defined by Warner et al (1984,
p. 36) as '... assigning a number to a system according to a rule, in such a way that the
number represents the quantity of an attribute of the system. ' Consideration of the
following factors can enhance the value of data collected about performance or our
appreciation of its shortcomings. They can also be used to test the value of models, as
Chapter 2 will illustrate.
"

Timeliness - the immediacy and frequency with which data become available as
information. Particularly for the exercise of control, data need to be collected at
appropriate time intervals (to detect trends or cycles) and analysed rapidly enough for
action to be taken which will have the desired effect.

"

Capacity to reflect dynamic characteristics - organisational performance is essentially
dynamic and it is essential to be able to measure change. The direction and pace of
change are indicated by the level or state of key variables measured after the elapse of
appropriate intervals of time. The adequacy of change in terms of progress towards

objectivesmay be difficult to assessand control, unless the results of such
measurementcan be compared with intermediate targets or a desired trend.
Sensitivity is assessedin terms of the intervals at which data are collected, and the
callibration of any measures- are thesesmall enough to detect the levels of changewe
it
dismissing
The
to
as an error, artefact or
or
change,
want observe?
risk of missing a
due to chance, must be minimised.

"

Specificity is problematic in many areasof performanceevaluation - with how much
certainty can we say that A, or a particular aspectof A, causesB? How far can we
progressbeyond noting correlations? (Long and Harrison 1985p. 38, Donabedian
1980.)

"

Validity and reliability - two essentialcharacteristicsfor assessingthe extent to which
we are measuring what we want to measure. Assume that objectiveshave been
identified towards which progresscan be assessedby measuring the value of certain
attributes. To test validity we ask whether our measurecorrelateshighly enough for
our purposes with the attribute of interest to be regarded as a good predictor of that
attribute; or are the measuressufficiently well constructed to be seenwith confidence
to representthe content of the attribute? The reliability of a measureis related to the
extent to which it will produce the same result when used by different people (or the
sameperson on another occasion),other things being equal. (Warner et al, op cit.,
Long and Harrison 1985.)
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Ambiguity

lack
of clarity and explicitness - can seriously damage the confidence
placed in a measure, and can be one factor affecting the accuracy of data collection or
recording. This can be a particular problem with scaled or subjective measures, less so

for frequency counts.
"

The accuracy with which measurements are made and data recorded is not simply a
function of the carefulness of the individuals involved. Factors such as the clarity of
instructions, explanation and understanding of the significance and purpose of data
collection, convenience and complexity of collection procedures, and the presence of
distractions can all contribute to the quality of raw data. Staff handling data need to
have the necessary skills for any coding or manipulation, as well as an interest in their
tasks conducive to accuracy. These factors may well be amenable to management
intervention and should be considered when data collection is planned. The data user
needs to have some idea of the level of accuracy which is likely to obtain, and to be able

to assesswhether it meetstheir needs.
"

Availability and cost-effectiveness(which are often related) deservesome
consideration; data collection, analysis, storage and retrieval costs can be considerable.
Performance monitoring often uses data collected for other purposes, and therefore
does not incur much additional cost. However, the users must be sure that it meets
their needs, and know of the standards and methods of collection in order to assessits
validity and accuracy. Where data is currently unavailable, the costs of obtaining it
(were it feasible) compared with the benefits obtained, may preclude its collection. The
non-availability
impossibility

of good data may reflect vested interests rather than technical

(and see, for example, Gray in Long and Harrison op cit. p. 39, regarding

data about self-care). The problems and opportunities posed by computerised
management information systems are often an extension of these general
considerations, but on a grander scale.
"

Can artefact effects be eliminated - such as the 'Hawthorne effect' (the subject of
investigation being changed unintentionally by the process of investigation), or
changing the way we look at and classify things, or adjust our expectations of what it is

worth looking for during the evaluation? (Long and Harrison, op cit p. 39;
Roethlisbergerand Dickson 1939.)

Dimensions of performance
Much of the criticism of health service performance evaluation (and that of other
organisations) relates to the particular aspectof performance upon which the evaluative
judgement is based. Exampleswhich we have already noted are the
comparative lack of
measuresof outcomesof health care,or the quality of care processes.A number of
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problems of
measuring performance along different dimensions will be a recurring theme.
Here we will just note that searching for an objectively 'right' dimension on which to judge
aspects of health care, upon which everyone concerned agrees, would often be fruitless.
Patients are generally more concerned about effectiveness, while managers may place
efficiency higher on the agenda when choosing what aspects of performance best serve their
interests. However, if the purpose of the evaluation and the interests of the evaluator are
clear, relatively more or less appropriate dimensions may be identified.
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1.6 TAKING A SYSTEMS APPROACH TO PERFORMANCE
EVALUATION IN THE NHS AND ITS PROBLEMS

1.6.1 Some features of systems approaches
It is the common features of any systems approach which commend it for studying health
services. These include concepts such as holism, emergence and hierarchy, (valuable in
describing the NHS with its complex subsystems and hierarchical arrangements). The
attention which many systems approaches pay to communication and control, information
flows, feedback, is central to an understanding of management, stability and change.
However, as we shall see, there are aspects of health service performance which are difficult
to analyse without help from other disciplines concerned with organisations and social
reality. This applies particularly to issues where concern for change reflects conflicting
values.
The role of systems approaches in this research is described in detail in Chapter 2. Here we
will note two sorts of approach to human activities. There are writers on organisations
whose work may note their systemic properties (Weberian bureaucracy as a 'closed' system,
for example; see Morgan, 1986), but whose main focus is on other organisational features
and activities. They have provided useful analyses in areas of interest such as the role and
nature of strategic planning. The main group of writers (featured in Chapter 2) seem to turn
first to systems concepts and models when opening their analytical toolkit. They may not
be saying 'organisations are systems', but that it is often useful to look for systemic factors
when studying organisations. It is the latter approach which is taken in this thesis. But the
functionalism which underlies many of these approaches has sometimes driven the search
for models outside the systems mainstream, as many changes to health service performance
have a political dimension (both large and small 'p') and are characterised by conflict rather
than consensus. Thus the scope of this research embraces the 'four P's' of performance,
planning, policy and politics.

A definition of 'system' may be helpful here, and that used by the Open University (MayonWhite and Morris, 1983)has served well. Paraphrasing,a system is a complex assemblyof
interrelated parts, connectedtogether in an organised way, which 'does something' and is
of interest to someone. The system and its parts are changedwhen a part enters or leaves.
Although we may often consider complex assembliessuch as car enginesas inherently
systemic (having the properties of systems)and rarely bring personal interpretations to bear
on what the ignition or cooling systemsmay comprise, the systemsapproachesapplied here
generally allow that alternative boundaries could be drawn. Ecological systemsin nature
clearly demonstrate the importance of systemic principles for survival of species,but it
would not be argued that they have been deliberately created with such principles in mind.
When we seesetsof human activities as systems
we are labelling intellectual constructs,
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These interpretations are often assumed to be

common, shared by many people and treated as if they exist in their own right, but when
they are described they may reveal conflicting perceptions. One continuum on which
systems approaches can be differentiated is that ranging from `hard' (particularly suited to
clearly-defined situations where an optimum solution may reasonably be sought), to 'soft',
where a problem or opportunity

is messy, has to be seen from many perspectives, and does

not lend itself to a 'best' or right answer. The differing conceptions of social reality which
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1.6.2 Why take a systems approach?
The approach taken in this research has been to complement the analytical, diagnostic and
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care system could
the focus for this research,to be judged in its own terms, this would have largely ignored
the political context, and confined the study to micro level, individual programmes. Using
the Australian Health Care Facility Accreditation Program as an example, Uoyd (1988,op
cit) concludes that in comparison with the unrealistically-rational and unitary assumptions
of the 'goal attainment' model used in conventional program evaluation, only a systems
approach can provide insights to Nh a serviceor program is more or less successful.
Taking the environment, inputs, processesand outputs into account, such systemicinsights
can enhancethe value of the Accreditation Program per se,and develop more searching
explorations of evaluation in general.
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Another approach could have concentrated on economic aspects'of
performance, in the light
of the increasing importance of accountants and auditors in the NHS and the extension of
health economics to embrace 'quality of life' as well as value for money measures (see, for
example, Birch and Maynard 1986). Developments in health service management
accounting (see Burgess and Watkins, 1987) and analyses of the political and structural role
of accounting (Hopwood and Tomkins, 1984) could also have contributed to a study which
went beyond 'technical' aspects of efficiency to consider the wider policy context.
Nonetheless, an economic focus would have imposed constraints on the dimensions of
performance which, as the context outlined in the previous section illustrated, were giving
rise to concern. However, consideration of economic factors can be included within a
systems approach; for example, utility theory or cost-benefit and cost-effectiveness analysis
may be valuable when selecting an action to improve performance.
Most of the work cited in later chapters will reflect either explicit acceptance of the value of
systems ideas, or indifference to them in the context of interest. However, several writers
have explicitly rejected 'systems approaches' in otherwise-relevant studies, and we should
note the explanations for some of these 'negative' as well as positive references. In the case
of Floyd (1984), who advocates a 'cybernetic approach' to local government planning, the
explanation for the rejection of the 'systems approach to planning' seems to he primarily in
the subjective or ambiguous nature of the term 'systems approach'. He cites 1970swriters
on planning whose work he rightly criticises for its vagueness, denial of conflict and
diversity of interests, assumptions of perfect rationality in society and pursuit of optimal
solutions to complex and value-laden problems. These proponents of rational
comprehensive planning (a subject which we will meet briefly in Chapter 4), while they
may have once reflected values at the 'hard' end of the continuum mentioned above, are
used unfairly to condemn systems thinking.

This is ironic in that Floyd includes within his

wide-ranging and more favoured 'cybernetic' school not only those (Beer, Ashby) whom we
include as cyberneticians - an important group of systems thinkers - in Chapter 2 and
beyond, but also some regarded by many in the systems field today as mainstream (if not
always popular) systems thinkers (von Bertalanffy, Vickers, Forrester, Emery and Trist).

Yatestoo (1986)tends to identify 'systemstheories' with 'rational actor' theories about
decision-making, and systemsanalysis and operational research,in his review of theories
relevant to performance monitoring for hospitals. Thesehave positive points - flexibility in
conceptualising problem situations, for example - but they may be outweighed by undue
presumptions of rationality particularly in the use which people make of information. More
appreciated by Yateswas the work on theories of disastersand systemsfailures developed
by the Open University SystemsGroup in the late 1970s,which he draws upon in his
pragmatic approach to the effective use of routinely-collected data in performance
monitoring. Moving towards the 'softer' end of the systemscontinuum, Thompson (1975,
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1977) reiterates his view of the value of open socio-technical systems ideas, and Vickers'
concept of 'appreciative systems' in understanding health policy-making and planning.
In his critique of Thompson, Klein (1977) makes the point - which remains valid that a
portfolio of systems (and other) approaches is likely to be required in order to understand
complex organisational and policy processes. Jackson and others (Jackson 1984, Jackson
and Keys 1987) propose a contingency approach to the design of evaluation systems which
recognises that organisation theory, social policy and systems thinking interpret
organisational effectiveness in different ways. As evaluation 'problem-contexts' also vary, a
framework is being developed through which appropriate models can be chosen upon
which to develop evaluation systems. We will meet this framework again in Chapter 2 in
the context of choosing systems approaches for a variety of NHS evaluation problems.
The work of the various writers mentioned in this sub-section, and that of some of those to
whom they in turn have referred, is drawn upon at a number of points in this thesis. Here
we will note that although (like any writer) I have preferences for and aversions to some
sorts of explanations of social structures and processes, like Yates and Klein I feel that the
need for 'success' of the NHS merits an initial openness to a wide range of explanatory tools
and theories. In cases of conflict and power struggles, systemic analysis may provide only
partial help. We will return to this matter in later chapters.

1.6.3 The choice of a systems approach confirmed
Many of the issues in the NHS performance debate reflect the desire to treat complex
questions about policy making, the management of resources and the application of
professional skills (in the light of assumptions about causal relationships) as if they were
amenable to a right, optimal answer. One aim of this research is to clarify in the NHS
context when this may be appropriate. Our concern with performance evaluation and its
contribution to the attainment of organisational (health service) goals, fits well with a
'rational, unitary, goal-seeking (RUGS) view of organizations' (Paton et al 1985, p. 30). This
view characterises many systems approaches, especially at the 'hard' end of the spectrum a reason for criticism in the eyes of some writers and analysts, as we will see in Chapter 2.
Other systems practitioners may not see a RUGS view as problematic - like many
economists, managers, politicians, and customers, they will readily be able to identify
objectives which members of the organisation should pursue to help the organisation
achieve 'its' (or perhaps its owners') overriding goals. These objectives will be quantifiable,
and undisputed.

It will be assumed that causal relationships are well enough understood

for the appropriate intervention to be made to rectify any shortcomings. Some of the
models applied in the analysis of performance-related topics in Chapters 4 to 7 are based on
such assumptions - and will therefore be used with care.
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Developments in thinking about these areas of
activity from 'outside' systems will be
considered from time to time, providing alternatives to the 'RUGS' view which help to
explain some of the idiosyncratic aspects of policy making, planning, decision making,
management and control in organisations.

While a convincing case can be made that health

services are more than usually complex organisations (and the British NHS scores high on
dimensions of complexity such as size and interdependence), they are not alone in
presenting 'problems' and these approaches have shed light on the structure and behaviour
of all sorts of organisations.
So has the case for choosing a 'systems approach' been proven? Whether one has a
disinterested or an instrumental reason for seeking to understand the operation and
performance of an organisation, it is likely that at least some of the unexplained aspects will

be characterisedby ambiguity, multiple interpretations of objectivesand tasks,
interconnectednessand uncertainty about the presentas well as the future arising both
from within the organisation and from its environment.
These unexplained aspects may well present themselves as 'messy problems' of decision
making (choosing objectives and ways to meet them) or control (ensuring organisational
objectives are met), requiring management or policy action. (See for example Ackoff 1974,
Watson and Watson 1986). Organisational and individual objectives may well be multiple
and conflicting; information and communication channels may be inadequate for the
exercise of control. It may be hard to see 'what the problem is', where it begins and ends.
As later chapters will illustrate, systems concepts, models and techniques can and have
helped managers, planners and policy makers in all sorts of organisations to combine
different perspectives, place workable boundaries around messy problems, and cope with
conflicting objectives. If this research can provide some viable suggestions for such
applications in the NHS - to date, there seem to have been relatively few relating to
performance monitoring, evaluation and control - it will have achieved ids goals. It is to
those goals, and the routes towards them, which we now turn.

1.7 AIMS OF THE RESEARCH AND DESCRIPTION OF THESIS

1.7.1 Aims
This chapter has indicated a need for a systematic study of the ways in which the NHS
monitors its performance (or is subject to external appraisal) and acts in the light of the
information obtained. To fulfill that need, the aims of this research are to:

"

identify the key aims and objectivesof the British National Health Service(NHS)
as a
whole, and those of its major parts, including objectivesheld outside the service for it
by interested groups;
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analyse the formal means of assessing the attainment of these aims and objectives, and
ways that actions are chosen in the light of such assessments;

"

evaluate the contribution of assessment processes, and the ensuing actions, to the
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attainment of objectives;
9

in the light of this evaluation, make suggestionsfor changeor further research;

"

test the contribution that systemsapproachescan make to the analysisof health service
performance.

1.7.2 Objectivesand description of thesis
Several more specific objectives have contributed to the achievement of these broad aims,
and the research has included five kinds of activity. First, attempts have been made in
Chapters 1 and 3 to clarify aspects of the objectives of the NHS, including:
"

founded;
for
health
it
the
service
was
objectives set
when

"

policy objectives set by central government, for implementation by health
authorities locally;

"

'indigenous' objectives held for the whole or parts of the NHS by its employees;

"

health
the
in
service
that
of
the
system
or
wider
environment
objectives
people
(as users,taxpayers,health authority membersand commentators)hold
individually or collectively for the NHS.

Second,throughout the thesisis a searchfor useful approachesto understanding complex
organisational structure, behaviour and impacts in the work of writers on systems
introduced in Chapter 2. Approacheshave been sought which, in particular, could be
applied in the analysisof the organisation in its wider (political, social and economic)
environment, exploring stability and change,power, managementand control.
To test the contribution of systemsapproaches,they are applied to a selection of
'performance-relatedtopics' outlined in the next subsection,following a procedure
designed to incorporate assessmentof their strengths and weaknessesin different contexts.
This assessmentcommencesin Chapter 2 where the approachesare described,and
continues from Chapter 4 through Chapter 7, as systemsmethodologies and models are
applied in studies of four topics drawing on interview and questionnaire data and
secondarymaterial.
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objectives, i.e.:
the formal processes by which 'official' policy objectives are set for the NHS;
"

formal processes by which such objectives are interpreted and quantified and

performanceat various levels is monitored and evaluated;
"

formal processesfor intervention and control to changeorganisational
performance,over the short or longer term.

"

the role played by quantitative and qualitative models in theseprocesses.

Chapter 8 reflects on the value of the chosen systems models and methodologies for
understanding the relative success of the various approaches to performance evaluation
which have been studied. The potential value of these systems approaches to assist those
involved in choosing, designing or implementing performance evaluation mechanisms is
also considered.

1.7.3 The selectionof casestudy topics
NHS performance is of interest to many stakeholder groups. It would be easy to adopt a
individual
help
their
look
for
to
achieve
managers
managerialist stance and
ways
primarily
performance review objectives. Equally, one could focus on the interests of central
government politicians or their civil servants - likely to be more simplistic and transitory as
career advancement often demands rapid results and short stays in the Department of
Health. The dimensions which are of most concern to patients are the ones which are
hardest to measure - quality, dignity and outcomes of care. They are probably also the
hardest to improve consistently.
Systems approaches have traditionally been applied in the service of managers. Their
conscious application in the service of the community is a comparatively recent
phenomenon. In this research efforts will be made constantly to be aware of the interests
served by the subjects under investigation and by any suggested improvements.

An early

desire to use systems approaches to prove to politicians that their short-term concerns were
not good for the NHS, has gradually been tempered by a recognition of the distinct roles of
the stakeholder groups involved. Thus a general awareness of the political domain
occupied by the health service will influence the conclusions which can be drawn about
scope for improving NHS performance evaluation in some rational and egalitarian way.
Nonetheless, efforts have been made to reflect the concerns and interests of 'grassroots'

patients and staff in the selectionof issuesfor detailed attention.
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of the sort expressed during the 'NHS crisis' of recent years by concerned observers
(including patients and journalists), into eight key research questions. These are linked to
eight performance-related topics, four of which are the focus of the modelling described in
Chapters 4 to 8. The detail of these topics, and sources of data about them, are described in
the next chapter. This is a relatively subjective way of narrowing down a vast and complex
area into more manageable 'chunks' for analysis. Nonetheless these topics still represent
sizeable challenges to the lone researcher, and this is reflected in the level of detail of the
analysis. In order to capture the richness of the subject area, rigour has inevitably been
traded for breadth - which has encompassed many poorly understood phenomena.
Measures of validity and reliability are therefore scarce and this fairly novel modelling
approach has involved subjective choices of measures.

In the final chapter, lessonsfrom the analysis of the four topics initially selectedwill be
drawn in relation to:
" the potential improvements to the area of performanceevaluation concerned;
" the particular models applied; and
" the overall approach.
Someimplications of such lessonsfor the analysis of the four remaining topics, and
application of alternative systemsmodels (should the opportunity arise for further analyses
to take place), will be noted.
This chapter ends with a table introducing the eight performance-relatedtopics, and the
colloquial and researchquestions which they 'represent'. Then, in Chapter 2, the way that
they have been analysed is describedin detail.

The 'problem' of NHS per

Table 1.4. Eight colloquial and research questions, linked to performance-related

m-

topics.

KEY RESEARCH
QUESTION

PERFORMANCERELATED TOPIC

COLLOQUIAL
QUESTION

How are models used in

1. Making and

One problem with the

policy making and

implementing strategic

implementation?

plans.

61-

NHS is that you never

seemto know what's
round the next corner and things are always

tangled up together
What are the perceived

2. Controlling

Whose interestsdo the

purposes of the annual

performance through

annual performance

review system,and has it
got a part to play in
organisational learning?

structure and process.

review systemsserve- just
a route for top-down
imposition of contraints?

What tools can we use to
analyse hierarchies of
needs, relationships

3. Improving the quality
of care.

It seems to be a long way
from "improving the
nation's health" to

between structures,
processesand outcomes?

"prescribing x. for Mrs Y".
How can a masshealth
service meet individual
needs?

Has the role of
quantitative measures
changed towards

4. Assessingperformance
through outcomesof care.

What use are performance
indicators if they don't tell
you how many people get

better - aren't they just a

measuring quality and

outcomes,and how will
this affect attainment of
NHS objectives?

political weapon?

How can the NHS plan
and manage change in a

5. Planning for
uncertainty and

It's always happening someone in the

complex and uncertain
environment?

complexity.

government gets a bright
idea and imposesit on the
NHS with no idea what
effect it will have, as if
they didn't care

How are priorities for
NHS care ranked centrally
and locally?

6. Politics of health.

Maybe the NHS can't ever
treat everyone for all their
ills, but care seemsto be
rationed by a lottery

In the caseof poor
performance,do we
understand causeand
effect, and can we control
change?

7. Reducing waiting lists
and times.

No-one seemsto know
what to do to improve the
service the NHS provides,
regardlessof how much
money is spent on it

How are NHS goals and
objectivesset, their
interactions analysed,and
progress monitored over
the long term?

8. Planning for health.

Are political, short term
expedienciesthe driving
force behind the objectives
of the NHS?
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CHAPTER 2. SYSTEMS APPROACHES TO
UNDERSTANDING
COMPLEX ORGANISATIONS.

2.1 INTRODUC FION - THE SCOPE OF CHAPTER 2.
This chapter expands on the brief introduction to 'systems' and 'systems approaches' in
Section 1.6 of Chapter 1. We noted there that some important writers on organisations are
sceptical of systems ideas generally, or have identified their limitations in the field which
concerns them. Other writers, however, appear content to straddle discipline boundaries,
and are described as systems, decision, management or organisation theorists, if they are
labelled at all. Chapter 2 aims to demonstrate the nature and value of systems approaches
in describing, understanding and intervening in complex organisations such as health
services. However, these approaches may not always be appropriate when dealing with
highly value-laden, political and conflict-ridden problems. Equally, other disciplines can
provide essential material for understanding complex areas of organisational activity such
as planning, and provided underlying assumptions are recognised, systems does not need
to re-invent the wheel. These complementary ideas from other disciplines will be
introduced when appropriate. Of special interest in both chapters has been recent writings
(from the mid 1970s to date), those with an empirical basis, and with a health care focus.
The final chapter assessesthe merits of applying systems approaches to the topics in this
research.

The aims and objectivesof the researchwere set out in Section1.7of Chapter 1, and the
meansused to achieve them is explained in this chapter. The researchobjectivessuggested
a range of data collection approaches,and while a systemsapproach has been taken at the
analysis stage,social scienceprovided most of the basic tools for data collection. The types
and sourcesof data used, are describedin Section2.2. Somesystemsconceptsand
approaches,and criteria for choosing which approach to apply in a particular problem
context, are introduced in Sections2.3-2.5;and finally the basis of the methodological
approach is outlined.
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2.2 OUTLINE OF THE RESEARCH METHODOLOGY.

2.2.1 The collection and use of primary and secondarydata.

Questionnaires to regional health authorities.
Three questionnaires have been administered as part of the primary data collection. Each of
these questionnaire surveys involved small pilot studies, with comments being sought from
contacts at the DHSS or regions with knowledge of the review arrangements. The first two,
under the heading 'Survey of performance evaluation in the National Health Service', were
sent out in August 1986. Two sets of questionnaires were sent out to each of the 14 English
Regional Health Authorities.

One questionnaire was sent to Regional General Managers

(RGMs), and concerned the content of regional and district annual reviews; the second,
subtitled The regional role in quality assurance', was to quality assurance officers or, where
no such post had been established, another officer whom the King's Fund Quality
Assurance Project had identified as willing to be contacted on this subject, and sought
information about the role the region played vis-a-vis quality assurance activity in its
districts.

The main aim of both of thesequestionnaireswas to gain an impression of trends in the
content of regional and district reviews, especially the role played to date of quality
assuranceand performance indicators, as a basis for the selectionof a small number of
regions and districts for more in-depth data collection. The results are discussedmainly in
Chapters 5 and 6. Performanceindicators and quality assurancehad already been
identified as representing respectively 'hard' and 'soft' aspectsof performance evaluation,
the predominance of quantitative input and activity data in the performance indicators
being a sourceof strong criticism since their introduction in 1983.
The RGMs were asked to enclosecopiesof agendas,and action plans resulting from review
meetings, plus other local literature if available; details of strategic plans were also sought
and several sent copies. Respondentsto the QA questionnaire were asked to send copiesof
any relevant policy documents, or information about their availability. (Relatively little
such literature proved to be available at that time). Copies of thesequestionnairesand
covering letters are at Appendix A. Subsequentanalysis of the content of annual review
action plans (describedin detail in Chapter 5) contributed to the selection of the eight
performance-relatedtopics identified in Section1.7of Chapter 1.
During 1987the review system changedand this suggestedthe desirability of a second
questionnaire survey to regional general managerswho had responded positively to the
1986one. The 1988Annual Review Questionnaire (at Appendix B.) was sent out in March /
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evolving review process in
changing or monitoring their performance and that of their districts. The responses
indicated a maturing of the review system, suggesting that a formal review process could
continue to play a part in securing both effective performance evaluation and public
accountability even if the health service were to become more decentralised. The full results
of this survey are presented in Chapter 5.
One of the aims of the 1986 questionnaire to regional general managers and quality
assurance managers was to obtain information on which to base the selection of regions and
districts for the case studies. Respondents were asked to indicate their willingness to be
contacted again as possible case study sites, and most gave positive replies. The overall
response rate to each questionnaire was over 80%.
In order to choose case study regions from the information

obtained, a simple scoring

system was devised (see scoring sheet in Appendix A. ). A high score was desirable and
arose from accessibility and evidence of interesting activity. As well as some practical
considerations, this scoring combined:

e

noting somebasiccharacteristicsof regions for the purpose of comparability;

"

weighting for availability of strategic planning information;

"

weighting for featuresof particular researchinterest to the author.

The scoring sheetwas also used to log somebasic data about eachregion and its population,
most of which information did not contribute to the weighting. The maximum score
obtainable was 111points, and the two regions with the highest scoreswere Trent with 83
points (covering a large area from Leicestershireto South Yorkshire) and North West
Thames(from the Inner London boroughs of Hammersmith and Westminster, through
Brent and Barnet to Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire) with 80 points. Theseregions, and two
districts in eachof them, becamethe focus for the casestudies.

Casestudies.
In other circumstances,the subjectmatter for this researchcould lend itself to action
research,participant observation or even someform of experimental approach. However, I
was interested in investigating a range of performanceevaluation activities, and looking at
the impact of 'environmental' factors (where the environment may be inside or outside the
formal NHS boundary, depending on the system in view), as well as internal organisational
structures. Thesemethods would be more suited to a single, micro-level study. It was
therefore decided to undertake a number of casestudies in as much depth as time and
resourcesallowed, which would provide illustrative examplesof a range of issuesof
concern and interesting practice. Thesewould contribute material which could be used for
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the proposed systems modelling activity, to be discussed where possible
with those from
whom it was obtained, and supplemented by data from secondary sources. Ideally, data
would be collected with a view to its suitability for the systems modelling stage. Inevitably
this was an iterative process as initially it was not clear which 'models' would be used, this
was to depend on the nature of the topic of interest and of the performance evaluation
'problems' coming to light.
Thus issues emerging from the early primary data and secondary material (described
below) contributed to the selection of case studies for more detailed analysis. These
provided key source material for the performance-related topics, the vehicles for the
modelling and analysis described in Chapters 4 to 7. The use of NHS administrative
boundaries (region, district and unit) for the case studies was a means of concentrating
primary data collection in areas that were identified as potentially fruitful, accessible, and
with officers willing to provide time and data. Locations were avoided where other
research was already in progress which would influence the response to this project (being
in 'competition' or taking up too much staff time, for example).
From the 1986 questionnaires, the aim was to select two dissimilar districts in each region,
so that each contained some features typical of a wider range of districts (although it would
not be possible to claim they were a statistically representative sample). Having established
a 'contact' within each of the highest scoring regions (Trent and North West Thames) two
districts from each region were tentatively selected on the basis of some key characteristics,
local knowledge and the region's views on their 'suitability'. (This was sought because it
was felt that the region's views could prejudice accessfor data collection or discussion of,
for example, region-district communications, so acquiescence would be advantageous).
Other factors considered in identifying likely districts included:

"

RAWP 'gaining' or losing' status;

"

whether predominantly urban or rural;

e

the presenceof a teaching hospital;

"

relatively north or south of England; and

"

the presencein the district of someidentifiable activity or approach related to
reviewing local performance,especially if related to implementing plans or
quality of service.

Within eachregion, one inner city or predominantly urban district and one
with a more
dispersed population, and only one with a teaching hospital,
were chosen.
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generally, not intentionally
connected to the specific performance-related topics. The basic pattern for collection of data
through interviews was first to establish contact with an appropriate and willing officer in
each region or district. (This was initiated through names supplied on the 1986
questionnaire to regional general managers, and names suggested by them in the districts
selected). Other staff were contacted or interviewed as the need arose. The majority of the
data were collected at or through interviews following a pattern of:

"

writing to or telephoning the potential interviewee to introduce the project and
suggesta meeting;

"

making an appointment with them or a suggestedcolleague;

"

sending a list of questionsor topics of interest for the interview, which was
generally used to structure the discussion (and transcription of notes).

Such a list proved very valuable as a means of making the interview seem businesslike and
therefore not a waste of the officer's valuable time, enabling them to prepare or assemble
documents (either specifically requested, such as strategic plans or committee papers, or at
their own instigation); progressing through the interview at a suitable pace, and enabling a
last minute change of interviewee to be accommodated relatively productively.

The lists

were not found to be restrictive; open ended questions were often included, as were
opportunities for 'off the record' comments, supplementary questions and usually an 'any
other matters of concern? ' question at the end of the list.
A range of additional data were gathered about the selected authorities, including items
from journals and newspapers. Meetings of district health authorities were attended (and
papers studied), as well as some other meetings and seminars or presentations; it was not,
however, possible to attend any Regional Health Authority meetings. When visiting sites in
the case study districts or regional offices, subjective perceptions of relevant aspects such as
the condition of the buildings, quality of information available to staff and visitors, and the
'atmosphere' of the place were noted. As the collection of case study material progressed,
analysis in terms of systems models began to take shape (and led to further discussion with
some of those involved).

Specific performance-relatedactivities were studied in depth in the two regions and four
districts selectedas casestudy locations. Theseactivities were chosento illustrate trends in
NHS performanceevaluation and their possible contribution to an improved/ more
effective collection of tools or processesin the light of shortcomings observed in the
literature and in practice. The casestudies included a considerableamount of contact with
the (then) Department of Health and SocialSecurity, and at the other end of the NHS
hierarchy, someunit-based activity. This range of observation enabled pictures to be drawn
from macro as well as micro level. Horizontal and
vertical interconnections and
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with the review system itself) topics were chosen which could illustrate the role of these
links, as well as wider environmental influences. Some of the case studies benefit from an
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draws on the experience of more than one location (and secondary data), in most cases one
location is analysed in special depth.

Table 2.1 Key features of case study regions and districts
TEACHING
DISTRICT

REGION/
DISTRICT

MAINLY
URBAN/
RURAL

CATCHMENT
POP, 1986

RAWP
LOSING/
GAINING

N. W. Thames

both

3500000

losing

Riverside
DHA

urban

287500

losing

yes

S.Bedford-

both

275000

gaining

no

Trent RHA

both

4603000

gaining

Sheffield

urban

540500

static

yes

both

500000

slight
gain

no

RHA

shire DHA

DHA

S.Derbyshire DHA

Each of the regions and districts provided examples of interest for the performance-related
topics, many reflecting issues of common concern in the NHS. For example, North West
Thames RHA was seeking to redistribute its decreasing resource allocation internally from
inner city to 'shire' districts in line with population movements, and also had a number of
quality assurance and waiting list initiatives.

Riverside, one of its larger districts with high

levels of deprivation, had experimented with locality planning and scenario planning in
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was waiting for money to be released from districts like Riverside in order that priority
services could be developed, and had many senior management changes during the
research period. Quality assurance developments were the main focus there.
Trent had strong interests in improving strategic planning, 'corporate' performance and
quality of care/ 'customer satisfaction'. Of the districts studied, Sheffield's approach to
health promotion and preventive medicine - involving links with the local authority, and
the WHO 'Healthy Cities' project - was of particular interest; problems were being
experienced in deciding how to set targets, monitor progress and secure resources. One of
Southern Derbyshire's two acute units (Derbyshire Royal Infirmary) had developed a
rigorous internal 'annual review process' in a unit-wide context. Close links were
maintained between all six units to identify potential knock-on effects of developments in
each, and in the Community unit, organisational development techniques were widely
used. S. Derbyshire, where the catchment population was set to increase, was due to gain
revenue slightly under RAWP, while Sheffield's growth would be minimal and population
was projected to fall. Each district would have several large capital developments during
the strategic period.
A number of Branches and Divisions of the Department of Health and Social Security
(DHSS until July 1988, then DoH), provided information which would have been difficult or
impossible to obtain from published sources. Initial approaches to the DHSS were largely
dependent on personal contacts but official clearance was required before any formal
interviews took place. Through interviews, some internal papers and circulars information
was obtained about:

9

the conduct of the annual review process;

"

central in-year monitoring of regional and district performance;

"

policy development and modelling (mostly operational research);

"

the production of guidelines for short and long term planning, and links

between planning and reviews.

As well as interviews with civil servants,information about centre: periphery relations was
obtained from the Interregional Secretariatfor RGMs and RHA chairs.
Constraints on obtaining sensitive data (or on its use once obtained) were anticipated and
proved lessof a problem at the central (DHSS)level than, on occasion,at district level. Data
collection was affected by factors which may be attributable to the nature of the subjectarea
in a number of ways. Firstly, many of the activities of interest
were in some way innovatory
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changes, or policy pressures from outside. They were therefore accompanied by. personnel
changes, individual and collective insecurity, practical problems related to staff and
financial resources, and unexpected changes of plans affecting individuals and activities of
interest to the author. In addition, there was a climate of change accompanying the
extension of general management to units and the introduction of performance related pay/
individual performance review during the research period. This provided opportunities for
career movements affecting both the younger officers involved in planning and
performance review, and older ones affected by early retirement. Important and useful
contacts in five out of the seven case study locations (including the DHSS) made substantial
job changes during the research period! This affected continuity to a greater or lesser extent
depending on the stage of data collection reached; inevitably, their successors tended to be
more preoccupied with their new jobs, sometimes less knowledgeable, or I was reluctant to
impose on them.

A secondinherent but unanticipated complication was the apparent changeof pace of
health servicepolitics following the general election in June 1987,and the replacementof
Norman Fowler by John Moore as Secretaryof Statefor SocialServices. (He was succeeded
by Kenneth Clarke when the DHSSwas split in 1988.) From the later part of 1987the NHS
doctors
headlines
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trade
the
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and other
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Secretary
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statements
establishmentof
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of Stateexhorting health authorities to greater efficiency, extra attention was given to views
and activities at the centre. At the sametime, civil servicecontactsbecamebusier than ever
so 'inside information' on somedevelopments took extra time to obtain.
Changesin the annual review systemin 1987,the postponed issue of the strategic planning
guidelines for the next planning period becauseof the NHS review, and last minute delays
in issuing the 1989-91planning guidance to health authorities all concentratedthe author's
attention perhaps excessivelyon DHSSlevel activity. Severaldevelopments which were
being followed with interest and anticipation becamestalled in their tracks for a variety of
reasons. The effect of such delays on the researchwas the 'bunching' of the completion of
the casestudies, and the 1988annual review questionnaire. As I was dependent on the
goodwill of actors in the field, I had to curtail someof the casestudies with less data than
had been hoped.
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Secondarydata.
A wide range of secondary sources are available to health service researchers. The NHS
collects vast amounts of quantitative data about its structure and activity, much of which is
'publicly' available although not necessarily accessible. Newspapers, radio and television
have been playing a growing role in both creating and reflecting public perceptions of NHS
performance. 'Propaganda' about NHS performance emanates from the Government and
Opposition (and other interested parties ranging from private medical companies to local
and national campaigning and pressure groups). Circulars from the DHSS/ DoH to the
NHS may not normally be seen as propaganda, but there has been a growing tendency for
them to be accompanied by press releases and glossy brochures proclaiming improvements
to the NHS.
The columns of Hansard, especially ministers' answers, can provide data of interest not
only in its own right but also in its interpretation.

Some official information is becoming

harder to obtain, because of the timing, form or cost of publications (as with, for example,
the Registrar General's Decennial supplement on Occupational Mortality for 1979-83,
London: HMSO 1986, which for the first time comprised only microfiche for many of its
tables and did not include its customary detailed commentary on the data). Such changes
its
for
information,
as
reducing
ease of
as
well
publicity
can reduce
and awareness of official
use.
Qualitative data and data from local sources about health service provision and health
needs, is rather more patchy in its availability and quality. Nonetheless, combined with
strategic and operational plans this is a growing source of secondary material about the
NHS.
Useful comparative material about parallel areas to those under study (e.g. strategic
planning) is available especially in the form of case studies reported in conference papers.
Direct comparisons are often hard to make because of different social or political contexts for example, health care systems abroad, similar sized non-health care organisations, or the
private medical sector.

Detailed reports of larger health serviceresearchprojects are often published or made
available by their authors, and in a few instances'information exchanges'such as the King's
Fund Quality AssuranceInformation Serviceprovide information for researchersand
practitioners alike. This project has drawn heavily on current researchin the NHS and
academicinstitutions to extend the empirical ground covered. For example, contact was
establishedand maintained with a number of researchersinvolved in (mostly larger)
relevant projects about patient satisfaction surveys, and NHS management. Details of
conferencesand workshops relevant to the topic areaswere noted and severalwere
attended. Information was collected about the organising bodies (often pressure groups as
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and when possible what the outcomes of the event had been.
As well as journals and books, a number of other UK theses and dissertations were read.
Literature explicitly concerning systems approaches to performance evaluation and the
NHS (or other health services) is sparse, although a number of operational research
applications in planning and operational management were noted.

2.2.2 Observations on the primary data collection.

Although the three questionnaires (two in 1986, the third in 1988) were simple, and
targetted to a small group of RGMs or senior regional health authority staff, they were the
source of very important material and were closely linked to the case studies and analysis.
A concentration of effort on one large scale and detailed questionnaire (or one to each NHS
tier) was discounted as unlikely to obtain sufficiently sensitive information or elicit a high
response (as potential recipients tended to be under pressure and to receive quite a few
questionnaires). Non-response to a questionnaire on performance evaluation seemed
unlikely to be random. However, questionnaires were seen as an economical way to collect
a range of basic data most not in much depth, although the 1988 annual review
questionnaire posed some more subjective and open-ended questions. Regional general
managers were approached in the first instance as it was felt they should have a wide
knowledge of the areas of interest (notably annual reviews, planning and performance
indicators). RGMs also provided a point of contact with both districts and the DHSS, and
should easily be able to delegate the questionnaire and any further contact to a colleague.

The questionnaire data also provided a counter-balanceto the casestudies. Casestudy
researchhas a number of limitations, and although in this researchthey are felt to have been
outweighed by advantages,nonethelessthey should be recognisedin assessingits results.
In addition, problems arosewhich may not have done given a different combination of
subjectarea,casestudy location and researcher.
Efforts were made to collect a minimum set of data on each casestudy location. Behind
eachcasestudy was the researchinterest in establishing what measuresof performance had
been chosen,how, and how they related to the identification and pursuit of objectives.
However, for reasonsmentioned below, it was not possible to obtain information of equal
levels of detail in eachcasestudy. Inevitably, large amounts of data have been given only
cursory attention while, as analysis progressed,more detail would occasionally have been
helpful.
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and producing
subjective analysis, not testable against a control group (Veney and Kaluzny 1984, Chapter
5). Qualitative data should not be dismissed as 'second class'. Its validity may be amenable
to assessment and in most of the case studies here quantitative data could also have been
collected, and indeed would need to be to evaluate any action arising from the initial
analysis. Problems arising from interaction between the observer or fact of observation, and
the situation being observed, may be low in a very small scale project such as this; the
researchers' presence was in the main only apparent to the person being interviewed, most
of whom did not convey the impression that being asked questions about their work or
work place was unusual! However, Hammersley and Atkinson (1983, Chapter 5) describe
interviews as 'participant observation for both parties', providing data which must be
interpreted against the social context in which it was obtained, in order to assessits validity.
Efforts were made in some instances to check information obtained or inferences drawn
from one data source (or set of sources) against another, for example: comparing
explanations given by several interviewees in one organisation (or the same person over a
period of time) or looking for congruence between documentary and questionnaire data
and interview data. (The questionnaires also contained some questions designed to check
validity).

The subject of validation of qualitative models is addressed later in this chapter.

The problem of selective perception is difficult to quantify but may have influenced the
prophecy - looking for what one expects to
find. However, this could have operated with any methodology. A major limitation to the

quality of data collected, i. e. the self-fulfilling

explanatory power of the approach taken here is the absence of ways to 'prove' causation.
As noted in Chapter 1, assessing the impact of health care on health is difficult enough; any
claim to have established the causal relationship between performance evaluation activity
and performance through a handful of case studies, simple questionnaires and systems
models would be foolish. But health policy makers seem to make assumptions about
causation, and here we explore the validity of those assumptions and the actions taken in
the light of them Logical interpretation of data from these case studies may at least identify
some specific areas of concern for further research.

Condusion.
This summary of the processesof data collection will be expanded upon in the later
analytical chapters. We move now to an introduction to the systemsconcepts,approaches
and methodologies which have informed the analysis of the data, the analytical process
itself is describedin the final section in this chapter.
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2.3 WHAT IS 'A SYSTEMS APPROACH?

2.3.1 The nature of systems thinking

The terms 'systems thinking' or ideas and 'systems approaches' are not synonymous; they
differentiate between theory and the practices which theory informs. Systems thinking
indicates that systemic characteristics are sought and valued. The role of theory in this
thesis is to provide insights to help describe and explain some problematic aspects of
organisational structure and behaviour revealed by analysis of real world situations.
Several common features of systems thinking which give it a characteristic
'weltanschauung' or world view, distinct from natural and social sciences, are discussed in
this section.
The use of systems ideas varies with the chosen approach, which implies a set of
assumptions about reality - especially social reality. We can define a systems 'methodology'
as a defined set of analytical steps appropriate to these assumptions. In turn, we can find a
range of 'models' being used as diagnostic or design tools, within and appropriate to the
assumptions of different 'approaches', which are broader thought-development

aids and

can be used in a wide range of ways. Techniques, tools, methods - all may be employed in
the pursuit of understanding, and may or may not be unique to systems approaches.
The most obvious distinguishing characteristic of systems thinking is that conscious effort is
made to look for 'systems' in the situation of interest, or to study its problematic features
systemically. This means focussing at least initially on 'wholes' rather than parts or
particular aspects. However, while we may look for things which we identify as systems,
we are putting a label on an intellectual construct which helps us order the complexities
around us, and which may be unique to our individual perceptions. The system which we
identify as of interest may not exist in the real world. (See, for example, Checkland, 1981,
and Woodburn, 1988).

To recall the definition of system given in Section1.6.1,a systemis a complex assemblyof
interrelated parts, connectedtogether in an organised way; it does something of interest; the
parts are affected by being in the systemand the behaviour of the system is changedwhen a
part enters or leaves. The emergenceof qualitatively different characteristicsfrom the
combination of componentsorganised into systems,is called 'synergy'.
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some of their features. To give some basic definitions, 'the system' comprises interrelated
components - elements (which do not need to be subdivided for the purposes of the study)
and subsystems - inside the system boundary. Sub-systems have systemic properties too interconnectedness, doing something of interest and so on; they may be of interest in their
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Systems approaches aim to be holistic, rather than reductionist.
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Systems thinkers and

practitioners do not expect to find full explanations for phenomena by looking at the
properties and behaviour of lower levels of organisation. This does not preclude attention
to detail, employing the methods of natural science to parts of the system or particular
characteristics, but serves to remind the analyst of the distinctive nature of the system of
interest, possible effects of interrelatedness between components, subsystems, and between
the system and its environment.
The holism of systems thinking is reflected in its range of focus. Unlike other scientific
disciplines the concepts embraced by a systems approach can be applied at any level in the
hierarchy where systems may be found, from atoms to the universe. Systems concepts
provide a set of tools which can be applied to the world as described by the other
disciplines; systems thinking provides a framework within which specialised disciplines can
complement each other to tackle complex real-world problems. It is often argued that
systems is a technological rather than scientific discipline (Rosenhead 1987, Jackson 1987,
Checkland 1981). The distinction is rather blurred. Systems concepts can be used to
contribute to the rigorous search for understanding and establishment of scientific laws.
'I11eycan also underpin methodologies which are applied to bring about practical changes
to problem situations -a more technological approach. This thesis has a technological
rather than scientific orientation.
The relative (and in many cases, increasing) complexity of much of their subject material
has given some disciplines, particularly biology, engineering and the social sciences,
implicitly

biologist
The
(Beishon
1980,
Morgan
1986).
of
principles
systemic characteristics

von Bertalanffy's General Systems Theory (GST), developed from the 1920s, drew together
their systemic threads into an explicit systems theory.

While being based initially on

biological metaphor, GST has brought thinkers from various disciplines together who seek
to identify and explain characteristics which are common to systems of all types, by the
application of a'metatheory'.

However, while references to 'the systems approach' made in

the work of other disciplines often seem to regard GST as the only systems approach, it is
only one among a number which share underlying assumptions to a greater or lesser extent.
The selection of approaches introduced in Section 2.4 have been applied to the NHS
performance-related topics in later chapters or are regarded as potentially applicable in such
contexts. They have been selected for their potential suitability for human activity systems
in complex organisations; we have not joined the search for a metatheory here.

An important characteristicof many systemsapproachesis the use of modelling
-'the
representationof a real world structure or processin a different medium' (Warner et al.,
1984,p. 19). While some systemsapproachesmay be primarily theoretical, they sharewith
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more applied approaches a tendency to use models to represent aspects of reality,
sometimes as Weberian 'ideal types' or to simplify the description of complex or partially
understood systems. The applied approaches use models - conceptual, mathematical,
sometimes physical - to explore alternative outcomes of system behaviour, to represent
different views of the system, or an abstraction of its actual or potential characteristics for
comparison with 'reality'. The value of a model as an aid to decision making will depend
on the validity of applying inferences from it to the real world. Its adequacy as an aid to
new or greater understanding can be distinguished from its accuracy as a predictor of
reality; in many instances models are used to reduce rather than eliminate uncertainty, as
they cannot in any event be fully verified as representations of 'reality'.

2.3.2 'Hard' and 'Soft- systems.problems and approaches

A distinction is often found between 'hard' and 'soft' approaches to, or qualities of,
organisational problems or challenges. The use of these adjectives to describe problems
and searches for solutions is almost colloquial and is not confined to academic systems
literature. Many systems practitioners are trained, and committed, to use analytical tools
and skills which are unambiguously located in the mainstream 'hard' (e.g. conventional
systems engineering or operational research) or 'soft' (e.g. Checkland's Soft Systems
Methodology) areas of expertise. A proportion of them would maintain that their approach
is 'the best', regardless of the context. However, the complementarity of approaches and
the importance of selecting an appropriate one in the light of the problem or opportunity
requiring analysis, is now widely acknowledged.

At the same time there has been a

'softening' of operational research (OR) in some circles, and a blending of quantitative
methods into softer areas of practice, which suggests that if distinctions have to be drawn, a
continuum is the most helpful way to represent the hard / soft dimension.
Where systems analysis has been applied to industry in general, traditional techniques of
operational research and systems engineering (with their origins in meeting the needs of
manufacturing industry and the military) are characterised by a focus on technical systems,
problems amenable to optimal solution, quantification and agreement on goals. Checkland
(1978, p. 22) describes the characteristic way in which all hard systems approaches formulate
problems thus: 'there is a desired state, Si, and a present state, So,and alternative ways of
getting from Soto Si. Problem-solving, according to this view, consists of defining Si and
Soand selecting the best means of reducing the difference between them. '

In recent years there has been a recognition that problems in human activity systemsmay
not be resolved by the identification of one 'best' answer, not least becausethere may not be
agreementabout the nature or existenceof 'the problem'. While identifying the optimal
meansof resolving a technical problem of, say, production scheduling may only have
required the use of some 'hard' mathematical techniques from OR or systemsengineering,
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-78the implementation of the 'solution' has to take place in a complex human environment
including a range of interested parties, probably interfacing with other equally complex
parts of the organisation and maybe other organisations too. Issues in the policy context,
especially public policy, are even less amenable to optimisation.
Much of the formative work in the development of soft approaches has come from
Checkland
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in
and
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search
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The move away from hard systems thinking involves a shift in paradigm from an optimising approach based on functionalism and positivism to a
learning approach based on interpretive social science and phenomenology.
(Jackson and Keys, 1987, p. xiii)

That soft systemsapproacheshave moved away from functionalism, and in a 'desirable'
direction, is a subject of somedebate which will be considered in Sections2.4and 2.5. In
terms of practical application, systemsapproachesat the soft end of the continuum are
interconnected
first,
for
by,
'improvement'
to
and
complex
a search
characterised
organisational situations (whether problematic, or the realisation of opportunities) which
Second,
is
'optimal'.
there
but
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be
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different
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brought to bear on organisational situations of interest, including that of the analyst.
Finally, there is an emphasison organisational learning.
While hard approachesmay involve mathematical or computer models and soft approaches
may more commonly use non-quantitative, conceptual models to representaspectsof the
'sacrosanct'
these
not
are
of
model
and
approach
combinations
situation of concern,
(Woodburn 1988,p52). Computer models can help structure debatesabout human
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of
experimenting
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ways
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'hard' computer systems,for example,can be enhancedby the use of conceptual models to
identify lesspredictable aspects.
The hard/soft dimension can also be used to describe the measuresand measurement
processesinvolved in assessingthe performance of health services. The ongoing debate
about the NHS illustrates the limited extent to which supposedly 'value free quantitative
measurementis acceptedas appropriate for a complex public service by the various
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interested parties, among whom there is disagreement over its objectives. The extent to
which any systems approach can make a useful contribution to issues of performance,
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reflect
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and
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NHS organisational structures and behaviour, are also considered. These three aspects diagnosis (description and analysis), design and consideration of implementation - have
been incorporated in the ten-step analytical process (introduced in Section 2.6) which will be
the vehicle for this assessment and exploration.

2.3.3 Some further systems terms.

Here we will identify the sorts of uses made by systems thinkers and practitioners of some
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to specific approaches will be introduced in Section 2.4.

Oven and closed systems
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Treating human activity systemsas 'open' to influences from the environment may be
linked to the use of biological or organic metaphors in understanding organisational
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Biological and organic metaphors have led some writers to criticise the underlying
functionalist assumptionsof systemsthinking. It is argued that in treating
in
organisations
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terms of a harmonious collection of more or less specialised syb-systems working towards
common goals (in the organism, survival of the species by multiplication; in the firm,
survival through profitability

or growth; in the not-for-profit

organisation, the prosecution

of a socially useful mission) inherently conflicting interests are denied. Organisations as
systems may be coercive, 'solving problems' by the removal of dysfunctional elements
(people) rather than responding to their signal of a need for change. I will return to these
powerful arguments; nevertheless, the notion of open systems interacting with
environments is essential to systems thinking and practice, and can be separated from the
'functionalist' debate and assumption of unitary goals.

Structure, inputs, process,outputs and outcomes
These terms can be used to encapsulate the essenceof any system. In the context of
studying health care systems, structure usually refers to relatively permanent or slow-tochange configurations of people, equipment and buildings, rules, relationships and roles,
channels for coordination and control. Factors shaping this configuration and its influence
in turn on the organisation's behaviour and performance have been the focus of much
theoretical and empirical research on organisations. Systems approaches tend to treat
structure, process and outcome as intrinsically interconnected, although one or another
aspect may command attention at a particular time, this will be reflected in the analysis of
the performance-related topics in later chapters.
In examining organisational performance and control, attention is often focussed on inputs.
and their relationship to processes and outputs. Many measures of performance of the NHS
are based on inputs alone because of the comparative ease of measurement; but

understanding of their correlation with outputs or outcomes- let alone causalconnectionstends to be limited. Yates(1986)carefully justifies the use of input data as indicators of
quality of care,on the basisof correlations between low staffing and patient neglect in longstay hospitals. Yates' recommendationsbasedon his analysis were a form of 'feedforward
control', injecting extra resourcesin order to prevent neglect. 'Feedbackcontrol' - waiting to
measureoutput data and then alter inputs - simply prolonged suffering without enhancing
understanding of care processes.
Processencapsulateswhat an organisation 'does', its essentialtransformations. Like the
concept of system itself, 'process'is hierarchical; a processcan be broken down into
componentsof finer detail depending on the purpose of the analyst. However, while
assessmentof processis an important part of the analysis of performance, it may not
necessarilybe sufficient. Many complex organisational processesare not fully understood,
in terms of the way inputs are transformed into outputs and outcomes. In health
care
a
context, the effectsof medical procedures may be hard to separatefrom environmental or
genetic factors, and counting processesmay be a poor guide to the effects

on health
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particularly if they are aggregated to give measures of activity such as the numbers of
patients discharged from a hospital in a year. These issues are returned to in later chapters,
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Figure 2.2 Black box representation of a system.

Discussing the NHS performance indicator package, Best (1983) suggests that the 'black
box' model provides an appropriate approach to the analysis of health service performance.
Even if we have a relatively full understanding of how systems are working, in a
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In the caseof the NHS, it is argued more effort overall should be made to judge inputs and
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The
in
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outcomes.
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between u uts and outcomestends to be blurred and to vary with writer and context; but
in health care systems,the distinction is important and deserving of careful consideration.
Best refers to the 'traditional' subdivision of the outputs of the NHS into intermediate
outputs' (measuresof workload or activity levels) and 'final outputs', which 'it is held,
relate more closely to the purposesor goals of the service' (ibid., p.66). Whether one treats
measuresof workload and activity as measuresof 'output' or 'process' partly depends on
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the purpose of the assessment and where one draws the boundary. There are many
different treatments of these system components, and the framework to be adopted in this
thesis is illustrated in Figure 2.3.

STRUCTURE
NHS; Political/
physical/socioeconomic
environment
inputs

PROCESS

OUTCOME

NHS; Primarily
political
environment

NHS; Political/socioeconomic environment

activity

outputs

Figure 2.3 Dimensions for performance.

Open and closed loop control
A particularly important set of concepts, where the performance of organisations is
concerned, relates to 'open' and 'closed loop' control. Closed loop control incorporates
information about inputs and outputs which influences action, as in the implicit use of
feedback and feedforward in the work of Yates (1986). 'Open loop control' takes place
when inputs to a system are decided upon without the benefit of feedback information.
While such information may ultimately become available, it is either unnecessary or
undesirable to wait for it before deciding on or adjusting inputs. Health promotion
activities are a commonly-used example. We need to stress that the 'open' and 'dosed' here
refer to the exercise of control in systems; we may well be assuming that systems of interest
are open to external influences which are a source of systemic disturbance, necessitating
control in the first place. 'Closed systems' on the other hand could operate with open loop
control or feedforward control as the absence of disturbances makes the system's behaviour
predictable.
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Goals,aims. objectivesand purposes
Systems may be seen to have goals, aims, objectives and purposes. The use of these terms
varies in the literature. In this thesis goals or aims will generally be regarded as longer
term, more fundamental to the nature and intended outcomes of the system, while
objectives are shorter term targets to be achieved as contributions towards goals. Purpose'
may be used interchangeably for either.
Adaptation and the maintenance or re-establishment of a stable state (homeostasis) can be
seen as one of the goals, even the primary goal, of a system. This may be represented as the
struggle for survival; or the maintenance of the status quo, perhaps most often in the
interests of those in power. Whether systems, especially man-made and human activity
systems, are appropriately characterised as goal-seeking and striving for stability once the
preferred state is attained, are areas of debate among systems thinkers and the subject of
criticism of systems approaches both from within and outside. We noted above some
presumed unitary objectives for firms and not-for-profit

organisations which deserve to be

later
for
Carter,
(Holloway
1990).
But
the
the
of
purpose
critically
and
examined
examination of the performance of the NHS we will assume that

"

organisationscan be said to have 'goals', which may be an emergentproperty,
not solely those of their actors/ members,or even the dominant group;

9

'objectives',contributing to those goals, can provide referencesfor performance
assessment.However, they may be hard to identify and not static.

"

the interestsand values of different groups associatedwith organisations like
the NHS will shapethe goals and objectiveswhich they feel the organisation
should pursue, and therefore affect the parts groups play in organisational
activities -a sourceof potential conflict as well as harmony.

Hierarchy, emergence,complexity and variety
'Hierarchy', 'emergene and 'complexity' are widely used systemsconcepts. We
commonly perceive the world around us as hierarchically organised. Our representations
of aspectsof it in maps, organisation charts, or instructions for example assumethat the
level of detail or complexity which users need to know or understand will vary, and that
they will recognisethe level required for their current purpose when seeking information.
We cannot hope to understand all aspectsof the world around us, but cope with its
complexity by trying to understand in appropriate detail those most immediately relevant
levels', calling on experts or seekingto broaden our understanding by learning when the
need arises. However, an appreciation of the qualitative differences which emerge at higher
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levels is helpful both in coping with uncertainties which they bring, and in the avoidance of
unintended consequences of our actions - an appreciation stressed in systems thinking.
The physical and social world is sometimes likened to a set of nested Russian dolls, where
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have been predicted simply from knowledge of the characteristics of the layer below. Such
differences are termed 'emergent properties', and the attention paid to them by systems
thinkers is in contrast to the reductionism of the traditional natural sciences.
'Complexity' is generally understood to refer to the range of behaviours which something
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performance improvement.
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2.4 SOME SYSTEMS APPROACHES TO DESCRIBING,
UNDERSTANDING

AND INTERVENING

2.4.1 Introduction

This section provides brief introductions to several systems 'schools of thought' and
practice of particular relevance to complex, even messy, organisational situations. Much
systems thinking and theory derives directly from practice, frequently practice directed at
organisational change undertaken as internal or external consultancy projects. Thus
systems approaches provide frameworks for describing the features of the system of interest
in terms relevant to the analyst's purpose (which will not be the same as their brief, if any,
from a client). They may use one or more methodologies, embracing a range of techniques,
tools and models, in order better to understand the structure or behaviour of the client
organisation. Such analysis may be of wider interest to others in comparable circumstances,
may contribute to theoretical generalisations, and may be followed by prescription or
intervention logically derived from the outcomes of the description stages. These systems
approaches have informed this research. They do not provide a comprehensive resume of
the state of the art, but indicate the intellectual context from which the modelling
applications described in later chapters are derived. Hard systems approaches are
presented first followed by two softer ones; the final subsection provides a less detailed
introduction to some alternative approaches.

2.4.2The Open University's hard systemsapproach

We have noted a continuum of systems approaches from 'hard' to 'soft', which can equip us
from
for
human
tools
tackling
situations
ranging
clear-cut problems to ill-defined
with
messes. In its systems teaching and research, the UK Open University (OU) has drawn out
a set of essential steps especially suited to tackling problem situations at the harder end of
the continuum.

This hard systems methodology (HSM) continues to be developed, and the

stages of the most recent version -a cyclic and iterative methodology for problem-solving
and/ or decision making - are set out in Figure 2.4. It will be applied later in this thesis in
the analysis of one of the performance-related topics.
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Figure 2.4 The stages of the hard systems methodology.

Although the Open University's approach is sensitive to the presence of conflict and
uncertainties with its thorough description stage and mechanisms for alerting users to the
possibility of multiple objectives, like other hard systems approaches it is most
appropriately applied to straightforward

'problems' rather than 'messes', where:

-

there is agreementon objectives;

-

constraints from within the system or its environment can be identified with
some confidence;

-

and options can be explored and evaluated, often quantitatively, so as to
provide the client set with alternatives from which to make an informed
choice.
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At Stage 1 of the HSM, a problem or opportunity is identified by the 'client set' (often a
group or organisation, with a set of interests and concerns, rather than one individual
client). The methodology is designed for use by analysts in collaboration with the client set,
but the analysis is conducted apart from the client. The early form of the methodology
emphasised the need for a systematic approach to 'system description' through six steps
which ensured that the analyst was aware of the nature of their role in the analysis.
Although this prescription is given less emphasis in the current HSM, the process of
describing the problem or opportunity in systems terms prompts the analyst to consider
whether there is more than one important perspective to be considered, and to seek out
ambiguity and conflict. The system description at Stage 2 will identify the main elements of
the system and its environment, sub-systems, flows of materials and information, purposes,
influences and interrelationships.

Diagrams and models can be employed to represent

causal relationships, inputs and outputs, the ordering of processes and flows, as
appropriate.
Stage 3 may involve the ordering of objectives in an objectives tree, and identification of
constraints. The generation of options, or alternative routes to the objectives (Stage 4) may
involve creative techniques such as brainstorming; in Stage 5 measures of performance
derived directly from the objectives and constraints (usually quantitative) are used to assess
the routes. The options thus identified can in due course be evaluated comparatively, in
terms of the appropriate measures. These close interconnections and iterations (repeated
cycles through parts of the methodology) are represented in Figure 2.4 by the arrows.
Model construction and predictive analysis in Stage 6 can be more or less sophisticated,
time consuming and costly. As well as conventional financial, mathematical and simulation
modelling tools, the analyst may well need skills from, say, market research and social
science, and creativity and imagination.

Because the methodology aims to provide the

client with a choice from evaluated options, the practitioner is advised to undertake some
basic modelling to explore the potential of each of the routes to objectives, conduct a
preliminary evaluation involving the client, and then if resources permit, undertake more
extensive modelling of the initially preferred options (involving further iteration). The
evaluation and selection of options at Stage 7 should involve the measures identified at
Stage 5 and the objectives from Stage 3.

The OU's hard systemsapproach has beencarefully developed to reduce the chancesof all
of its outcomesjoining the ranks of un implemented 'solutions' (Stage8) through their
attention to identifying and ordering objectives,modelling and iterative paths, for example.
However, it is still the casethat objectivesand constraints may prove to be too complex or
conflictual to accommodate,acceptablemeasuresof performance may be hard to
operationalise;or the 'research' for the system description may miss some important aspects
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interests and values that influence even ostensibly

practical projects.

Is there then a place for such relatively rational approaches in a world of increasing
complexity, uncertainty and messy problems? Approaches with a similar pattern -'set
objectives and standards, identify and select routes to objectives, monitor outcome, modify
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2.43 Control theories and models

'Control' is a central concept in systems thinking, relevant to hard and soft approaches alike.
It also forms a focus for some of the criticisms of systems approaches. Because its most
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presented
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We are interested in control becauseof its closelinks with performance within systems. Not
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to objective-seeking activity;
are
relatively
organisational and social
equally, people's actions may involve the pursuit of more than one objective at a time, and
trade offs between conflicting objectives (their own, and those of others). Here we are
interested in models that represent explicit objective-seeking behaviour, to see how they
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The simplest control model is an open loop, where an actor setsa goal, and combination of
system componentsare arranged to operate in such a way that (it is hoped) will produce the
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environment can be accurately predicted and catered for; the timescale of the operation
involved is sufficiently long, or the extent to which system or environmental elements can
be manipulated is sufficiently limited, to make the opportunity of adjusting in the light of
feedback of little value; or the consequences of an error of performance are such that 'right
first time' is imperative.
In many circumstances we are dealing with systems where, even if the initial operation is
producing or contributing to the desired output, deviations will occur and changes be
required. Here we are interested in closed loop control, where information about the
output(s) is fed back to a controller (human or otherwise), via a comparator. The
comparator reflects the desired output -a temperature setting on a thermostat or quality
deviation
from
for
indicates
if
the
the
a
standard,
control
example - and
comparison
desired/ anticipated output, control action is taken to adjust input(s) to the system
appropriately.

The parts of the system involved in producing the output may be referred to

as the forward path, which must have the capacity to produce outputs greater than the
target to allow for adequate corrective performance. The behaviour of the system is
therefore shaped by the action of the feedback/ comparator/ controller loop. Figure 2.5
shows a simple feedback or closed loop control model.
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Figure 2.5 Feedback control.

This is a very simplified model; even in ostensibly basic mechanical systemsthere are likely
to be multiple inputs, standards and outputs, a variety of control responses,and loops
within loops', as one control action operateson another subsystem. Nested control loops
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(especially in Chapter 5). However, while control engineers, programmers and others
working with relatively predictable and substantially non-human systems may design
detailed quantitative representations of their systems of interest, our use of models is more
likely to be in terms of analogies, or highly simplified representations to aid understanding
of systems behaviour.
As a rule, the aim of feedback control action is to reduce the gap between the desired and
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Equally, feedback systems may not work because human controllers ignore or disbelieve
their signals - maybe because they are messages they do not wish to hear, or because they
doubt their value or accuracy. This mistrust may be well-founded (you may know your
distortion
be
for
it
tends
to
time,
of
systematic
source
one
gain
example); or may
watch
contributing to poor performance. As with the hard systems methodology stages of
identifying objectives, setting measures of performance and evaluating options, the types of
data used in monitoring and reference levels must be compatible.

Monitoring may be continuous or at discrete intervals; in the latter case,the intervals must
be appropriate for the rate at which the stateof the systemmay change. Delays in control
in
forward
terms of the
in
to
the
or
control
actions
path's
response
systems,whether
timeliness of feedbackinformation, can lead to persistent underattainment of targets,or
more or less serious and controllable overshoots. Output may oscillate around its intended
level (describedas hunting); this may be an inherent and acceptableproperty of the system,
lead
feedback
failure,
if
be
large
the
to
to
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and
positive
enough
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or
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back.
Such
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the
output
already
swung
systemic
applied
when
action
control
tendenciesmay be prevented, compensatedfor or reduced through feedforward control, if
the system is sufficiently well understood and predictable. The inputs may be monitored,
and if necessaryadjusted appropriately (as in the example from the work of Yatesin Section
233). Feedforward control is illustrated in Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6 Feedforward control.

Much of our everyday behaviour as well as that of complex controlled physical systems is
adjusted through combinations of feedforward and feedback control, whether or not we are
conscious of it. The use of such control theories and models in organisational and
management contexts is no longer unusual (Robinson 1984, Emery 1969, Benssousan et al.
1974, Lord and Hanges 1987, Warner et al 1984). When control models are applied to
human activity systems there is always a need to be alert to the possible effects of emergent
or unexpected properties resulting in counter-intuitive

behaviour. Control requires an

appropriate decision making framework, specific control processes and structural
capabilities. These combine to make up the cybernetic control framework for 'self control';
we will return to cybernetic control shortly.
Control models assume that it is meaningful to think of system behaviour in terms of the
relatively unquestioning pursuit of goals or objectives. Where organic or biological
metaphors are applied to organisations (Morgan, 1986) and in cybernetic models, control
may be seen as the means by which stability is maintained and restored, and survival
secured. Rosenhead and Thunhurst, from the materialist standpoint, criticise '[t]he
underlying assumption that stability is a self-evident objective: although the system must
adapt to survive, it is important that the key structural relationships within the status quo
should be maintained: 1982, p. 118). However, Legey and Fuks respond that while this
underlying theme of systems approaches may be evolutionary rather than revolutionary,
this does not preclude the pursuit of goals related to changes in society. Stability
need not
be an assumed goal: rather, gradual change as
opposed to complete overthrow of the
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established order may be sought by systems thinkers and practitioners.

(Legey and Fuks

1988, p. 1099).
While control models may provide means towards the constant adaptability and change
needed to make organisations like health services 'viable systems', it is still essential to be
aware of the implications of the models' underlying assumptions. This is for both ethical
and practical reasons; there is little point in trying to design organisational processes using a
model which assumes complete predictability when venturing into unknown and uncertain
territory.

On the other hand, even purpose-built human models make some assumptions

and simplifications of reality - this is in the nature of modelling. The aim should be to
recognise these limitations and, where appropriate, quantify their likely effects when
applying the results.

Cybernetic control of organisations
The extension of feedback models as descriptions of control from machine to human
systems falls within a wider paradigm which treats organisations as essentially unitary,
pursuing goals of stability and survival. The organisation, like a self-controlling machine,
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and often conflicting interests and perceptions is more controversial, whether one adopts a
pluralistic or conflictual/

materialist approach.

Following the early work of Wiener (1948),the founding father of cyberneticswhich he
defined as 'the scienceof effective communication and control in man and the machine',
and Ashby (1956), cybernetics has become a fairly mainstream tool in management science
(Warner et al, op. cit., Robb 1984). Clemson (1984, p. 21) refers to this science, which links
the 'three basic aspects of reality' - matter, energy and information - as 'first order'

cybernetics. Traditional cyberneticsis inherently functionalist in its emphasison the
operation of goal setting, monitoring, feedbackand capacity to take corrective action, for the
benefit of the organisation.
Three weaknesses in this model have been explored in recent years. First, the extent to
which this conventional model can and does provide the organisation with appropriate
behaviour in complex and changing circumstances, is challenged by those who have
developed theories of organisational learning. Second, subjectivity, and the effect of the
nature of the observer on the resulting observation, needs to be recognised. This focus on
relativistic as well as organised complexity is characterised primarily by the work of
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work in the following section, and in Chapter 6. Here we will note that this second order
cybernetics (sometimes referred to as organisational cybernetics) takes forward the
cybernetic laws of requisite variety, feedback and self-organisation, together with the
assumption that human systems are characterised by circular rather than linear causality, a
view that it can sometimes be useful to treat systems as 'black boxes' in order to cope with
their complexity, and holism and emergence.
Finally, traditional cybernetic models for management offer little of value in explaining the
roles of the range of stakeholder groups in pluralistic organisations. Management using
cybernetic principles denies the possibility of autonomous activity, conflicts and diffusion of
power, and as such portrays an unrealistic picture of organisational order (Dermer, 1988).
Nor can it adequately describe the realities of control in the inherently-unstable public
sector (Dunsire, 1986), although Floyd (1984) argues that Ashby's cybernetics in particular
has ann important potential role in local government planning.
In this thesis it will be assumed that in the complex matter of assessing and improving
health service performance, there will be occasions when attention to the structure and
functioning of control narrowly defined in terms of control loops, will be helpful. The
notion of control processes as central to the survival of autonomous 'wholes' adapting to
their environments is one of the fundamental tenets of systems thinking (Checlcland, 1987,
p. 88-9). However, there will be other occasions where even Beer's 'enhanced' cybernetic
model will not be adequate in helping us understand conflicts and diagnose messes in
health systems. More sophisticated models with different underlying assumptions may be
required, especially for successful design and implementation of changes.
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2.4.4 Softer approaches for organisational design and change

Stafford Beer's Viable System Model (VSM)
In our earlier discussion of 'traditional' cybernetic and control models, we noted some
characteristics that Beer's VSM shared, and others which are claimed as unique features of
his 'second order cybernetics'.

In this subsection we will note the main features of the

VSM, some applications of the model as an analytical, diagnostic or exploratory tool, and
some criticisms of the model or its assumptions.
Key features of the Viable System Model (Beer, 1979,1981,1984,1985) include the view that
complex systems are organised to ensure long-term viability; and that such systems should
be treated as essentially recursive (or 'nested', the structure of the whole being replicated in
each of the parts) best studied in pairs of recursions and described in a way that includes
the beginning of the next recursions up and down. The model comprises a five-level
description of the essential functions of an 'ideal type viable system which forms the basis
of each recursion. Figure 2.7 is a diagrammatic representation of the model showing the
five systems and two recursions. The model is a general one which can be applied to all
systems, not just organisations.
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indicating two levels of recursion).
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The five levels or systems in the model have their origins in analogy with functional
elements of the human nervous system (the archetypal viable system), although the model
itself is derived from cybernetic first principles (Beer, 1979). Their presence, condition or
absence can provide diagnostic pointers in an organisation under scrutiny (for example
because of concerns about defective performance or undesired levels of instability).

Beer

rejects a single-measure, optimising approach to organisational performance, seeing goals
from
between
the
constraints
within and the external
of
compromises
product
as
environment.

He describes instead three levels of achievement (actuality, capability and

potentiality); these can be combined into three indices (productivity,

latency and

performance), which can be quantified and applied to measure performance on a range of
dimensions throughout the organisation (Beer, 1981). These we will meet again in Chapter
6. The model itself and many of its features can be quantified (see, for example, Wilson,
1975). The systems comprise:
"

System 1, the basic organisational elements which receive inputs to the system
being
(each
the
to
element
environment
on
and act produce outputs or effects
an autonomous viable system itself, but accepting some coordination and

control by Systems2 and 3)
stabilisation - of the
levels in the current recursion and between it and adjacent recursions or VSMs

"

System 2, a channel for information and coordination/

"

System3, a control systemproviding dosed loop regulation (internal and
'now'), and both routine and sporadic audit (which may be depicted as a
separateSystem'3 star' or 3*)

"

System 4, an interface between systems 3 and 5, looking outside the system to
the wider environment and concerned with the future, simulating, monitoring
from
for
filter
information
these activities to
as
a
and
acting
and planning,

Systems3 and 5
System 5, the policy making and organisation-designing

level, monitoring the

other four Systems and the 3:4 interactions.

Thus Systems1,2 and 3 operate in a relatively autonomous way, maintaining internal
stability and producing the major outputs of the organisation , but Systems4 and 5 perform
its strategic and external intelligence functions. To illustrate the recursive nature of the
model, Systems3,4 and 5 comprise SystemI of the next recursion 'up', when the whole
model is repeated(if appropriate to the context). Inevitably, higher recursions may treat
lower ones as 'black boxes' in order to reduce the variety they are required to cope with, but
the inbuilt structural provisions for both autonomy and control should ensure that this does
not pose managerial problems. However, the VSM is intended to operate as a systemin
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terms of the interdependence of the levels; only system I should be viable enough to
perpetuate itself (termed 'autopoesis' by Beer) and such tendencies in other system levels
can be pathological.
The model can be used in the design of new organisations and systems, or to diagnose
problems, by checking for the presence and effectiveness of key operational features.
Descriptions of actual or potential design applications may be found in Beer 1981, Jackson
1988, Espejo 1987; and diagnostic uses of the VSM are found in Beer 1985, Wilson 1984,
Britton and McCallion 1985; and see Espejo and Hamden, 1989.
Espejo (1987a) has taken up a major criticism of Beer's VSM, that as a managerial tool it can
only reflect the interests of corporate management and denies the possibility (even
inevitability)

of conflicting interests and objectives. He describes the eludication of

perspectives of the tasks and objectives of the organisation from different 'viewpoints',
which need to be recognised in the interests of viability.
The model's strength is in its attention to the management of complexity, and its
structuralist search for understanding underlying mechanisms for organisational behaviour.
Unlike the simple homeostatic mechanisms of machine cybernetics, viability implies the
ability to change; Jackson (1985) argues that the VSM can be applied to enhance an
organisation's capacity for change. This view is not, however, universally shared (Dunsire,
1986). Concerned about the desirability and feasibility of directly implementing cybernetic
experiments in social engineering, Thomas (1980) develops an alternative approach to using
models like the VSM and conceptual model from Checkland's soft systems methodology in 'generating tension for constructive change'. Thomas argues that the tension between
perceptions of the current situation, and of an idealised model of 'what might be' can
promote consideration of alternatives without seeing the model as a blueprint to be
implemented per se. This action research approach makes assumptions explicit, and avoids
the separation of facts from values, and analysis from conceptualisation.

Awareness of

contrasts between the ideal and the real can itself promote change, which together with
conflict is not only natural, but maybe essential if human societies are to avoid
totalitarianism and injustice. This approach may be hard to evaluate, but the challenge is
for the tension to promote constructive and desired change.
Flood and Jackson (1988) draw together the above, and more, criticisms of Beer's VSM.
They conclude that there is much scope for dialogue and theoretical integration between
this form of cybernetics and organisation theorists from the functionalist paradigm.
However, viewing society from radical and interpretive paradigms (including Checkland's
soft systems methodology which follows), the VSM does not sit so comfortably as differing

perceptions of reality and structural conflicts remain problematic.
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PeterCheckland'sSoft SystemsMethodology (SSM)
While hard and soft approaches have common roots, their distinctive underlying
assumptions about the nature of the social world have led to the view that the development
of soft approaches represents a paradigm shift in systems thinking (Naughton 1984,
Checkland, 1983). Of particular significance are: the extent to which systems, problems and
solutions can be seen to have some objective reality outside the minds and perceptions of
actors and observers; the treatment of problem-situations as 'messes' and the attention paid
to different viewpoints and conflicts; and the role of the analyst -a detached, neutral expert,
or an actor whose involvement will intentionally or unintentionally change the situation
under investigation.
As well as what were described above as soft trends in hard systems thinking, there is a
growing number of systems practitioners whose approach is deliberately at the soft end of
all or most of the above dimensions. Ackoff's 'design' approach to planning (1981),
Churchman's 'social systems design' (1979), and the many applications of Checkland's soft
systems methodology (SSM) provide accessible examples. Here we will focus on the SSM,
because it incorporates the assumptions of soft approaches in a clearly-defined
methodology designed to facilitate organisational change. It accepts the validity of diverse
world views as well as explicitly applying systems concepts to the analysis of complexity.
Indeed, Checkland (1983) has written:
Health service systems can usefully be characterized by the older paradigm, in
order to describe them in a consistent and complete way. But problem solving
likely
is
in
to require
ill-structured
them,
problem
situations,
within
as other
the systemic learning cycle of the newer approach. (p. 66, his emphasis)
The approach aims to generate debate about feasible and desirable change (reflecting
Vickers' concept of 'appreciation', see Checkland, 1985) rather than selling solutions; and
the process of analysis itself will contribute to change and organisational learning.
Organisations are treated as cultures, in which value systems are highly significant.
However, SSM originally at least sought to produce consensus and progress towards
functionalist
bias
be
laying
it
to
similar
criticisms
of
open
objectives,
which
will
common
discussed later. Jackson's evaluation of methodologies for use in community OR (1988)
concluded that SSM was of value in 'systemic pluralist' problem contexts; Atkinson and
Checkland (1988) suggest ways in which it may be extended to meet a broader range of
contexts.

The basic featuresof the methodology will be described here; Checkland and others have
elaborated many of the basic stagesfurther, and continue to do so (as in, for example,
Atkinson and Checkland,op. cit.) but the SSMdescribed here reflects its status around 1981
(Checkland 1981,Naughton 1984). It is an iterative approach, divided into distinct stages,
some of which are located in the 'real world' of human 'messes',and others in the 'abstract
world' of systemsthinking. While it incorporates some highly structured processesand
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models, it may be argued that their role is less prescriptive than, for example, the viable
system model.

The sevenstagesof the methodology are illustrated in Figure 2.8,and applied to a
performance-relatedtopic in Chapter 7.

Figure 2.8 The stages of the soft systems methodology (after Checkland, 1981).
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organisations - 100 Stage 1 represents the initial presentation of a situation of concern to the 'problem owners'
it may be highly unstructured, complex, value-laden, nebulous, an opportunity rather than
a problem. The analyst's initial task is to explore the situation which has been presented,
ascertaining its context, different viewpoints, 'the facts' as they appear to those involved,
both quantitative and qualitative information.

The situation may affect differently those

stakeholders who 'own' the problem, and those who will be involved in doing something
about it.
This picture is then structured in (not before) Stage 2, so that general patterns may be
identified - significant issues, types of problems or challenges. The definition of specific
'problems to be solved' is avoided, and the essenceof the patterns of concern is captured in,
for example, a diagramatic 'rich picture'. This will include elements of structure, process,
organisational culture, climate, norms and roles. From this, one or (probably) more
problem-themes are described; they may be 'issue-based' or related to more specific
primary tasks. These first two stages take place in the 'real world' of the problem-owners.
The use of systems terms and concepts is deliberately avoided - seeing things as systems is,
after all, only one interpretation of their relationships, and often a personal one at that. It is
important here not to prejudge the structure of problem-contexts more than is necessary.
In Stages 3 and 4, the analysis takes place in the abstract world of systems thinking.

This

does not necessarily divorce it from the clients; clarification and discussion continues but
the process is temporarily removed from the intricacies of the real-world context. All
analysis will inevitably be based on partial understanding and knowledge of reality, and in
this case the representation of reality developed in Stages 1 and 2 forms the basis for explicit
systems modelling.

As we will see, the iterative nature of the approach is built in as several

problem themes are then each subjected to definition in more than one way. Each strand
could be developed in detail through the rest of the seven stages, although it is likely that
some will appear more promising than others in terms of their relevance to the client's
priorities.

Stage3 therefore involves the identification of 'relevant systems',and the specification of a
'root definition' for each. The systemsare basedon the issuesor primary tasks from Stage2
for
'issue'
in
NHS
be
GPs
the
example,
an
an
context
might
way
value the skills of other
non-medical membersof a primary care team; a 'primary task' may be the deployment of
theseskills in the provision of effective preventive health care. In the former case,a relevant
system might be 'a system to incorporate skills necessaryto multidisciplinary team
working, into GP training'; from a doctor's point of view it may seemmore important to
devise 'a system to minimise the wastageof GP consultation time'. The 'relevance is that of
the system described,to the improvement of the problem situation; dialogue with the
client(s) will confirm or challengethis which in turn may generatefurther exploration. The
fleshed
is
system
out by the development of a 'root definition'; it will remain an
relevant
abstract 'model', with systemic features (an organised, interrelated structure,
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purposefulness and so on), to compare with the real-world situation such that the contrasts
for
dues
improvements.
may provide
The construction of root definitions is aided by a checklist, known by the mnemonic
'CATWOE'.

The letters remind the analyst of features which a reasonably complete

definition (and therefore system) should identify. They are:

C- customers,thosewho benefit from (or are victims of) the system;
A- actors, the types of people who would undertake the activities implied by the system;
T- transformation processes, the fundamental things that the defined system does to its
inputs in order to produce outputs;
W- weltanschauung, an explicit recognition of the world view (assumptions, values) which
makes the system relevant;

0- owner(s), those with the power to causethe systemto ceaseto exist;
E- environmental constraints, which may set limits on the nature and activities of the
system being defined.
When the root definition is compared with this checklist, omissions may be inevitable but at
least they will be recognised. Adding to the definition in order to include missing elements
better
be
the
distorted
it
to
definition;
relevant
re-examine
may
a
rather
produce
may

Thus
the
definition
including
elements.
missing
appropriate
a
new
and
produce
system
definition describesthe purpose, structure and (external and internal) influences on the
system.
Stage4 involves the construction of a 'conceptual model' of the relevant system,describing
It
The
is
logically
implies.
it
one.
will
still
an
abstract
model
the processes encompassesand
be used for comparison with the processesand arrangementsin the appropriate part of the
'real world' to identify areasdeserving attention and possible change;it is not a blueprint
for the construction of a new system. The form the model takes is a diagramatic 'map' of
activities - primary and secondary,perhaps grouped into subsystemsof related activities;
the activities themselvesare the verbs contained in, or logically implied by, the root
definition. The elementsof the model define what it does rather than the detail of how it
does it in particular circumstances. Rememberingthat this is an iterative approach, the
construction of the conceptual model may lead to some sharpening up of the root definition.
While the approach is highly structured, it does not incorporate 'scientific' methods to test
the completenessof models and definitions, but experiencehas resulted in the incorporation
of tests to enhanceits effectiveness;in the caseof the conceptual model, this includes a
comparison with a standard 'formal system model' (FSM). With parallels in role and
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system capable of purposeful activity must include. These features, and their
interrelationships,

are illustrated in Figure 2.9.

They include: a continuous purpose; a measure of performance; a decision-making process;
a boundary related to the decision-maker's sphere of influence; an environment; resources;
the means and ability to maintain a stable existence; components, themselves systems; and
interconnections - communications, routes for influences etc. - between components. Thus
the conceptual model can be checked against the FSM to assessits value as a device for
identifying improvements in the real world.

Figure 2.9 The formal system model (after Checkland, 1981).
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organisations - 103 This identification takes place in Stage 5, when the conceptual model (derived from one of
the original problem themes) is brought into play in the real world, and compared with the
problem situation. The aim is to identify differences which may be significant, the
implications of which can be explored with the clients. The comparison can be done by
looking for the presence and behaviour of the activities in the conceptual model, in the real
world as represented by the rich picture from Stage 2. Significant observations will then be
included on an agenda for debate with those involved (dient, problem owners and solvers,
maybe others too), in the search for changes which are both systemically desirable and
culturally feasible. This, in effect, is testing the hypothesis that a particular system is indeed
interest.
to
the
relevant
situation of
Stage 7, implementation, should have been (implicitly at least) borne in mind from the
outset. Unlike traditional, hard approaches, soft systems analysts should expect to maintain
a dialogue with clients at each stage, to test understanding and ideas, rather than presenting
'the solution' at the end. However, suggestions for change will still need to be 'sold' to
those involved; the rich picture stage may alert both analyst and client to potential surprises
which may emerge during implementation.
These, then, are the stages of the soft systems methodology, and some of the 'craft rules' for
their application. While the approach is rigorous and involves forms of hypothesis testing,
it is regarded as technology rather than science because it brings several types of knowledge
to bear on practical problem situations. A few examples of applications are:
" Davies' (1988) expansion of SSM to include detailed and explicit consideration of
organisational culture throughout the analysis, applied in a small business;

" Gomez's (1982)development of the conceptof 'organic problem solving', integrating
severalsystemsand cybernetic approaches,plus scenarioplanning, with evolutionary
problem solving in a publishing company;
" Chechland's (1985) example of an internal study in the information department of a
science-based company which was seeking to improve efficiency and competitiveness by
reductions in staff, which illustrates well that the SSM can be used effectively by nonexperts

Earlier in this subsectionwe noted the view that SSM (like many other systemsaproaches)
had a strong functionalist flavour and ultimately sought consensussolutions which denied
the possibility of inherent conflicts in organisations. Thesearguments have some validity
and have been developed by Prevost (1976),Naughton (1979),Thomas and Lockett (1979)
and Thomas (1980). Both Checkland's and other soft systemsmethodologies have been
criticised primarily for the assumptions which their applications make about the desirable
magnitude for social changesand their underlying power relations. Although SSMmay
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reflect a shift towards an interpretive paradigm, we might not go so far as Jackson (1987,
p. 138) in claiming that 'it is clear that the positivism/ functionalism that underpins
traditional management science has been abandoned'. However, in challenging the
dominant concept of 'systems' as adaptive wholes, which so readily fit with functionalist
analysis, Atkinson and Checldand (1988) argue that they have established a place for
dialectic in systems thinking. We will assessthis argument in the final chapter in the light
of experience of some systems applications.

2A. 5 Some alternative hard and soft approaches

Each of the four approaches outlined above - the hard and soft systems methodologies,
control models and Beer's viable system model - will be applied to one of the performancehave
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Operational research(OR) and related disciplines
On the evidence of systems and health care publications and conference proceedings, the
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planning. Boldy (1981) has provided an overview of both strategic and tactical applications,
the emphasis varying between countries. The development of the 'Balance of Care model
by the DHSS for applications in care and manpower planning nationally and locally, is welldocumented by both Gibbs (1978) and Boldy (1987). Further examples of relevant strategic
OR applications in the NHS may be found in Bowen and Payling (1987), Clarke and Wilson
(1985), Lee et al. (1986), Sanderson (1987), Worthington (1987).
At the tactical or operational level OR models provide inputs both in terms of 'expert'
analysis of discrete problems, and to multidisciplinary

teams or decision-support tools. A

few examples, each relevant to clinical as well as administrative aspects of management,
Guy
Worthington
(1987), Forte (1985), Waters (1988) and Klein, J.
found
be
in
and
may
(1987). The role and appropriateness of both conventional and more recent OR techniques
have
NHS
been explored in a questioning way by for example, Davies
in
the
applied
as
(1985); Meave's (1983) enthusiasm for OR in assessing the feasibility and costs of operational
plans in a health district was not shared by Jones and Hirst (1986) and O'Keefe (1985).
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extent, a personal
view of OR from a non-practitioner (but see Robb, 1987). While there are many examples of
reductionist OR, it shares the origins of hard systems approaches (Jackson and Keys 1987,
Naughton 1984) and quantitative OR techniques can play an important part in the hard
systems stages of evaluating and selecting specific steps towards desired goals.
The recognition of the limited capacity of traditional OR to contribute to complex, messy
and pluralistic organisational and social challenges has been regarded in some circles as a
'crisis in OR' (Gass 1987, Hoos 1972, Jackson and Keys 1987). As disenchantment with OR
has grown since the 1970s,new approaches are emerging, to which new labels have been
attached. Three strands are:
'soft OR', seen by Keys (1989) to '... work on situations which are such that clients and
analysts need to improve their understanding of that situation in order to tackle it
adequately. Further, it has a particular interest in the behavioural processes which
enable this understanding to take place. ' (p. 410). Writers who have been charting
the emergence of this new strand in OR (Bennett and Huxham 1982, Bryant 1988
and Kijima and Mackness 1987) have included the following developments within
their definitions of 'soft OR': cognitive mapping (Eden 1987), strategic choice
(Friend and Hickling 1987), strategic assumption surfacing and testing (Mason and
Mitroff, 1981), and soft systems thinking (Checkland 1981).
radical/ critical OR, represented by Hales (1974), Rosenhead and Thunhurst (op cit)
(who were criticised by Legey and Fuks, 1988), and Rosenhead (1987).
'community OR' - where more or less conventional OR and systems approaches are
applied to problem contexts which typify community rather than traditional OR
problems. Thus the emphasis is on satisficing, participative approaches which
accept conflict over goals, facilitate open negotiation, and accept uncertainty

(Jackson,1988a).

If community involvement in health care is to develop in ways which policies for care in the
community, health promotion and diseaseprevention, and responsivenessto patient needs
imply, such new directions from within OR may have a great deal to offer. We will return
to them in the final chapter.
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Alternative 'soft' systemsapproaches
The development of critical systems approaches has not been confined to the hard tradition,
although practical applications of alternative soft approaches are difficult to find. Of the
eight performance-related topics on which this research has focussed, most are amenable to
the application of conventional hard and soft approaches but several will be seen to be
better suited to those emerging approaches which are specially designed to cope with
uncertainty and conflict. Finding an approach which could help to address the 'politics of
health', however, reflecting the different values which interested groups place on aspects of
health care, has proved very difficult.

Because these different values reflect power relations,

professional and political interests, there must be doubts about how far systems approaches
could begin to address the major social change which may be necessary for a significant
reorientation of health services and resource allocation. Ulrich's 'critical heuristics' of social
systems planning and design (1983,1987) aims to provide a conceptual framework with
which planners and systems designers can assesscritically 'the normative implications of
the problem definitions and solution proposals they inspire' (1987 p. 276). But while his
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example. We return to assessthe scope of systems approaches in such circumstances in
Chapter 8.

Causal loops and system dynamics
Our final 'alternative' models are mainstream systems approaches, with roots in General
Systems Thinking and cybernetics. They have not been applied in their own right in this
thesis, but could be valuable in the context of several of our performance-related topics.

Causal loops are diagrams which representthe circular causal factors in systemsand
environmental influences in terms of positive and negative feedbackloops, very much as
theseterms are used in the control models described above. Like any form of system
description, their scopeis delineated by the purpose of the 'analyst' or observer, and they
have been used during the explorations for some modelling applications in this research.
They may stand alone as descriptive tools, or models for exploring hypothesised causal
relationships of more or lesscomplex systemsand problems. A description of the
construction of such diagrams is provided in Roberts et. al. (1983)and Hughes and Tait
(1984).
Causal loop diagrams may readily be developed into a specific form of flow diagram,
mapping the connectionsbetween variables (rates,levels of flows, causallinks and
influences) and the behaviour of the model over time. Thesein turn
can be translated into
equations for flexible and rapid computer simulations, and the resulting configurations may
be displayed as tablesand graphs. Systemdynamics modelling
can build on these,and the
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transparency and accessibility to clients has made it an attractive tool for projects such as
the work of Dangerfield and Roberts at Salford University modelling the spread of AIDS
and HIV infection. While this form of modelling has not been undertaken for this research,
its potential use has been considered.
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2.5 CHOOSING SYSTEMS MODELS AND METHODOLOGIES

2.5.1 Introduction

Table 1.4 in Chapter 1 indicated eight performance related topics, on four of which the
systems applications in this thesis will focus. The systems approaches outlined above
provide a wealth of methodologies and models which can be used in analysing such topics,
with a view to making suggestions for change. In this section a number of ground-rules for
selecting methodologies and their related models which may be helpful in different contexts
are introduced.

At the end of this chapter the procedure for the selection and application of

methodologies, described in later chapters, will be described. Matching methodology to
problem situation appropriately is clearly a crucial factor in the successful implementation
of recommendations arising from the application of systems approaches. The choice
between hard and soft approaches in general, and specific methodologies and techniques,
must also involve consideration of the nature of the 'problem context' and the skills and
interests of the analyst, and is likely to be an iterative process. Guidance on methodology
(1984).
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25.2 Factorsrelated to the analyst affecting methodology and model choice

In our summary of Checkland's soft systems methodology we noted the importance of
recognising the Weltanschauung of the system of interest. The idea of Weltanschauung
captures the view, explicit in soft approaches and generally implicit or ignored by hard
approaches, that systems analysis of human activity systems cannot be value-free. This
affects the analyst's choice of approach in several ways. First, once the assumptions about
social reality underlying approaches are identified, they may be sufficiently incompatible
with those of the analyst that the approach is unlikely to be chosen in any problem context.
Alternatively,

these assumptions may constrain the use of approaches to particular contexts
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them to perceive greater congruence between context and assumptions. The analyst's
Weltanschauung will have been shaped not only by their formal training and education, but
also by norms and values of their family and socioeconomic environment, and relatively
intangible cultural factors.

The analyst's relationship to the topic under investigation (and to the client, if there is one)
may determine the quantity and quality of data which they are able to obtain, and the
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'intellectual' distance between analyst and topic may be such that meaningful analysis is
limited. An obvious limiting or enabling factor is the analyst's possession of, or ability to
for
the application of different models.
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obtain,

2.5

Some distinctive characteristics of approaches, methodologies and models
.3
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some to be distinctive paradigms - and their associated methodologies and/ or models;
down to tools which, while they may be relevant to more than one methodology, are limited
in the scope of their contribution to the analysis.
Models can play very different roles, as 'perspectives' or 'surrogates' (Miser and Quade,
1988, chap. 8). When models are in the form of 'perspectives', ways of understanding the
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considerably on the outcome of conscious assessment of their validity.
An analyst with more than one methodology at their disposal is likely to choose the most
apparently appropriate one, based on the initial presentation of a problem or opportunity,
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Harrison (1985, p. 112) offers a two-dimensional classification of theories relevant to the
implementation of policies in the health sector. The first dimension distinguishes between
theories 'which assume that rationality can be seen or sought at the macro, that is
level'
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The second dimension

'concerns the extent to which actors are assumed to seek to maximise their objectives'. A
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those which see satisficing as a more realistic mode of human behaviour. These pairs of
dimensions, and the models which reflect the various combinations, are illustrated in Figure
2.10.

Rationality at
macro level

Rationality at
micro level

Maximising/
proactive

I Unitary models

I Pluralistic
models

Satisficing/
reactive

I External control
models

I Bounded rational
models

Figure 2.10 A typology of theories. (from Harrison, 1985, p. 108)

Based on their underlying assumptions, Harrison locates many systems theories in the
'unitary' box. While the traditional Weltanschauung of OR and cybernetics tends to treat
decision-makers as having perfect rationality, and organisations as pursuing unitary goals,
it is appropriate to locate a number of systems approaches in other boxes. Several could be
located in the pluralist box, although they differ in their treatment of the distribution of
distributed
is
it
in
implicitly
evenly
reasonably
assume
society; some
or explicitly
power
(Espejo, for example), others - such as soft and critical OR - identify concentrations of

power.
Although they are well-suited to applications at the micro as well as macro level, both the
OU's hard approaches and Checkland's soft one could, it may be argued, fall into either the
pluralist or bounded rational categories. As SSM treats both systems and problems as
intellectual constructs, perhaps the latter is more relevant; HSM on the other hand may,
while noting the likely plurality of interests, assume that it can be meaningful to identify
measurable objectives for organisational actors to pursue. Harrison's 'external control
models see organisational behaviour as driven by the need to survive in a threatening
environment.

We could perhaps locate here General Systems Theory based on biological

analogies, and materialist approaches such as critical heuristics and some critical strands in
OR.
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Harrison concludes that the pluralist, bounded rational and external control models
all
provide more adequate explanations for the behaviour of health services than do unitary
models, although performance evaluation is essentially a unitary concept. While there are
strong unitary assumptions underlying traditional systems approaches, the task of this
thesis is to identify circumstances in which such approaches may nonetheless be useful, and
to explore potential contributions from systems approaches located in the other three boxes.
The characteristics of the performance-related topics to be analysed in later chapters,
suggest that explanations from within each of the four boxes of the matrix may be useful.
Where appropriate systems approaches are not much in evidence, we may find that some of
the other theorists discussed by Harrison, can make a valuable contribution to the analysis.
A second useful typology to help ensure that explicit attention is paid to the assumptions
underlying social theories, is provided by Burrell and Morgan (1979). They map four
paradigms in social theory onto the two-axis framework depicted in Figure 2.11; each
paradigm generates contrasting or opposing theories and methodologies.

Consensus/regulation
Assumptions
of
the nature of
social science
Objective

1. Functionalist

2. Interpretive

Trad.
OR
HSM

ýý

Subjective

Critical
OR

Critical
heuristics

3. Radical structuralist

4. Radical humanist

Conflict1 adical change

Figure 2.11 Paradigms in social theory.

We have seenthat there are, within systemsthinking, approacheswhich, for example, do
not regard consensusassumptions about society as problematic, and regard it as reasonable
to treat social reality as having an objective existenceindependent of the human observer.
There are approacheswhich view social problems as having objectively 'correct' solutions,
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which can be found and implemented by those skilled and empowered to do so. Such
approaches can reasonably be placed in the functionalist paradigm. In terms of the
available dimensions, this would include the O.U. 's HSM, although this could be seen as
located rather towards the middle of the framework, embracing a greater degree of conflict
and subjectivity than traditional hard approaches. The critical O. R. of Hales and Rosenhead
and Thunhurst, may best be located in the radical structuralist box. On the other hand,
there are systems approaches which see both social reality and 'solutions' to social
'problems' as subjective, intellectual constructs, which depend on attaining shared
perceptions from the mass of individual ones. Checkland's SSM is dearly on the subjective
side, but whether it rests in the interpretive or radical humanist paradigm can be seen to
depend on the uses to which it is put, reflecting the context and the values of the analyst.
We could perhaps locate the critical heuristics of Ulrich firmly in the radical humanist
quadrant.
Thus we have a framework which not only draws attention to the assumptions underlying
models of social reality, but may in so doing reflect the values of the analyst, through the
location they give to their preferred models. If one is prepared to adopt a contingency, or
complementary, approach to methodology choice - i. e. choosing the methodology which
best appears to suit the requirements of the context - in the next subsection we will meet
another framework which can assist in this selection.

2.5.4 Methodology choiceand 'problem contexts'

If we have the benefit of a range of systems methods to choose from when faced with an
application area, such as the eight initial topics to be analysed in this research, there are
again a number of ground rules which can help identify salient features of the context.
General guidance (Watson and Watson 1986, Peters and Naughton 1984) suggests that:

-

soft approachesare better suited than hard oneswhere there is a high level of
uncertainty about the nature, timing and magnitude of likely internal and external
(environmental) changes;

-

where conflicts of interest are present,and they can not readily be representedas
constraints,softer approachesmay cope better;

-

this is the casetoo where the client set is heterogeneous,or there are conflicts of value
involved;

-

where it is unclear what the problem situation involves, or it is highly complex, or
changing rapidly, softer approacheswill be more suitable at least initially;
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if the problem or solution are at least partly quantifiable, and if a single (possibly
optimisable) measure is important, or expert technical solutions are needed, a
specific hard technique may be called for;
tactical operational issues are more likely to be satisfactorily catered for by traditional
hard approaches than long-term issues which impinge upon the purposes of an
organisation or group, and which may require development of new capacities for
learning as well as specific management tools.

The final classification system to be introduced in this chapter - Jackson and Keys' 'system
of system methodologies' (1984, Jackson 1987,1988a) - draws on many of the dimensions
referred to earlier. The starting point is the assumption that choice of approach must first be
matched to characteristics of the problem-context: the potential problem solvers, relevant
participants, and system(s) in which the problem is located. Key variables are the nature of
the system(s) and of the relationship between participants. Figure 2.12 shows the resulting
classification of systems methodologies and problem contexts.
Unitary

M-U

Mechanical

'classical OR'

S-U
Systemic

viable system
modelling

Pluralist

M-P

Coercive

M-C

strategic assumpt.
urfacing & testing

critical systems
heuristics

S-P

S-C

soft systems
methodology

Figure 2.12 The system of system methodologies (Jackson,1988a)

Thus we have two continua for classification, related to problem context. Systems can be
classified in terms of their relative complexity: at one extreme, 'mechanical' being relatively
simple, predictable, closed; and at the other, 'systemic' - highly complex, with purposeful
sub-systems, open to the environment, maybe not fully observable, and therefore
manifesting more complex problems. The other continuum, similar to that which we have
met already, is the classification of problem contexts in terms of the degree to which
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participants have shared objectives -a unitary / pluralist dimension. However, a third
continuum which adds value to this classification system is the extent to which any
consensus which exists between participants, is arrived at through coercion, the exercise of
power and domination.
The six problem contexts represented by the cells in the matrix imply the need for six
(more
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Jackson
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able
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from among those currently available, each of which have been referred to in this chapter.
The availability of this range of methodologies enables Jackson and Keys to conclude that
systems approaches have evolved to meet the demands placed upon them by problem
contexts. As Jackson (1987,1988a) notes, the development of critical approaches which will
meet the challenges of coercive contexts still has some way to go; but, as in the context of
community OR, enhanced approaches are proving increasingly promising.

This gap is

emphasised by Oliga (1988) -'the emerging picture is that of the glaring poverty of systems
thinking in critical methodological terms' (p. 107).
There may too be dangers hidden in this approach, as from the outset it imposes structure
on problem situations, based on the rationality of the analyst and their subjective
judgements of categorising contexts into apparently independent types. Oliga warns
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25.5 Changing approaches

It is quite possible,given the subjectivenature of the processesby which methodologies are
chosenand the imperfect knowledge we generally have about complex systemsof interest,
that the approach originally chosenwill show signs of being inadequate to the task.
Equally, it may be expectedfrom the outset that an alternative approach may become
necessary,or that different ones will be appropriate at different stagesin an investigation.
The topic, or the demands of the model, may becometoo complex for the time and / or
skills available. Problemsmay emergeregarding the availability or quality of data; or the
topic may turn out to be too complex or simple to justify the model initially chosen. It may
transpire that there is more, or less,agreementover objectives,or more or less certainty over
causalrelationships, than had originally appeared.
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here, should alert the analyst to potential indicators that a change may become necessary,
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thumbnail sketches

Topic 1. Making and implementing strategic plans
Based on a rational comprehensive model, the NHS planning system involves a ten year
strategic planning cycle (with plans reviewed every five years), put into operation through
rolling two-year short term plans, with capital programming on a longer timescale.
Regional strategic plans are an aggregate of district strategies, plus plans for regionallymanaged services. As the strategy is rolled forward there is consultation with the public
and politicians over the second year of regional and district short term plans. The Secretary
of State has the final say on any contested elements.
This theoretically well-ordered process does not necessarily run smoothly. The process
itself, and resources with which to provide new and existing services, are subject to annual
revision from the centre, often late in the planning cycle. As well as long-term policy
objectives, such as the closure of long-stay institutions in favour of community-based care,
new and indeterminate demands have been placed on health authorities at various points in
the planning cycles which distort planned progress. The complexity of data and
information systems required for monitoring plan implementation, has contributed to many
surprises as districts and regions have strayed widely from their 'strategic pathways',
failing to control spending on acute services. The role played by annual reviews in
monitoring and encouraging progress towards strategic objectives and checking on the
fulfillment

of short term plans, has been unclear. This reflects the problems of integrating

the activities and processes of different NHS levels and timescales, and the dispersal of
power and control away from planners and managers and towards doctors and politicians.
Changing patient needs contribute to uncertainty.
The Open University's Hard Systems Methodology (HSM) bears a close resemblance to
several corporate planning models, as well as the NHS Option Appraisal system for capital
developments. If our model is not seriously deficient, is it being operated ineffectually in
the NHS? Or is it an inappropriate model for strategic planning? Perhaps the problem lies
with rational comprehensive planning itself, which has had many critics. Or perhaps the
NHS planning system is not really like the HSM, and if it were changed to resemble the
HSM more closely it may aid plan implementation.
4.

These are options to explore in Chapter
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This topic probably represents the most commonly-held conception of NHS performance
evaluation. The routine monitoring of inputs and activity levels in regions, districts and
units, and the comparison of performance data with local targets and the performance of
comparable organisations, should be central to the managers' role and the mainstay of the
annual review process. Balancing income and expenditure budgets, performance
measurement using the DHSS indicators (PIs), hitting and not exceeding manpower targets
and the completion of capital projects on time - all are frequently the subject of annual and
in-year monitoring from the top down. Such evaluative practices, linking organisational
and individual

managerial performance, seem likely to be here to stay. But the complexity

of many day-to-day management tasks, and frequent interventions from the political or
social environment, have created an organisational climate which still tends to foster crisis
management and hamper effective operational control.
Cybernetic control could offer a combination of rapid information to management if things
were going wrong, identification of what action may be required, and relative autonomy for
lower operational levels. We can compare current procedures for routine control of process
and structural elements, and annual reviews, with a basic cybernetic model. In the light of
criticisms of such models, we will consider ways in which concepts from organisational
learning can be incorporated into multiple-loop

control models before suggesting changes

to routine monitoring and review in line with such models, in Chapter 5..

Topic 3. Im"

ving the quality of NHS care

We have noted that the emphasis in performance evaluation in the past has been very much
on quantitative, rather than qualitative, aspects of care. In part this must reflect the interests
of those who have devised the performance measuring tools - primarily civil servants on
behalf of politicians, who have been accountable for the efficient use of public funds rather
than the effectiveness and acceptability of the services provided.

However, spurred on by

the Griffiths Report, efforts to measure and improve quality of care are increasing among
health authorities, health professional organisations, patient/consumer
politicians.

groups and

Many practical problems of 'measuring quality' are being addressed;

shortcomings in available data are being recognised and their significance assessed.
Implementing piecemeal changes directed towards better quality care has not necessarily
produced significant results. If we want a model for designing quality systems which
provides the means to control the quality of work of many more or less autonomous
groups, and reflects the changing needs and expectations of the environment, Beer's Viable
System Model might be appropriate.

However, while this provides blueprint for the
a

structure and aspects of the behaviour of complex, hierarchical organisations, a softer
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approach like Checkland's may be needed for the implementation of any new structures
and processes, as personal and professional values are questioned. This topic is addressed
in Chapter 6.

Topic 4. Assessingperformance through outcomesof care
A major omission from existing performance evaluation processes is routine and
comprehensive evaluation of the outcomes of health service care. The reasons for such
omission include technical and cultural/

political factors - and the distinction between such
categories is often blurred. For example, a full understanding of the ways in which clinical
treatments work is often not available to experts, let alone to patients; this partial
knowledge limits the value of 'informed consent'. However, patients are often not made
aware of such uncertainty; professional culture and the positions of organisational power
held by doctors have stifled the debate about the outcomes of health care. As resources for
health care become increasingly outstripped by demand, there has been a growing debate
about how scarce resources should be rationed to maximise health benefits. Although the
NHS can only play a limited role in preventing ill health, when faced with more or less
effective responses to such ill health it is reasonable to monitor outcomes at least in order to
improve future care and ensure the equitable delivery of care to a high standard.
Health outcome data can pose problems including validity, relevance to the needs of
different interested parties, and cost. However, most such problems can be overcome at
least partially, if the will exists to bring outcome evaluation onto the agenda. Proxy
measures can often be identified which, while they may be far from ideal, can still be of
value provided that their limitations are recognised. If systems can contribute to the search
for better ways of evaluating and improving the outcomes of health care, softer
methodologies may hold the most promise, at least initially.

Not only is the context highly

complex, but also the values of professionals, managers, policy makers and consumers all
have a bearing on actions which may be indicated by outcome-based assessments. In
Chapter 7 we will explore this topic in more detail by using Checkland's Soft Systems
Methodology (SSM) as if to advise Department of Health civil servants charged with the
task of incorporating outcome indicators into routine monitoring systems. Harder
approaches may well have a part to play when the nature of 'the problem' becomes clearer.
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The complexity of health services and unpredictable but strong environmental influences
could contribute to problems in the successful implementation of strategic plans. Health
planners, at both local and central levels, are starting to explore the potential of techniques
designed to improve the robustness and flexibility of plans in the face of such uncertainties.
A number of soft, messy considerations come into play here. Planners, politicians and
patients all have differing - and often conflicting - views of the future and how to plan for it.
Viability depends on conscious and effective monitoring of the environment, and on
achieving a balance within complex organisations of autonomy and control. These
considerations are especially important for health services which are trying to combine
responsiveness to local needs, with higher level controls on standards and costs. Further,
flexible planning places new demands on data which may pose problems of sensitivity, for
example.
Topic 1 suggests the application of the HSM to strategic health planning. Here we can
envisage the use of techniques for flexible and robust planning at the modelling stage of the
methodology.

Such techniques have been emerging in recent years drawing both on

operational research and organisational development approaches, and some early
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Topic 6. The politics of health

The appraisal of the performanceof the NHS has on occasionbeen linked to debatesabout
overall resourcesfor health care,the merits of 'socialisedmedicine' and the custodianship of
the health serviceexercisedby governments of different complexions. The 'politics of
health' relatesas much to public concernsabout the relationships between health and life
chances,as to party politics and health policies. Where 'political' issuesmay play a major
part in the debatessurrounding the other seventopics, we have tended to suggestthe use of
softer approaches. Harder models have been reserved for those aspectswhich can be
reasonablyclearly defined and understood, and where there is considerableagreementas to
objectives. Are there points at which the searchfor tools to help NHS performance
evaluation must turn away from systemsapproaches?
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where:
"

quantification is not appropriate as those involved do not even agree about the
relevant dimensions of performance.

"

objectives may be shared but influence over their attainment is severely limited

by the balanceof power or locus of control.
"

conflicts of interest are not amenableto negotiation or trading between groups,
professionsor classes,leaving those with power to exert their interests through
coercion or decisions are simply not made.

"

conflicts of values predominate and limit agreement over objectives or routes to
them - values which may be related to interests, or to personal or shared beliefs
about the sanctity of human life, importance of human dignity and so on.

Thesewill influence opinions both about the distribution of scarceresources
and the moral acceptability of the usesto which they are put.

Is it worth considering the possibility that systems approaches can contribute to such
debates? This may be difficult using the format to be applied to the other topics. However,
the field of health politics is just one example of 'disputed territory' or no-go areas for
systems. It could provide an important testing ground for those approaches we met in
Section 2.4 and which, it is claimed, can tackle more conflictual issues - soft or critical OR,
soft systems methodology, critical heuristics. When we draw together some conclusions
about the value of the approaches applied to all of the topics, and the contribution to be
made by other approaches to the study of organisations, we will consider whether the more
critical systems approaches could provide promising ways to tackle some of these
distinctive healthcare issues.

Topic 7. Reducing waiting lists and times
Ask any member of the public what they feel is the biggest weaknessin the service
provided by the NHS, and they are likely to say long waiting lists' or the length of time
people wait for treatment. They may not have a clear idea of who is waiting, for what and
where. NHS information systemsprovide quite a lot of data about where people are
waiting for inpatient treatment, who they are waiting to see,how long they have been
waiting. Lessdata is collected about numbers of people, or lengths of time spent, waiting
for an outpatient appointment. We can investigate the relationship between waiting lists
and times, and hospital funds, staff, facilities, efficiency and productivity. We do not know
as much as we might about the routes by which people are placed on waiting lists, and the
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behaviour of GPs and consultants in the creation and diminution

of those lists. We know

even less about the extent to which the number and health conditions of those waiting,
reflects the need for treatment in the community as a whole, and almost nothing about the
costs to those waiting in terms of worry, pain, discomfort, lost wages, extra costs of living.
What we do know (Yates, 1987) is that none of the relationships are simple, and that the
costs to would-be patients are extremely high.
Because the number of people waiting for treatment has been over half a million almost
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frequent topic for regional and especially district performance reviews, attempts to speed
up treatment have most recently taken the form of a central government 'waiting list
initiative'.

However, the number waiting continues to rise. Behavioural aspects are

demanding attention, as well as the extent to which the power to control lists is not vested
in those with the money to spend on their reduction. A systems approach to this problem
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Topic 8. Planning for health
The dominance of health services by those operating with a curative, medical model of
health was discussed in Chapter 1, and the recent reassertion of the importance of 'public
health', prevention of disease and the promotion of good health. The World Health
Organisation's targets for 'Health for All' echo one of the original objectives of the NHS.
However, the shift in focus from cure to prevention will take a long time to affect patterns of
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difficult when changes in performance are slow to appear. We can identify a wide range of
contributory factors, some more amenable to systems intervention than others. Because of
the long timescales over which change will occur, in many cases it may seem appropriate to
accept open loop control, hoping that at least partially-understood

interventions will have

the desired effect in due course. However, strong and unanticipated environmental
influences may intervene, and undesirable positive feedback may affect individuals or
communities.
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In seeking to enhance planning for health rather than illness, there are a range of obstacles:
devising workable targets, measures and techniques; juggling different interests; and
messier problems related to the values and priorities of professional groups, political parties
by
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implementation of health promotion programmes in a dynamic environment, and also tools
for community development being developed by 'community OR' practitioners.
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INTO 'ACTION':

METHODOLOGIES AND MODELS FOR THE NHS.

2.6.1 Introduction to the analysis.

The foregoing chapters have identified a number of areas of acknowledged concern both
about the performance of the NHS and about the means currently available for evaluating
performance. The case has been set out for adopting a systems approach in analysing these
areas of concern and suggesting and developing improvements to performance evaluation
processes. But what will this involve? This section sets out the process which has been
applied in the analysis of four of the eight performance-related topics. It was developed to
meet a generalised 'need' for a systematic way of choosing and using appropriate systems
methodologies and models, within the constraints of a research project. This context has
naturally led to changes in the analytical process itself and the style of application, as
variability has been introduced through the experience of developing and using the process,
the differences between the methodologies and the nature and scope of the topics and
information regarding their problematic features.
One of the overall aims of this research has been to test the contribution which systems
approaches can make to the analysis of health service performance. Thus selections of types
of topics (more or less messy and value-laden) and of potentially-useful

systems approaches

and methodologies have been assembled. The common analytical process described here
was developed in order to be able to compare the effectiveness of the combinations of
approaches and topics, as well as to introduce rigour into each analysis. However, the three
sources of variability have led to differences in emphasis which will be revealed as the
applications are described in Chapters 4-7. Chapter 8 draws together conclusions about
each application, compares them and considers the implications of these assessments for
further applications. For example, does it seem likely that an alternative methodology
could have produced greater insights into a topic? If so, what does this tell us about the
procedure for methodology choice which was adopted, or about the amenability of that
type of topic to any systems analysis?
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2.13. It may appear cumbersome, as many of the steps have feedback loops which are built
in to encourage reflection as well as thoroughness. However, several simply involve
checklists which are described later in this section. From time to time in the applications,
iteration has been necessary, moving back to an earlier stage to improve on the material for
use in later ones; and some steps were designed to generate observations on the process as

well as its outcomes.
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Figure 2.13 The analytical
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To make it easier to compare the strengths and weaknesses of the different systems
methodologies applied here, each one has been divided into three phases - diagnosis
(description and analysis), design and implementation, following Simon (1979) and Watson
and Mayon-White (1986). The common set of ten steps by which each analysis has been
organised and recorded can also be divided into such phases, with the addition of a review
phase, indicating the completeness of the process. These phases are indicated on Figure
2.13, but to avoid confusion the reports of the analyses in Chapters 4-7 and conclusions in
Chapter 8 are presented simply in the form of the significant outputs from the ten steps and
feedback checks.
Further clarification of the use which is made of the terms 'methodology' and 'model' in this
'softer'
'harder'
be
helpful.
Section
2.4
We
in
that
and
systems
may
noted
within
section
approaches or schools of thought, different methodologies could be identified - sets of
activities for analytical applications. Within these - indeed in some cases as the main
activity - were systems models, appropriate ways of representing reality. As we will see,
each topic/ methodology combination places a different emphasis on the role of modelling
per se in the analytical process. We return to the subject of models in the next subsection,
but note here that in places (e.g. on Figure 2.13) we refer simply to systems models, leaving
the methodology of which they are part implicit.
Steps 1 and 2 of the analytical process comprise: a more detailed description of the topic, the
objectives and nature of the processes of methodology or model choice and application;
followed by confirmation of the initial choice of systems methodology and associated
models in the light these explorations. Step 3 involves verification that Steps 1 and 2 have
produced the descriptive model which it was intended to build.
Step 4 sumarises the full analysis of the topic using the chosen methodology, including:
methods of data collection and use, insights from theory; identification of the weaknesses in
performance evaluation it exemplifies; and suggested systemic reasons for them. Naturally
the form of description and level of detail will vary, reflecting the varied nature of the
models and topics. The model is then validated, using some simple tests to assesswhether
it is an adequate representation of the phenomena being modelled, for the purposes of the
study. Verification and validation processes are described below.

In Step 5, the focus is on the design phase- producing some proposals for changesto the
performance evaluation systemunder scrutiny. Steps6 to 8 consider the potential for
implementation of someof the outcomesfrom the modelling or other parts of the
methodology. Beforewe can conclude with any recommendations for changesin the
approach to real-world performance evaluation activity the successof each systems
(in
be
terms of criteria identified later in this
evaluated
application will
chapter). Chapter 8
will, as mentioned, assessthe overall approach, and the potential for further applications of
systemsmethodologies and models to health service performance evaluation.
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The outputs from three feedback checks from Steps 2,3 and 4 of the
analytical process - are
presented in summary form in Tables 1,2 and 3 respectively in an Appendix to Chapter 8
for all of the analyses. The checklists of questions are set out in this section.

2.6.2 Models for NHS management and learning.

What do we mean by

1 '?

Each of the systems methodologies introduced in 2.4 includes the use of one or more
models, through which a representation of the situation of interest can be 'manipulated', as
an aid to understanding or experimenting with changes before making suggestions for
action. Indeed, organisational activities embrace many sorts of modelling although they
may not be labelled as such - the use of rules and checklists to bring practice into line with
ideal standards, budgets representing the tangible and malleable financial dimension of a
more complex set of objectives, and so on.
What do these examples and our systems uses of 'model' have in common? In Section 25.3
the distinction was made between models as perspectives (ways of understanding the
world), and models as surrogates for substantive problems. Here we are going to assume
that the surrogate approach is not the most appropriate use for models. There may be
elements in our performance-related topics which can be converted to such models and
manipulated to provide useful insights, but we want to capture a wider range of aspects of
the topics and their problematic elements. Our constructions reflect a particular perspective
on them. No models can capture the full complexity and richness which has drawn such
topics to our attention in the first place, but we will be seeking a wider range of insights
than we could hope to obtain by restricting ourselves to appropriate uses of models as
surrogates. On the other hand, rather than obtaining much information about the use 'in
the field' of models as perspectives (and also the 'mental models' which those involved with
performance evaluation processes hold of salient aspects of the NHS), where relevant the
research methodology has lent itself better to concentrating on the more easily-observable
use of models as surrogates - OR applications, simulations and the like.
Thus the common feature of each of the methodologies and related models to be applied
here, is their conscious attention to systemic elements both in the analytical process and real
world situations. Although some of the analyses will focus on small parts of big problems,
or involve highly simplified representations, there will always be recognition of the
reductions involved. The outputs from these models should not be treated in isolation from
their wider context, about which further knowledge will be required. Equally, by
acknowledging that the modelling represents one perspective on a problem, we accept that
it is likely to be possible, useful, even necessary to explore the
situation with other models
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from different perspectives (or with the same model, from different
perspectives). The
models applied here are each intended to be simply one way of looking at the topics - ways
which have been consciously and rationally chosen but are nonetheless subjective. Here
they can only be superficial, but even if the relationship between analyst, models and
contexts permitted far more detailed modelling the models would still only be partial
representations of reality.
So here we will be using a number of different models (within systems methodologies) as
perspectives on a range of problem contexts. In order that they can be used as effectively as
possible (here and in any future practical applications), both the models and the ways in
which they are applied need some consistent features. So after the initial identification of a
likely methodology or model to use with the topic, the proposed approach is checked to see
that it can meet most of the following requirements (the comparators in the feedback loop
from Step 1 on figure 2.13):
"a

stated purpose for the application, against which the outcome of the modelling
application can be evaluated (the model itself being simply a means to an end) and
including, if appropriate, any hypothetical 'client' or analytical viewpoint;

"

the application of a relatively formalised, 'rational' approach to topics concerned with
making and/ or enacting decisions, which can be documented and shared with
others;

"a

set of identified steps or components (in both the models and the way they are
applied), which can be used as a checklist for sufficient 'completeness' for the

current purpose - of the process,its outputs or outcomes;
0

an aim of providing organised ways of handling complexity and uncertainty and the
potential for use of the models as organised ways of managing change;

0

recognition of the constraints on the interpretation and wider applicability of the
results which come from one specific application;
approachesshould allow for multidisciplinary working, and for accommodating the
viewpoint of multiple stakeholders,sincetheseare common characteristicsof
problems in health services;

0

approachesto modelling, and their outcomes,need to be flexible and robust;

0

the approachesneed to be themselvessubject to critical review.

This last condition will be met in this thesis through the validation and evaluation
processes
incorporated in many of the stepsof the analytical process.
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Describing topics, and choosing methodologies and models
Step 1 identifies a potentially promising combination of topic and methodology from those
available to the analyst. Step 2 takes this combination forward. It describes the problematic
aspects of the topic more fully than the thumbnail sketch, and subjects the methodology and
model choice to more rigorous investigation.
In section 2.5 some techniques for choosing systems approaches for particular contexts were
described. Essentially the desirability of selecting an approach and methodology powerful
enough to be of value in the context, and which embodied assumptions about the world
which were compatible, was stressed. The choice of methodology and its associated
model(s) would be constrained by the analyst's competence and (more or less significantly)
by their world view. To put this 'contingency' approach into operation and quantify the
considerations described above, a simple scoring system was applied to each of the
suggested combinations of methodology and elaborated topic. Negative or positive scores
were applied to various combinations of methodology/

model/ analyst/ context

considerations. As well as the aforementioned constraints, these considerations included
whether the context was a 'problem', in which differences in values were not important, or a
'mess'; and whether the suggested methodology was designed to cope with value-laden
situations. A further consideration was whether the suggested methodology would draw
out viewpoints and make issues in the problematic context visible, if necessary. In terms of
Long and Harrison's matrix, a relevant factor was whether the type of model was suited to
the context in terms of there being an explicit agreement that a gap between So and Si
needed to be bridged; and whether an optimising or satisficing 'solution' was sought.
The aggregate score following a number of such tests indicated how sensible it seemed to
proceed with the initial choice of methodology for each topic. In most cases the ambiguities
and uncertainties in the variables in the scoring system at this stage meant ranges rather
than single scores were obtained. In a few cases more than one methodology or model was
considered from the outset, for use in the different phases of analysis or because several
seemed equally promising.

Table 2.2 indicates the scores given to each of the initially-

suggested topic/ methodology combinations. Any potentially significant problems with the
combination indicated by this scoring process are noted in Chapters 4-7 when Step 2 is
described for each of the four selected topics. There too we will discover the specific
perspective adopted by the analyst and nature of the hypothetical client, where these
needed to be explicitly identified in accordance with the methodology.
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Table 2.2 Performance-related topics and scores for the initial choice of systems
methodologies.
Topic

Methodology/
model

Score

(range-)

Hard systems
methodology.

2-5

2. Controlling
performance through
structure and process.

Cybernetic control and
double loop learning.

3-4

3. Improving the quality
of care.

Viable system model;
organisational

3-4

1. Making and

implementing strategic
plans.

development or soft
systemsmethodology for
implementation?
4-6

4. Assessing performance

Checkland's Soft systems

through outcomesof care.

methodology.

5. Planning for
uncertainty and
complexity.

Hard systems
methodology; OR-based
decision aids.

2

6. The politics of health.

Critical/ soft OR; SSM.

0-5

7. Reducing waiting lists
and times.

Causal loops & system
dynamics for diagnosis

2-3

and design; non-systems
approach to
implementation.
8. Planning for health.

Control model plus
organisational
development/ learning.

1-3
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As four of the eight topics needed to be selected for analysis, and different methodologies
or
models were ideally to be applied, the following four combinations with relatively strong
scores were chosen:
1. Making and implementing strategic plans; the OU's hard systems methodology.
2.

Controlling performance through structure and process; cybernetic control and
double-loop learning.

3.

Improving the quality of care; Beer's viable system model.

4.

Assessing performance through outcomes of care; Checkland's soft systems
methodology.

Thus, in Chapters 4-7, the salient features of these topics and their chosen models and are
identified at Step 2, including:

the expectations of those involved in the real world, as to

what the performance evaluation activity concerned was aimed to achieve; the problem
areas which were being experienced; the objectives of the applications here, of models to
topics; and factors which may be expected to limit the scope of the analysis in this research.

What makes a 'good' model?
Modelling plays a major part in each of the chosen methodologies for Topics 1,2,3 and 4, as
we will see. In this subsection we will note 12 characteristics which it would be helpful for a
model to possess intrinsically, in order to maximise its practical value in the sorts of

application areasconsideredhere. When the models are subsequentlyapplied they will be
scoredfor the presenceof thesefeatures. As eachmodel is to be applied to a different
context, their potential value may not at this stagebe predicted by their scorein relation to
the following 'desirable' characteristicsand someof the characteristicswill be of limited
relevancehere. However, thesescoreswill be of value in later evaluation of the analytical
approachesand consideration of alternatives. In the next subsectionwe will identify a
further set of important featureswhich will be sought for eachcombination of model and
context, which will aid in the verification of the models.
But first, what are someof the characteristicsof an intrinsically 'good' model? A range of
texts on modelling suggestthat a good model:
1. is easyfor the potential analyst to use, given appropriate equipment and training;
2. is cost-effectiveto develop and apply;
3. involves analytical processeswhich are easyfor the analyst to understand;
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involves analytical processes which are easy for the client to understand;

5. is credible to both client and analyst, providing a realistic enough representationof the
situation;
6.

is designed to enhance and inform, not to replace the decision process - and is presented
as such,

7. uses good quality data - i. e. data which is: timely, relevant to need in terms of sensitivity
and specificity, valid and reliable, unambiguous and accurate, available costeffectively, excludes artefacts (these criteria were identified in Chapter 1);
8.

has data demands (for both model building and validating) which are manageable;

9. can use surrogateor proxy data if necessary;
10. is robust to the entry of different data (e.g. relating to a range of times and places);
11. can be assessedadequatelyin terms of sensitivity (the selectionof appropriate
sensitivity tests for non-quantitative models will depend on the clarity of the
problem situation, and the judgement of those involved);
12. produces results which are user-friendly, making it easy to assesstheir value.

In each case, when the topic descriptions have been expanded and model choices discussed,
how the relevant models score against these 12 criteria (which form the comparator in the
feedback loop from the output from Step 2) is noted in Table 1 in the Appendix to Chapter
8. Weaknesses will be noted as potential limitations on the value of each approach.

Verification - do the models meet the needs of the topics?
The following questions can contribute to the assessment of the value of each model in its
application context. Again, not all the questions will be relevant in all situations -a
subjective judgement has to be made about which ones are particularly important. Between
them, they contribute to the verification of the model -a check that it is the model which it
13
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aspects of structure, process or outcome, means and ends, causal relations?
2.

Has each step in model-building been logical, and relevant?

3.

Is the model at an appropriate level of detail for the purpose - including all important
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quality
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6. How far could the model cope with unpredictable internal and external changes?
7. Can the model reflect and respond to environmental influences adequately?
8. Does the model appropriately representany hierarchical characteristicsof the context?
Generally here the models will be applied at a relatively high organisational
levels.
lower
level.
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hierarchical
can embrace more specific applications
levels,
different
this
is
to
Where 'models contain models' and the same one applied

is recursion (as in the VSM): is this necessary,and feasible?
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feasible
be
to
it
act
upon
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Is
politically
to
9.
the model
produce results which will
the context concerned?
10. Can the model cope adequately with conflicts of interest?
11. Are culturally acceptabletypes of results anticipated?
12. Can the model cope adequately with conflicts of value?
13. Can the results of the modelling be tested against observations known to be true?
A rigorous verification of the models would involve someoneother than the analyst making
While
in
terms
their
those
independent
of
suitability
of
criteria
appraisal
such
above.
as
an
this will not be feasiblein this instance,documentation of the modelling processwill be
retained in casean opportunity arises to take this approach further in future.
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2.6.3 Step 4. analysis - completing the diagnosis

The outputs from Step 3 for each topic will be: a description of the topic in its wider context,
noting systemic aspects in particular; some suggestions as to the problems of concern here;
and a systems methodology and associated model(s) which, we are confident, it is relevant
and logical to apply in the analysis, design and explorations of implementation in Steps 4 to
8. The description will draw together information from a variety of primary and secondary
sources relevant to the topic (not always collected from a systems perspective). The analysis
will follow the format of the systems methodology in the case of the SSM and HSM; for the
VSM and control loop it involves mapping the model onto aspects of the topic.
For each topic some appropriate questions are posed which help in the comparison between
the real world activity of interest, and its simplified representation through the model(s).
Examples of the specific systemic problem areas which have been highlighted in earlier
references to the topics, are the focus for more detailed attention. There will be two sorts of
output from Step 4- these examples of the nature of performance evaluation failure, and
suggested systemic reasons for these failings. The feedback loops from Step 4 will check
that corroborative evidence has been given for the instances of failure, and that the model is
valid - that is, an adequate representation of the phenomena of interest, for the purposes of
the study.
Validity is tested very simply here, using a checklist of the same questions for each topic/
model combination.

The validation questions and tests are set out in Table 2.3; the

outcomes of applying the tests to the four model/topic
of the Appendix to Chapter 8.

combinations are set out in Table 3
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conditions and tests.

Condition

Validity test

1. The problem situation is:
a.
b.
c.
d.

highly value laden
highly unclear
changing rapidly
highly complex.

2. The model assumes internal and
external (wider system or environmental)
conditions similar enough to those in the
real world situation to be 'realistic'.

Yes/no: if 'yes' to any of the questions,
can the model reflect this adequately?
Describe how. (Note: the initial model
choice screened for these points too).

a. identify key internal conditions
b. identify key external conditions

c. are a. and b. present in the model?
d. if not, changeto a different model, or
e. adapt the model and test again, or
f. justify retention of unchanged model.

3. a. In the light of the diagnosis so far, is
the real world problem situation still
suitable for a systems analysis (e.g.
sufficiently complex, with interconnected
elements)?

a. four part definition of system (see
Chapter 1).
b. unlikely to be; could consider critical
or soft systems approach for further
examination, or abandon topic.

b. if not, are any other systemsmodels
appropriate?
4. a. Can the range of natural variability
of key elements of the problem situation
be identified?
b. if so, can the model take account of
this? (e.g. negative numerical values)

a. if 'yes', describe range. If 'no', is it
invariable? Unlikely to be, look again; is
the range significant?
b. describe how the model will cope; if it
can't cope, enhance model or change to a
different one.

5. What timescaledoes the problem
situation operate over?

The model must take any cyclical
variations into account.

6. Is it valid to assumethat any variables
in the problematic system can usefully be
quantified?

a. if 'yes', what are they?
b. does the model include them? If not,
should it?
c. if 'no', is model appropriate?

2.6A Design and implementation - suggestions for channgg.

In Step 5a creative searchtakesplace, drawing on ideas from a range disciplines if
of
needed,in order to generatesuggestedchangesto the performance evaluation activities of
be
These
representedin particular by the focal problem
may
concern.
areasidentified for
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each topic at the beginning of the analysis, but during Steps 1-4 some more important issues
may have become apparent. It may be, too, that the model as originally chosen could be
enhanced or altered in order to increase its power to generate suggestions for change.

While the scopefor any direct experimentation here has been limited, the ideas for changes
can be discussedand examplesfrom elsewherewith a bearing on them can be noted.
At this stage, some problems may appear to be intractable using the available approaches.
If so, they will be shelved, and considered briefly in the final chapter. Otherwise the output
from Step 5- proposed changes to the performance evaluation system under study - will be
tested for systemic desirability. That is, do the proposals take into account any knock-on or
feedback effects, fit into the scope and assumptions of the model, and still meet the criteria
outlined above, against which the output from Step 1 was tested? We may need to think
again about the nature of the problem, or our explanations for it, and consider altering the
suggested changes.
In any project, 'implementation'

should not be isolated from the rest of the modelling

process, but should be borne in mind throughout.

It is a pity that implementation here will

remain hypothetical at least for the time being, as there is a paucity of reports of the
implementation of systems studies and this research could have provided some useful
examples. However, we will have to content ourselves with speculation - would it be
feasible and acceptable to introduce the proposed changes to performance evaluation
systems in the contexts studied? Here we must bear in mind the objectives of modelling
and limitations of the chosen model identified at Step 2, points noted in verifying the model,
and so on.
Again there are two sorts of output from Step 6. From the description of ways to introduce
feasible and acceptable changes to the performance evaluation system concerned, an
attempt will be made (Step 7) to evaluate the prospects for the proposed changes in the light
of real world experience and (if available) the views of experts in the field, obtained at first
or second hand. Any new problems thus revealed may lead to adjustments to the
recommended implementation plans.

The secondoutput -a description of the use of, and any adaptations to, the model - will feed
into Step 8, an evaluation of the application of that particular model. For example, data
quality, the value of the checklistsat earlier stagesas predictors of modelling problems, the
significanceof any limitations identified at Step 2, will be noted. Recommendationson use
be
in
this
the
also
context
will
checkedagainst experiencein the field and the
model
of
views of experts if possible, although finding comparable experiencemay be difficult. A
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below:
1. Does the model shed enough light on the problem areas identified for the topics
to be worth the effort?
2.

Does it shed light on the original key research questions and colloquial

concerns,noted in Chapter 1?
3. Does the model include all elementsof the systemdeemed to be important, and
can omissions be justified logically?
4.

Has it been possible to operate the model at an appropriate level of complexity,
detail, and hierarchy? If not (thereby limiting the value of the outcome), could
it be operated more effectively at other levels?

S. Has the model reflected accurately enough the internal and external factors

which affect the system'soutput?
6.

Has the model indicated in a definable way what would happen if one did

something specific to the systemof interest?
7. Are the conclusionslogically and rationally derived from inputs to the
modelling process,as opposed to unsubstantiatedanalyst bias?

Making recommendations.
Steps 9 and 10 of the analytical process are undertaken in the final chapter of this thesis.
There we draw together the conclusions on each topic/ methodology application, as Step 9
summarises the recommendations from each and notes theoretical and empirical successes
and failures. The prospects for more fruitful analysis of the four chosen topics using other
systems models, and for the application of the overall approach to the four topics not
chosen for the first set of analyses, will briefly be considered. Finally, in Step 10, a verdict
on the value of taking systems approaches to the search for understanding of, and
improvement to, performance evaluation in the NHS will be reached.
The ten steps outlined above suggest a lengthy process of analysis and evaluation, and
Figure 2.13 illustrates graphically how they are connected. Inevitably, some steps will be
undertaken more thoroughly than others, and some will be more productive.

Others will

prove to be superfluous or ill-conceived. The value of the approach lies not only in its
outcome in the form of recommendations for change to NHS performance evaluation
systems - indeed, they may prove to be relatively trivial.

It is perhaps more significant to

have attempted to apply systems models in what seems to be
a potentially novel way, and
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to have recorded the process of these applications as well as their outcomes. These are now
placed in the arena where it is hoped that those from both the systems community and
health policy and management sectors may examine them critically.

2.7 CONCLUSIONS TO CHAPTER 2.

Chapter 1 provided background material for the subject of concern - performance
evaluation in the NHS - and Chapter 2 has set the scene for the analysis of some of its
problematic elements. It is proposed that through the applications of systems models and
methodologies to performance-related topics, some examples of 'failures' in the processes of
evaluation may be discerned. They are likely to range from commonly-recognised
problems (in controlling spending on acute services, for example) to under-achievement of
potentially valuable processes (annual performance reviews). Further, it is expected that
these apparent inadequacies in a range of activities designed to monitor, evaluate and
improve performance will have systemic causes (such as positive feedback, failure to
recognise significant interconnections, or inappropriate choice of output data for
They will also have other causes more closely related to 'politics' - internal
organisational, professional or related to factors in the environment of the NHS. While we
monitoring).

expect to find that the systems approaches can identify and explain some of the systemic
less
be
that
to
them,
problems
will
some
causes and suggest ways
ameliorate
we anticipate
amenable to diagnosis, design of improvements and ideas for implementation where the
root causes are political.

In Chapter 3 we will return to the NHS context. We are interested in performance,and
although wishing to avoid over-rational assumptionsabout a complex organisation like the
health service,we need to know what it is trying to do. Somemajor health policies were
outlined in Chapter 1, and in Chapter 3 we explore the objectivesof the NHS in more depth.
We will look both at the organisation's official goals, and the goals and objectiveswhich
some interested groups may seekfor the NHS to pursue (as their employer, for example). It
is important to seeperformanceas multi-dimensional, and avoid focussing too narrowly on
the most commonly-used dimensions such as efficiency. The fundamental goals of the NHS
suggestthat performance should be assessedon a wide range of dimensions in order that
contributory objectives(and through them, goals) may be attained. It is to those goals and
dimensions that we now turn.
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CHAPTER 3. DIMENSIONS

3.1 INTRODUCTION

FOR EVALUATION

APPROACHES
EVALUATING
TO
-

HEALTH

SERVICES

In this thesis it is assumed that even at times when the performance of the NHS is not
regarded as particularly problematic there will be a need for various groups to monitor its
performance. As part of the public sector, assessment will be required for the purposes of
public accountability; and although health policies may change, management of health
services at any level requires some form of monitoring and evaluation. Although ultimately
such evaluative activity is directed towards the achievement of high-level organisational
goals, there are many layers of means and ends. These link the performance of individuals
into the contribution which their work group makes to their department, which in turn
furthers the objectives of a hospital or community service in meeting the needs of patients in accordance with wider NIBS service objectives and goals.
In general, devising processes for monitoring performance and intervening to change it
becomes more complex at higher levels of aggregation. In Chapter 3 the focus is at a
relatively high level - the overall goals and objectives of the NHS and major stakeholders,
some widely-applied evaluation activities and the dimensions or aspects of performance
which they address. Although the concern at any one time may be predominantly

with

improving efficiency, for example, the pursuit of a range of objectives implies the need to
develop a variety of performance measures and assessment systems with which to address
different performance dimensions. We will examine the relationships between dimensions
(where
NHS
they can be identified) and consider whether performance
the
of
and objectives
improvement in the NHS may be constrained by the comparative lack of dear objectives.

Holland (1983,p.8) defines the processof evaluation of health care as '... the formal
determination of the effectiveness,efficiency, and acceptability of a planned intervention in
achieving stated objectives.' Someproblems of current NHS approachesreflect the use of
data and dimensions unsuited to the purpose in hand. To searchfor
a single 'best' indicator
of performance is impracticable and meaningless;even the individual patient treatment can
be assessedon severaldimensions. Chapters 4,5 and 6 take
a more detailed look at the
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operation of evaluation activities at lower NHS levels, while Chapter 7 again assumes a
wider focus.
In Chapter 2 we noted that if we treat organisations as having their own goals and
objectives, these may conflict with the objectives that interested groups may want the
organisation to pursue. Perrow (1%1,1972) distinguishes between 'official' goals or
objectives of organisations, and 'operative' goals or objectives. The latter tell us far more
about the activities which the organisation will actually be engaged in, and indicate
competing values and options which can follow from the same, more generalised, official
goal. 'Official operative goals' will influence decisions between competing priorities,
reflecting alternative values, and may come to be seen as ends in themselves. Official goals
will constrain operative goals, however, as the pursuit of the latter depends on their
plausibility in terms of the former. Such 'goal displacement' may be behind much of the
frustration felt by consumers; their complaints may not result in satisfaction because they
are based on expectations reflecting official goals, while the service they receive and which
managers may feel it is reasonable to provide, reflect operative goals.
Perrow has also described less legitimated, 'unofficial operative goals', which may be hard
to discern. These may have more significant, even worrying implications for controlling
and changing performance, and for accountability.

Economic and political interests will

shape the ends pursued by individuals and groups. These may be considerably at odds
with the official, legitimate(d) goals; their impact will reflect the power and influence of
such groups in the organisational structure. They may be a force which inhibits, or
promotes change. Concepts from systems can be employed to analyse the complex
interplay and influence of goals pursued within subsytems, systems and their
environments.

Combined with the work of organisation theorists they may help us to

understand more of the different sorts of rationality which shape organisational
performance.
Exploring the links between objectives, performance dimensions, evaluation processes and
the sorts of problems presented by our eight topics will enable us to be reasonably fair in
our criticisms of existing practice in Chapters 4-7, and realistic about suggestions for
change. To reduce the risk of perpetuating an over-rational, unitary or 'top-down'
approach, which may appear to be reflected in some of the systems methodologies and
models chosen, at points we will note some theoretical and empirical ideas from other
disciplines which emphasise the less-than-totally rational aspects of the decision-making
and evaluating behaviour of organisational actors.
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3.2 HOW HAS THE NHS PURSUED IT'S GOALS?

In Chapter 1, Section 1.2.3, we noted that the official goals of the NHS (in Perrow's terms)
had remained true to the values of the Beveridge Report (Beveridge, 1942). Between 1976-9,
the Royal Commission on the NHS undertook a fundamental reappraisal of the role and
organisation of the NHS (discussed in Chapter 1, Section 1.3.3) and its final report included
a re-statement of the goals of the NHS. It should:
" encourage and assist individuals to remain healthy;
" provide equality of entitlement to health services;
" provide a broad range of services of a high standard;
" provide equality of accessto these services;

" provide a servicefree at the time of use,
" satisfy the reasonable expectations of its users;

" remain a national serviceresponsiveto local needs.
(Royal Commission on the NHS, 1979,p.9)
The members of the Commission were aware that some of these goals were imprecise,
controversial or unattainable, but stated that that did not decrease their importance. They
were intended as guiding principles, indicating the desired direction in which the NHS
should progress and informing the activities of managers, parliament, ministers and the
Health Departments. Some of them can be seen as constraints rather than goals - conditions
which should not be violated, within which a wide range of contributory objectives may be
pursued but which may (if adhered to) preclude some options. To use any of them as
yardsticks for performance first requires the derivation of measurable objectives, and the
examples of evaluation tools given below assume this refinement. A theme familiar from
Chapter 1 was identified at an early stage in the Commission's work - that 'the hierarchy of
objectives for the NHS has to be seen in a context wider than the provision simply of health
services. Indeed some goals may be more effectively pursued by the provision of other
services, for example housing, education, social work, perhaps even to the point where, to
improve health, it is desirable to switch resources from health services to other sectors'.
(Secretariat of the Royal Commission, 1980, p. 25-6). To date there have been very few
indications of this happening, even with the recent proposals for local government
authorities to play a greater part in long-term community care; unsurprisingly,

the central

spending departments guard their resources jealously (Klein, 1983).

Unless otherwise stated,referencesin the following sevensubsectionsare to the Report of
the Royal Commission on the NHS (op cit). How have their goals for the NHS been
pursued, and how has any progressbeen monitored and evaluated?
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While stating 'The NHS needs to face its responsibilities in prevention', the Commission
(Chapter 5) was at pains to illustrate the many areas of preventive health which were not its
responsibility. However, the fairly bold statement was made that The curative and caring
services make the essential contribution to the alleviation of suffering and always will, but
we regret that more emphasis has not been placed ...on the preventive role of the NHS. This
must change if there are to be substantial improvements in health in the future. '
A number of 'policy aims' for health promotion and preventive medicine were spelled out
in the 1988 DHSS planning guidelines (DHSS 1988b), although few quantified objectives
were included. While health promotion/

disease prevention has featured on annual review

agendas for several years now, and health authorities have been given new responsibilities
for 'public health' (DoH 1988a), the development and implementation at national and local
level of 'Strategies for health' face a host of problems. The significant interplay between
environmental influences, lifestyles and health status make it difficult to set performance
objectives for planners, managers and health care professionals and ensure resources are
used by those in most need. Interrelating causal factors are hard to measure or control.
And new central policy initiatives in this area have been particularly prone to criticisms of
being 'the flavour of the month', distorting local priorities while failing to provide resources
to tackle proven health hazards like smoking, drinking and poverty.
Slightly ironically, the Royal Commission was at pains to point out the need to expand
proven screening programmes, and to increase health education resources while spending
some of the extra funds on 'developing more effective methods and on monitoring and
validating existing and new techniques' (p. 49); they also called for the compulsory wearing
of front seat belts. The Commission's caution about effectiveness and validation appears to
have been well placed, as the overall benefits in terms of health outcomes of seat belt
legislation, breast and cervical cancer screening are still disputed.

The evolving NHS PerformanceIndicators (PIs), describedin detail in Chapter 5, have
begun to addresspreventive aspectsof health canewith the incorporation of indicators of
avoidable mortality, and low birthweight. However, PIs for community services,the source
of much preventive activity, are not yet available; overall the PIs remain of limited value as
a monitoring tool for preventive care.
Thus the blanket goal of encouragementand assistanceto remain healthy may be easy to
fashion,
but is proving harder to turn into a manageablelocal or
in
a
piecemeal
address
national strategy and is currently very difficult to monitor or control.
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'The NHS should provide equality of entitlement to health services.'
This objective has apparently been attained, with no restrictions on entitlement to service on
the grounds of 'age, social class, sex, race or religion to all people living in the U. K. ' (p. 9-10)
However, the extent to which the needs of all ages, classes and races are equally provided
for in the first place is less easy to judge. By its very nature, something which is not
provided because the need has not been articulated adequately, will be very hard to
identify.

However, requests for screening or preventive measures for several diseases

which are largely confined to ethnic minority groups, such as sickle cell anaemia among
have
been
Asians,
deficiency
D
Afro-Caribbean
not
among
of
origins
and
vitamin
people
met with the positive responses which have applied to diseases of the white population
(Radical Statistics Health Group 1987). Racial discrimination by individuals may override
theoretical equality and leave some patients with the impression that they have no
entitlement to service.
At present we can only compare health service utilisation or treatment intensity rates
between health authorities or over time, without a definition of what a 'good' level of
provision and take-up per population comprises; most planning norms are almost arbitrary.
This is generally even more difficult to assessfor preventive and community services than
indicate
database
is
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the use
Until
to
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care.
an adequate
acute and
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1991 census about racial origins, ill health, housing conditions and so on (and analysis is
sophisticated enough) we may learn more about the extent to which people receive the
services they are entitled to.

'The NHS should provide a broad range of servicesto a high standard.'
It was the Commission's view that This is perhaps the most difficult matter we have to
discuss' (p. 10) -which was perhaps not surprising.

There is a difference between a service

being of low standard in terms of technical quality, and simply being unavailable to all who
wish to use it. Where there is a well-publicised national shortage of provision (e.g. renal
services, drug rehabilitation, terminal care), the NHS appears to be failing in its 'breadth'
of service, quite apart from standards. Approaches to the assessment of local need, and the
in
input
planning, continue to change; and the 1989 NHS White Paper
norms
of
use
'Working for Patients' has signalled the retreat from the aim of providing most services in
Already
district.
some services such as termination of pregnancy and treatment for
every
are often unavailable through the NHS. Central government interpretation of the
goal of a 'broad range of services' will affect their judgement of local performance.
infertility
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a) 'Standards of cure and care within a given level of resources are in practice
largely in the hands of the health professions' (p. 10).
The responsibility for controlling clinical standards and committing the use of resources
rests with clinical professions rather than managers, and yet it is the latter who have
traditionally been called to account first for long waiting lists, complaints about poor
communications, or overspent budgets. As we will see, in spite of significant developments
since the Griffiths Report (DHSS, 1983) in clinical budgeting and audit, there are still areas
of performance monitoring where data are collected from, and fed back to, those with very
little power to affect practice.
b) The aim must always be to raise standards in areas where there are
deficiencies, but not at the expense of places where services are already good:
(p. 10)
A range of potential 'equalisation' tools have been developed and used during the past
decade - PIs, the RAWP formula for resource allocation, the waiting list initiative, for
example. There remains the problem of defining a 'good' standard, be it in terms of clinical
activity or outcomes, or provision of facilities. Comparison with other health care systems
can be useful, but the economic and social context has also to be compared. Changing
practice means that more is not necessarily better, especially in the context of finite
resources. In assessing the adequacy of service standards, we need to look for the capacity
in the organisation for organisational learning, reflection about desired standards and
modes of provision, as well as explicit targets for quality and quantity.

"TheNHS should provide equality of accessto these services!
Looking at this objective in the Commission's terms, their concern was primarily to
improve geographical distribution of servicessuch that basic servicesshould be within
reasonably equal reachof all users,with most specialtiesbeing distributed evenly
throughout the country. Glaring inadequaciesin distribution which persisted from preNHS times to the 1970swere beginning to be tackled by the RAWP formula. The
Commission recommendedits development to take account of morbidity and social
deprivation factors, and to be applied in some way at a sub-regional level.
Issuesof equal access(implicitly, for equal need) are mentioned in Section3.3,and the
formula
RAWP
the
and its fate were noted in Chapter 1. As we saw, equal access
of
effects
is not the sameas equality of utilisation for equal need; the former goal provides merely
that the opportunity is there. Mooney (1983)argues that equal utilisation
will only follow
from equal demand, or perception of the benefits of care (and
seeLe Grand, 1984);Tudor
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Hart's 'inverse care law' (1971) proposes that measures aimed at further equalising access to
care benefit those in least need. Data on patterns of usage of health services, as opposed to
NHS activity, continue to be hard to obtain, and for this and other reasons, valid
quantification of the role of the NHS in inequalities in health demonstrated by the Black
Report (1980) is still very difficult.

(Scrivens and Holland, 1983, Whitehead 1987).

A number of indicators of access to services are included in the current and forthcoming
DHSS PIs, but at best they indicate how far expected demand is met (by comparing actual
episodes of hospital care to the numbers expected for a district based on nationally
standardised levels), not actual need. Standardisation rarely reflects the social
characteristics of local populations in detail, for example, so PIs provide only limited
guidance as to equity of access,for planners and performance assessorsnationally and
locally.
We can see waiting lists for NHS treatment as controls on access which reduce equality, as
lists vary widely between authorities, consultants and specialties (Yates, 1987). The
inequality is exacerbated as those who can afford to may buy private treatment, often with
NHS consultants. The less articulate and well-off tend to be those left to deteriorate while
they wait. We will look at waiting lists and times in a little more depth in Chapter 5.

The NHS should provide a service free at the time of use.,
In the context of assessing accessin Section 3.3, we consider the range of 'costs' which
needed to be borne in mind in accepting the Commission's claim that the NHS has been
able to 'free people from fear of being unable to afford treatment' (p. 10). Even on the basis
of direct costs, for many people the range of services for which charges are made now
includes all their routine health care. It could be argued (by comparisons of charges and
incomes, over time) that the NHS is moving away from achieving this objective. However,
few conclusions will be drawn here, in the absence of relevant data.
The Commission was concerned that even the then current levels of charges for certain
services could discourage or prevent some people from using them, and they recommended
the gradual phasing out of all charges. Subsequently, these charges have been considerably
increased. Economists suggest that the ceilings above which income from increased charges
would be balanced by decreased use of services is very low. Those interested in and able to
pay for private medical care, within or outside the NHS, have been found to be prepared to
pay only a relatively low amount for it. Thus it could be said that the pursuit of this health
service goal rests more with the political system than the practicalities of NHS performance
measurement.
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While deferring to the medical profession as technical experts, the Commission's views on
this objective may still have seemed fairly radical - the patient will be a reliable judge as to
whether he has been 'humanely treated', and 'options, when they exist, should be carefully
explained and wherever feasible the choice of treatment left to the patient and his relatives'
(p. ll).

Measuring the attainment of this goal is relatively complex, as expectations have to

be elucidated and judged as to their reasonableness before performance is assessed. This
raises issues of quality, acceptability and effectiveness, and the identification of the locus of
responsibilities for change. Klein (1982) considers the ambiguities in this goal to illustrate
an inevitable failure in the Royal Commission's attempt to combine 'market' and 'social
equity' models of health care, settling for the latter, in which performance evaluation is a
technical process of assessing progress towards agreed societal goals such as equity in
which the providers will have the expertise.
Indicators of (dis)satisfaction with the quality of service are becoming more readily
available with the development of 'customer awareness'. There is a need for wide public
debate to establish a consensus about what it is reasonable for users of the NHS to expect,
before performance targets can be refined. Changing social expectations of health care add
to the complexities and uncertainties of planning and performance evaluation.

'The NHS should remain a national serviceresponsiveto local needs.'
While some services would always best be provided on a national or regional level, the
Commission's view was '...if inflexibility

is to be avoided, health authorities should

implement national policy in the context of their particular geographical and demographic
constraints' (p. 12). Many of the subsequent structural changes in the NHS have followed
from this stated objective, although the Commission's detailed recommendations were not
implemented in full. The 1982 reorganisation, changes to the planning system, the
development of nationally-coordinated

NHS information

systems, management advisory

services and financial information systems, accountability reviews, and PIs - all had their
roots in the sections of the Report following from this goal. Some of the complexities
involved in assessing local needs have been mentioned above, and again the 1989 White
Paper may place this goal in a new light.
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We will look at these and other developments in later chapters, in the light of the criteria
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3.3 KEY DIMENSIONS

OF NHS PERFORMANCE

This section will examine some dimensions or criteria by which the performance of health
services may be assessed,and consider their limitations in terms of, for example, the
requirements of 'good' data noted in Chapter 1. It will briefly explore the relationship
between these dimensions and current evaluation practice in the NHS.
Figure 2.3 in Chapter 2 illustrated the links between the basic system components of
structure, process and outcome. Figure 3.1 below indicates scope of the performance
dimensions which we will be discussing in this section, to inform us about performance
within these contexts.

PROCESS
Performance
context

NHS; Political/
physical/socioeconomic
environmen

NHS; Primarily

Scopeof dimensions
for evaluation

NHS; Political/socioeconomic environment

political
environment
inputs

2

OUTCOME

activity

outputs

Efficacy
I

Economy

4 Efficiencies, access

Effectiveness

Quality, Equity, Acceptability

Figure 3.1 The scope for performance evaluation.
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EconoLny
The focus of some of the 'Rayner type scrutinies' of the early 1980shas been primarily the
search for the 'cheapest buy'. For example, following work sponsored by the DHSS in a
number of health authorities to establish the cheapest means of recruitment advertising, all
authorities were expected to seek similar reductions in costs. And through the substitution
by hospital pharmacists of generic formulations for brand-name drugs, and encouragement
to doctors to prescribe generically, the same medical effects should cost less.
Rather more controversially, while district health authorities were not required to judge
competitive tenders for ancillary services solely on the grounds of price, many examples
have been cited where a decision to accept a tender other than the cheapest (justified in
terms of reputation, or overall value for money) was overruled by a higher authority in
favour of the lowest tender. This has proved to be a false economy in a number of cases,
and contracts have been terminated early or penalty clauses invoked.
There seems to be little merit in making judgements about the parsimony or profligacy of
those committing resources to or within the NHS in isolation from the return obtained. On
the other hand, from the measurement point of view, a focus on inputs and search to
minimise their costs has its advantages. For example, comparative assessments of how
economically a service can be provided will often involve direct monetary costs, removing
the need to convert unlike inputs into a common form. Measures should be intrinsically
timely and specific -'how much is spent per month on sterile dressings? Could an external
supplier provide the same goods at less cost than our Central Sterile Supplies Department? '
Data may be readily available, reliable and accurate - but it maybe aggregated so as to hide
useful detail. However, the circumstances in which all stakeholders would agree that
success in minimising input levels was an unambiguous indicator of desirable performance,
are comparatively rare. More common and useful indicators are those relating to efficiency.

Effigy
The economicconceptof efficiency is more complex than the engineering usage. At its
simplest, the assessmentof efficiency of a conversion processrefers to the ratio of inputs to
outputs. Performancemay be improved by maximising the output from a given quantity of
input(s), or minimising the inputs required to produce a given output - assuming it is dear
what 'desirable' performancecomprises. Representingthe avoidance of waste, evaluating
health care provision in terms of efficiency commands all-party support, but interpretation
and action in pursuit of it reflects differencesin interestsand values.
Brooks (1985)outlines the potential application of four different economic conceptsof
efficiency - allocative, distributive, dynamic and managerial. The Paretian ideal of a
perfectly competitive market (the point at which any changeto the pattern of consumption
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will only make one individual better off by depriving another) is clearly unrealistic in the
health care context. For example, the self-imposed constraints on entry to the medical
profession illustrate Galbraith's diagnosis of producer sovereignty. However, the
underlying implication of allocative efficiency is the maximisation of benefits to the whole
of society, not just part of it.
Brooks seescost-benefit analysis (CBA) as a tool with the potential to improve allocative
efficiency at local level, although the removal of some allocative imperfections in the
allocation of new resources may not guarantee an increase in overall welfare. In theory at
least, CBA provides a means for comprehensive evaluation in common terms of the costs
and benefits to a range of stakeholders, of options for providing a particular service.
Nationally the question is whether resources devoted to health care would provide greater
benefit if allocated elsewhere (and vice versa).
Distributive efficiency has two strands: the organisational and structural arrangements
through which goods and services are supplied, and the equity of accessto them in the light
of one's view of distributive justice. In contrast to the philosophy underlying allocative
efficiency, that 'the consumer knows best', distributive efficiency assumes the supremacy of
the provider.
'Working for Patients' is the latest example of the UK governments' attempts to adjust
organisational arrangements in the NHS towards greater distributive efficiency. This was
also the main goal of the RAWP formula. In the context of the second strand, one of the
founding aims of the NHS was equality of access to treatment for those in equal need.
Interpretation of this aim is complex and partially subjective, but the Black Report (1980)
and its 'successors' (Townsend and Davidson 1982, Townsend et al, 1986; Whitehead, 1987;

Smith and Jacobson1988)continue to suggestthat poorer socio-economicgroups in
particular do not receivethe level of health care resourcesto meet their needs.
Brooks found relatively little use of the concept of the third type, dynamic efficiency - the
identification of the optimum rate of technological change - in the UK public sector.
However, the need to assessthe resource implications of expensive medical technologies is
no longer denied, although the tools for the assessment are still relatively undeveloped. So
too are the organisational power relations which would permit the multidisciplinary
for
needs
expensive new technologies in the face of high public
of
relative
appraisal
expectations.

Managerial efficiency, Brooks' fourth category, is probably closestto colloquial usage. It
involves comparisonsbetween times, placesor processesbut usually within organisations,
of input: output ratios. Unlike allocative efficiency where CBA may result in the
abandonment of an activity, managerial efficiency may be assessedthrough costeffectivenessanalysis (CEA) to find the meansof provision at least cost or maximum return.
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CEA assumes that quantified objectives have been identified, and which
can be reached by
more than one route. The relative levels of effectiveness resulting from the different routes
are compared in terms of their relative costs.
However, as the next subsection will show, assessing the effectiveness of clinical treatments
and methods of service delivery is still comparatively rare in the NHS. Operationalising the
measurement of outcomes, particularly long term, tends to be neglected in favour of the
measurement of inputs or activities, which are seldom adequate proxy measures (not least
because of our lack of understanding of causal relations in medicine). Costs not directly
borne by the organisation concerned are often treated as 'free goods' and omitted from the
equation - although they may end up at the patients' door. And CEA can still leave
decision-makers with the task of choosing between treatments which have disparate
benefits beyond those initially identified as objectives.
The comparative absence of disaggregated cost data has, until very recently, limited the
routine quantification of efficiency in terms of activity and output, let alone outcomes of
care in the NHS. The gradual development of management budgeting/

clinical budgeting/

resource management (refined versions of the same underlying policy) could be said to
have come of age in 1989 with the dependence of many provisions of 'Working for Patients'
upon ascertaining the costs of hospital and GP treatments. Considerable investment in IT
and training will be made, to add to that spent on the resource management pilot sites and
the cost of the (now partially redundant) Körner data collection systems. The aim is,
ostensibly, better to compensate 'efficient' hospitals with high activity levels for treating
non-local patients, thereby facilitating cross-boundary flows in a market including the NHS
and private sector. The potential repercussions in terms of loss of choice for patients, and
concentration of resources, suggests the domination of managerial and distributive over
allocative interpretations of efficiency.
While process (ward, specialty or department) costing may be useful for policy makers, it is
is less value to operational managers. With strong multidisciplinary

commitment to the

aims of such costing systems, and advances in iT, presumably data can be derived which is
sufficiently sensitive, accurate, reliable and timely for the intended purpose. However,
experience with classification systems like diagnosis related groups (DRGs) suggests that
reasonable reliability requires considerable effort; and commitment cannot be assumed.
Nor can we assume that managers, and budget-holding doctors, will behave as perfect
rational economic actors. Both budgeting and accounting systems influence managerial
efficiency by their effect on incentives.

The rationale behind much useof input and activity data in the drive to improve NHS
efficiency, is the apparent presenceof dramatic variations in resourcescommitted by those
in the sameprofessions(by GPsprescribing drugs or referring patients to hospital, for
instance). It is argued that if those committing less resourcesare
not endangering patients'
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argument while we do not have full information about the severity of patients' conditions or
other needs, lack a full assessment of the costs of their treatment (or non-treatment)
including costs to patients, families and support services, and get only limited feedback
about the outputs and outcomes of care. The introduction of practice budgets and limits to
GPs' prescribing costs may reduce the direct costs of patient treatments, but may simply
divert some costs, masking the allocative efficiency.
Brooks concludes that disagreement surrounds the meaning of 'efficiency'.

For example,

accountants and economists take quite different approaches, particularly with regard to
social and opportunity costs, which are of limited interest to the accountant compared to
their organisation's historic costs. The different philosophical bases to the four types of
health
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professionals, including epidemiologists and economists, as well as the public.

Efficacy and effectiveness
Probably the most often heard criticisms of the approaches to performance evaluation
which have prevailed in the NHS to date, are that attention is focused on the costs rather
than outcomes of care, and on quantity rather than quality. As we will see, these are not
mutually exclusive; 'quality has come to be described as multidimensional,
individual
delivered
dimension
to
is
the
of
care
used
effectiveness
commonly

and one
patients. In

later subsections we will look at some of the other dimensions of quality.

In a useful overview of approachesto effectivenessin health servicesperformance,Long
(1985)defines the conceptas:
the degree to which the objective(s) of a policy programme,
a
measure
of
...
treatment, pattern of care, or resource group has been achieved. The critical
feature of such a definition is the explicit link of the objectives of the service or
procedure to actual performance: that is the achievement of the objectives.
(p. 11)

Meaningful assessmentof effectiveness- at the macro (service)or micro (procedure) level
depends upon the rational processesof: establishing quantifiable objectives,finding
how
indicators
towards
those
of
progress
objectives,
and
understanding
and
useful
relevant
to improve performance in the light of this assessment.(See,for example, Vuori, 1982;
Holland, 1983). It also involves reflection on the appropriatenessof the objectivesin their
social context. Identifying and collecting reliable and valid data, and obtaining commitment
to the objectivesand action to ensure their attainment, are as much of a problem as
understanding the causalmechanismsinvolved.
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Klein and Day (1985) argue that a focus on objectives defined in terms of outcomes,
developing from the apparent central government concern with outputs rather than the past
preoccupation with inputs, would be desirable. They suggest that this would 'leave
individual health authorities free to decide on the best means in the light of local
circumstances while ensuring that the government can hold them to account for achieving
agreed, explicit and measurable aims'. The alternative will be the imposition of too much
rigidity on the NHS.
We have already seen the potential for outcomes of care to be linked to managerial
efficiency through the technique of cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA). However, while
rigorous testing procedures are required before new medicines can be prescribed or sold,
medical techniques and procedures are not subject to the same exploration of their effects.
Still less are modes of care provision. This is not to say that untried treatments are launched
on human guinea pigs, as much research on all aspects of care (from medicine to
management) takes place and its results are widely disseminated. But there is still a
comparative lack of knowledge about how and why many treatments work, the optimum
combinations of drugs and therapies, the role of psychological and environmental factors
and so on. The assessment of efficacy refers to the impact of a drug or treatment in ideal
(experimental) conditions, so for all practical purposes our concern is with its effectiveness
in practical application -'a measure of the technical outcome of health services in medical,
social and/or psychological terms' (Long and Harrison, 1985, p. 2). This reflects Vuori's
definition of effectiveness as '... the relation of the actual impact of a service or programme
in an operating system to its full potential impact in an ideal situation' (1982, p. 37).
Holland separates such 'population attributable effectiveness' from: 'population
effectiveness' - the potential for a health service or medical treatment to improve the health
of the population as a whole; 'attributable effectiveness' - the difference in outcome for a
group exposed to one treatment compared to a group receiving another (or no) treatment;
and 'relative effectiveness' - the ratio of the outcome experienced by individuals receiving
treatment, to that of those not receiving it. For a useful summary of a range of
methodological issues, see Long (1985, p. 40 et seq.). Scrivens and Holland (1983) are
among those perceiving a recent change in the focus of concern, 'from equity in resource
allocation, to equity in end results or outcomes of the health process. Equity in treatment
and accesshas been replaced by a desire for equality in end-state. There is, therefore, a
need to determine causes of end-states in order to design effective policies'.

Thesefour aspectsof effectivenessbring to the fore the underlying purpose of health
services- to seekto improve peoples' health. We are also reminded that this embracesa
range of perspectiveson health needs,which in the caseof producers and consumersmay
exhibit some stark contrasts. The lack of information about effectivenessis thrown into high
relief when resourcesare scarceand competition is fierce, when medicine is faced with new
challenges,and occasionallywhen individuals or groups of patients succeedin drawing
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their concerns about aspects of clinical practice to the attention of a wider public. All three
conditions have been present in the last few years.
Continuing pressure on NHS funding exerted by constrained supply and ever growing
demand has led, as we will see, to increasing problems for health authorities seeking to
develop priority preventive and longstay services such as cervical and breast cancer
screening and community care for the elderly and mentally ill, while containing spending
on other acute services. The resulting public involvement of senior clinicians in
demonstrations in defence of their services was an important factor leading to the
establishment in February 1988 of the Prime Minister's review of the NHS culminating in
the 1989 White Paper. Such high levels of concern also brought renewed efforts on the part
of health policy analysts and health economists to draw policy makers' attention to
alternative approaches to the allocation of funds taking effectiveness criteria into account.
For example, Alan Maynard's work (at York University's Centre for Health Economics ) on
quality adjusted life years - QALYs - derives a 'cost per QALY' for various procedures from
their costs combined with the number of years of good quality life a patient may typically
expect following the procedure. (See, for example, Maynard, 1987; Maynard and
Bosanquet, 1986, Drummond, 1987, Carr-Hill, 1989).
Maynard's methodology has been criticised for its small sample size and reliance on limited
subjective scales of quality of life, but the approach raises some important issues. First, he
has consistently reminded us that rationing of health care currently occurs, overtly and
subtly, but without being subject to public debate and accountability.

Thus consultants who

shout loudest may well retain the resources to carry out costly treatments with far less
favourable prognoses than those of their less influential colleagues whose patients may also
be less powerful.

Tools such as QALYs and CEA can bring rationing into the public

domain, and either reduce anomalies arising from the funding of relatively ineffective
treatments, or enhance political pressure for changes in health policy.
This approach also reminds us of the comparative lack of valid data about effectiveness.
Maynard was not able to turn to a national, or even local, database showing life-expectancy
after different operations to patients of varying ages and severity of condition, with which
to compare subjective assessments of quality of life. The necessary record linkage between
GP, hospital, social services records and death certificates, for example, is simply not
available in most districts. Until recently, hospital statistics were little improvement on
those available to Florence Nightingale; they did not distinguish between patients
discharged alive or dead, let alone re-admitted for the same condition. Data to be collected
within the Körner minimum data set such as the 'hospital episode' system will be of some
value here. But in general there is a paucity of the sort of comprehensive information about
health states before, soon after and longer term in relation to particular treatments.
Therefore it is extremely difficult to suggest mutes to improved
performance with any
confidence - assuming that the effectiveness of care is in question. It will also make it
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for resources if their allocation is eventually more directly linked to assessments of outcome
in an indescriminate way. We will consider some of these issues further in Chapter 7.
The second condition I suggested made attention to outcomes more likely, was at times of
challenge to medical knowledge. The unexpected arrival of AIDS / HIV, a 'new' disease as
yet rarely amenable to treatment, has provided a very public demonstration of the blind
alleys, confusions and conflicts which accompany the search for medical knowledge. The
progress which has been made in understanding the disease and its origins, and steps
towards treatment if not cure, has actually been remarkable. But it has illustrated the
fallibility of modem medicine, and the role which complementary medicine may be able to
play in this and other conditions. Assessments of desirable health outcomes need to reflect
such complexity and diversity.
The proliferating debates during 1988 and 1989 about food safety are a reminder of the need
to take a holistic approach to health, in this case by considering a number of interconnected
subsystems (such as food processing and farming ones) beyond the affected human and
animal organisms. And socio-political rather than biological systems hold particular
significance for the 'lifestyle' related health promotion issues such as smoking and alcohol
consumption.

None of these debates reduce the need for micro level, clinical or

epidemiological effectiveness measures, but highlight their complex contexts.
The third factor which, it was suggested, could increase the demand for formal assessment
of outcomes, was public pressure relating to aspects of medical care. This has emerged in
several ways recently. The campaigns of consumers, unions and other pressure groups
calling for more resources for the NHS, have often touched on the need for better targetting
of those resources. Many charities raising funds for medical research stress the need for a
better understanding of the mechanisms of the disease they are interested in, in order to

improve treatment.
I implied above that measures of effectiveness and health outcome may become part of the
tools of health service performance assessment. Parts of the medical profession have
voluntarily embraced medical audit, as in the case of the confidential enquiries into
perioperative and maternal deaths; 'Working for Patients' stands to give a considerable
impetus to clinical audit (DoH 1989j); and the Royal Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons no
longer give accreditation for training of junior doctors to hospitals without an adequate
audit system. The inclusion of avoidable mortality indicators in the new set of Department
been
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implementing significant change poses still greater challenges. Some of these issues will be
explored in later chapters.
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Assuming that the value system underlying the NHS is one of 'equity', this is still open to
many interpretations. Faced with the fairly vague 'objectives' described in Section 3.2, it is
not easy to define exactly what the NHS was trying to achieve, at its inception or in recent
years. Mooney (1983) outlines seven possible definitions,

each founded on different value

systems, from 'equality of expenditure per capita' through 'equality of input for equal
need', (which might most closely resemble the RAWP formula), to 'equality of health'; the
latter is likely to demand very uneven distribution of resources, as inequalities in health
arise independently of the NHS. Considerable variation in health status persists between
socio-economic and racial groups, and geographical populations; and many of these
dimensions are closely interrelated. We have also seen that the tools for assessing health
status and its 'causes' are still comparatively unsophisticated and underused. However, we
know that many factors outside the provision and effectiveness of health services come into
play here and it is therefore in some senses reasonable to take a fairly narrow view of equity
as a dimension of performance.
Nonetheless, the NHS has been criticised for its failure to provide a service to which all are,
or perceive themselves to be, entitled. For example, the rationing of services mentioned
above quite clearly ranks people according to non-clinical criteria. Patients may be assessed
in terms of age, social status, behaviour or mental state when they are in a queue for a scarce
service such as renal dialysis. While it is difficult to separate unjust discrimination from a
realistic appraisal of capacity to benefit from a treatment of varying efficacy, judgements of
the social worth of patients competing for proven treatments do influence the quality and
quantity of care they receive. (See for example Tudor Hart, 1971).
It may become more difficult in years to come to judge whether it is the aim of equality of
entitlement or access which is being underachieved. If the implementation of the 1989
White Paper results in large geographical areas being devoid of particular services except
through the private sector, or if GPs and consultants 'purchase' services for their patients
too distant for them to travel to, then the spirit of equal entitlement may be in jeopardy. The
validity of a measure of entitlement which demonstrates that services are available to all in
theory, but which masks their selective provision in practice, must be questioned.

Accessibility
The accessibilityof NHS servicesis another multidimensional characteristic,but one which
is rather more amenableto assessmentand improvement than those previously discussed.
The most obvious dimension is the ability of potential patients to travel to and gain entry to
health care facilities. The planning of such facilities is expectedto take into account the
distancesand public transport servicesfor the catchment population. However,
as well as
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the inadequacy of many public transport services today particularly in rural areas, and the
reductions in non-emergency ambulance services, 'catchment populations' in the NHS are
rather ill-defined.

Most use of hospital services results from referral by general
practitioners; and unlike schools and pupils, GPs may attract patients from a wide area.
They may then refer patients to the consultant of their choice, who may not necessarily be
within the district health authority of the patient's residence, especially if the required
specialty is not provided in each district.
These cross-boundary flows will increase as the provisions of 'Working for Patients' are
implemented. While the White Paper aims to resolve some of the funding problems caused
to health authorities by such flows, the problems for patients in obtaining treatment within
easy reach of their homes may be exacerbated. So too will the problems for planners; while
significant imbalances in cross-boundary flows have hitherto been relatively predictable
and near-equality of accesscould reasonably have been expected at least in theory, this will
become far harder to plan. It will also become more difficult to set standards and monitor
performance, as the criteria for patient referrals become a combination of distance, waiting
time to appointment, and even the potential costs to be incurred depending on to whom the
patient is referred. Thus the situation until now has been a problem for planners and GPs of
optimising physical access,while apparently paying little regard to waiting time and cost.
Poor performance on the latter two criteria has been relatively easy to identify but difficult
to remedy in the context of traditional referral practices. How far market forces will assist
planners, GPs and managers in optimising a multitude of objectives remains to be seen.
A compounding factor can be the physical difficulties experienced by elderly patients, those
with restricted mobility or visual handicaps, parents with young children and pushchairs
and so on, for whom travel to and within health service facilities can still be difficult despite
increasing awareness of such problems. However, there is considerable potential for
involving patients as well as staff in assessing their needs - using questionnaires, checklists,
physical models and plans, and so on - and in setting short and longer term programmes for
improvements.

Obtaining information from patients is not always a reliable or unambiguous way of setting
standards for accessibility. Patientswhose first language is not English may be unable to
communicate their needs,and may not be aware of the servicesavailable. Elderly patients
in particular may regard health serviceproviders with undue deferrence,have low
expectationsor lack confidencein expressingtheir views; they may also be embarrassed,or
lack the vocabulary to describetheir symptoms. Assessingthe accessibility of servicesfor
those with mental handicap or mental illness has its own complexities, although advocates'
could play a role in helping thesepeople to expresstheir views on this and other aspectsof
the service they receive. Those providing training in communication skills for health care
practitioners need to take thesefactors into account; there is evidence from researchinto
medical training, and from 'customer satisfaction' surveys of considerablescopefor
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However, careful design of monitoring tools is required, with regard to

sensitivity, reliability, validity and artefact explanations.
Although the NHS is still largely free at the time of use, and funded from general taxation,
between 1979 and 1985 prescription charges rose as a result of government policy by 590%
in real terms (Birch, 1986), and by 850% by 1989 (Labour Party News, October 1989). Fees
for
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and Medicines Act, and NHS spectacle lenses and frames are now available to very few
people. Children, expectant mothers, the elderly and those on very low incomes are exempt
from charges, as are those suffering from a very small number of the many incurable
conditions for which constant medication is required. While part of the rationale for
increasing prescription charges was the deterrence of unnecessary prescribing, Birch
reported that while the number of prescriptions dispensed did decrease significantly with
the increase in charges, it was psychotropic and antibiotic drugs rather than placebo types
which were being dispensed less. This would suggest that cost does reduce accessto
treatment; and this effect may compound the health disadvantages for those already less
likely to seek preventive care such as dental checkups. The government's view that those
who can afford to pay should contribute to the cost of care (beyond that already contributed
by taxation), may be seen to underestimate the complexity of the relationship between
income and patterns of spending, which is compounded by factors such as education and
socio-economic status.

Birch condudes that:
While ability to pay is used as the criterion for both the distribution and
financing of parts of the NHS then the objective of maximizing health status
improvements will be compromised. If this objective is to be pursued then the
distribution of health care must be based on the ability to benefit from health
care. (Birch, 1986, p. 156)
While data to demonstrate the effect of costs on accessibility of services will need to be
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childcare expenses, loss of wages - may constrain access to health care for groups of patients
in most need and who can least afford them. However, they are difficult to identify and
compensate for.
Some poor performance on the 'access' dimension arises from forces beyond the control of
the NHS. But access is clearly inadequate for many waiting a long time for treatment.
There are many reasons why numbers on waiting lists or average waiting times are
insensitive, unreliable, untimely, ambiguous and invalid indicators of performance
(whether the dimension under consideration is access,equity, allocative or distributive
Nonetheless
they can be used - with care as tools to monitor and
quality).
or
efficiency
improve the service to patients in some circumstances.
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mit'
While the discussion of quality in the context of health service performance has been with
us for many years, it would not be unreasonable to talk of an explosion of explicit
evaluation activity since the early 1980s. We will consider the nature of NHS quality
assessment and quality assurance in more detail in Chapter 6. Quality is generally
considered to have many dimensions, and here we will look at the role of a few of them.
In an influential article in the British Medical Journal, Maxwell (1984) wrote:
intiatives by the Department of Health and
the
one
of
aspects
worst
of
recent
...
Social Security is the persistently dreary emphasis on managerial efficiency, [in
a colloquial sense rather than Brooks' use, above] to the neglect of any
discussion about what the NHS is actually trying to achieve. It is essential that
discussion about the quality and effectiveness of care be reintroduced into the
centre of the debate as they are, in the end, the more important dimensions of
NHS performance. In the harsh world in which we live the Treasury is simply
not going to be impressed by anecdotal evidence about health care quality
based on self assessment. There has to be objective evidence.
He separated six dimensions of quality, '... each requiring different measures and different
assessment skills....
- access to services
(for
to
the whole community)
relevance
need
(for
individual
effectiveness
patients)
-

(fairness)
equity
- social acceptability
(p.
1471)
efficiency
and
economy.
We have already considered the evaluation of performance in terms of most of these
dimensions in their own right. Those which remain so far unconsidered are relevance to
need, and social acceptability, both of which are open to a range of interpretations.

Maxwell

seems to see the former in terms of the mix of services and roles they play in the light of the
community's health need experiences. The latter equates to what Donabedian (1980, pp. 45) terms the interpersonal domain and 'amenities'. Both writers stress the importance of
distinguishing between interpersonal and technical domains of care, although the two are
highly interconnected and their combination may hold the key to the quality of care.
Talking of a definable unit of care, such as the individual patient's treatment for an episode
of illness, Donabedian describes the degree of technical quality as 'the extent to which the
care provided is expected to achieve the most favorable balance of risks and benefits. '
'Goodness in the interpersonal process' involves social norms and
values about interactions,
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including those in particular situations; it also involves professional ethics, and the
expectations of patients; and 'a valuation of the benefits and risks, no matter what their
nature, must be shared at least by the patient in addition to the practitioner responsible for
the care'.
Donabedian's work goes on to analyse the assessment of quality and setting of standards in
depth, although his classification in terms of structure, process and outcome is only one
among many now finding a place in the NHS at local level, as we shall see. Quality has
been the subject of sustained debate since the Griffiths Report (DHSS 1983), which is a sure
sign that there is something real happening, although not necessarily having the intended
effect. Numerous ways of quantifying qualitative aspects of care have been found,
particularly where an agreed need was identified.

Problems of validity, reliability,

sensitivity, ambiguity and availability of data have been legion. On the other hand, many
NHS staff have become involved in research and analysis related to their own work and
organisation in ways which were previously unknown, although clinicians have hitherto
remained on the fringe of much quality assurance (QA) and customer relations activity. It
may prove more complex to increase awareness of Donabedian's interpersonal domain, but
it cannot be denied that significant change has taken place in the levels of awareness of
many of his and Maxwell's dimensions, leading to action. Some examples will be analysed
in Chapter 6.
Finally in this subsection we will note the key components of QA for patient care in
hospitals categorised by Jennett (1988). He flags up the consumer (their needs, hopes and
expectations), the context (environment and staff), the content of care (which should be
appropriate and competent), and its consequences (the patient being cured, comforted or
worse). One of his major interests, as a neurosurgeon, is the use and abuse of high
technology medicine, and the need for technology assessment in the NHS. He argues that
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Muir Gray (1988) has summed up the nature of appropriate care (which he sees as a more
useful concept than the overworked 'effectiveness') as the balance of benefit: risk: costs (to
all concerned). These definitions bring us back to Maxwell's dimensions, embracing much
of their spirit as well as the detail of their application in quality assessment.
As we will see, assessing the quality of NHS care is, perhaps more than any other
dimension of performance, open to a wide range of interpretations and of concern to many
different stakeholders. In the next section, we will start to explore some of the problems
affecting current approaches to performance assessment, where different sets of objectives,
and dimensions for evaluation, are brought together.
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IN TERMS OF OBJECTIVES, STANDARDS AND

CRITERIA.

3.4.1 Understanding the objectives for and of the NHS.

So far in this chapter, we have considered a range of dimensions on which the performance
of health services could be assessed. Some examples of current NHS practice have been
introduced, from which one may conclude that the interests and values of those
undertaking the evaluation will influence the choice of dimension. This choice, and the
outcome of the evaluation, will also be affected by the availability of viable measuring tools
data
data
itself,
the
encompassing
collection mechanisms, analytical processes and
indicators for action. The choice of dimension and tool should be made consciously in the
light of the purpose of the evaluation.
This thesis has suggested that performance evaluation in the NHS is 'incomplete'.

Drawing

together the major system components and performance dimensions which have been
introduced in Figures 2.3 and 3.1 (rows 1 and 2), Figure 3.2 indicates the relationship
between them and the current and potential scope for evaluation. The disparity between
the dimensions currently employed and those regarded as feasible and desirable to develop
for use in assessment, is reflected in the differences between lines 3 and 4 on the diagram.
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Figure 3.2 Dimensions for evaluation - current and potential scope.
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We have seen that the general goals of the NHS have remained relatively constant
since its
inception, yet on occasion quite different interpretations of the goals, and of the progress of
the NHS towards them through the implementation of policy, are proclaimed by politicians
and other interest groups. Because the goals are relatively vague, there is scope for their
translation into quite divergent objectives, reflecting many different interests and values.
And because the NHS is in the public sector, funded largely from the exchequer, it is valid
to consider the viewpoints of a range of interested parties when judging performance.
Clearly this will affect the conclusions which are drawn about the success or failure of the
NHS in terms of the dimensions described in earlier sections and chapters. This section will
outline some of the significant perspectives which make the judgement of the performance
of the NHS complex and relativistic.
Holloway and Carter (1990) have assessed the extent to which a number of theoretical
accounts of the objectives of and in organisations (such as neoclassical economics,
managerial and behavioural theories) are supported by empirical evidence. They explored
the work of, for example, Cyert and March (1963), Perrow (op cit), Simon (1964,1979) and
Williamson (1974). Simon's concept of 'bounded rationality' is at the core of behavioural
theories which contend that satisficing rather than optimising approaches are generally
adopted, so that managers and other decision-makers can cope with multiple and often
conflicting objectives. By converting some objectives into constraints or establishing an
acceptable range for each objective, they arrive at courses of action which are 'good
enough'. Through bargaining, the availability of 'organisational slack', and the
simultaneous pursuit of several objectives to satisfactory levels of performance, managers
and organisations survive despite often high levels of latent conflict over goals (Cyert and
March, 1963).

Finding a lot of common ground between commercial and not-for-profit organisations
(NFPs),Holloway and Carter conclude that empirical support, through the work of writers
such as Mintzberg (1983),Goldsmith and Clutterbuck (1988)and Robinson (1987),is
strongest for behavioural theories. However, the comparative lack of data leavesmany
questions unanswered especially in relation to the operation of power relations in and
around organisations. Support for behavioural theories explicitly in relation to NFPs, came
from Newman and Wallender (1983)and Eilon (1971). Harrison et al (1989)remarked upon
the frustrating effect which tensionsand power relations between NHS general managers
and doctors still has when agreementon local policy objectivesis sought.
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Thus a range of theoretical and empirical ideas can help us to cope with the range of
valid
approaches to understanding and assessing health service performance. We need to look
for.
Measurable objectives logically derived from fundamental NHS goals (about which
latter, we assume there to be broad consensus along the lines of the seven set out
above):

for
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We can also look to theoretical approachesto explain or predict how different stakeholders
with a variety of presumed perspectiveswill judge the (relative or absolute) successor
failure of the NHS. Their responsesto such judgements will be reflected in their actions.
Here we cannot consider all NHS goals and the objectives of each different level or group,
each type of explanation and resulting judgement. But in the next two subsections we will
consider some of the most important likely combinations of the above factors to illustrate
the scope for multiple and often conflicting interpretations and expectations of the

performance of the NHS. We will identify someof the types of objectivescurrently
considered to be important to different stakeholders,and their roles in efforts to change
performance, and consider which are the more relevant dimensions of performance for each
interest group. Thesewill be borne in mind as we use systemsmodels to explore the
performance-relatedtopics in Chapters4-8.
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3.4.2 Performanceagainstobjectivesset for the service

The 'systems map' of the NHS in Chapters 1 and 2, Figures 1.4 and 2.1, illustrated two major
interested parties which exert crucial influences on the objectives pursued by the NHS, from
outside its boundary. These are those exercising political control in the central (and to a
small extent, local) government systems, and those providing the demand for services patients. We look at some ways that their interests and values may shape the objectives of
the NHS.

Thoseexercisingpolitical control.
A minor political influence has hitherto been exerted on the service at regional and district
(and formerly area) level through the presence on health authorities of members of local
government authorities. They have been able to represent the interests of local authority
service providers, as well as their constituents, although in theory once members of a health
authority, they are supposed to be non-partisan. Their presence on health authorities (HAs)
has to a certain extent facilitated the implementation of joint planning schemes, and care in
the community.

However, their impending removal from health authorities may reflect

central concern at their potential role in policy making, as well as a desire to clarify the role
of HAs as management bodies. The roles and interests of such HA members could have
included those of. an employer accountable for the actions of NHS employees; a political
party member; an employer or worker in another organisation; a potential patient. With so
many roles, the sort of theoretical explanations which could help us understand the
objectives they may consider particularly important could include social responsibility
explanations for interests in equity, access and distributive efficiency; or 'stakeholder'
explanations for the pursuit by individuals and organisations of multiple and conflicting
objectives. Managerial and behavioural explanations maybe more useful for analysing the
objectives of the proposed new HAs once 'Working for Patients' is implemented.
By far the stronger external political influence on NHS objectives is that of central
government. Fortunately the roles of ministers and civil servants may be less multiple and
complex than those of local HA members; constituency MPs may find their loyalties more
divided where local and government interests conflict. The structural and accountability
relationships between the NHS, government and Department of Health were noted in
Chapter 1. Here we will focus on some assumed priorities of government in implementing
policy.

The traditional philosophies underlying the Labour and Conservative parties would
suggestan emphasis(both in making and implementing policies) on the dimensions of
equity, accessand distributive efficiency, and economy and allocative efficiency,
respectively. Quality, acceptability and effectiveness,although open to different
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interpretations, have been adopted by both parties as they have come into vogue in society
more generally. We might find neoclassical economic explanations of some relevance in
revealing the assumptions made by Conservative ministers about what structural and
financial arrangements would best enhance NHS performance. This is exemplified by the
provisions for NHS Hospital Trusts, and other market-oriented changes, in the 1989 White
Paper. However, managerial approaches have been a strong theme since the 1983 Griffiths
Report; the White Paper also includes some checks and balances on managerial power.
Labour policies may assume managerial and social responsibility motivations; hence a
tendency to debate (although not necessarily endorse -a reflection of internal differences of
interests) elected health authorities with staff representation and support for constraints on
the alcohol, tobacco and pharmaceutical industries.
More sophisticated policy advisers may take behavioural explanations into account in
proposing a balance between central policy direction and managerial discretion. The
behaviour of DoH civil servants, and their beliefs about NHS management, may exhibit the
assumptions underlying both managerial and behavioural theories. Their approach to the
for
in-year
to
their
ministers,
example,
and
advice
review
processes,
and
monitoring
annual
may suggest both a suspicion of managerial self-interest and an appreciation of satisficing
behaviour and accommodation of multiple goals.

Thus, it is suggestedthat in order to develop processesfor improving the performance of
the NHS, it can be helpful to identify the assumptionsabout organisational objectiveswhich
NHS.
decisions
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the
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over
control
underly
policy
political
may
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The influence of thoseexercising demand for health care.
The second'group' exerting a crucial influence on the NHS from outside, is the general
population who may at any time becomeits patients. While cynical observersmay claim
that the NHS runs for the benefit of its staff rather than patients, the recent conversion to
regarding patients as 'consumers' reflects a wider changein the relationship between
professionals,public servicesand users. The demand they exert generally owes little to
voluntary choice to consume. However, as well as the option available to some to buy
private health care,consumersmay delay seekingmedical help until they have tried selfmedication, opt for 'alternative medicine', wait a while in casethey get better, or simply
ignore their symptoms altogether. Ill health and disablement are both experiencedand
perceived differently by different age groups, sexesand socioeconomicgroups. Their
options and chosenresponsesare similarly varied, and such factors may changeover time
as the public's expectationsof health and health care change.
It is difficult to know what assumptions may characterisethe consumers' views of NHS
objectives. As taxpayersthey are presumably concernedabout effidency and value for
money, but given the vastnessof the NHS budget find it difficult to relate even major
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Effectiveness, acceptability and quality must be the most significant dimensions for the
individual patient, but levels of knowledge and expectations will affect the standards seen
to be desirable. The values and interests of individuals and groups of patients will be
reflected in their concerns about equity and access to services.
Feedback from patients about their expectations and experiences of the NHS is increasingly
being sought by health authorities and individual practitioners.

As with public opinion

polls, these tend to reveal relatively high levels of general satisfaction, and a view that the
crucial need is for a readily available acute service. They also often reveal strong criticisms
of specific aspects of the service such as waiting times and shabby surroundings.

So it could

be said that consumers have an (intuitive) appreciation of behavioural explanations of the
prioritisation of objectives of complex organisations, where the NHS is concerned. The
continued strong support for the ideal of an NHS pursuing Beveridge's and the Royal
Commission's goals, suggests an underlying adoption of a social responsibility perspective the NHS should be publicly funded and available for the benefit of the whole community,
even if individuals can afford not to use it.

3.4.3 Performanceagainstobjectivesset by the service.

We turn now to look at some of the configurations of objectives and performance
dimensions to be found within the NHS. In Chapter 1 we noted that for employees, policy
objectives may take second place to employment-related ones. We may distinguish
between the values and interests of individuals and groups of staff derived from their roles
and professions, and the objectives arrived at through processes of debate and negotiation
in the context of planning, policy making and managing.

iudgements derived from professional values and organisational roles.
The introduction of general management in the NHS has been followed by a gradual
extension of performance-related pay, and the explicit linking of individual
strategic and operational objectives. Links between individual

managerial and

and organisational objectives

have often been less explicit, however. The necessary change in organisational culture is
proceeding, at times haltingly as central government has continued to introduce new policy
objectives at short notice. The tensions in the changing managerial role of clinicians has
been discussed by Scrivens (1988) and Ham and Hunter (1988), and Newman and
Wallender (1983) note the additional element of complexity due to the division of loyalties
which often exists for professionals in public services.

There is a need to recognisepotential areasof conflict arising from the values and
assumptions underlying the training of doctors and other health professionals,those with
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an administrative background, and those who will be more directly involved in setting local
objectives as members health authorities. This need may be even stronger once Working
for Patients' is implemented.
Some of the values of the medical model of health care were described in Chapter 1, and we
might expect clinicians traditionally to take an optimising approach to their own
professional work, using their skill and judgement to pursue the best outcome for the
individual patient. The key dimension on which they measured their own performance and
expected to be judged, would have been effectiveness. They may not have been concerned
with the potentially conflicting demands of acceptability to patients and to their peers.
Ultimately their performance is judged in terms of their professional objectives and
standards, beyond control of those who manage their working environment.

They may

have, subconsciously perhaps, felt that an objective of the NHS was the perpetuation of the
comparatively high status and remuneration of doctors. They certainly have not in the past
had to juggle with the competing needs of their patients, and other demands on budgets as
they will in future.
Thus for clinicians the objectives which the NHS should pursue, and the dimensions on
which its performance could be assessed,may have been relatively straightforward

in the

past. The future may hold some changes, bringing additional dimensions to the fore,
common to those of concern to general managers. Here we would expect to find the
accommodation of multiple and competing objectives characteristic of behavioural
explanations of managerial practice. Managers and planners at each level in the NHS will
contribute to a greater or lesser extent to the setting of local service objectives. None of the
overriding NHS goals can be ignored by senior managers, although they maybe more or
less problematic. Similarly, each of the dimensions of performance described in Section 3.3
above should be of concern. However, as we will see, attention is disproportionately

paid

to monitoring efficiency, both by managers and by those assessing them. Perhaps we
should also consider the applicability of managerial explanations of the focus of managerial
effort - do general managers pursue organisational growth and increased control at the
expense of public (equivalent to shareholder) interests? The enthusiastic response of the
Institute of Health Services Management and some NHS general managers to the 1989
White Paper may suggest this.

It may be argued that nursing staff, and ancillaries, have blatantly pursued self-interested
objectivesat various times in the recent past, taking strike action (albeit limited and after
much agonising) as part of campaignsover pay, conditions and grading. On the other
hand, both the public and the nursing profession themselvesmay seenursesas the
embodiment of the spirit of the NHS, selflesslypursuing its goals. This may lead to
conflicting perceptions of the objectivesof nursing as a profession, from a rewarding career
with a role in medicine in its own right, to that of the doctor's servant or (young, female)
The
'angel'.
status of the profession is growing with general management,
ministering
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However, large numbers of more junior and auxiliary nurses (together with ancillary staff)
have fallen victim to an underlying ambivalence within the NHS towards some of its goals.
Some examples were mentioned in Chapter 1, Section 12.3.
In a research paper, the secretariat to the Royal Commission on the NHS identified a subobjective of those listed in its final report - that 'the NHS should be a good employer. The
Commission's report extols the virtues of NHS staff, and the research paper stated: The
maintenance of a high level of morale and job-satisfaction, and the satisfaction of legitimate
staff ambitions is an important means to the end of providing service of a high quality.
Implicit in this objective is good industrial relations. ' (Royal Commission, 1976). However,
this was preceded by the statement that 'Although we hope that such conflicts [between the
interests of patients, and those working in the NHSI will be rare, we take it as axiomatic that
if they arise the needs of patients must be paramount. ' (para. 7).
The prevailing low wages and relatively unsafe working conditions endured by more junior
or unskilled NHS employees suggests that this 'sub-objective' has not been pursued either
by more powerful groups within, or political interests outside the NHS as consistently as
the major goals. The public service equivalent of profit maximising motivations for the
continued use of relatively cheap labour, and low investment in training, could be seen
behind the perpetuation of this situation; the employees' response could indicate an
underlying 'social responsibility'

motivation - or simply that of the weaker players in a
managerial game. (See, for example, Parston 1980).

Judgementsrelated to planning,

licy making and managing.

Under this heading we are concerned with a diverse group of stakeholders who play roles
firmly within the boundaries of the NHS, although they may do so by virtue of a position
held outside it. I am thinking here of the members of health authorities and Community
Health Councils (CHCs) whose appointment derives from individual

skills, or involvement

in local voluntary or professional health-related activities. Again assuming a broad
endorsement of the overriding goals of the NHS, the objectives which such members may
accord priority when taking policy decisions may nonetheless reflect individual

or role-

related values and interests. For example, the district health authority will commonly
include medical professionals, those actively involved in the voluntary sector who may
reject (to some extent) the medical model of health, and local employers. Health authority
have
considerably more influence than other members. Although
potentially
chairpersons
their powers are in practice limited by their knowledge, the agenda before them, and
statutory obligations, health authorities do make policy decisions (and see Ham, 1986). In
approving or amending plans and budgets prepared by officers, they will both individually
and collectively bring their perceptions of the authority's purpose to bear. They also play a
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and collectively) will influence
the performance dimensions accorded more importance. Behavioural and stakeholder
explanations may illuminate their decisions.
The 1989 White Paper Working for Patients' (HMSO, 1989) addresses in some detail the
implications of the multiple roles and interests represented on the current health authorities.
It proposes the reform of these bodies towards a clear managerial role. The representational
role is to be removed. Whether this will create a 'countervailing power' situation in the
authority's relation to the management board remains to be seen; behavioural explanations
may illuminate the juggling of conflicting objectives which the new authorities may
increasingly share with managers. Both groups will have time-limited contracts or
positions, so long term and strategic objectives may lose out to short term objectives.
CHCs will continue to represent consumers' interests, insofar as they can at present. They
have relatively constrained accessto 'the consumers', either directly or through their staff.
Again the membership of CHCs is diverse, but may be characterised more by the collectivist
approach to health mentioned by Ham (1985), than by acceptance of the medical model. As
such we may expect the priorities of CHCs in judging performance, to highlight the
dimensions of effectiveness, acceptability, quality, accessand equity. We might also find
social responsibility accounts of value in interpreting both their attitudes to the NHS, and to
their own work. However, there have been few studies to test this out.
This subsection has indicated the range of values and interests which can influence the
identification of and priority given to goals and objectives, and the dimensions on which
performance is assessed. The contribution of a number of theoretical explanations in
analysing this complex situation has been suggested. Section 3.5 returns to the links
between goals and objectives and NHS performance evaluation.
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3.5 THE CASE FOR CHANGE IN NHS PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

This chapter has discussed a number of related aspects of performance evaluation in the
NHS. We have seen:
What general goals the NHS is supposed, 'officially', to be pursuing. We noted the
apparent gaps in clear contributory objectives for the service or its decision-makers;
in spite of the major changes in the nature of NHS management, the introduction of
individual and organisational performance reviews and the frequency with which
commentators remark on this lack of objectives, even the innovations proposed in
the 1989 White Paper are about means rather than ends. (See Best, 1989, and
Mitchell, 1989) However, we identified some of the objectives which we could
assume were valued and pursued by important groups of stakeholders.
How some theories - such as Perrow's distinction between official, operative, and
unofficial operative goals, and notions of satisficing behaviour and bounded
rationality - can help explain the accommodation between multiple, competing and
often conflicting, objectives held by such groups. This makes management and

serviceprovision possible.
The dimensions of performance which some current activities are addressing, which
indirectly reflect the values of those setting targets or designing performance
evaluation systems. Also, practical problems intrinsic to evaluating performance on
some of these dimensions.

How thesedimensions are located in relation to basic system componentsof
structure, processand outcome. We suggested that conceptual problems arise
when objectives are couched in broad `outcome' terms, and the measures
used in performance assessment are in terms of input or process or narrow
outputs; hence the dissatisfaction expressed by many observers seeing
health service performance being evaluated in terms of, for example,
economy or efficiency, when this is not serving the perceived or stated

objectives.

In Chapters 1 and 2 we talked about the way in which systemsideas could be used to
'improve' this complex area,and outlined the way in which a number of methodologies had
been selectedfor this task. This is clearly a grand claim, and already we have drafted in a
number of powerful conceptsfrom 'elsewhere' to try to make the messyproblems more
tractable. In so doing, we may have, implicitly at least, recognised somelimitations on the
potential role of currently-available systemstools to tackle aspectsof the problems.
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The mix of values and interests involved in the establishment of more or less quantifiable
objectives suggest that performance evaluation can never be value-neutral, even if there is
consensus between different groups of actors at different times. The judgement of
interested groups about the performance of the NHS - aspects over which they may or may
not exert influence - is what 'the performance of the NHS' is all about. In spite of Royal
Commissions and White Papers, it does not have an objective reality of its own, but rather a
subjective meaning emerging from the perceptions and beliefs of all those concerned. Klein
(1982) stresses the complexities involved - not only in terms of the description of 'endstates', or 'health', but also in terms of the 'uncertainty of the relationship between inputs
and outputs'. To Klein, once causal relationships are established, decisions on policies must
be a political matter. Describing the scope for developing measures of health outcome,
West (1984) would agree; acting to equalise outcomes will entail diverting resources away
from specific groups, and without the political will to do this, the development of such

measuresis of little value.
Shortly we will return to the list of performance-related topics, and recall that at this stage
some appear more amenable to systems analysis than others. Topic 4 exemplifies an area
fundamental to the assessment of the performance of the NHS, i. e. the establishment of
priorities for its activities. In such cases, where values, interests, and power relations are of
central importance, a focus on the technicalities of quantified performance control will
clearly be misplaced, but even including the developing fields of critical systems thinking
and soft systems methodology the powers of systems approaches may be inadequate.
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One of the devices used to match topics to methodologies was the matrix in Figure 3.3.

Relative uncertainty over
objectives for action.

LOW

High

Low

High

1. Computation

3. Bargaining

(answers)
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2. Judgement
(learning)

4. Inspiration
(rationalisation)

Relative uncertainty over
consequences (cause and
effect).

Figure 3.3 Uncertainty, decision-making and the role of information
Hopwood, 1980).

systems. (After

Drawing on the work of Thompson and Tuden (1959; and see also Thompson, 1967, and
Earl and Hopwood, 1980) the matrix was developed from studies of the organisational
contexts in which budgeting systems and (more generally) control and management
information systems operate. Hopwood describes the impact of such contexts on the uses
made of these systems, and their consequences. The matrix reflects the ranges of
in
Klein
the
together
to
context
characterise
consider
which
we,
and
others,
uncertainty
with
which health service decisions are taken and their effects are evaluated.
The contents of boxes 1-4 describe the characteristic decision-making processes and
orientation of information systems (in parentheses) most appropriate in the circumstances
configured by the axes. Hopwood suggests that the relationship between information and
decision-making in many organisations does not match this 'ideal', with consequent
dysfunctional effects on organisational performance and even survival.

A narrow, technical

focus on bureaucratic information processing dominates; an alternative, dynamic, process
view would enhance organisational learning and assist managers in coping with
uncertainty.

Further, the tendency to assume unrealistically high degrees of consensus and

certainty over cause and effect has its origins in the political power relations between
groups within organisations.

It is not difficult to find examplesof NHS performance evaluation processeswhich seem to
assumeinappropriate levels of certainty; exampleswill be given in Chapters 4-7. An initial
assessmentof the eight topics suggestedthat while appropriate forms of decision-making
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needs. In other words, while there is a lot of suitable assessment going on, there are also
some misdirected activities and inappropriate assumptions, and considerable missed
opportunities.

Just as Jackson suggested that systems approaches could be chosen in the

light of their appropriateness to the certain characteristics of the problem-context (see
Section 2.5), we can identify some approaches which are particularly suited for the four cells
of the matrix of Figure 3.3. By assessing the sort of problem each topic represented in terms
of any mismatch between the sort of decision-making which was taking place and the most
suitable approach for its context, we can check that a suitable systems approach is
considered.
The hard and soft systems methodologies seem suitable for situations located in cells 1 and
4 respectively. Cells 2 and 3 are harder to generalise about, and if a diagonal line is drawn
from the top right to bottom left hand corners of the matrix, relatively harder approaches
would be more suitable for the upper segments of these cells, and softer ones for the lower
segments. In the scoring of methodology/

model choices, the emerging favourite

methodology was compared with the type of situation in terms of cell 1-4 and a scoreof -1,0
or +1 given; in the waiting list example,the suggestionof the causalloop and system
dynamics approach attracted a scoreof 0.
We will return to this matrix when assessing the outcomes of the analysis of four of the
eight topics in the table below. We will close Chapter 3 by noting the performance
dimensions of most significance in the case of each topic in Table 3.1, before turning to a
description of the NHS planning system and application of the hard systems methodology
to Topic 1.
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Table 3.1 Dimensions of performance related to topics.
Performance-related topic.

Significant dimensions of performance.

1. Making and implementing
strategic plans

economy, allocative and managerial
efficiency, equity, access

2. Controlling performancethrough
structure and process

managerial, allocative, distributive?
efficiency, economy, quality, acceptability

3. Improving quality of care

effectiveness, quality, acceptability

4. Assessingperformancethrough
outcomesof care

effectiveness, quality, equity, access

5. Planning for uncertainty
and complexity

effectiveness, efficiency - dynamic and
others?, equity, access

6. Politics of health

efficiency - all 4, conflicting; equity,
access,effectiveness,quality,
acceptability.

7. Reducing waiting lists
and times

equity, access,quality, allocative
efficiency

8. Planning for health

effectiveness, allocative and distributive
efficiency, equity, access
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CHAPTER 4. NHS PLANNING
GOALS?

4.1 PLANNING

THE
REALISATION
-

OF

AND PERFORMANCE PROBLEMS

4.1.1 Introduction

Chapter 4 presents the first application of a systems model to a performance-related topic.
If the broad aims of the NHS discussed in Chapter 3 are to be attained, formal strategic
planning should be a means of identifying routes towards them. The NHS planning system
operating since the mid 1970s has followed a rational comprehensive model, comprising
long term plans made at regional and local level implemented through short term
programmes which enable national and local policy objectives to be planned in detail.
However, implementation of a number of important national policies has met serious
in
reflect
part
obstacles
resources
unanticipated
and current concerns about pressures on
their diversion from their intended use. Failure to implement plans may be a less public
aspect of health service performance than, say, waiting lists, but it is a fundamental part of
the rational view of organisations which sees them as acting in pursuit of hierarchicallyordered goals and objectives in a controlled way. Links between the NHS planning and
performance review systems are examined to see how far these can and do enable progress
towards desired objectives to be monitored and controlled.
This chapter adopts a rational perspective in examining how successful the NHS is at
making and implementing strategic plans. In the rest of this section, some problem areas
are introduced together with the initially-favoured

choice of methodology - the hard

systems methodology (HSM) - which will be applied using the ten-step analytical process
introduced in Chapter 2 (Figure 2.13). Section 2 describes the planning system as part of
Step 2 of the process, and considers the contribution of theories about planning to
In
Section
NHS
3 some refinements to the methodology are
planning.
understanding
introduced. Sections 4-8 present Steps 4-8 of the analysis, where some specific examples of
planning problems are addressed and improvements suggested. The last two steps of the
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-178 analytical process are set out in Chapter 8 for each of the topic/ methodology combinations,
drawing conclusions about their potential value for identifying identifying and reducing
shortcomings in performance evaluation.

4.1.2 Data used to analyse the NHS planning syltein

Much of the analysis which follows has drawn on material collected from regional health
authorities through the questionnaires about the annual review process, described in
Chapter 5. As well as strategic plans for the 1983/4-1993/4 period for eight regions, this
primary data included annual review action plans and reports which indicated the sorts of
difficulties which regions and districts were experiencing with short term and strategic
planning from 1985-8.
Following the selection of two regions and four districts for more detailed attention, further
materials were collected, mostly during or after interviews.

These included: district

strategies; regional and district short term programmes (STPs) and guidance for their
production, from the DHSS and locally produced; STP out-turn reports (i. e. reports from
districts to regions and from regions to the DHSS, on the extent to which the targets in the
short term programme were attained); papers from health authority meetings, and other
information related to monitoring and performance. Interviews with all of the selected
districts and regions covered matters relating to planning such as the technical process
(including the ways in which progress towards strategic targets was modelled and
assessed), local approaches to problems, the role of health authority members, concerns
about the effectiveness of planning, and some of the negotiations between different levels.
A number of civil servants from different parts of the DHSS including Regional Liaison and
the planning branch (now integrated with Regional Liaison) were interviewed about the
planning and review processes, especially new and proposed developments and links with
policy making. Circulars giving guidance to health authorities about planning and resource
allocation, and work being undertaken within the Directorate of Planning to develop a
national corporate strategy for the NHS, were discussed with staff in the Department. The
DHSS Operational Research Service (ORS) provided information about the role of
quantitative modelling in the analysis of regional strategies, in policy making and to
support planning in regions and districts for example, through the 'Balance of Care' model
(Bowen and Forte, 1987).

Secondarymaterials such as journal and conferencepapers, planning texts, workshop and
training materials were also studied, to obtain a broad picture of current planning issues
and practice.
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4.1.3 Step 1 of the analytical process. Initial choice of model and topic

According to the Office of Health Economics, 'It is arguable that the new [1974] planning
system was the most significant element in the reorganised NHS structure. It provided the
means by which the service was to define its goals and translate them into being. It was
also intended to make the concept of monitoring performance in the health service a
workable reality. ' (Office of Health Economics, 1984.) In Section 2 some key aspects of the
planning system are described, and the links between short and long-term planning,
performance reviews and in-year monitoring as they are operated at the DoH, regional,
district and unit levels are illustrated in Table 4.1 at the beginning of Section 2. References
will be made to that table during this chapter, and also in Chapter 5.
Several problematic themes emerged in the analysis of the NHS planning system which are
introduced here, indicating ways in which the system does not operate as effectively as the
rational comprehensive planning model upon which it was based (Lee and Mills, 1982)
would suggest it should. These are:
"

the need to find appropriate techniques, to combine rational and quantitative
planning with organisational and behavioural complexity;

"

major data requirements especiallyfor monitoring the implementation of plans;

"

strong environmental influences and control problems;

"

integrating plans for different timescalesand levels.

Examples of the location of these sorts of problem are indicated on Table 4.1 with a '?' in a
circle; attention will be concentrated on them in later sections in order to provide a focus for
the study.
An appropriate systems model would enable comparisons to be made with NHS planning
practice (and theories about planning), perhaps as a vehicle to experiment with alternative
configurations with the aim of identifying and testing changes to the planning system which
could improve performance thereby enabling the NHS to operate a formal corporate
planning system more effectively. The links suggested above of planning with goals,
performance measures and routes to those goals in a rational way suggests that an
appropriate initial choice of model would be the Open University's hard systems
methodology (HSM).
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The use of the HSM has evolved in several directions. For our current purposes we will use
a recent OU presentation of the HSM, and map onto it phases which will be identified in
each application of a systems methodology or model - diagnosis (embracing description and
analysis), design and implementation (Figure 4.1). (This will make it easier to compare it
)
between
If
the
the HSM and NHS planning
methodologies.
resemblance
alternative
with
system is not purely superficial, a detailed comparison may provide insights into the
operation and design of both 'methodologies' and the models they employ. (Parallels may
be drawn with the approach of Tomlinson and Dyson, 1983, who assessthe contribution
)
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Figure 4.1 The Hard Systems methodology - diagnosis, design and implementation.

Someadaptations to the HSM will be introduced to enhanceits suitability as a 'blueprint'
for a strategic planning system which will be used here, to seehow the prospectsfor the
implementation of current plans could have been improved and suggestlessonsfor the next
strategic planning round. Groups in and outside the NHS - including managers,clinical
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professionals, other staff, representatives of patients, local politicians - will have different
views about the desirable characteristics of planning arrangements. Their views can be
influential as most plans require at least token approval from a range of bodies formally
consulted (on Table 4.1, 'C in a box indicates where consultation is required). If the
planning process appears to have significant weaknesses their approval of, or commitment
to the plans themselves will be reduced. So while the analysis and redesign here are
undertaken with the assumption that the basic nature of planning and role of planners
remains unchanged (a relatively top-down process controlled by 'experts' although
sometimes involving multidisciplinary

teams), some suggested changes will recognise the

importance of the diversity of interests in plans and planning.

The ten-step analytical process sets out a 'feedback check' from Step 1, a number of
questions to ensure that the initial choice of methodology was sufficiently promising before
embarking on the more time-consuming Step 2. A point arising from this initial review is
that one condition on the list - capacity to accommodate a range of viewpoints - is perhaps
not so well catered for in conventional uses of the HSM than would be the case with the soft
systems methodology or Espejo's use of the viable system model. The more considered
choice of the HSM as an appropriate methodology for each topic involved posing a number
of questions about possible combinations of methodology, context and analyst, to produce a
Section
in
described
(usually
indicating
this
was
a range)
score
promising combinations;
26.2 of Chapter 2. The result in this case was a score ranging from 2-5, but the following
later
be
during
the
stages.
at
relevant
points emerged
process of choice which may
Some problems initially presented with the NHS planning system were related to
disputed priorities, wide-ranging implications of some decisions, high degrees of
interconnectedness, and some uncertainties about how to define the problems
experienced with planning -'messy' problems (in the terms suggested by Watson
for
is
While
Watson,
1986).
the
there
about
need
planning to
explicit
agreement
and
bridge some specific gaps, there are many occasions where a satisficing rather than
optimising solution may be suitable, suggesting a need for care in the use of the
HSM.

While the design of planning systemsfor the NHS needsto recognisethe importance
of many qualitative dimensions, there are also many areaswhere quantitative
modelling and evaluation are essential.
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in terms of Hopwood's matrix (Chapter 3, Figure 3.3), at this early stage in the
analysis it seems that generally NHS planning operates under conditions of
relatively high uncertainty over objectives, although the clarity of objectives seems
to vary between places. A reasonably high level of certainty over cause and effect
(Box 3) can sometimes be assumed, although at times the context resembles either
Box 2 or Box 4, suitable for decisions by judgement or inspiration respectively.
However, some of the symptoms of problems in plan implementation suggest that
too often the context is treated as one with high certainty on both dimensions (Box
1), or inappropriately

as Box 2. Thus a need for compromise and inspiration in

decision making is subsumed by an expectation that judgement and computation
will suffice.

These points suggest that a full exploration of health service planning could usefully
involve a 'softer' methodology or model combined with specific hard techniques (control
theory and the like), the application initially of the HSM to Topic 1 has the advantage of a
strong resemblance to the more unitary and functionalist assumptions of conventional
planning models. There are a number of pointers as to the suitability of a hard approach to
this topic, although with enough caveats to suggest that this approach should not be
applied uncritically.

Hard approaches are conventionally suited to clear cut, computable

situations, but the 'softer' elements of our HSM may be of considerable importance in
identifying concealed, messy problems.
Before identifying some specific examples of recent problems with planning identified from
the primary data, the nature and role of the NHS planning system is described in the next
section, as part of Step 2 of the analytical process.
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4.2. THE NHS PLANNING

SYSTEM

4.2.1 Evolution of the planning system

Prior to the major reorganisation of administration of the NHS in 1974, planning had been
primarily concerned with capital developments, mostly in the hospital sector (for example,
the 1%2 Hospital Plan for England). In 1976, the NHS Planning System was introduced and
brought to the health service a rational comprehensive planning model, a product of the
growing planning function within the DHSS. The system (described in detail in the 'Guide
to planning in the National Health Service', DHSS 1976c) aimed to reduce geographic
inequalities in service provision, while enabling the service to respond to changing health
needs and new medical techniques. It was complemented by policy developments
discussed in Chapter 1- the Resource Allocation Working Party, the government's
'Priorities for Health' document (DHSS 1976a), and the adoption in the DHSS of
'programme budgets' for care groups. The main programme areas for the hospital anc
community health services (HCHS) were general acute hospital services, maternity services,
services used mainly by the elderly, the mentally handicapped and mentally ill people, and
community services.
However, the response from regional health authorities who were charged with the main
responsibility for planning was uneven, some undertaking little activity. The annual
planning guidelines from 1977 to 1981 tended to state government policies and left priority
setting for local decision. Consequently the desired shift towards the 'Cinderella services' the mentally handicapped and ill, the elderly, and community and primary care services did not materialise. Constraints on acute activity and spending were inadequate, and
spending on those with a mental illness or handicap actually fell slightly (Ham, 1985, p. 131).
Tatients First' (DHSS 1979), the government's consultative paper following the Royal
Commission's report, announced that while planning was to be retained following
reorganisation, the system would be simplified.

Outlined in a consultative circular (DHSS

1981b), the new system was announced in the DHSS circular HC(82)6 (DHSS 1982a)
designed to reflect the relationship between planning and the new NHS structure and
management arrangements. This also contained the first steps towards the annual review
process, initially conceived as reviews of planning progress but (by the time of the
substantive circular) developed into the more wide-ranging review system described in
Chapter 5.

The planning systemadopted in 1976was basedon the American Planning, Programming,
Budgeting System(PPBS),amended to reflect some perceived shortcomings. Programme
budgets for care groups were first used for the Department's internal
planning, to assessthe
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current and future costs of policies and the compatibility of national policies and local plans;
and (in theory at least) inform comparisons of cost-effectiveness.
Since the 1982 changes, the DHSS/ DoH has continued to pursue a rational, programme
budget-based approach. Developments in health service information systems and many of
the post-Griffiths managerial changes have perpetuated the rational (if not fully
comprehensive) model at district and regional levels and for short and long term planning,
although the care groups for planning are not coterminous with classifications used in the
NHS information system. However, from the NHS management board through to units
there has been a discernible increase in explicit recognition of the uncertain, value-laden and
political environment in which planning occurs, and the implications for the role and
methods of planning. When examining the theoretical bases for planning systems, as we
will in Section 4.3, such changes have a bearing on the selection of normative models of
planning from among those available (and see Lee and Mills 1982, and Bowman and Asch
1987).

4.2.2 Rolesin NHS planning

During the rest of Chapter 4, and also in Chapter 5, references will be made to Table 4.1,
which illustrates some of the important relationships between NHS strategic and short term
in
in-year
the
out
rows
set
annual
monitoring
planning,
review process and
performance
1,2,3 and 4 respectively. The roles of central government politicians, DHSS/ DoH civil
servants and the NHS management board, regions, districts and units are indicated in the
columns A-E. This table is intended to be used for reference, to enable the more detailed
Analysis which follows to be placed in its wider NHS and temporal context. The position
illustrated is that which pertained through most of the period from 1984-8, although (as it
suggests) there were some significant changes during that time which Table 4.1 attempts to
reflect.
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-186 In Chapter 1, a number of major areas of government health policy were described. Their
implementation depends first on the civil servants in the Department of Health (DoH, or
Department of Health and Social Security until 1988), who disseminate instructions,
guidance and resources to the NHS on behalf of ministers and, in recent years, the NHS
Management Board. The two left-hand columns in Table 4.1 indicate some of the links
between the government, DoH and NHS responsibilities for planning and monitoring
policy implementation.
Reports of the parliamentary Social Services Committee and Public Accounts Committee are
important factors in the Public Expenditure Survey Committee (PESO) negotiations over the
A
2,
(This
indicated
in
funds
departments.
is
to
column
of Table
row
allocation
annual
of
4.1.) A number of questions to the health department from the social services committee
about the implementation of plans (mostly short term) and provision and use of resources
to the NHS are raised, and generally answered, in the annual memorandum on Public
Expenditure on Health Matters (Social Services Committee 1988,1989). The initiation of
for
depends
the
the
treasury
the
of
approval
new policies generally
on ministers winning
estimated expenditure involved, a test of the relative strength of ministers as well as of the
strategic and political importance of their policies. The PESC reports to the cabinet on these
White
disagreements,
the
expenditure
annual public
and
negotiations and outstanding
Paper sets out projected spending for several years hence as agreed in cabinet. Reports of
the effectiveness of the previous years' use of resources (short term programme 'out-turn
having
first
forward
fed
RHAs'
into
PESC
the
the
together
plans,
reports') are
with
process
been analysed by civil servants from various parts of the DoH, and can influence the
prospects of ministerial bids for additional resources.
In spite of the general reduction in numbers of civil servants during the 1980s,before its
issues,
NHS
in
1988
DHSS
1288
the
and
policy
management
split
employed
civil servants on
Hansard,
(source:
63
information
technology
of which
concentrated on planning and
written answer 22 June 1988, column 574). Column B of Table 4.1 indicates the roles which
civil servants and NHSMB play as intermediaries between the health service and
government in the making of policy and plans and monitoring of implementation.

The roles of regional health authorities in long and short term planning are indicated in
rows 1 and 2, column C, of Table 4.1. Planning for regionally-managed servicesand
internal organisation is separatefrom the regional role in the plans for district-run services.
Since1982DHAs have been the basic planning units, but the regional role has been wider
than just that of necessaryintermediary between the health department and 190districts.
Regionsallocate resources,managemajor capital developments, co-ordinate medical
manpower planning, set someparametersand priorities, and draw together the plans of all
their districts - checking for compatibility with eachother and with regional and national
priorities. They have also, to a varying extent, sought to assessthe current and projected
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explanations intended to correct divergences.
The latest regional strategic plans (RSPs) cover the 1983/4 - 93/4 period, and were due for
revision in 1988 which was suspended primarily because of the Prime Minister's Review of
the NHS. However, at least until 1988, work had been taking place especially at regional
and DHSS level to improve the planning process. While programme budgets underpin
central planning and have been adopted (although with local variations) by many regions,
the variety of approaches to dividing up services increases at district level. The lack of
consistency between the broad care groups, national and regional priority groupings, data
under both pre- and post-Körner NHS information systems and, most importantly, the
characteristics of patients' needs, have added to the complexity of large-scale rational
planning. Regions have been contributing to discussions of how to improve the relevance
and practical value of the programme budget approach, including a proposal for a standard
computerised 'planning data set' to enhance the integration and assessment of programme
budgets, the management accounting framework (described in Chapter 5), the contribution
of short term plans to strategic objectives, comparisons between regions, and national
aggregation of plan inputs and service outputs (DHSS, 19880.
An important aspect of formal planning is its links to control, and regions act on the DoH's
behalf in assessing the contribution which districts' short term plans (STPs) make to their
have
1982
Short
the
term
since
programmes
own, and
region's, strategic objectives.

comprised an operational plan for the forthcoming financial year (April - March, plans
usually being finalised in the winter), and a forward programme for following year or
occasionally two years on which the public and other interested parties are consulted.
Regional STPscomprise aggregatedand reconciled district plans, plus plans for regionally
managed services;as the letter ['C'] on the diagram indicates, consultation on regional STPs
primarily involves the latter. In 1988,in an effort to bring short term planning activity and
the issuing of guidance more realistically into line with the PESCprocess,resource
allocation and the financial year, the DoH introduced a revised four-stage process.
Described in circular HC(88)43(DHSS,1988b)it consistsof:
1. DoH discussionswith regions to establish region-specific priority objectives,
which form the basis of regional guidelines to districts for their plans;
2. the production (in the spring) of outline STPsby regions and districts
concentrating on key objectives;
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3. the production later in the year of a full 'integrated planning
statement' (IPS) by
regions and districts, using the Management Accounting Framework (MAF,
described in Chapter 5) to reconcile planned activity, spending and manpower
levels, taking account of finalised local financial allocations and to be used for
monitoring service development and policy implementation against the outturn;
4. the production of an outturn report, assessing plan implementation, at the end of
the planning year.

Much planning activity at the district level parallels that at region: advising units of
available financial and staff resources, priorities and expected needs; seeking their views
and intentions about service developments, bids for equipment and staff, training needs
and so on. As with the region/ district relationship, some districts do more than others on
behalf of units in terms of planning and monitoring progress and performance, but
planning skills in many units have become stronger in many districts since the introduction
of general management.
The last strategic planning round (planning for 1983/4-1993/4) was region and districtdominated, although some districts were already developing locality planning approaches
especially for community services, which necessitates devolution to the lowest possible
level as plans are made for small geographic areas. Joint care planning, between health and
local authority services and voluntary organisations, is another largely district-level activity.
DHA members sit on Joint Consultative Committees (JCCs), and district officers participate
in, and may organise, joint Care Planning Teams (JCPTs) which put joint plans into
operation. Planning links between Family Practitioner Committees and DHAs are generally
limited to commenting on each other's plans, which for FPCs have been rudimentary until
recently although their planning responsibilities are changing (Allsop and May, 1986,
p. 131).

4.2.3 Policy aims and service ob

tiives

Sincethe 'Cinderella' serviceswere given priority status, the number of 'priorities' has
increasedwith the inclusion of a number of acute procedures,cancerscreening,waiting list
and other central initiatives. Somehave been introduced at short notice, requiring bids to
be produced hastily for additional funds, which can distort the planning process.
Innovations such as a set of internal DHSS'groundrules' for formulating policy for the
hospital and community health servicesdevised in 1987have been designed to encourage
DoH civil servantsand ministers to explore the knock-on effectsbefore introducing policy
changes.
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came about
through the work undertaken by the NHS management board directorates (for the
supervisory board) towards a corporate plan to the NHS in England, based on regional
strategies. While not made public, a report issued for internal DHSS use in 1986 influenced
a number of subsequent developments. (This will be referred to as the corporate strategy. )
The systematic quantitative analysis of RSPs at the heart of the corporate strategy was an
innovation in itself. It sought to establish to what extent the financial and human resources
were likely to be available for plan implementation, and whether the plans would produce
services in accordance with government policies, such as set out in 'Care in Action' (DHSS
1981a). Some worrying conclusions were reached: styles and standards of plans varied
because of imprecise planning guidelines, so aggregation to obtain a national picture was
difficult; plans for many services had not assessedneed, or the required resource
combinations, nor established how to monitor effectiveness; plans generally lacked
quantitative data, and had not adequately assessedthe likely availability of trained staff.
While plans were generally in accord with government policies, these weaknesses were
contributing to difficulties in their implementation, leaving those working on the strategy
with serious doubts about the viability of plans especially for priority services. Such
problem areas were being taken into account as the DHSS (in conjunction with senior NHS
managers) drew up arrangements for a new strategic process and sought to improve both
planning and organisational effectiveness.

A number of significant developmentsin NHS planning and managementarrangements
can be related to the work undertaken for the corporate strategy, including:
NHSMB,
for
for
DHSS,
the
the
the
and
especially
setting
of
management
agenda
RGMs in terms of immediate priorities and tasks for the next three to five years (see
Halpern, 1986a);
developmental
department,
the
work
and
encouragement
of
regional
within
activities, to improve the translation of plans for programme budget groups into
quantified, robust and integrated strategic pathways for manpower, activity and
finance which could readily be implemented through STPs and monitored through
reviews;

introduction
the
of in-year monitoring of income and expenditure, especially
cash-releasingcost improvements, to increaseattention to the dynamics and
feasibility of plan implementation and reduce the impact of 'in-year pressures'on
resources;
in
the
the use of new information technologies,especially to
rapid
expansion
increasecontrol over costsbut also to plan activity and manpower more effectively;
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in
1988
the
the
short term planning guidelines, (Circular HC(88)43,
DHSS 1988b) of a clear expression of ministers' relative priorities for the pace and
direction of change.

Since the introduction of revised NHS planning system in 1982, a DHSS circular has been
issued annually, usually in the spring, to RHAs, DHAs and special health authorities for the
London postgraduate teaching hospitals, but Circular HC(88)43 'Health services
development: resource assumptions and planning guidelines' broke new ground. These
annual planning circulars give guidance on any new policies and changes to the planning
process, and set out resource assumptions (in anticipation of the autumn PESC process) on
which regions and districts should base their plans for the next two years. The 1987
planning circular (HC(87)7) had reflected a number of ministers' concerns about the
feasibility of plans, but by reiterating the many policies and priorities which had been set
since Care in Action it served to confuse rather than enlighten. Circular HC(88)43 did not
appear until July, after considerable and lengthy deliberation in the DHSS (partly for
political reasons), and sought to clarify policy priorities and objectives. This it did by
distinguishing between'policy

different
for
'service
care groups,
objectives'
aims' and

explained thus:

build on, and update where necessary,guidance given in
...
Care in Action and subsequentcirculars. However, Ministers recognisethat the
The serviceguidelines

cumulative effect of this guidance is now of limited help to authorities in the
difficult task of deciding between conflicting demands on resources. They also
acceptthat there is wide variation in the circumstancesof individual authorities,
and in their scopefor action to releaseresourcesfor service changes. They have
therefore preferred in theseguidelines generally to state their ygli y aims for
services,ie the direction in which they intend they should develop. The planned
p
of changein major services,and thus the balancebetween those services,will
be discussedand agreed with Regionsindividually as they prepare their short-term
programmes for 1989-90.Regionsshould set their own objectives to reflect those
agreements.
For some services,in recognition of particular areasof Ministerial concern,the
guidelines also set out national serviceobjectives,specifying tasks that all
authorities are expectedto carry out to a common tinmescale.Someof theseconfirm
objectivesalready set in previous guidance.
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Short-term programmes should include plans for
achieving national objectives,
...
and the Region-specific objectives which reflect the agreed pace for taking forward
Ministers' aims....

They must be achievable within the resources available which
health authorities have a part to play in maximising
have the flexibility to
and
...;
accommodate unforseen pressures in year. (DHSS, 1988b, emphasis in original).
The circular goes on to remind authorities of the need to collaborate with other public,
voluntary and private health sector organisations, and of the requirement to generate
resources through cost improvement programmes, income generation and resource
management (to be referred to in the next subsection). Their attention is drawn to the need
to analyse performance, using the DHSS PIs, and to examine the management of supplies,
capital investment and the estate in particular. Reflecting the observed weaknesses in
regional plans in identifying their precise staffing requirements, authorities were asked to
produce manpower supply strategies looking towards the next strategic planning period,
linked to costed training strategies which were integrated to meet the needs of service
developments and monitored regularly. The specific planning problems analysed from
Section 4.3 onwards reflect a number of the areas of weakness identified in this subsection.

4.2.4 Manpower, activity and finance

The sources of funds for the NHS, and allocation of them within it, were described in
Chapter 1. The emphasis on efficiency savings as the main source of funds for new
developments has placed constraints on planning for many authorities as assumptions of
the availability of additional funds later in the strategic period becomes more doubtful and
the achievement of short term planned savings is, to some extent, unpredictable.

Many

analysts have suggested that as health authorities do become more efficient they will be
unlikely to be able to sustain this rate of new savings. This is borne out by Table 1.1 of the
Social Services Committee's 1989 report which shows a fall in the estimated percentage of
cash limit for the HCHS to come from new cost improvements, from 1.4 to 1.1%; and a rapid
decline in the margin available for service development from 3.2% in 1987-8 to 1.8% in 19889. (Social Services Committee, 1989.)

So how has the NHS sought to improve its efficiency in order that it can meet present and
future needsfrom relatively static real inputs? The main contributors to the planned release
of resourcessince 1986have beenrationalisation of patient services(which are not supposed
to result in any reduction of services,although they have often shifted costson to non-cash
limited servicessuch as GPs)and competitive tendering for ancillary services. Other less
well-controlled cost improvement programmes (ClPs) have been other reductions in labour
costs- alternately an over- and under-achiever,and energy cost savings. Well-predicted but
minor savings have been made through the Rayner scrutiny programme and supply costs.
(Source:SocialServicesCommittee 1989). However, cost improvements
can only result in
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more
efficient use of the same money to provide more of the same treatments, often incurring
extra costs elsewhere. The links between activity and finance are obvious but often hard to
quantify and control.
Clinical activity has increased steadily over many years, in terms of the types of treatment
offered, the number of patients receiving them, and the intensity with which resources especially acute hospital beds - are used. However, this sort of increased efficiency does not
necessarily release resources to develop new services (such as community care) or provide
the flexibility to meet unforeseen in-year pressures. Indeed, the more intense use of beds,
where lengths of stay and turnover intervals are reduced and bed occupancy increased (i. e.
the gap between patients is reduced and number of patients per bed per year rises), leads to
a higher average cost per occupied bed day in many specialties as the days which patients
spend in hospital are those when their clinical treatment, nursing care and administrative
requirements are highest. Equally, early discharge leads to higher costs for community
nursing and GP services, and for other carers. Some changes in clinical practice can be cost
releasing - such as the use of 'planned investigation' units where patients can be booked in
specially for tests and sent home to await the results - provided that the beds thus released
are not then used to treat more new inpatients.

Circular HC(88)43reminded health authorities of thesedistinctions, stressingthat service
rationalisations should not be servicereductions (still hard to distinguish, if one takes the
broader view of families and carersas well as doctors). Cash releasingcost improvements
should be planned and, where possible,recurrent (i.e. not just for one year). Early CIPs
featured many 'windfall savings' - delays in ward openings providing unexpectedextra
transferablefunds or staff, for example. There was also relatively little control or
monitoring of the achievementof planned savings, leading to, for example, acute services
overspending or not achieving savingsso precluding the transfer of resourcesto the
Cinderella services.
Theseexamplesare related to perhaps the major problem which health service managers
and planners have had traditionally in attempting to control and shape services,and over
which the DHSShas also been relatively powerless - the autonomy of clinicians, and their
role in the commitment of revenue,capital and human resources. The NHSMB in its
corporate strategy report expressedstrong concern that not only did regional plans include
relatively low levels of anticipated cost improvements, but that they showed little signs of
being able to deliver them, especially the cashreleasing variety. Projecting forward the
aggregatecostsof policies being pursued by regions in 1983/4, showed a worrying
discrepancybetween the activity levels and related expenditure (particularly in the acute
sector) which regions had planned for by 1994,and the levels which current trends
suggestedthat they could afford to reach. Anticipation of the problems which health
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authorities have had in holding acute sector activity within planned levels contributed to
the introduction in 1988 of in year monitoring of income and expenditure.
At the centre of the NHSMB's concern over the viability of regional strategic plans lay
uncertainty over whether regions and districts had adequately related their assumptions
about resource provision and utilisation, to plans for service developments - the volume
and nature of activities to be undertaken, and the numbers and skill mix of staff implied.
While the integration of manpower and activity with the availability and use of finance
should be at the heart of strategic and operational planning (as illustrated on Table 4.1), the
MAF has not yet had the effect desired of it. The framework as it operated in 1987/8
required regions and districts to provide data for the STP period - the previous years'
outturn, forecast outturn for the current year, and plan for the following year. Quantitative
data is sought on key levels of activity by programme budget group (e.g. occupied bed
days, outpatient attendances); and staff numbers by broad staff group (medical consultants,
qualified nurses etc.) plus planned changes by specialty. Unfortunately it is not yet possible
to analyse manpower by programme budget care group, but naturally the forms include
financial data and regions were asked from 1987/8 to explain the flexibility of the
programme to meet in-year pressures. Although the quantitative data is useful, the lack of
information in many strategic plans about intended year-on-year changes makes it difficult
to identify serious deviations from plan or strategic 'crunch points'.
It seems likely that the shortage of trained staff of many kinds will be a major source of such
crunch points or bottlenecks in future. Attempts to quantify such problems, and impress
been
detail
have
in
health
identify
the
to
made
of
supply
upon
authorities
sources
need
through the MAF process. Stringent controls on overall staff numbers have been in place
for some years, with annual targets agreed between regions and the Department based on
regional estimates of need and then translated into ceilings on numbers in major staff
groups for districts. Authorities are strongly encouraged to concentrate any staffing
increases on direct patient care workers and their support staff.

Sincethe Griffiths Report (DHSS,1983)managementtraining has also commanded
considerableattention, including the use of a number of 'changeagents' from outside the
service,to assistNHS managersdevelop skills in the managementof change.
The DoH, professional organisations,university medical schoolsand Royal Collegesall play
a part in planning the supply of medical manpower. Where plans include the recruitment
of new consultants or senior doctors, accurately estimating the costsof their clinical activity
as well as salary costsfor the doctor and their support staff has often been difficult,
particularly given the comparative lack of managementcontrol over the nature and volume
of their work.
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Opinions vary both about the desirability and interpretation of increasing
activity levels.
'More doctors treat record number', 'Health round-up reveals drop in hospital beds'
were
the headings when on 19 October 1989 the Daily Telegraph and Guardian respectively
reported the publication of the 1989 edition of the health and personal social services
statistics for England (DoH, 1989m). The statistics quoted in their reports reflect their
traditional editorial emphasis, presenting quite different pictures - one of growth, the other
of decline. Add to this ambiguity the year it takes to issue such statistics; and the fact that
these HPSS statistics for 1987-8 present significant problems of comparability because of the
change to the Körner information system. 7.6 million in-patient and day cases were treated
in 1987-8, an average annual increase of 2.8% over the period from 1978 but only 1.7% up on
1986; day cases were declining but classification changes made real comparisons impossible.
We still do not know how many inpatient stays are unplanned readmissions for the same
condition. New outpatient attendances were down 1.2% at 7.62 million, but the rate of
increase in accident and emergency attendances continued to rise (to over 10.8 million) - yet
these trends too are hard to interpret because patients not seeing a doctor are no longer
counted. DoH statisticians themselves have said: 'Because of the inevitable teething
troubles inherent in such a large change to information systems, it is not yet possible to say
whether 1987-88 can be regarded as the start of the new data series for inpatients and day
cases' ('Health service information changes following Korner - practical aspects of
implementation', DoH Statistics and Research Branch 4, undated report to the Social
Services Committee). In any event, the Korner consultant episode and district spell data
will be of limited value with internal markets. So health service activity is difficult to
measure; it becomes even more difficult to evaluate particularly when we do not know
what the intended, or desirable, levels may be.

Documents such as HC(88)43illustrate the recognition by the DHSSof the systemic
interconnectionsbetween manpower supply, NHS activity, and the wider environment - an
appreciation shared by those working on the NHS corporate strategy and which a diagram
like Table 4.1 has difficulty in conveying. Bringing activity levels into the equations
increasestheir complexity. Someof the handicaps to the effective implementation of
strategic plans have arisen from the confusing policy messagesfrom the centre. Acute
serviceshave not been a priority area for developments for some years but some specific
acute sectorprocedures or treatments for particular groups of patients have been accorded
priority status on an apparently ad hoc basis or after limited evaluation (such as bone
marrow transplantation and coronary artery bypass grafts). Clinicians in the more
powerful specialtieshave continued to be relatively successfulin obtaining the resources
they need to undertake as much activity as they we fit, it appears. This has often tied up
resourceswhich could otherwise have been releasedfor priority developments, or led to
new equipment being purchased which has needed increasedactivity to justify it.
However, such relatively unplanned expansionshave becomemore carefully scrutinised in
recent years, as regions demand full examination of the impact of new medical and
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Ham and Hunter (1988) addressed many issues related to the management of clinical
activity and among their conclusions identified the importance of obtaining and retaining
the support of clinicians for developments which might improve the availability and use of
information about clinical activity and its implications for other parts of the NHS.
However, where managerial control over clinician activity cannot be obtained it may
become necessary to change contractual arrangements. Deciding whether a particular
volume or rate of activity for the specialty or condition concerned is appropriate, in the light
of local population characteristics, remains complex even if data are available. Critics of the
unquestioning use of performance indicators or waiting lists to set activity targets, have
pointed to the dangers of the pursuit of the lowest common denominator, loss of control, or
positive feedback effects.
Just as knowing that the numbers of staff or amount of money spent on health care are
increasing tells us relatively little about the impact of the NHS on the population's health, so
information about increases in the volume of activity or changes in patterns of provision do
not necessarily help us assessthe standards or outcomes of care, especially when they are
highly aggregated. These considerations apply to assessments of performance at each NHS
level, and by those in and outside the service.

4.25 NHS planning - some issuesfor analysis

This description of the NHS planning arrangements,as Step 2 of the analytical process,
provides the context for the problem examplesidentified in Section4.4. First, Section4.3
looks to some planning theories and aspectsof the hard systemsmethodology to seehow
they can best be used in analysis of the sorts of problems of data requirements, control,
complexity and integration identified in this chapter.
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4.3 DEVELOPING THE METHODOLOGY

4.3.1 Potential limitations of the hard systems methodology

Within the ten-step process are a number of checklists intended to identify weak points
about the chosen methodology or model and performance-related data under analysis.
These were described in Chapter 2, and three sets of questions posed during the analysis of
each topic are set out in an Appendix to Chapter 8 together with the responses. In this
section we will note the implications of a few of these responses for the topic/ methodology
combination, suggest some 'enhancements' to the hard systems methodology (HSM) and
introduce some ideas from theories about planning which may help us to assessthe value of
the analytical process here.

Is it a good enough model?
Taking first the checklist set out in Chapter 8, Appendix Table 1, the choice of the hard
systems methodology for analysing and suggesting improvements to the NHS planning
system has some potential weaknesses. Some of these are in the form of assumptions to be
aware of, which may eventually prove sufficiently problematic to lead to a change in model
choice but are more likely simply to limit the sorts of conclusions which can be drawn from
the analysis. Others may be regarded as potential constraints on the power of the model,
and suggest enhancements which could be made for the purposes of this application.

A few

significant points are:

models, it was suggested,need to be designed to enhanceand inform rather
than replace the decision processand preclude participation. The rejection of
the 'experts' plans' was not confined to the 1970s,but still occurs. Can the
HSM contribute to organisational learning and development through more
participative planning?
this point reminds us of the underlying functionalist assumptions of the HSM
it
is
help
'organism'
to
the
readily
work
used
all
elements
of
an
organisational
together to achieve a common - or dominant party's - goal. We can seethat
different stakeholdersvalue different usesand goals of planning as a process,
as well as seekingdifferent outcomes. If this model application acceptsthe
functionalist assumption uncritically it will do little to enhancethe
effectivenessof NHS planning.
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researcher with other data about conditions for effective planning, which will
increase the validity of any generalisations based on this systems application.
(The work of Foster et al. introduced in Section 4.3.3 is an example of such a
contribution. )
while iteration is an inbuilt feature of the HSM, there is always the risk of
narrowing down too early - by letting routes be constrained by the measures of
performance identified, proceeding too quickly to implementation, not
feasibility
'political'
the
as well as technical
and
cultural
assessing adequately
possibilities of a plan. Rather than reject the model in favour of an explicitly
soft approach, these points have to be borne in mind at the appropriate stages
in the approach. This point is relevant when comparing theories about
planning too, if a preferred normative model is sought.
if the 'problem' under examination involves the implementation of change, we
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with
not
new
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the implications of seeking to depart from the status quo.

In describing later steps of the HSM application we explore ways of tackling some of these
potential limitations.

Building a new planning model - linking NHS planning to the HSM
At this stage,we have clarified in Section4.2 some of our suspicionsthat NHS planning has
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the next subsection.
To begin to describe the NHS planning process in systems terms and at the same time
illustrate the resemblance between it and the HSM, focussing on the relatively local level we
can map the former onto the latter. This is shown in Figure 4.2, which gives examples of the
approximation between the HSM and the NHS planning system as it affects the work of
district or regional planners.
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Verification
The second of the routine checks, of which the results are summarised in Chapter 8,
Appendix Table 2, is to verify that the HSM is the model that we intended to build, to meet
the needs of the situation. This forms the activity for Step 3, where the 13 questions were
posed of the 'model' of Figure 4.2, NHS planning mapped on to the HSM. A few significant
points emerged, which will have a bearing on the rest of the analysis. First, the prescriptive
use by 'experts' of both the HSM and normative planning theories, needs to be guarded
against if we feel that participatively-made

plans are more likely to be implemented than

imposed ones. The NHS Option Appraisal manual describes that technique for the
assessment of capital schemes (with a strong resemblance to the HSM) as 'an aid to
managerial judgement, not a substitute for it' (DHSS 1987c, p. 2) so the idea of models which
enhance and inform decision processes ('feedback test' question 6) is not alien to NHS
for
We
theories
the NHS shortly.
the
consider
of
some
planning
planners.
will
value
The verification check warns against the stifling of creativity in the search for options, in this
case through an over-rational use of the HSM. This point leads to the consideration of
enhancing the HSM, so as to emphasise its potential for use as creatively as possible while
also being relatively formalised and capable of use in a wide variety of health authority

contexts.
A recurring problem in systems applications is the treatment of conflict. As plan
implementation is intrinsically about change management, there are some techniques which
can be incorporated both within the straightforward use of the HSM as a consultancy tool,
and within a revised planning process, to reduce resistance to change and encourage
consensus. Examples include: constructing objective trees from different viewpoints,
exploring the significance of differences and deciding which are problematic, negotiable
etc.; consensus techniques as mentioned by Warfield (1983); Delphi studies; and force field
analysis (Lewin, 1951).
Our representation of the planning system incorporates power structures and expectations
of the exercise of authority, even sometimes sanctions, within and between each level.
Significant conflicts of interest are perhaps most likely to surface at the system/
environment interface and at lower levels (e.g. within NHS units), and can often be
anticipated through analysis.

Testing the outcome of the model and methodology application against values known to be
true can never equate to scientific testing, but we may find other researchwhich provides
comparable data suited to our purposes.
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4.3.2 Considering theoriesabout planning

The main purpose of the analysis in Chapter 4 is to bring systems thinking to bear on
problems of NHS planning. However, as noted in the earlier chapters, where there exists a
body of theory which may also be able to provide insights to a topic and perhaps
complement some aspects of the chosen systems approach, we will explore this possible
contribution.

Having chosen the HSM partly because of its resemblance to formal rational

planning, as that model of planning is increasingly seen as deficient it is worth looking at
some other planning models to see if they have desirable features we could incorporate into
the HSM-based planning model.
A number of theories about planning have been applied to the NHS both descriptively and
normatively (Lee and Mills). The roots of the system in rational comprehensive planning
have been noted together with the suggestion that this is no longer a particularly helpful
model, because of the behavioural and structural complexities of the NHS, and uncertainties
presented by its environment.

The Office of Health Economics (1984), in suggesting that the

NHS planning system was changing towards a 'more incremental "mixed scanning"
approach' confused the issue, as there are distinct differences between incremental and
mixed scanning models.
Certainly the trend is away from the rational comprehensive approach. It is hard to imagine
health service planners and policy-makers ever having the time, information or skills to
identify and evaluate a comprehensive range of options before making decisions. Although
in some contexts health policy decisions can be made objectively or consensually, they are
rarely free from political and value-laden considerations especially where the use of scarce
resources is concerned. So while the formal NHS planning system retains many rational
features, there are several candidates for a more appropriate model: disjointed
incrementalism (Lindblom, 1959), Etzioni's (1967) mixed scanning, or logical
incrementalism (Quinn, 1980). We will consider a few points about the first two of these.
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power
and ideology fully, so their use to explain the perpetuation of health inequalities in the face
of 'equalising' planning policies may be limited (Ham 1985, Parston 1980). Lee and Mills
(1982) identify shortcomings in incrementalism both as description and prescription. For
example, while a policy may be implemented in a series of small steps, it may reflect
fundamental changes in goals or direction - indeed, decisions made with a rational
approach may lead to small-step changes and incremental lower-level decisions. The
desirability of incrementalism is challenged on several counts: that it perpetuates the power
of dominant groups (such as the medical profession and politicians), and 'may frustrate the
capacity of society to recognise or tackle higher-level problems, where radical change may
be the required response' (ibid., p. 51). Others have suggested that incrementalism stifles
innovation, is short sighted, and can produce poor quality decisions (see, for example,
Bowman and Asch, 1987, pp. 345-6). 'Mixed scanning' offers an alternative prescription
which embraces both a broad overview to establish needs for major change, and
incremental steps (which can preserve a capacity for flexibility).
Etzioni's (1967) model applied to health services would incorporate taking a broad
looking
(as
down from a helicopter) to seek out
health
if
the
overview of
care environment,
opportunities, threats and new ideas. A relatively rational selection procedure would assess
the importance of such issues and choose those for detailed planning attention, which
would embody many of the features of rational approach but with a narrow focus rather
than attempting to be all-embracing. A continuous process of assessment of
implementation, and periodic general review, is also established. The concept of bounded
rationality introduced in Chapter 3 provides an explanation for the ways planners and other
decision-makers can concentrate their efforts on systematically finding acceptable means to
a selection of the many competing objectives identified from the 'helicopter' view.
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Figure 43 Mixed scanning (after Bowman and Asch 1987, p348).

List all relevant
alternatives

/

Examine each
alternative briefly

and reject those revealing
t'crippling objection' until
only
one alternative
remains

Selectedalternative
Move into
implementation
stage

Fragment implementation
into sequential steps

Arrange steps so that
costly and less reversible
decisions occur later

Begin implementing less
costly and more
reversible decisions

Establish continuous scanning
activity:
(a) less periodic and encompassing
if increments appear to work;
(b) more encompassing if increments
seem to make matters worse;
(c) undertake periodic overall review
even if everything seems OK.

Rejected
alternatives
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Recent developments in health planning in Britain have exhibited some similarities to this
model. Although successive governments have retained many elements of previous health
policy, their manifestos and remits given to a number of enquiry or review teams represent
the painting of a broad picture of the desired shape of health care; in our democracy the
boundaries may reflect values and ideology rather than rational appraisal of costs and
benefits. The selection of issues from this picture and their translation into action required
of health planners and managers will blend values with pragmatism - recognition of the
Finally,
interest
and
practical
considerations.
public
perceptions
groups,
views of strong
broad
based
to
the
translation
policy aims
of
contribute
approaches
can
on
rational
planning
into implementable policy - which may be in small steps, permitting the adjustment
required by subsequent views from the helicopter. The DHSS planning guidelines to
'planning
DHSS
1988b)
(HC(88)43,
DHSS
districts
in
1988
a
on
work
and
recent
regions and
data set' DHSS 1988i) represent examples of mechanisms for selection and rational
from
NHS
the
the
a central
of
view
reflect
planning; strategic planning guidelines
'helicopter'.
Lee and Mills conclude: Politically

be
[mixed
intellectually
may
more painful
scanning]
and

than "muddling through", and for that reason may be immediately unattractive'.

(1982, p.

56). Slow progress towards policy priorities since the 1970s suggests that Lindblom's
description.
been
has
incrementalist
adequate
an
not
model
pluralist and

Planning

guidance from the DHSS following the corporate strategy exercise more closely resembles
mixed scanning, as it introduces several cycles of overview and reflection, especially at
fact
However,
detailed
the
that
level,
before
planning.
rational
embarking on more
regioanl
the corporate strategy activity was set aside as the political climate changed, suggests that
intellectually
be
than
painful.
politically
rather
scanning
may
mixed
Nonetheless, both long and short term planning seem to have become closer to the mixed
features
for
have
the
in
to
turn
appropriate
a
of
appears
number
model,
which
scanning
It
NHS.
seems worthwhile
and
value-laden
complex

therefore to consider whether there

be
HSM-based
in
the
using to address some
planning
model
we
will
which
which
are ways
problematic examples, can be enhanced to take account of some characteristics of mixed
scanning.
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4.3.3 Enhancing the hard systems methodology

From the preceding steps several points about the HSM have been identified which suggest
that it would be wise to explore the possibility of adjusting it on this occasion, before using
it as a diagnostic and design tool. It appears that planning could be more effective if, for
example, it: involved iterating between a broad view and detailed rational analysis; could
encourage participation by a range of interested groups; and could encourage creativity. As
the HSM has not been developed explicitly to provide these features, and as we will be
using the HSM as a sort of blueprint for a redesigned NHS planning system, it would be
desirable to incorporate these into our model before undertaking the rest of the analysis.
Fortunately some useful ideas for improvements can be found in the work of a number of
writers from systems and other disciplines, which are relevant both to strategic planning
and systems modelling. Ideas from the work of Ackoff (1981) and Foster et al. (Dyson and
Foster 1980,1983; Foster and Foster 1982, Foster and Kitching 1989) have been translated
into adaptations to the HSM for the purposes of this analysis.
First, to take the contribution from the work of Ackoff, he has proposed an approach to
planning which emphasises participation and the empowerment of stakeholders, iteration,
(rather
for
designing
learning,
holism
than
the
new
of
models
organisational
and
use
criticising old) ways of doing things. Taking the elements of plans - problems, in which
decision-makers have to make important and difficult choices between alternative courses
of action - he first describes three approaches to dealing with problems: 'clinical', 'research'
and 'design'. Decision-makers may draw on more than one, but their experience and
organisational objectives tend to lead them towards a predominant style. Planners who
take a 'design' approach seek tools to help in 'mess management', tackling the systems of
problems characteristic of organisations in ways which will produce sustainable
improvements and the capacity to cope with new problems.
This seems a desirable objective for NHS planning. Ackoff describes some of the
shortcomings of the clinical approach (like organisational development) and research
approach (like operational research). They tend to ignore the technical and systemic
properties of organisational problems respectively. The design approach builds on the
strong points of the other two, producing a five-phase planning process which is described
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in Ackoff, 1981, pp. 358-9. The five phases can readily be mapped onto the HSM, as
illustrated in Figure 4.4. The mode of their application is important, featuring:
"

high levels of participation of stakeholder groups in integrated and coordinated small planning teams

"

continuous improvement of plans, organisational and individual

learning and

development
"

the use of qualitative and quantitative tools, by stakeholders taught by

professional planners
the recognition by both planners and stakeholdersthat many of the constraints
on their choiceswhich they perceive,are self-imposed.
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Figure 4.4 The enhanced HSM for strategic planning in the NHS.
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Ackoff has identified some familiar steps, to which he has attached new
qualities. Foster
and his colleagues have been working on a method to assess the effectiveness of the plans
which are made and implemented in accordance with the normative guidance of writers
like Ackoff. Their aim is to assessthe effectiveness of planning systems themselves, rather
than the performance outcomes of planning. Having identified and refined a set of 13
attributes whose presence contributed to planning effectiveness, Foster has recently
attempted to calibrate a sub-set of six of the most important attributes, in order that
planners can assesstheir practice and target their efforts to improve it (Foster and Kitching,
1989). These key attributes are:
- clarity of statement of objectives;
integration
function
the
of
planning
with the
decision making process

- explicitnessof assumptions
iteration
including
in
the
planning
process
consistency checks
function
in
the
catalytic
planning
stimulating
action
of
strategic thinking in the organisation
in
treatment
of
uncertainty
evaluation.
-

The desirable attributes can apply equally to planning in the public and private sectors. To
simplify Foster's work greatly, for each of these attributes a five-point ordinal scale of
descriptive 'anchors' is set out, ranging from level 1 at which the attribute would contribute
little or nothing to effective planning, to level 5 at which it is operated to the full. The
nature of several of our problem areas and concerns about NHS planning suggest that many
of the six prime attributes (and of the rest of the original 13) may be operating at a pretty
low level on Foster's scale.
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Enhancing the HSM with the ideas of Ackoff and Foster
Enhancing the HSM by incorporating such considerations from the work of Ackoff and
Foster and his colleagues, should therefore overcome some of the limitations on that
methodology as a model for a planning system. For example:
"

Involving small participative planning teams in the implementation stage of the
HSM, and ensuring iteration between stages 7 and 8 and back to 1-3 takes
place, asking 'are we doing what we need, and want, to do? ', should increase
the commitment of stakeholders to plans.

"

The design approach should ensure that planners use their expert knowledge to
inform others by teaching, enhancing participation rather than replacing it.

"

The HSM will be well equipped to tackle messy situations if stages1,2 and 3
are seenin terms of Ackoff's messformulation and 'idealised redesign',
projecting the present into the future.

"

HSM stages 5-8 need to be seen as 'change management'. Resistance to change
should be reduced by the greater emphasis on participation, and improving
the feasibility of options considered at stage 6 in the HSM, Ackoff's phase 4

(resourceplanning).

Figure 4.5 indicates the effect which including the factors identified by Foster et al.
(operating at their highest levels of effectiveness) and also including the features of Ackoff's
'design approach' to planning, might have on the way NHS planners operate the planning
been
have
links
between
The
mapped
stages,
new
role,
and
nature
of
a
planner's
process.
Section
4.4,
Next,
in
HSM,
if
the
to
to
the
we will test these
planning
process.
as
guide
on
enhancements by applying the 'new' hard systems methodology to some examples of
problems observed in NHS planning.
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Figure 4.5 The planner's

role in a planning

process based on the 'enhanced'
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hard systems

methodology.
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4.4 ANALYSIS OF SOME NHS PLANNING
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PROBLEMS

4.4.1 The selection of problems to be addressed

The description of the NHS planning system in Section 4.2 indicated some areas of
weakness, many of which had been identified by the NHS management board in their
preparations for the corporate strategy, or by regions and districts were action has been
taking place to improve both formal and informal aspects. Here and in the following
sections, through some specific examples, we will see what additional insights emerge if
planners were to adopt an 'enhanced HSM-based planning approach'.

In Section4.1.3four problem areasor categorieswere identified, under which a number of
problems observedduring primary data collection can be classified. To recap, thesewere:
a) the need to find appropriate techniques,to combine rational and quantitative
planning with organisational and behavioural complexity;

b) major data requirements especially for monitoring the implementation of plans;
c) strong environmental influences and control problems;
d) integrating plans for different timescalesand levels.

Each of these problem areas reflects systemic properties - complexity, information and
communication, control, the environment, interrelatedness. Some of the problems which
were observed raised issues with a bearing on the choice of theoretical model for NHS
planning. Two more problem areas to be considered therefore are:

e) the need to build in to planning systemsa facility for iterating between a wide
view and narrower, more detailed attention;
f)

the need for planning systemsto be able to cope with behavioural (often interorganisational) tensionswhen action to control plan implementation is
required.

Planning - the realisation of goals? 211In Sections 4,5 and 6 we move from the general to the particular and focus on a selection of
specific planning issues. All except one of those presented here relate to planning in Trent
regional health authority and some of its districts; but most reflect issues observed in other
authorities too and widely acknowledged (in the corporate strategy, for instance) as
problematic. The problem examples are presented under the six types, a) - f) above, one or
more examples having been chosen to represent each category. In the next subsection the
problems are described; these examples will contribute to a synthesis of the nature of
its
field
implementation,
in
'failure'
the
suggested
and
of
plan
evaluation
performance
systemic causes. In Section 5 we see how the HSM-based planning approach could suggest
changes and improvements; and in Section 6 some implications for the implementation of
these changes are identified.
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4.4.2 Examples of planning problems

Specific problem area a) The need to find appropriate techniques to combine rational and
quantitative planning with organisational and behavioural complexity
Example i. Problems with'top

down' programme budgeting.

Trent has developed a tightly-knit

'programme budget' approach to strategic

planning, in which during the planning process the region defined for each
district 'realistic' targets for 1994 for: manpower, financial resources, workload
by
(the
service
group
elderly, acute services etc. ). The targets reflect region's
assessment of available revenue and capital funds (including those generated
by efficiency savings), and their deployment in line with regional and national
priorities. The strategy thus comprises costed targets for essential
developments and current services, although it does not allow for all long term
objectives to be met even in priority services.
Through inputs to the DHSS by staff from the region, uses and requirements
for planning data have been considered at national level so Trent's experience
may have wider implications.

A number of problems with the programme

budget approach taken by Trent have been noted and planners in the region
are developing adjustments to it in the light of experience. For example, there
is a particularly strong desire for better information about the provision of
services to meet the needs of the elderly; and for separate costing information
for in- and out-patient services. Information is insufficiently detailed for the
amount of inter-district comparisons which the region would like to make, and
methods for calculating and updating programme budgets are not
standardised. However, Trent seems to remain committed to a relatively
centralised approach, not only providing financial and manpower constraints
and workload guidance, but making significant decisions on behalf of districts
about local priorities. This increases the region's workload and seems to
reduce commitment from districts to plans and their controlled
implementation.
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Example ii. Marrying regional interests and district needs.
While Trent regional planners see their programme budget approach as
'generally welcomed by DHA managers and planners' and having 'provided a
robust and practical framework' (Trent RHA 1986, p. 15), the strategic plan
included 'a number of proposals and unresolved issues which are in need of
further clarification' (ibid. p.3). Some of the issues indicated fundamental lack
of agreement on key service patterns. Interviews with staff in two Trent
districts in 1987 indicated that these were still problematic; for example,
regarding maternity services in Sheffield, and services for people with mental
illness in Southern Derbyshire. This has contributed to the impression gained
through interviews that the region adopts a more paternalistic approach to its
constituent districts than many other regions. This has benefits - Trent is
gaining resources and needs to ensure they are well used, which places
considerable demands on district planning skills, and the region has gained a
good reputation nationally for quality of service improvements.

It may also

have costs, in terms of resentment in districts of regional dominance at a time
when autonomy and devolution of responsibility are supposed (post Griffiths)
to be highly valued. The style may not sit comfortably with districts who are
trying to develop greater grassroots participation in planning, with an
emphasis on health promotion (such as Sheffield). Community services and
prevention received relatively little attention in the regional strategy; while
these naturally involve much local planning the same could be said for, for
example, services for the mentally handicapped, which like most other service
groups received more regional attention. This perhaps suggests a regional
focus on acute services, which are nonetheless providing significant control
problems. As examples below will illustrate, having a formal, official plan
incorporating detailed targets for activity levels and so on, is only one step
towards the achievement of strategic objectives. Making and implementing
these plans is not only difficult technically (bearing the many complexities and
uncertainties in mind); it also requires a full understanding of the ways in
which individuals and groups respond when presented with a plan, which
may not have their full commitment.
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Specific problem area b) Major data and information requirements
especially for
monitoring the implementation of plans

Example i. Reluctanceto use quantitative information, especially in somedistricts.
There is plenty of data in the NHS, but much is not turned into useful
information for planning. The views expressed by the head of Trent's OR unit
struck a chord with those of others I had interviewed who were interested in
NHS information: that it was the practical use of the information which was
novel, not data collection per se; and that when information was available and
used, it was often criticised. Yet when people were asked what information
they would prefer decisions and models to be based upon they could not
provide alternatives. The NHS is portrayed as being very slow to use
information, quantitative approaches and information technology (TT) even in
Trent with its innovations in planning and review; this reflects organisational
culture as well as technical complexity.

Example ii. Lack of data for key strategic developments.
Many aspects of the work of regional and district plannners illustrate the need
for information to be available at the right time and place, in appropriate forms
and quantities, and of high enough quality to be of real benefit to plan making
and implementing.

Furthermore, each of these conditions may be viewed

differently by various NHS levels because of their interests. Trent region have
felt the need to adopt a different baseline year for their management
accounting framework from that used by the DoH, in order to relate it more
directly to the strategic plan. Their assessment of the programme budget
system operating in 1987 highlighted the lack of disaggregated information
needed to make valid comparisons between districts and regions, expecially
for acute services. Data on services for the elderly omitted many important
elements of care as it focused primarily on beds designated as acute elderly
and long stay, whereas many elderly people are treated in normal beds and in
the community - indeed, many strategic aims are hard to monitor because of
the general lack of information about the community services provided by the
NHS and others.
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Example iii.

Difficulties in predicting and controlling activity levels.

To continue looking at services for the elderly, difficulties in predicting, assessing
and controlling activity levels, with their implications for manpower and revenue,
are illustrated in Trent by the increase in in-patient, out-patient and day treatments
for the elderly in excess of that planned (see Trent RHA 1987a, pp. 1.17 - 1.19; and
1988, pp. 4.34 - 4.38). In part this appears to reflect changes in coding following the
introduction of the Körner system of health service information. The pace of
revenue investment in services for the elderly at district level is however less than
planned, although capital investment (identified by the NHS Management Board as
a 'crunchpoint' in monitoring strategic targets) was on target to 1989. Further
detailed planning was deferred because of central policy uncertainty.

(Revenue

spending on community care and preventive services for the elderly was running
well ahead of target in 1987-8, largely due to pay awards rather than increased
activity outside the hospital sector). In spite of considerable assistance in planning
from the OR unit, the 'coherence models' used to relate trends in activity,
manpower and finance by programme budget group over the strategic planning
period do not as yet appear to provide a detailed indication of the impact of such
deviations from (or gaps in) the plan, on the years from 1990-4. It is small wonder,
therefore, that in 1986 the NHSMB in its corporate strategic planning document was
very concerned about the feasibility of many regional strategies to 1994.

ific problem area c) Strong environmental influences and control problems
Example i. Problemsin predicting and responding to increasing demands on resources.
To quote the Trent regional strategy again, 'The Health Service will always be
under the influence of two major opposing forces: the need for change as a
consequence of population shifts and clinical progress, and the inevitable
constraints on available resources: (Trent RHA 1986, p. 7). The plan is
acknowledged to encompass 'some degree of uncertainty' and the need to be
flexible is noted. In spite of this awareness, there are many examples in Trent
and elsewhere that many strong influences are not only beyond managerial
control, but also difficult to predict and prepare for effectively.
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Example ii. Conflicting professional and managerial values.
Problems in monitoring activity levels in services for the elderly reflect
professional as well as technical complexities. 'Monitoring the achievement of
the workload elements of the [plan for services for the elderly] is expected to
be somewhat problematical in future, partly because of changes in Körner
definitions, and partly because the trend towards the closer integration
between geriatrics and general medicine is resulting in the increasing
appointment of Consultant Physicians with a special interest in the elderly,
whose workload will be coded to general medicine. ' (Trent RHA 1987b, vol. 3,
Services for the elderly p. 5.) This quote disguises an example of a common
source of conflict in the NHS, where rivalries between sections of the medical
profession impinge on planning and health care provision. Collaboration
between these specialties has benefits - patients treated as individuals, but
whose health needs may be special because of their age; greater flexibility in
the use of beds. But it will be hindered if, for example, resource allocation is
affected by workload performance indicators which do not give a fair picture,
due to coding decided elsewhere. The problem is put less subtly by the
region's Operational Research Unit in its 1985-6 annual report - 'A computer
model has been developed to adjudicate in the battle for resources between
physicians and geriatricians. The model has been well received in the District
[it was developed for Southern Derbyshire HA] and could well prove useful to
other Districts and at Region' (para. 2.5.3). "The grey area of treatment of the
elderly in geriatric and general medicine beds continues to confuse planning
issues. There is no consistency between Districts on admission policies
Due
...
to a lack of staff the analysis has not been continued' (ibid. para. 2.1.7). Here
districts are relatively powerless, as clinicians (whose contracts are held by
regions) have considerable autonomy over admission and discharge policies.
Regional planners and managers have appeared reluctant to exert such
authority as they have over doctors in this sort of area, as indicated by Trent's
'Background papers for management and ministerial reviews' (Trent RHA
1987b op cit. p. 7-8).
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Specific problem area d) Integrating plans for different timesca
es and levels

Example i. Approachesto reconciling region-wide plans for the strategic period.
Table 4.1 illustrates the relationships between short and long term planning
and roles of the centre and periphery - regions, districts and units - as they
have evolved up to 1988. The mechanics of this integration are not yet running
smoothly, and a system which is highly interdependent also runs the risk of
inflexibility.

Several different patterns have been adopted, by regions, to link

long and short term plans for their districts. As well as Trent's 'coherence
model' approach, North West Thames RHA has attempted to establish
'planning agreements' with districts, to target regionally allocated funds to
districts in line with regional strategic priorities. After the 1984-94 plans were
introduced, planning agreements were 'negotiated' with districts - region
seeing them as a genuine attempt to take account of districts' priorities,
although districts did not always accept that motive. So the translation of
planning agreements into 'year-on-year change profiles' took a long time, and
met major problems with some districts. (For a description of the special
planning problems faced in London see King's Fund, 1987.) In North West
Thames as with Trent there was a gap in detailed planning between 1990-94 (in
the absence of resource assumptions and medical manpower plans), so like
'coherence models' the 'planning agreements' have provided incomplete tests
of the feasibility of regional strategic plans. The DHSS were expected to
provide some guidance on the development of 'pathways' which does not
seem to have materialised. NW Thames saw planning agreements as a way of
improving the robustness of plans, feeding directly into STPs and providing
the means of fine tuning strategies in annual steps. However, the lack of
modelling to test assumptions for the 1990-94 period (as at 1988) was worrying
to a number of districts in Trent and NW Thames.

Specificproblem areae) Need for both wide and narrow view
Example i. A number of the empirical examplesabove reflect the need for
planners and decision-makersat eachNHS level to alternate between taking a
wide view (planning integrated district servicesfor elderly people, for
example) and narrowing down (assessingthe constraints imposed by clinical
admissionspolicies), and still come up with a plan that works.
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Specificproblem areaf) Keeping plans on target inter-organisational control
Example i. We have seen some of the difficulties of planning in detail for long
periods, but the need to anticipate long lead times and keep plan
implementation on target or adapted to new targets is strong. The problems
experienced by those trying to set up continuous monitoring systems included
intra-region and region: district relationship problems - 'gatekeeping' by key
staff, resistance to change (statisticians in Trent, for example, apparently guard
their role in the use of information jealously) - and have general applicability.

4.4.3 Taking stock of the analysis so far - completing Step4

Up to this point in the exploration of planning problems, we have taken what may look like
a reductionist approach. Having identified in Section 2 that all was not well with the NHS
planning system, the contribution which the hard systems methodology could make to
understanding some of the problems and designing general changes to improve the
prospects for plan implementation were described. It is assumed that formal and rational
planning is still desirable, and Figures 4.2,4A and 4.5 illustrate the potential similarity
between a planner's experience of the planning system and the stages of the HSM as
decision-making processes. Some real-world examples of the problem areas have been
identified in order that we may test the effect of any changes through them. It has been
necessary to narrow down the field of analysis in this way to make the task manageable in
the context of the rest of the research, but primary and secondary data strongly suggest that
the chosen examples are specific instances of common types of problem. However, some of
the analysis in the design and implementation steps to follow, will operate at a higher level
of generality again.
To complete Step 4 of the analytical process, a summary of the type of problems in planning
which our cases exemplify is presented, together with the 'feedback checks' applied in the
analysis. The systemic reasons for these particular types of performance evaluation failure
are suggested, and some implications which the methodology here may have in terms of the
conclusions we will be able to draw at Step 9 are noted through the validation check.
Although we refer here, as in the other analyses of topics, to 'failures', in the case of
planning this is perhaps too negative a word and should more fairly be interpreted as
'shortcomings'.
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First, to sum up the nature of the 'performance evaluation failure' dealt
with in this topic,
the six problem areas have suggested the following sorts of concerns.
Problem area a). Rational and quantitative planning, centrally ordered by region, can meet
resistance or low commitment and can be complicated by skill shortages at local level.
There is a need to get the right balance between advising/

directing/

assisting/ doing it for

districts. As managers may impose this on planners, it is not just a planning problem.
Problem area b). NHS organisational culture and skills are not conducive to the confident
use of quantitative information.

Data has gaps, (e.g. community services) or is not in the

relevant form for different NHS levels. There are serious difficulties in prediction especially
activity levels (because they are hard to control), which lead to limited detail being available
for later years of plan to test feasibility. This is confirmed by the corporate strategy's
concern about feasibility of regional and district strategies. When progress can be/ is
monitored retrospectively, data may not be explanatory enough - for example, about unit
and sub-unit levels - to correct performance or chose appropriate actions. Again this is not
just a planners' problem.
Problem area c). It is hard for planners and managers to control clinical activity (and
therefore spending) and although they would like to plan to meet treatment/ care needs,
they tend to resort to control via bed numbers and other mechanistic or proxy measures of
input or process, for ease of control. As will be indicated in Chapter 8, it is hard to
implement new structures for more robust planning and control without being too directive
and therefore resented (factors which are related to organisational culture and the wider
system).

Problem aread). We have seenhow important it is to link long and short term planning,
and how different levels are inextricably inter-related becauseof central resourceallocation
and accountability, for the planning system up to 1988at least. But mechanismsfor such
integration - 'planning agreements','changeprofiles', 'coherencemodels' - all have been
hard to develop and implement fully. Organisational structure, culture, politics, and the
wider system are all important here - but planners could contribute to improvements by, for
example, developing more accessibleforms of modelling for wider use.
Problem area e). The observed problems have indicated the potential for 'mixed scanning' iteration between obtaining a broader view and narrowing down - to be taken as an
appropriate model from normative planning theory which could enhancethe prospectsof
the 'policy aims and serviceobjectives' approach at eachlevel. It could provide a valuable
model for devolution of planning responsibility, thereby reducing direct regional or central
involvement. A planning model such as mixed scanning could increasethe flexibility and
responsivenessof strategiesby building in an expectation of more frequent and effective
overviews than the current five year cycle.
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Problem area Q. Behavioural considerations among the examples suggest a
need for
mechanisms to facilitate the continuous assessment of implementation, perhaps through
management support strategies, and adaptive and reflective planning (again borne out by
comments in the corporate strategy). Tlanning' needs to be done by more people, to be
redefined so that it is not just about producing plans but about managing stability and
change. This is relevant to the whole organisation, but planners need to take an especially
holistic view.
As a feedback check to see if the sorts of 'failures' described here may be more widely
experienced in the NHS, some corroborative evidence was provided by secondary sources
(literature, and personal communications with experts in the field). Most of these
observations have been discussed with expert personal contacts, who broadly concurred.
References elsewhere in this thesis and to follow in this chapter support these conclusions,
although some alert us to questions about them or the approach which need to be borne in
mind for a future iteration and/or in drawing conclusions on this topic.

To identify some reasons for performance evaluation failures introduced above. insystemic
terms the four types of problem area can be located on Figure 42. This depicts the NHS
planner's experience, under current planning arrangements, in the format of the HSM.

Problem areaa) suggeststhere are conflicting/ competing objectivesat different levels.
Problem area b) indicates a lack of skills or inclination to undertake modelling (predictive
analysis), and a lack of tools for projections and simulation. There are weaknesse in control
systems, communication and the provision of feedback information.

Further, the objectives

of those designing information systems differ from those using them.

Problem areac) suggeststhat control over clinical processesand inputs, by managers,is
only partial; there is very limited output and outcome monitoring and feedback. Planners
have to consider this in making feasibleplans, as introducing new planning arrangements
which involve more directive control could have knock-on effects,and be resistedby
various interested groups especially clinicians.
Problem aread) indicates the presenceof disputed measuresof performance and options
for routes to objectives. Modelling of routes seemsoften to be incomplete and there is a
need for thorough, systematicand systemicapproachesto descriptive analysis.
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For example, mixed scanning suggests that objectives become constraints for lower tiers;
however, it may not identify or explain some problematic elements. Attention to
implementation needs to start with the early stages of description of the planning problem
or opportunity, and to assessorganisational culture and environmental influences in order
to obtain a wider picture.
To validate the HSM-based model of planning which has led to these systemic explanations
for the 'failures', five questions (listed in Table 2.3, Chapter 2) have been posed. These are
designed to assesswhether the model is an adequate representation of the phenomena of
interest, for the purposes of the study. The outcome of these tests is set out in Table 3 in the
Appendix to Chapter 8 and here we will just note a few important points.
By and large the outcome of the validity tests confirmed the adequacy of the HSM and
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4.5 STEP 5. DESIGNING IMPROVEMENTS TO THE NHS PLANNING
SYSTEM

4.5.1 Applying the 'enhancedHSM' to the problem areasand concernsabout planning

In Step 4 (Section 4.4.) we identified specific examples from the primary data of six areas
where changes in NHS planning could increase its effectiveness. Four of these areas (a-d)
relate to more or less detailed aspects of the process of planning, while e) and f) also had
implications for the theory of health service planning.
We will now look again at the specific examples and concerns identified from the primary
data, to see how a planning system more closely resembling the enhanced HSM (as
illustrated by Figures 4.4 and 4.5) might affect their nature and/or operation. We will also
note a few references from literature mostly relating to NHS planning, which provide
further insights to the implications of such suggestions for redesign of the system. The
examples are presented in the same order as in Section 4.4.2.

Problem areaa) Example i. Problems with 'top down' programme budgeting.
First, programme budgets are themselves models. If they were explicitly related to options
and objectives this would be a test of their desirability, and could increase commitment to
them. Second, responsibility for planning and modelling needs to be devolved further to
districts, and perhaps especially to units (some already are keen to take a more active role).
This will involve training, which region could facilitate. Then region may have to accept
that districts and units may choose their own routes towards shared objectives in the light
of common constraints.

Problem area a) Example I

Marrying nýgjQnal interests and district needs

Region has both an operational researchand an organisational development unit which can
provide servicesdirectly to districts, but seemsto want to do the modelling for the lower
tiers and restrict their development - examples perhaps of different parts of regional level
taking Ackoff's researchand clinical approaches,respectively. A more appropriate regional
role would be to develop skills at lower levels, negotiate with them over expectationsand
autonomy, and if necessarybe directive about districts' and units' outcomes,not processes.
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Is the objective of programme budgets to impose the region's desired patterns of services on
districts (Perrow's concept of goal displacement)?
A more constructive regional role, as many districts and units have had good ideas and
developed practical approaches to commonly-experienced problems (e.g. Derbyshire Royal
Infirmary's annual review process introduced in Chapter 5, Sheffield HA's efforts to
operationalise the Healthy Cities targets), could be as broker. The region could arrange for
the sharing of skills and information to encourage more 'bottom up' developments which
may involve technical and quantitative skills.

Somefurther referencesrelevant to this problem area (and to c. below) include Mayhew
(1984),Beveridge(1983),Rathwell (1984),and Rosenhead(1978).

Problem area b) Example i. Reluctance to use quantitative information, especially in some
districts.

Trent RHA has in the past placed heavy emphasison the production of graphs, use of PIs
etc.,and provided particularly voluminous reports on performance to the DHSS. The
measuresand options which thesesorts of performanceinformation imply may reflect the
objectivesof the region, but run counter to someof the objectivesof districts. Being more
selectiveand developing 'bottom up' reporting could allay the suspicionsof districts.

Problem areab) Example ii. Lack of data for key slic

developments.

NHS information systemsare subject to considerableexternal control, and serve a range of
interests, serving higher levels best. There are not the resourcesto develop locally-useful
information systemsindependently. The first step could be to develop a full appreciation of
'the problem' - whose interests do information systemsserve,whose objectives,where are
the constraints from (self-imposed?). This could draw together various views, linking with
other health authorities working on local data setsand also local government authorities.
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Problem area b) Example iii. Difficulties in predicting
and controlling activity levels.
Deviations from, and gaps in, strategic plans may have worrying implications for their
viability. Some parts are highly detailed, yet examples were common of how easily plans
can be diverted and have surprising effects. There is a need to get the right balance, when
trying to map out objectives and targets for the 1990-94 period (and the later years of any
strategic planning period), to avoid spurious accuracy yet obtain insights for present action.
(Methods for ensuring robustness and flexibility of plans will be referred to briefly in
Chapter 8.) But regions and districts need to get a feel for what is feasible, taking a holistic
approach and anticipating interactions, dynamics and positive feedback. The 'coherence
models' of strategic trends need to be complemented by a varied set of additional models,
developed locally.

Problem areac) Example i. Problemsin predicting and responding to increasing demands
on resources.
In spite of seeing its strategic plan as an adaptable living document', the plans of Trent
RHA and other authorities seem to have inadequate responsiveness to unpredicted
influences. Generally, the HSM with its emphasis on a holistic system description,
awareness of environmental influences etc. could alert planners and others to potential
effects of external and internal influences.

Problem area c) Example ii. Conflicting professional and managerial values.
Trent RHA has correctly identified many of the complexities and obstacles to controlling
strategic development in its 'Background papers for management and ministerial reviews'
(1987b, vol. 3, pp. 7-8). One route towards a 'strategic approach which is sensitive to the
interfaces of clinical specialties' which they seek, could be for region to be firmer in

encouraging clinicians to participate in strategic planning and thinking, to disseminate
strategic awarenessas widely as possibleand especially among doctors. This will require
strong commitment from those with the highest authority, and a wider dialogue with the
professions. Someclinicians may appreciateaspectsof the rational type HSM, but any
negotiations will need to be aware of professional culture, ethos etc. Perhapsa directive
approach will be required to overcomeclinician resistance(as with the government's
imposition of medical audit, pushing at a slightly open door), but other changemanagementstrategiesshould also be considered.
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Problem area d) Example i. Approaches to reconciling t
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As well as considering the interests and objectives of stakeholder groups horizontally,
planners and decision-makers need to be aware of their impacts vertically, as many of the
above examples have suggested. It has been too easy for organisational tensions and
conflicts of interest to become tied up with technical problems - which remain unresolved.
Both sorts of problem are amenable to some improvement but not if the different groups
feel it is risky to try to see the others' viewpoint, and if short term problems keep getting in
the way of thinking more strategically. Collaboration rather than confrontation needs to be
encouraged by the DoH; the Department needs to be aware also of the impact of policy
changes on strategic plans which they know are often not robust enough. Various aspects
of the HSM approach applied at each level would help give learning, collaboration and
participation a dearer place in planning.

Problem areae) Example i. Need for both wide and narrow view.
The iterative nature of the HSM is strengthenedby the enhancements,and its potential for
narrowing down the focus of planning (at stages4-7, for example) and then broadening out
again to place contributory options into the wider set of objectivesseemto capture the
essenceof the mixed scanningapproach.

Problem area D. Example i. Keeping plans on

inter-organisational control.

NHS strategic planning is a highly complex activity modelled on rational comprehensive
lines which have neededto be adapted to meet the demands of external disturbances,interand intra-organisational tensions,uncertainties about causalrelations, diversity of values
and resistanceto change. The need for more adaptive, participative and reflective planning,
noted in the NHS corporate strategy and identified by Foster et al. as essentialfor plan
effectiveness,is embracedby the enhancedHSM approach. Indeed, this is the major
difference between that approach and a straightforward rational comprehensiveplanning
model which confines planning to planners, and seeksoptimal technical solutions to messy
organisational and human problems.
Further referenceswhich are relevant to problem arease) and f) include Gibbs (1978),
Clarke and Wilson (1984,1985)and Rathwell (1984).
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45.2 Summing mR5

This completes our efforts in Step 5 to design some changes to the NHS planning system
using the enhanced hard systems model of planning. We have explored the effects which a
planning system structured like that in Figure 4.4, and involving processes such as those in
Figure 4.5 could have on some specific problems which exemplify more general problem
areas. Essentially we are interested in a new approach to planning at the regional and
district level, which could be developed independently of the technical arrangements and
planning guidance decided by the Department of Health. However, both the introduction
of any such changes, and their continued operation, depend on a full appreciation of their
implications for planning, management and organisational culture. Before considering
some aspects of their implementation, the 'feedback check' on Step 5 is undertaken to
confirm their systemic desirability.

One of the feedbackcheckson the output from Step 4 summed up the systemicreasonsfor
the planning 'failures' - perhapsbetter termed 'shortcomings' - which were representedby
the problem areasand concerns. We can checkwhether the changeswhich we have
subsequently suggested at Step 5 will improve some of these aspects (or at least not
exacerbate them), by considering the effects which our changes would have on the systemic
shortcomings of planning processes represented by Problem areas a)-d).

With regard to Problem areaAl our design suggestionsidentify ambiguities in the objectives
held by different levels, and aim to addressthis aspect. For Problem areab), the
suggestionsare along the lines suggestedfor Step4, although communication and control
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To make headway with Problem area c) we need to consider the problems of modelling,
testing and implementing participative planning which involves doctors, in Step 6. For
Problem aread). again our suggestedchangesare congruent with Step4 feedback
comments,and in Step 6 we will need to address the issue of helping the stakeholder
groups at different levels to stand back from short term and technical problems, examine
planning processesand objectives,and then re-addressspecific aspects.
Thus the suggesteddevelopments to the planning system at least do not appear to have
systemic disadvantagesover the present arrangements.
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4.6 STEP 6. IDEAS FOR IMPLEMENTATION
CHANGES TO THE NHS PLANNING

OF THE SUGGESTED
SYSTEM

Here again, we will confine our analysis to the problem areas and general concerns
identified at Step 4, exemplified by (but not exclusive to) the experiences observed in Trent
RHA. We need to be continuously aware of the feasibility (in practical terms) and
acceptability (in organisational cultural and 'political' terms) of the suggestions. Thus our
feedback check for Step 6, set out in the diagram of the analytical process in Chapter 2,
Section 2.6, will be integral to the examination of each of these problematic examples.

Problem areaa) The need to find appropriate techniques,to combine rational and
quantitative planning with organisational and behavioural complexity.

Example i. Problems with'top down' programme budgeting:
" Programmebudgets could be used in a way which builds in autonomy for
districts, units and sub-unit levels, by providing the inputs to, and defining the
desired outputs of, black boxes containing autonomously-managedprocesses.
Negotiation could take place over theseinputs and outputs, with direction from
higher levels if necessaryand a more explicit recognition of common and separate
by
letting
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'holding
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objectives. way enhance
management
"A new regional role of catalyst for devolved planning, and provider of training in
special skills, would strengthen the casefor the continuation of a regional planning
function, and provide them with opportunities to researchand develop new tools
and techniquesto tackle complexity etc.

Example I Marrying regional interests and district needs:
" If the region's 'technocratic' top-down approach is modified, developing a design
rather than clinical and researchapproach, districts and units may ask 'what's in it
for us, what's the catch?' of new approaches. The region needsto go through the
HSM processand examine the objectives,options etc. of less paternalistic
approaches,ensuring that it considers the viewpoints of the lower tiers and
important stakeholdergroups as it examines the options.
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" As a broker of good ideas and information, the region will mostly need to act as a
facilitator rather than a do-er. It will need to approach the development of this
new
role systematically and systemically, looking at ways of disseminating ideas and
encouraging their take-up more successfully than is sometimes the case with
regional initiatives. Trent's strengths in relation to quality assurance could provide
it with some ideas for encouraging innovations in planning, too.

Problem areab) Major data and information requirements especially for monitoring the
implementation of plans.

Example i. Reluctanceto use quantitative information, especially in some districts:
" In seeking to improve the quality rather than the quantity of the data it amasses
for planning, the region could develop some information systems and applications
appreciated by each tier for monitoring change and strategic progress.
Developments in clinical information systems will be particularly important.

It will

also be necessary to address the problem (a national one) of numeracy and
information use by managers, primarily through training.

Example ii. Lack of data for key strategic developments:

" Here we have not considered changesin depth, but should note that the
organisational and professional cultures and biasesin managementinformation
systemsmay need as much consideration as technicalities of data collection and
analysis.

Example iii. Difficulties in predicting and controlling activity levels:
" In seeking to work with stakeholder groups to enhancetheir appreciation of
strategic issues,it will be necessaryto make it worth their while especially in the
caseof clinicians. There is a system involved: achieving strategic objectives
requires participation of all groups both to the objectivesand the chosenroutes to
them; unless they value the concern for wider and longer-term plans, they will only
feel committed to a narrow part of the strategic plans which may be counterproductive, unless they are committed, the plans will fail and stakeholderswill be
disenchantedwith planning per se (as many are at present). The need to break into
this cycle and steerit in a positive way is therefore most important, and it is
towards this that the design and HSM approachesare oriented.
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Problem area c) Strong environmental influences and control problems

Example i. Problemsin predicting and responding to increasing demands on resources:
" The greater awareness of systemic characteristics, environmental influences etc.
will need to be developed consciously. A planner at Trent met during this research
was applying Checkland's soft systems methodology, and another intuitively took a
systems approach to much of his work, so this may not be too difficult to develop
further if the potential benefits are recognised.

Example ii. Conflicting professionaland mangerial values:
" The point at Step 5 about change management strategies is key. The problem of
professional resistance is a major one, which needs to be addressed very carefully
but not shied away from as often happens in the NHS (e.g. in the introduction of
quality assurance, and clinical budgetting).

A number of successful NHS examples

being
be
the
apparently
characteristic
could
adopted more generally, one significant
influence which can be exerted by 'champions' of involvement in managerial work
such as planning, from within powerful sections of the medical profession.

Problem aread) Integratinplans for different timescalesand levels, and e) and f)
observationsrelated to theories.

Example i. Approaches to reconciling region-wide plans for the strategic period.
by
implementation
issues
There
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"
are a number of separate
example,but a key one is that of implementing lots of separateparts of strategic
plans, (eachof which is subjectto interruption and diversion), while assessingthe
significanceof eachstrand to the strategic whole. Doing this at the appropriate
level of detail over a long time period and acrossmany levels, was only beginning
to be addressedby the work on the NHS corporate strategy, and it seemsthat this
overall complexity of strategic planning in the NHS may have contributed to the
present hiatus in developing the system further. However, the distinction of policy
aims and related serviceobjectivesin central planning guidelines is a helpful
contribution, provided that it incorporates appropriate degreesof autonomy. For
lower hierarchical levels, a mixed scanning / HSM type approach should develop
the capacity to relate current and local planning activities to the strategic whole,
which should improve their effectiveness.
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Insights into implementation relevant to the recommendations from Step 6, may be found
in: Candlin (1989), Lee (1988), Mushkat (1987), Eden and Huxham (1988).
To conclude Step 6, whether the changes to planning systems are major or incremental, an
iterative approach (regardless of its detailed steps) will better cope with changing situations
over time than a linear one. The development of tools and systems for monitoring plan
implementation continuously and instigating control action is therefore not a task to be
undertaken lightly; almost all of the examples discussed above indicate its complexity.
Some of the practical aspects of control for both strategic and everyday activities are the
focus of Topic 2, to be analysed in the next chapter, so we will not consider them here.

This completes our consideration of some issues raised by the implementation of changes to
the NHS planning system suggested in the analysis of Topic 1. Summing up, the changes
could be introduced as developments of existing practice rather than wholesale novel
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Foster et al., which we incorporated into the hard systems model, namely: a participative,
iterative and holistic approach to planning health care. If these characteristics are not
developed, there are many ways in which planning could be improved technically, by
increasing modelling and the setting of quantitative performance measures for example,
be
developments
HSM.
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not
will
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consistent
with
which
improvements to the rational comprehensive model if it is to be the basis for effective
planning in the NHS.
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4.7 STEP 7- WHAT IMPACT MIGHT THE CHANGED PLANNING
SYSTEM HAVE ON PLANNING IN THE REAL WORLD?

Steps 5 and 6 discussed what an NHS planning system modelled on the 'enhanced' HSM
might look and behave like. The implications of a changed system on some specific
examples from Trent of problems with the current system were explored. But what impact
might it have the NHS as a whole? How far can we generalise from Trent's experience?
One of the processes undertaken during the analysis of Topic 1 was to draw some more
general comparisons between a view of the formal NHS planning system, from a planner's
perspective, and the stages of the hard systems methodology, based on all of the available
data. Here we turn to the questions posed in making that comparison and, in a 'question
and answer' format examine how the answers might change if the planning system were
structured and operated on the lines of the 'enhanced' HSM.

1.

How well do actorsappear to understand the structure and behaviour of the system?

Original observations suggested that regional and district planners had a good grasp of how
the whole planning system works, including interactions and aspects of organisational
politics. More dispersed planning responsibilities and skills, which embraces a systemic
understanding of the planning opportunities, problems and context, should improve
understanding of structure and behaviour among a wider range of participants at each level
where it is applied. Training, and a visible commitment of higher levels not to override the
contributions of lower levels, would be most important.
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2.

Are objectivesand constraintsconsciously identified (and if so, what sort and whose?)

3.

What are the implications of this?

Earlier when asking these questions, the links being developed between individual and
organisational planning objectives through the individual performance review process were
noted (NHSTA, 1986). So too were the constraints on managerial action which arose in
particular from central policy changes. It is unlikely that changes in the planning system
within the present (pre-1989 White Paper) NHS structure could reduce the political
influence of the centre on the regions and districts, although it could contain some of its
disruptive effects. Awareness of such problems among civil servanst was observed, but
their impact on Ministers may be limited. A more robust and reflective approach to long
and shorter term planning could, however, better enable local planners and managers to
cope with the disruptions.

For example, they would be more aware of the constraints on the

feasibility of plans, and have more models available to assessthe impact of central (and
environmental) changes. The participative process should have exposed, if not resolved,
differences of interests and values of stakeholder groups.

4.

Is the 'triangle' of objectivesand constraints,measuresof performance,and
consideration of options in the HSM a core feature of the planning system too? If
not, how and why not?

The original comparison indicated that while this triangle is at the heart of the option
appraisal system (DHSS, 1987c), it is less central to other parts of the planning system, and
indeed is less appropriate for strategic planning to specify detailed options and targets. But
by incorporating the explicit identification of measures of performance which relate to
objectives, the HSM gives local planners and decision makers ready-made ammunition to
defend their plans in the face of new and uninvited options, or to make a sound case for
resources. If regions and districts had at least shown that they intended to apply these steps
for the strategies and shorter term plans for their component care groups, those developing
the NHS corporate strategy might have had more confidence in their prospects for
maintaining progress in the intended directions.
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What sort of modelling (in the sense of exploring alternative routes to objectives/
predictive analysis) appears to take place in the process of NHS planning? Does it
appear to lead to a re-examination by those involved in planning, of their
understanding of and assumptions about planning problems?

6.

How are the results analysed? and are such processes directly related to objectives and
measures?

The intial examination revealed relatively few signs of modelling especially at the district
level. The HSM-based approach would encourage a wider awareness of the potential
benefits from modelling at all levels, and an increase in skills. However, it is more
important to disperse an interest and confidence in simple modelling throughout the
organisation, as an aid to understanding and participation, than to seek more sophisticated
models. Several writers mentioned in Steps 5 and 6 have stressed this.

7.

Is the evaluation of any such models reflective, iterative? For example, might it feed
back into the description or objective setting phase if it revealed that some
Or
is the choice of
highly
or
constrained?
significant objectives seemed unattainable
options highly routinised, not allowing for iteration and reflection? Does
implementation/

evaluation lead back to the perception stage?

Under the current planning arrangements,iteration will frequently occur although not
necessarilybecauseit is regarded as desirable. For example, in short term planning, where
a unit's bids for resourcesfor desired developmentscannot be accommodated,the unit and
district may disagreeover how to choosebetween priorities and district objectivesmay be
re-examined or the unit may be told to re-examineits descriptive analysis ('how heavily
used are those clinics now?') with a view to revising its plans. The corporate strategy
suggestedthat regions (and by implication, districts) had not iterated or adjusted plans
for
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approval of plans by the DHA, RHA or DHSS,may force iteration if long or short term
plans are rejected.
Clearly the changedapproach would place greater emphasison iteration and reflection;
perhaps a direct link from HSM stage7 (evaluation and selection)back to stage3
(identification of objectivesand constraints) would reinforce this. An organisation which
has learned how to learn' (a concept from the work of Argyris, introduced in the next
chapter), would incorporate such processesover many different timescales.
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8.

How much attention is paid to implementation at earlier stages?

9.

How far is the implementation phasedesigned to be a learning process?

234
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Observations suggested that attention was limited, confirmed by the work for the corporate
strategy. Learning was primarily forced by constraints, and potential problems in
controlling implementation were often overlooked. The enhanced HSM would encourage
more involvement of planners in implementation, and of stakeholder groups in planning. It
should reduce the separation of implementation from the rest of the process whereby
planners can hand over unrealistic plans for someone else to deal with.
Some aspects of organisational learning and controlling implementation will be considered
in the context of Topic 2 in Chapter 5. Nonetheless, at the beginning of Step 2 we defined
the problem to be addressed by the HSM as 'implementing current NHS strategic plans, and
preparing for the next strategic planning round ...' and it is fair to say that so far we have
suggested changes which could only slowly affect implementation. Several writers in
addition to those mentioned in earlier sections have suggested routes to more effective
implementation - Mooney (1984) and Rathwell (1986) in health service contexts, and
Warfield (1983) and Bevan (1983) in more general terms.

10.

Could wider participation in planning at any stage be seen as desirable? If so, in what
ways?

Participation is rarely actively encouragedat present; consultation proceduresfor long and
short term local plans rarely receive much publicity unless they involve closuresof facilities.
While the new approach to planning would logically embracesome increasein
participation, like the above points this would depend on considerablechangesin
organisational culture and climate for many health authorities, and the centre does not seem
to favour greater participation in decision-making (although encouraging participation in
the actual work of caring). Factorscontributing to successfullocality planning, patient
participation in general practice and long-stay care,and some examplesof quality assurance
could eachprovide ideas for incorporation in the new model.
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To conclude Step 7, we have identified some potential 'improvements'

in the comparison

between observed practice and that which the HSM-based planning model is designed to
foster. So far it has only been possible to check the validity of these conclusions against a
small amount of data. It would be feasible to obtain some feedback about the suggestions
for change from people in the field, especially those from whom data were collected or who
have been involved in relevant activities. We will summarise and reflect on the
recommendations from this analysis, in relation both to the topic subject-matter and the
model application, in the final chapter.

Thus the main improvements which the enhanced HSM-based planning system is designed
to introduce to the existing system as it has been observed, are:
"

greater commitment to planning processes and outcomes, through dispersal of

planning and participative practice;
9

greater awareness of differences in the values, interests and objectives of

stakeholder groups, and therefore potentially more equity;
"

an improved capacity to monitor and control plan implementation through the
explicit identification of objectives,use of measuresof performance, modelling
of options and the effect of changing internal and external conditions;

"a

strengthening of the features which have been found to contribute to success
in strategic planning and implementation, on which the NHS was weak;

"

the incorporation of planning into the wider practice of organisational learning,
and a more holistic appreciation at all levels of the needsof staff, patients and
the community which the organisation can hope to satisfy.

Thesepoints will be relevant to the other performance related topics. The final step which
we explore in this chapter is Step 8, an initial evaluation of the modelling approach. Then
the two strands of output from Steps7 and 8- recommendationsabout the topic and the
methodology and models applied to it - will feed into Steps9 and 10 in the concluding
chapter.
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4.8 STEP 8- INITIAL EVALUATION OF THE APPLICATION
HARD SYSTEMS METHODOLOGY TO TOPIC 1

OF THE

Many of the same considerations apply to this step as to Step 7. The arguments of Rathwell
(1986) and Tomlinson and Dyson (1983) can be interpreted in support of the form of the
HSM-based model and the general modelling approach respectively. Here we will simply
pose the questions which were listed in Chapter 2, Section 2.6.4 which provide some criteria
for judging the 'success' of the modelling process more or less subjectively.

1.

Doesthe model shed enough light on the problem areasidentified for the topics to be
worth the effort?

Answer: a qualified 'yes', as the analysis was applied to a small number of examples. The
insights were greater in some cases than others; more detailed data, and further questioning
of those interviewed, could enable some more firm conclusions to be drawn, and practical
applications to be explored seriously.

2.

Does it shed light on the original key questions, colloquial concerns, noted in Chapter
1?

The colloquial question - remarking on the way that messy interconnections and surprises
featured frequently in the NHS - has been addressed from the viewpoint of planners who
have to work with these problematic features. The aim has in part been to make their work
more productive in spite of these features, which are always likely to characterise such a
large organisation. Imagining that the person posing this question was, say, a new junior
nurse, if we could use the structure of the new HSM to explain to them how some planning
problems are tackled and where they could contribute, it would prove its worth.

The key researchquestion - how are models used in policy making and implementation? has been answered in passingbut not on the basis of a comprehensivestudy. We noted
evidence from interviews that explicit modelling for decision-making (quantitative or
qualitative) did not take place when one might have expectedit, and considered that an
exploration of 'mental models' of policy makers would be interesting but difficult. This
question deservesto be posed again and given full attention in its own right, drawing on
other recent researchin various disciplines including systemsand policy analysis.
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3.

Does the model include all elements of the system deemed to be important,
and can

omissionsbe justified logically?
Answer: this is hard to assesssubjectively, it would be better to obtain a second opinion
and this too would rely on subjective judgements as to what was important. However,
earlier iterations have sought to develop the model (as in Step 5 and the verification and
validation processes). More consideration of how an HSM-based model can deal with
uncertainty, messes and politics is needed.

4.

Has the model operated at an appropriate level of complexity, detail, and hierarchy? If
not (thereby limiting the value of the outcome), could it be operated more
effectively at other levels?

Answer. It has been necessary to consider all major hierarchical levels, while trying to
adopt a generalised perspective of a planner at regional or district level - an ambiguous
perspective which would need to be disaggregated in a more detailed study. Similarly, the
amount of complexity considered was if anything too high for this study.

5.

Has the model reflected accuratelyenough the internal and external factors which
affect the system's output?

Answer. At the chosen level of detail, enough factors have been considered. Their accuracy
is hard to judge with mixed sources of data in varying quantities. It would be interesting to
give consideration to the rest of the factors conducive to effective planning identified by
Foster (see Step 5) in relation to the NHS planning system, for example, which would
require more data.

6.

Has the model indicated in a definable way what would happen if one did something
specific to the system of interest?

Answer. most of the indications have been fairly general but have aimed to link
interventions to specific examplesof problems, and speculateabout their outcomesbased
on the logic of the model and available data. The projected effects could, in somecases,be
modelled in more detail, especially with more data.
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7.

Are the conclusions logically and rationally derived from inputs to the modelling
process, as opposed to unsubstantiated analyst bias?

Answer: bias can never be discounted, especially as it is the analyst who chooses the inputs
here. Material from secondary sources has been used both to corroborate and probe the
analysis, and more material could usefully be employed to complement primary data.

This concludes the analysis of Topic 1 for Chapter 4. Some final conclusions are drawn in
Chapter 8 when Steps 9 and 10 of the analytical process are taken, and some links are made
between this and other performance related topics.
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CHAPTER S. CONTROLLING PERFORMANCE THROUGH
STRUCTURE AND PROCESS

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Chapter 5 is based largely on empirical material gained from questionnaires and interviews.
It examines NHS annual performance review processes as they operate nationally and
locally, and some of the uses of performance information within these processes, which are
far more concerned with structure and process than outcomes of care. Whereas the other
books,
journal
fairly
topics
material
secondary
are
performance-related
well supplied with
and conference papers, items from the mass media and from the NHS itself - the nationwide
annual review process is relatively undocumented.

Therefore, before developing a model

and applying it through the ten-step analytical process to some particular aspects of routine
description
first
five
from
Section
5.6
the
a
present
of
sections
performance review
onward,
the operation of the national annual review process and perceptions of its value, and some
key sources of data for control. Table 4.1, introduced in Chapter 4, is drawn on for reference
from time to time.
The comparative lack of published information about the annual review process might seem
been
has
been
for
has
it
in
the cause of
as
operation
about
seven
and
surprising,
years
expressions of considerable optimism.
Royal Institute of Public Administration

For example, opening his address to a joint DHSS/
seminar on 2 December 1983, Sir Michael Carlisle

(chairman of Trent RHA) said:

The Review processhas been described as one of the most interesting developments
in the history of the NHS. The recent Griffiths report refers to the Review process
...
as a powerful managementtool. ... we must assumethe Review processis here to
stay and I hope that I shall demonstrate that it offers the best hope for ensuring
progress is made despite all the caveatsand rather negative comments...The
introduction of the Review processbreatheslife into a system filled with empty
terms such as 'monitoring progress'.... (Carlisle, 1983).
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This chapter illustrates how perceptions of the process held by those involved, at each level
from the DHSS to districts, have gradually (and, we could say, grudgingly) become more
accepting. The review arrangements have changed more quickly, as the next section will
demonstrate. Perhaps the lack of documentation reflects several factors. The system's
frequent changes mean that detailed accounts would rapidly be out of date. Whereas NHS
planning can be discussed in the context of a considerable body of theory and comparative
empirical material, comprehensive performance review systems are less well supported by
theory and, it seems, comparative data. Perhaps the review system developed in England
does not have many parallels, and is an anacronism; or perhaps it is simply regarded as a
routine administrative procedure of little interest outside staff manuals. And as
comparatively few NHS staff are practically involved in review meetings and preparation, it
may not even excite much attention there.
Nonetheless, as a development contemporary with the undertow of the 'wave of
performance evaluation' noted in Chapter 1, the review process has played an important
part in accountability and control throughout the English health service in the 1980s. Its
role may change with the implementation of the 1989 NHS White Paper, as far as regional
and especially district health authorities are concerned, but is unlikely to become
redundant. Drawing on circulars and a few secondary references, but primarily upon data
obtained through questionnaires and interviews, we will try to assesshow far Carlisle's
hopes for the invigorating potential of the system have been borne out.
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5.2 THE ANNUAL

REVIEW SYSTEM - ORIGINS AND EVOLUTTO

5.2.1 Origins

Reference was made in Chapter 1 to the introduction of annual reviews of the English
health authorities following growing parliamentary concern over financial accountability,
lack of progress in policy implementation, and an increasing interest in the performance of
public services generally. Table 4.1 shows some important elements of the review system as
it had developed by 1988, and in this subsection we will consider some of the early steps in
that development, in chronological order. We will also note some key stages in the
development of performance indicators, because of their close links with the review process.

1981 Circular HN(81)4 'Health services development: review of the NHS planning system
The
document'
'Annual
consultative
proposes
review
region would
meetings.
-a
meet each of its districts at least once a year to review strategic plans, which should
be updated and amended as necessary, and, to settle priorities and action for the
future on the basis of the district's forward programme. The department would
hold planning review meetings with each region once a year to consider progress in
the development and implementation of strategy. ' (DHSS, 1981b).

1982 22 January. MI' Edward DuCann, in a parliamentary question, asks the Secretaryof
Statefor social serviceswhat action he proposesto take in responseto the
comments in the 17th report from the committee on Public Accounts about the need
for greater accountability of English health authorities to Parliament.
Mr Fowler replies (in a written answer):
'I am introducing new arrangementsto ensure better accountability for the NHS. I
believe that it is both desirable and practicable to securethe maximum delegation of
responsibility for the delivery of local health servicesto DHAs while at the same
time achieving true accountability from the district authorities through the RHAs.
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plans, objectives and effectiveness of each region with the chairmen of the regional
authorities and chief regional officers. The aims of the new system will be to ensure
that each region is using the resources allocated to it in accordance with the
government's policies ... and also to establish agreement with the chairmen on the
progress and development which the regions will aim to achieve in the ensuing
year. Successive reviews will thus enable ministers to measure the progress made
by regions against the agreed plans and objectives, as well as to determine action
necessary in the year ahead.
The new system will be established in 1982/3. My department is also conducting a
pilot scheme in one region using indicators of performance in the delivery of health
services. These will enable comparison to be made between districts... With these
arrangements I shall be able to hold RHAs to account for the ways in which
resources are used in their regions and for the efficiency with which services are
delivered. In turn, the RHAs will hold their constituent DHAs to account.
The reviews will concentrate on major issues, leaving DHAs with the primary
responsibility for decision-taking in providing local operational services within
agreed policies!

1982 March. Circular HC(82)6 'Health servicesdevelopment: the NHS planning system'
introduces the revised arrangementsfor NHS planning, including changesto the
review processenvisagedin the consultative circular in the light of the Secretaryof
State'sannouncement. RHAs are told to:
'... review district planning in the context of consideration of the district forward
programme. The RHA should compare the DHAs' progressand proposals with the
agreed strategy. They should take the opportunity to look into any apparent
discrepanciesbetween DHAs' standards of performance and to satisfy themselves
that the strategy is designed to tackle these. Matters requiring further comment or
explanation may often be resolved informally. Unresolved matters or any more
general issues,should be discussedat an annual meeting between the two
authorities and resultant action identified....
department is augmenting the existing interchangeson regional plans with a
the
...
ministerially-led review eachyear ... The department will discuss with eachRHA...
the necessarypreparation, so that the ministerial meeting cn take place against a
background of agreed relevant factual material identifying salient trends and issues.
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of fulfilling
them, but also with the ways in which resources are used throughout the region
and the scope for getting the best possible value for money. RHAs have an
important role in helping DHAs to evaluate their performance, in the light of their
contacts with districts and information flowing from, for example, Health Advisory
Service, Development Team and audit reports. ' (DHSS, 1982a.)

So the scene was set, ready for when the reorganised NHS structure took effect (as in March
1982 the DHAs were still only 'shadow' authorities). By February 1983 the DHSS told a
seminar of NHS treasurers that the first round of regional reviews had been a success,and
that district reviews by regions would follow a similar format - annual chairman-tochairman meetings with papers agreed in advance. In future, action plans would be
published after the meetings setting quantified tasks for regions to undertake. Simkins
(1983) reported that 'the department maintains that the reviews have not been one-sided
inquisitions but dialogues, and nobody at the seminar challenged this.... Performance
indicators [PIs, which had been introduced experimentally in half the regional reviews] are
an accountability technique on which a lot of work has to be done ... Already the initial 12
indicators chosen have been found to give unreliable results, and a much larger number of
indicators have been introduced

There was also evidence of a will to make the review
...

system work'.

Further positive assessmentsfollowed - in the seminar mentioned earlier, Carlisle referred
to the proceedingsof district review meetings as incisive, numerate, the preparation having
useful self-appraisal value for DHAs, leading to many taskssuccessfullyperformed despite
over-ambitious timescales. He warned of somepotential pitfalls - pre-meeting 'officer
collusion', an abrasiveand dictatorial rather than self-help atmospheredeveloping, PIs
being used to draw inappropriate conclusionsor not being properly developed. (Carlisle,
1983)These,however, were outweighed by many advantages,some of which were also
perceived by another speakerat the seminar, a DHA chairman from Mersey region which
had piloted the district review process.(McNamara, 1983). He welcomed the prospectsfor
greater accountability, but felt the processchosenwas a 'manifestation of a growing
centralist tendency', undermining the responsibilities of DHAs as the chairman's role
brought them closer to the officers and isolated them from HA members. Greater clarity on
NHS managementresponsibilities, central policy priorities, resourceavailability, local
health needsand 'consistencyof purpose at regional and national level' were required
before the review system could achieve its objectives. Further prerequisites were
organisational stability, and a solution to the basic dichotomy between the concept of
...
clinical freedom and resourcemanagement' which perpetuated the lack of accountability of
doctors. McNamara identified some issueswhich have subsequentlybeen widely debated
that the review system must becomean integral element in the total NHS managementand
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be resisted; and that commitment, co-operation and partnership were required for the
review process to help health authorities provide the best possible care.
Unfortunately organisational stability was not to be granted. We will note some more
changes in management and review arrangements between 1984 and 1988, before
considering perceptions of the relations between tiers and the changing content and value of
reviews.

5.2.2. Evolution, 1984-1988

The Griffiths report on NHS management recommended that following the introduction of
general management the accountability review process should be extended right through to
unit managers. The process was seen as
development which provides a powerful management tool. But
a
good,
recent
...
the management task is so demanding and continuous that, without moving in the
direction we are recommending, it is difficult to see how this process can be
sustained effectively given the other pressures on ministers and senior officials.
The review process needs to be extended beyond districts to units of management,
particularly the major hospitals, and it should start with a unit performance review
based on management budgets which involve the clinicians at hospital level. Real
output measurement, against dearly stated management objectives and budgets,
should become a major concern of management at all levels. (DHSS 1983, p. 12).

In June 1984the DHSSrequired health authorities to commenceimplementation of the
Griffiths report's recommendations,to be completed by the end of 1985. During this period,
little progresswas made in the involvement of clinicians and the development of
managementbudgets - indeed, progressis still patchy. However, as the district review
processbecameestablished(and someindication of the issuescovered in 1985-6will be
given in the next subsection),attention turned to unit performance too. Information is not
available about the precisepatterns of unit review adopted, but many districts appear to
have developed a more informal and continuous approach rather than the once a year (or in
a few regions, biannual) formal meeting which districts have with regions. Of the nine
regions giving full replies to the 1986questionnaire described in the next subsection,the
1985/6 annual reviews referred to formal unit reviews in only one (Yorkshire). At least in
the early years of general management,senior district officers (and occasionally DHA
members)may have met with unit managersseveral times a year to discuss progresson
plan implementation, capital schemes,clinical policies, budgetary and manpower control
and the like. A few units have extended the annual review approach down to departments,
such as Derbyshire Royal Infirmary's'ARP' which we will meet later in this chapter. As
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quality management - are devolved, it seems likely that where district-unit reviews occur
they will concentrate on policy-related areas, and the involvement of clinicians will be
particularly important.
Turning to the organisation of the review meetings, a pattern of agenda-setting has
developed in many places where the DHSS, region or district invites the organisation being
reviewed to submit agenda items of their choice, although this is often limited to a few
items or non-contentious issues. Agendas inevitably have tended to be too long, including
many complex and very important issues; pre-meeting clarification of the nature of
has
be
informally
items
to
those
the
cannot
resolved
and
restricting agenda
which
problems
come to be seen as desirable rather than stage-management. District and regional reviews
have nominally involved health authority members as well as chairs, but this involvement
has remained under-developed (Ham, 1986).
Follow-up from annual review meetings has a number of forms. An action plan is generally
for
detailing
tasks
the
district
health
to
the
agreed
chairperson,
authority
regional or
sent
lower tier and dates for their completion. (Early problems of action plans not being
have
been
)
by
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deadlines
to
them,
the
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seem
on
until after some of
received
The action plan is usually presented to the health authority, who may also be kept informed
about its implementation.

Once ratified by ministers and chairs, regional action plans are
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seems to have developed, especially in those regions or districts where a non-judgemental
and learning-oriented culture has grown; this will be discussed in the next subsection.
There is usually a mixture of in-year progress reporting, discussions between functional
heads at different levels (which also takes place more generally especially between planners
NHSMB
heads
in
between
treasurers
members).
appropriate
a
region,
and
regional
and
or
Exception reporting has become common as the number of tasks has grown and managers
have accepted that unless the following up of review tasks is manageable it is of little use.
Some regions are developing computer-based monitoring systems for internal or interactive
use; as with planning, patterns of regional intervention and assistance to districts in
accomplishing tasks vary. Other forms of in-year monitoring have developed in the past
few years which complement the review and planning process (to be discussed in Section
5.4). Performance indicators have been used in the review process since its inception but
are of little value for in year or unit-level monitoring.

For severalyears FPCshave been subjectedto a rudimentary performance review by
ministers and civil servants,and a small packageof performance indicators has been
developed. This processis likely to becomemore thorough and effective as the role of FPCs
as managementbodies changes;so far, some FPCshave been far more proactive than
others. For example, Cheshire FPC and Mersey RHA have experimented with a service
assessmentof FPCsat the sametime as the region reviews the Cheshire DHAs. The aim is
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authority services, and to explore means of using RHA resources such as the supplies
service to improve FPC cost-effectiveness. (Hospital and Health Services Review, Nov.
1987, p. 279).
In 1986 the regional review system changed quite significantly, as Figure 5.1 indicates.
Instead of a single meeting between a minister and regional chairman (supported by a fai'ly
small team of civil servants, and senior officers and RI-IA members respectively), there are
now two annual review meetings. It had been difficult to find time to cover operational as
well as strategic issues in the accountability-oriented

ministerial meeting, so with the advent

of the NI-IS Management Board a separate 'performance review' meeting between Board
members and RGMs and senior officers was established.
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Figure 5.1 Evolution of the annual review process (after Mills, 1987.)

Becauseof the timetable for short term plans, meetings held early in the year tend to focus
on the STPabout to commence;later onesrefer to the latest out-turn reports of the previous
plan. The 1986pairs of meetings tended to be rather poorly linked, with inconsistent
agendas,often spread out over a long period or in some casesnot all held. In somecases
the ministerial review precededthe performance review. In 1987efforts were made to link
them more effectively, and the retitled 'managementmeeting' with the NHSMB and
subsequentministerial meetingswere supposed to be closer in time. Of the nine replies to
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two meetings were at most four months apart, many being closer; and most action plans
followed in four to six weeks.
There were apparently some changes of emphasis between the first few performance
reviews in 1986 and later ones, partly related to the stage of the planning and outturn report
cycle and the growing interest in Pls. The general intentions for the new performance
reviews between NHSMB members and regional officers in 1986 were:
in
to
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a constructive way, the contribution of short term programmes
towards strategic goals, and the potential long term effects of problems in
delivering short term plans (including the identification of potentially crucial
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energy savings and managementissues. (Sources:Mills, 1987;Fahey, 1986;
personal communications.)
Five of the 'new style' reviews took place around February 1986,with the rest in the
summer. Reflecting on the extent to which the first year's performance reviews had
achieved some of theseobjectivesthe NHS director of financial management,Ian Mills,
concluded that they had revealed too much ignorance about the processesby which
(and
ultimately strategic) objectivescould better be met through improved
operational
financial control. While both regions and the DHSS had becomemore aware of whether or
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not planned savings had been met, this was often too late to take action where there were
problems; and successful routes to savings were not necessarily understood. It was of
increasing importance to improve knowledge in this area as most service developments for
the foreseeable future depended on cash released through efficiency savings and income
generation. Thus a 'more vigorous approach to in-year monitoring' was needed, to increase
control within and between NHS tiers, and to turn 'the short term programme into a more
dynamic management tool' (Mills, 1987). Subsequent developments in in-year monitoring
of income and expenditure are described in Section 5.4.
Ministerial reviews were now supposed to focus on strategic and political themes and major
issues arising from the more immediate concerns of the management meetings. However,
that this distinction was not always dear was revealed by responses to the 1988
questionnaire which showed that two respondents felt that there was little difference and
that the ministerial review did not concentrate on strategic issues. To anticipate Section 5.3,
two regional respondents' observations suggested considerable deviation from the intended
purposes such that. one felt the meetings had not been very different in purpose although
there had been an intention to make the ministerial one more strategic; another felt that
while there was a difference of purpose, the ministerial review had been as focussed on
details as the NHSMB, but on details of interest to the minister. These observations may
reflect ministerial style as both these views came from regions reviewed by Tony Newton,
then minister of state; however, other regions he reviewed felt the two meetings had been
focussed as intended. Clearly there are many individual and organisational factors which
contribute to perceptions of the purpose and value of such review processes. The
behavioural issues which such questionnaire responses hint at will be explored a little
further in the next subsection, together with other observations about the 1987/88 reviews
of regions and districts.
Having indicated to regions in 1986 that the DHSS performance indicators were to be used
in the context of other agenda items, the analysis of which they informed, the NHS director
of planning and information technology told regional and district general managers that in
1988 PIs would again become an agenda issue in their own right. Their developing role will
be discussed in 5.4, but here we will note the apparent desire during 1988 (when, it will be
recalled, the prime minister's review of the NHS was still in train) to place NHS

performance on a more public agenda. A booklet showing national variations in PI values
had been published and was being publicised by the secretaryof state in the national and
local press. General managerswere to present a report to their health authorities and MPs
explaining the authority's position in the national rankings over the past four years
including the indicators for 1986/7. Regionswere required to prepare such an analysis
prior to their performance review. (Meanwhile, the prime minister's review team had set
civil servants the task of using the Pis to identify the 'ten best districts', which turned out to
be far from simple even if regarded simply as a technical experiment).
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ended, as the chairman of the new NHS management executive, former RGM Duncan
Nichol, announced in March 1989 that agendas would be cut to four or five items the key
ones being public health, acute services, and quality of service. Possible changes in the
short term planning arrangements, the availability of a limited set of PIs based on Körner
data and preparation for the implementation of the White Paper are likely to alter the
system further.
This section has addressed the developments over time of the arrangements portrayed in
Table 4.1, which reflects most closely the position in 1988. A recommendation in the
corporate strategy report (discussed in Chapter 4) was for strengthening the planning and
review systems so that management objectives and responsibilities were clarified, strategies
were oriented towards local needs, and the realism of both objectives and strategies could
be kept under review. Was this a realistic recommendation? In the next subsection we will
look in more detail at the areas covered by the review process and some of the perceptions
of the value and purpose of annual reviews held by managers from different NHS tiers.
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5.3 PERCEPTIONS OF THE ROLE AND VALUE OF TIE REVIEW
SYSTEM

The views of a regional and a district chairman introduced in Section 5.2.1, while both being
enthusiastic about the system in its early stages, hinted at some of the problem areas which
are perceived differently from the regional and district perspective. For example, Carlisle
(1983) did not seem to share McNamara's concern about what is now widely seen as an
issue of crucial importance - the need to control clinician activity in order to control resource
use. As regions still hold consultant's contracts while districts bear the brunt of the effects
of their spending decisions, (and units are, effectively, their employers - see Barrow, 1985)
the review process offers a forum for the development of a shared appreciation of this
potential problem area, which could be explored by each inter-level review cycle in turn.
The risk of stage management which Carlisle feared has turned from a vice into a virtue, as
the need for thorough and constructive preparation before meetings, with an openness
about agenda items and attempts to minimise paperwork, have made meetings more tightly
focussed. It appears too that they have become less 'abrasive and dictatorial' in many
regions, with districts having less reason to complain about items being sprung on them
without warning. This does not always apply, however, as in interviews with regional staff
instances were recounted to me when the region was lambasted by a minister with a 'bee in
their bonnet', and another region structured a review discussion so as to lull the district side
into a false sense of security before putting them firmly on a very awkward spot. The action
plans or letters following regional and district reviews can convey something of the
atmosphere which prevailed in the meeting, although more recent ones which I have read
tend to be generally more conciliatory.
Turning to another of Carlisle's fears, of the inappropriate use of PIs in reviews and other
contexts, it seems his warning has been heeded. Regions such as Trent have explained quite
fully the way they use PIs, as has the DHSS in its development of the PI expert system. We
will return to PIs later in this chapter.

McNamara's (1983)concern about the marginalisation of DHA membershas in someways
been confirmed. While Hambleton (1986)was optimistic that reviews could become'an
arena for fruitful exchangeand dialogue ... in which the balanceof power might be tilted
away from officers and towards members' (p.64), both McNamara and Ham (1986)were
concernedat the limited role DHA members played. (Ham's concernswere addressedto a
number of other areasof member activity since the introduction of general management
too.)
A seriesof articles in the Health and SocialServicejournal in 1985reflected the views of
three managersfrom the regional, district and unit levels in the Mersey region as the system
evolved, but before the full implementation of general management. (SeeWood, Scaifeand
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Barrow, each 1985). They illustrated both some common problems borne out by
observations from this research, and the extent to which regions, districts and units have
evolved their own approaches to performance review over the past few years. Mersey was
in the vanguard of regions employing a performance review officer per se, and later
contributed both a widely-used training package on quality assurance and potential direct
inputs, through a secondment of a senior officer to the NHSMB, to central developments of
the review process. A Mersey district has written about its incorporation of complaints by
patients into review evaluations (Watson and Davies, 1989), and other practical solutions to
problems of implementing performance-related tasks may be diffused through the NHS by
a variety of routes (as the analysis of Topic 4 in Chapter 7 begins to explore).

Basedon his experienceLen Peach,the former chief executive of the NHS management
board (NHSMB), expressedthe view that:
the different tiers of management are increasingly accepting responsibility for
helping resolve problems which they have highlighted or focused attention upon
during a review. I know that my colleagues and I came away from the six
management meetings we have attended so far this year with a clear sense that
identifying the challenges facing individual RI-lAs was not enough: we [the NI-IS
management board] shall have to play our part in helping them tackle the
problems. This year there has been a demonstrable change in our relationship with
be
defensiveness
the
to
can
which
regions with a willingness
eliminate
characteristic of these meetings -a sign of an increasingly mature management
style. (Peach, 1987, p. 214).

Before looking at the opinions of regional officers on several similar quotations about the
maturing review process,we will turn to a survey of the content of reviews in 1985-6.

5.3.1 1986Annual review questionnaire

As mentioned in Chapter 1, in August 1986a questionnaire was sent to the 14 English
regional general managersseekinginformation about trends in the processand content of
regional and district reviews, especially the use of performance indicators and attention to
quality assurance.A copy of the questionnaire form is at Appendix A. Regionsrather than
districts were contactedbecauseit was felt they would be better placed to comment on the
review processat eachlevel. Also, compared to districts at that time, they had experienced
fewer recent changesin senior staff and it would be easierfor them to obtain documents
about reviews over the past year or so. All of the eleven respondents sent one or more
regional review action plans, for 1985and/ or 1986. At that stageonly four had had both
the performance and ministerial reviews; some had not had an regional review at all yet in
1986while others had only had the ministerial one. The action plans from regional reviews
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produced after performance reviews they were not public documents. (One region did
send a performance review action plan for 1986, but as it was the only one it has been
considered separately if particularly pertinent. )
Ten of the eleven sent district review action plans too, for all or most of their districts. A
total of 121 action plans (Al's) were received out of 191 districts in 1986 (the eleven
responding regions covering 142 districts). Some were for reviews in 1985, as the 1986
round had not yet been held in several regions. One region later sent copies of its 1987
action plans too, and where these revealed developments of interest they are mentioned
separately.
Initially the regional and district action plans were scrutinised primarily to assessthe extent
to which issues related to quality of service had been raised. At the same time as this
questionnaire was sent out, a separate one was sent to an officer in each region known to
have quality assurance as part of their responsibility.

That survey aimed to obtain

information about the role played by regions and districts in the development of QA
activities. Replies were received from 12 regions; the results will be described in Chapter 6.

Through direct questions,or from information contained in the annual review agendas
(where sent)and action plans, the information set out in Figure 5.2about performance
monitoring in general and the review processin particular (Figure 5.3)was obtained. It
must be rememberedthat becausean item was not obviously included in an agendaor
action plan, it does not mean it was not discussedor is not an issue of concern.
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Figure 5.2 General issues about performance evaluation processes discussed in 1985/6
regional and district reviews.

Figure 5.2 illustrates the extent to which the review process was used by ministers to ask
regions, and by regions to ask districts about organisational and managerial aspects of
performance. Of the eleven regions from which replies to the 1986 questionnaire were
received, ten sent information about their reviews of districts from which this bar chart and
Figure 5.3 are derived. In the analysis of district review action plans it was noted where a
region asked all of its districts about a particular issue. In the case of the six referred to here,
a small minority of regions seemed interested in obtaining information about an issue from
all of their districts but most discussions were district-specific.
frequently raised with districts, multi-organisational

Of the issues most

collaboration (often in the context of

care in the community) was discussed with most districts in three regions, but with a
minority of districts in six regions and not at all, apparently, in one region. Seven regions in
turn were asked about this by ministers. While it was perhaps not surprising that such
managerial issues were more likely to be discussed at district than regional reviews it was
interesting to note the apparent absence of discussion at regional level about crossboundary flows of patients and/ or finance.
In addition to the data displayed in Figure 5.2, in the questionnaire 65% of regions reported
having informal review systems or meetings with districts during the year, outside the
annual review meeting. The questionnaire asked whether districts held formal reviews of
units, but although only one replied 'yes', regions may not have had full information about
this.
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pass through, once the
eight performance-related topics were selected the plans were scrutinised again and each
occurrence of a similar topic in a regional or district AP was recorded. It should be noted
that this was a subjective classification, based on interpretation of action plan items which
vary considerably in detail (although sometimes it was possible to augment this with
knowledge of regions or districts gained through interviews).
To gauge the significance of the topics overall, the number of regions which were called to
account on them by ministers was recorded. So too was the number of regions in which the
topics were discussed with one or more districts according to local priorities and relevance.
This is considered to be an adequate indicator of the importance of topics, rather than
adding up the number of districts whose Als mentioned it, and the former implies more
systemic significance. Even if the chosen approach reflects regional preoccupations, or
pressure from above, this is still of interest, whereas the latter option may only indicate that
a district was performing well or badly enough in relation to a topic at the time of the
review and in comparison with others in the region, for this to be recorded in the action
plan. It is not possible to tell from the material available whether the item was initially
placed on the agenda by the minister, region or district, but it is the reviewer (minister or
region) rather than the 'reviewee' (region or district) who draws up the agenda. Although
there are generally many items which both sides would have wanted to raise anyway, items
placed on agendas by reviewees are usually few.
The aim is to obtain an impression of the general importance of the eight topics with those
who shape the review process, at the time of the 1986 annual review meetings, or if these
had not yet been held, the 1985 ones. Where a region raised a topic with all of its districts,
this was noted in the analysis; only in the case of Topic 1, strategic planning, did a

substantial number of regions (7 out of 10) raise it with all of their districts. The 'popularity'
of that topic at both levels was unsurprising as plans had recently been completed. The
results of the analysis and classification by topics are set out in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 53 The importance of the eight performance-related topics in annual reviews,
1985/6.

Under Topic 2 were classified action plan items relating to financial and manpower control
and performance indicators (PIs), the latter being the subject of a routine question to all
districts in several regions. Although PIs had been used by the DHSS in preparing for a
As
few
in
the
them
the
to
there
action
plans.
of
regional
references
number
reviews,
were
corporate strategy indicated to the NHSMB, if not publicly, there was serious concern at the
centre about the inability of regions to deliver strategic plans (and see Mills, 1987). Thus the
prevalence of items in reviews at both levels which related to our Topic 2- control of costs,
manpower, workload - was to be expected. Many of these items are part of the
management accounting framework described in Section 5.4 and are now being monitored
compensate
between
This
for the time lags which will always be a
reviews.
regularly
will
characteristic of the PIs, and the likely impact of such changes in control processes is
explored in the later sections of this chapter.

I

Interestingly, although action to improve quality of care (Topic 3) only seems to have 'taken
off' in the last two or three years in most cases, it was a popular review subject five years
four
in
regions it was raised with all districts. Some of the items may have been
and
ago
by
on
agendas
reviewees who had been developing local initiatives and were keen to
placed
make these known. The context tended to be a complimentary rather than critical one;
ministers were encouraging regions to publicise the positive aspects of their services, and
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programmes. There were very few expressions of concern about the quality of clinical or
nursing services.
Of the four topics analysed in Chapters 4-7, Topics 1,2 and 3 were raised most frequently in
regional reviews, and were among those of consistent concern to regions when reviewing
districts too. Topic 4 however ranked relatively low in both sets of reviews; consideration of
outcomes of care was actually less common than the bar chart suggests, as although seven
regions raised matters such as infant mortality and readmission rates they only did so with
a handful of districts altogether. The very limited attention to outcomes of care emphasises
the potential value in understanding this topic more fully, as there is clearly a need for
regions and districts to find ways of assessing this dimension of their performance if the
health service is to maximise its effectiveness. The action plans did reveal a number of
developing
local
the
nationwide outcome
of
some
of
problems
schemes,
and
experimental
measures. These points have informed the analysis of Topic 4 in Chapter 7.
The apparent difference in significance accorded to waiting lists and times in regional and
district reviews could suggest that ministers raised them with the three regions with the
from
high
have
the
them
allocations
relatively
received
greatest problems, as each of
waiting list fund established in 1987/8. The more 'blanket' regional concern to raise this
lists
discuss
been
have
districts
to
they
with
asked
may well
with
was not surprising as
them prior to the establishment of the waiting list initiative.

Of the references to subjects

classified under Topic 8, planning for health, at each level most were related to national
for
WHO
'Health
few
instances
in
immunisation,
the
a
or
such
as
and
policies
vaccination
All' campaign, rather than local strategies for health promotion.

This suggests DHSS

interest in top-down control.

It was particularly difficult to separateissuesof health care effectivenessin meeting the
health needsof different groups and individuals, from the politics of health. Indeed, when
the consideration of value for money and resourcecontrol are brought into the picture, as
have
be
here
Topic
to
6
identified
the
topics
can
seen
most of
performance-related
well as
links with the politics of health as decisionsare made about the allocation of scarce
in
between
Although
attention
of
amounts
competing claims.
not receiving equal
resources
reviews, this analysis of the 1985/6 annual review action plans has indicated that the seven
topics apart from Topic 6 are either. sufficiently problematic to merit the attentions of a
systemsapproach;or are apparently neglecteddespite the concernsof the wider public - in
fruitfully
be
for
to
them
the
put
again
a
systems
approach
case
may
provide
which
means
on the performance agenda. The 'politics of health' may be a limiting factor to the progress
which can be made in implementing any changesto the performance evaluation process
which this systemsmodelling suggests.
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While the issues raised in reviews reflected problems of understanding the effects of
changes in different parts of the system or its environment, and co-ordinating resources and
activity, the nature of the action plan items in many cases might encourage a narrower
concentration of effort on controlling one particular service or aspect such as costs. In the
analysis of the content of the annual review action plans, items which could be regarded as
related to one of our eight topics were the primary interest, together with the general points
items
Figure
5.2.
While
the
the
of
of
mass
which these
proportion
whole
on
represented
became
it
during
the
the
action
plans
process of analysing
represented, was not calculated,
clear that the topics included the most significant areas of general concern. Some
indications of changes in the role of the annual review process as a vehicle for performance
improvement are considered next when we look at the results of a second questionnaire.
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A further questionnaire was addressed to regional general managers in the spring of 1988,
which aimed to obtain a picture of some changes to the review system since the 1986
survey. The questionnaire is reproduced at Appendix B. The questionnaire was sent to the
10 of the 11 regions who had replied to the earlier one, and who had agreed to be contacted
again. Nine replies were received, the tenth region having had a very disrupted review
cycle in 1987/8. Those completing the questionnaires were one regional general manager,
five planning managers and three operations / administrative managers. One respondent
only completed the questions on the operation of regional reviews.

lnions.

The questionnaire ended with six anonymous quotations from two (of the relatively few
available) references about the review process, with which respondents' agreement or
disagreement was sought. The levels of agreement which respondents expressed with the
six quotations about the development of the review process - from strong agreement to
strong disagreement on a five-point scale - can be linked to their comments on their recent
experience of that process.
There was strong support for the first statement, that:
a) [The annual review procedures] ... provide an arena for exchange and
dialogue [enabling] higher levels within the system to move away from
generalised policy statements towards the development of differential
guidelines which are more sensitive to local circumstances. (Hambleton, 1986,
pes).
In terms of the relevance of action plans to regional concerns, four felt this had increased,
two perceived little change, and two disagreed - one of whom criticised the DHSS for a
'focus on irrelevant or insignificant issues' and an obsessive concern with one particular
service development. Regions were asked if they had experienced any difficulties carrying
out the action plan tasks from their 1987/88 review. Only two said 'yes', one of whom gave
details - there were too many (16) major items, to be reported on in depth in a short time
with 'few senior officers involved capable of coordinating action on these specialist items';
the review function would probably be high priority among the organisational changes
when a new RGM took up his appointment.
b)

Nonetheless, most agreed that:

for
RHAannual
review
meetings
are
now
providing
opportunities
useful
...

DHSS as well as RHA-DHA

policy discussions. (Hambleton, 1986, p. 152).
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accountability upwards:
c) Annual review meetings between ministers and regional chairmen ... have
provided a valuable framework and discipline for ensuring proper
accountability,...

[although]

their scope has necessarily been limited. (Mills,
...

1987).
While four agreed with this and one agreed strongly, another disagreed, and two neither
agreed nor disagreed.
The views on the new review format of linked management and ministerial review
meetings were mentioned in Section 5.2.2, which were to the effect that the intended
differences in purpose and content were sometimes hard to discern. However, most
reponses to quotation d) suggested that ministerial reviews did have a strategic rather than

short term focus. The quote was:
discuss regions' long-term goals for reshaping
might
ministerial
reviews
...
their services...They rarely look at the changesauthorities are planning each
d)

year to achievethesegoals or how problems in delivering short term
programmes affect the feasibility of long term objectives. (Mills, 1987).
One felt that the ministerial review did not have a strategic focus, and disagreed with the
quote; another who felt the same about the ministerial review nonetheless agreed with the
quote.

Regionswere asked if the format or conduct of district reviews had changed(or was
changing in 1988). Sevenagreed,and few felt this was related to changesin the regional
review process. The sorts of changesmentioned included common ownership of the
process,constructive, sharing issuesall year round, more collaborative style, more of a two
had
been
There
less
discursive,
some
process;
more
specific,
action
meetings.
way
oriented
changesin processtoo, clarifying agendasand functional issuesoutside the review
meetings,using a common databaseto reduce arguments about statistics. These
observationsmust be kept in context - they are regional views about a processover which
they still exercisecontrol. An RGM who also plays a fairly active role in higher level
activities commented significantly that 'the changesare a result of a learning process. The
accountability systemhas undoubtedly generatedgreater acceptanceby districts of the
region's formal monitoring role'.
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quote e):
e) [on regions' reviews of districts] The process of managerial accountability is
being tightened up in a very real way. In some regions this has led to a critical
reappraisal of the traditional relationship between regions and districts and to
regions adopting a higher profile approach. (Mills, 1987).

There was a high level of agreement(apart from one strong disagreement)with the
quotation that
f)

has concentratedtoo much on the
the
process
performance
review
...

financial and staffing inputs and paid too little attention to serviceoutputs or
quality of serviceissues. (Mills, 1987).
Although we noted that the 1986 annual review survey revealed interest in quality issues in
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It would be fair to conclude that while theserespondents,who were all closely involved in
the review process,had their individual preferencesand dislikes, they were relatively
had
the
that
in
process
the
review
quotations which suggested
strongly agreementabout
becomemore effective and constructive with time. However, the future direction suggested
by two final views from the regions (given in their questionnaire responses)illustrates the
less
become
for
to
or
corporate,
the
more,
either
annual review process
perceived potential
levels:
local
diminishing
learning
its
the
more
at
value
while not
The accountability review processhas had fundamental changesfirstly in effecting
the relationship between DHSSand managementboard/ RHAs/ DHAs with a
stronger managementline developing and it has brought valuable discipline into
our processof monitoring performance.'
Theformal systemis of decreasingvalue as less formal RGM to DGM
accountability reviews are developed. There is no sign that the NHSMB to RMB
reviews are on a corporate basis as far as the NHSMB is concernedor on a
managerial rather than a political pressurebasis!
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Procedures.
The questionnaire also sought some information about other performance monitoring
procedures or data collection tools which may have been introduced over the past few years
been
had
develop.
The
indeed,
there
to
central
pressure
outcome of these
which
procedures would have been expected to inform the review meetings, while being operated
primarily for the benefit of regions' continuous monitoring and control of their own or
districts' performance. Some examples cited will be discussed in Section 5.4.
All of the regions said they monitored districts' cost improvement programmes in-year, for
internal use and, in four cases,for report to the DHSS (and while this questionnaire was in
circulation the DHSS made this a requirement).
All regions required in year reports from districts on progress in implementing district
short term programmes. Seven regions produced periodic reports during the year on
progress in implementing the regional STP either to the RHA or regional management
board (RMB). One specified that this was on an exception report basis, and it is likely that
this applied in other cases too. Only one replied that such reports were submitted to the
DHSS. Although this could account for the views of those working on the corporate
strategy in 1986, that the department had been surprised at the problems which regions
DHSS
fact
interviews
in
in
their
staff
with
achieving
objectives,
were experiencing
had
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that
department's
to
that
regions
the
satisfy
primarily
suggested
concern now was
be
did
They
to
require
reports
not
generally
established effective monitoring procedures.
submitted upwards provided that the issue was not too politically sensitive or complex.
However, regional liaison officers would keep a more or less close eye on regions which had
special problems. These points will be discussed below.
All regions reported routine use of performance indicators, both to provide RHA members
(as
information
inputs
they are only produced
to
the
annual
review
process
and as
with
in
district
In
PIs
to
specific areas, as
used
monitor
performance
some cases
annually).
were
targets and triggers for exception reports. These and various in-year monitoring devices are
being integrated in some regions to form a corporate monitoring system which may be
based at district level and feed up to region (including experimental computer networks in
North West and North East Thames), or region-based and for regional access only, either
manual or computerised as in Trent. Such systems were in very early stages of
development when these questionnaires were administered.

An examination of the ministerial review action letters and plans from the 1987/8 reviews,
obtained through the 1988questionnaire, bearsout the impressions of some respondents
that their focus is not solely strategic. Clearly these meetings had deliberately followed up
some discussionsin the managementmeetings, usually on issueswith strategic implications
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relating to the
implementation of strategic plans - especially priority service developments, and nurse and
other manpower planning and training. Most references to quality assurance were in the
context of the introduction of QA strategies at regional and district level.
As well as raising some points which were primarily operational (and perhaps included to
reiterate their importance) - cost improvement programme and STP in year monitoring, for
example - some ministers did seem to focus on areas of personal interest. Edwina Currie
was particularly thorough and searching on health promotion and disease prevention,
raising issues beyond the central initiatives. Many of the references to this topic
concentrated on practical achievements rather than the more general interest in policies of
the 1986 APs.
Of our other performance-related topics, there were only three items which directly related
to outcomes of care - Edwina Currie asked a region about condition-specific indicators, and
to include outcome measures in its QA strategy, and Tony Newton mentioned the high
levels of avoidable mortality in another. The increase in interest at the centre in the use of
outcome assessment is apparently a very recent development and cannot easily be
disentangled from the NHS Review and White Paper 'Working for Patients' (HMSO, 1989).
The flexibility of plans, and coping with uncertainty, were not mentioned explictly even in
those tasks related to preparations for the next strategic planning round, although the
robustness of plans was implicit in concerns about manpower supply. And the 'politics of
health' was even less of an issue in 1987/8 than in 1986 - apparently few discussions of
then-current news issues such as resource allocation, power struggles of the London
teaching hospitals, and service reductions for example.

5.3.3 Someinterim conclusionson the annual review process

Table 4.1 indicates the form of the annual review processin 1987/8; if the rapid rate of
changeof the previous years is representativeit will continue to change. The views of the
respondentsto the 1988questionnaire suggestedthat someof the early animosities felt by
those whose performance was being reviewed have now disappeared,at least at regional
level. The role of reviews seemsto be regarded as necessaryand relevant to the post
Griffiths NHS. In turn, many regions claim that their relationship with districts has
developed into one more conducive to learning than bickering, although districts might not
all agree. We have little information about the district perspective,and still lessabout the
units' views. On the other hand, as the review system provides links in the chain of
accountability from unit to the DoH and Secretaryof State,it might not be too naive to
assumethat if regions, ministers and the NHSMB take a constructive rather than
judgemental approach, regions have nothing to lose by being firm but fair with districts,
and so on down.
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But is it possible to say, from the information available, that the
review process has
progressively contributed to the improvement of NHS performance? At this stage it is
perhaps safer to conclude that the process is unlikely to have caused its deterioration.

It is a

pity that the proceedings and outcomes of regional review management meetings (for
example, follow-up letters or RHA papers) are not readily available, as we could then see
the use to which reports on operational issues, routine monitoring and the like, are put. The
separation into management and ministerial meetings has gone some way to ensuring that
those at the centre raising issues of local detail - the NHSMB - have the experience,
information and support to enable constructive discussion rather than argument about 'the
facts'. In the next section we will look a bit more closely at some important sources of
information for these review meetings, which also play a major part in the in-year
monitoring of performance towards short and long-term objectives, of value at each NHS
level. This may help us assessthe capacity of the service to attain those objectives -a matter
of some doubt to those developing the NHS corporate strategy.
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5.4 PERFORMANCE INDICATORS AND CONTROL DATA

At points in earlier chaptersas well as in this one, referencehas been made to various tools
for performance monitoring and evaluation - performance indicators, in-year monitoring,
out-turn reports, the Körner information systemand so on. Somehave already been
described, so here we will look at how several of the major sources of information about
performance mentioned on Table 4.1 are used in the planning and review processes. We
(PIs),
indicators
is
DHSS
the management
the
consider
made
of
performance
use
will
which
accounting framework (MAF) and in-year monitoring of income and expenditure, and
(briefly) the central waiting list initiative.

5.4.1 DHSS performance indicators (PIs)

We noted in Section 5.2.1 that the 1982 annual reviews in some regions had included the use
of performance indicators which were under development in the Northern RHA. They
attracted a certain amount of criticism (for the poor quality of data, inaccessible format in a
large book, for example) and, while being used in all regions in 1983, a joint group from the
NHS and DHSS (the JGPI) was set up to develop a larger, more comprehensive and userfriendly set of indicators.

The impetus for the development of PIs camepartly from the demand in 1981from the
Public Accounts Committee for greater accountability in the NHS. Another important spur
Authorities
Chapter
Inter
John
(introduced
Yates
in
1),
the
the
of
up
work
set
was
who
Comparisons and Consultancy (IACC) at Birmingham University to make indicators based
on routinely collected data available to health authorities and hospitals on request. The
IACC PIs covered a wide range of clinical specialtiesand individual long-stay mental illness
and mental handicap hospitals and were accompaniedby commentaries,attractively
presentedand making effective use of computer graphics.
The DHSSPIs have becomemore user-friendly, with the packageissued in 1985(basedon
1983/4 data) developed for the BBCmodel B microcomputer (which was also used for the
IACC indicators). The indicators from 1985on have been structured in a tree form which
enablesusers to explore the data in as much detail as they require (although raw data is not
accessible).The software is accompaniedby a clear handbook which is readily updated
(DHSS,190a, b). The PIs are basedlargely on routinely collected data - hospital activity
analysis (HAA), hospital activity returns (SH3),non-medical manpower censusfor example
by
data
However,
some
specially
augmented
collected.
as the JGPImade clear (JGPI1985),
-
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service adequacy, access,quality and treatment outcomes - and this development and
research could usefully be undertaken in conjunction with the development of a new set of
indicators to be based on the Körner system of health service information.
Other problems with the early PIs were summed up by North West Thames RHA in a
booklet to districts aimed at encouraging their use especially by clinicians. They felt that PIs
were here to stay and would be used seriously by the Department, and identified the
following major shortcomings:
"

the absence of any theoretical framework, leaving the purpose, potential and
problems associated with PIs unclear;

"

the PIs did not reflect differences between teaching or non-teaching and urban
and rural districts, or the number, type and size of hospital facilities and
Services;

"

nor did they reflect the significant variations in the characteristicsof the
populations servedand the complexity and severity of casestreated;

The region concluded 'The approach taken by the DHSS is currently narrow yet potentially
unlimited.

Narrow in that only the extremes of performance will be highlighted, leaving

the vast bulk of the service ignored. This can mean that attention is focused onto selective
aspects of hospital resources and activities, excluding the appropriateness and quality of
health care, the performance of surrounding primary health care services and, crucially, the
impact of the NHS on the population's health. ' (North West Thames RHA, 1984).
Many of these criticisms were accepted by the JGPI, and steps taken to address them in the
1985 package. A major shortcoming which has continued even with Körner is the lack of
data and indicators on community services, which is a handicap to the use both of acute PIs
and especially those for services for the mentally handicapped, ill and elderly for whom
care in the community requires monitoring at least as much as care in hospital. Attempts to
facilitate assessment of qualitative aspects of care not readily captured by activity, financial
and manpower returns were made by including a number of checklists for good practice in
the 1985 PI package. While being less open to scrutiny by higher levels (or CHCs and other
representatives of patients), such checklists at least avoid the appearance of slavish attention
to numbers and inappropriate use of statistics collected for other purposes.
Thus with the issue of the 1985 DHSS PI package to districts and regions, a mass of
comparative information was at the fingertips of anyone who was interested (once they had
obtained the relevant hardware -a printed set of the tables relevant to the authority
concerned was supplied for those without it). Planners and information officers, and to a
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district's or region's position on over 400 indicators with those of other authorities in the
region, similar sized districts, nationally and so on. New sets of disks are supplied
annually, with some new indicators and additions to the manual - although there have been
some very long delays between the end of the data-collection period and the issue of Pls.
Initially, lack of data meant some indicators were not available for all relevant authorities or
specialties, but over the years since 1985 the data have become more accurate, sets more
complete, and time series and clustering facilities are now available. Some indicators are
standardised for population characteristics.
The fears of some managers, trade unions and pressure groups that the PIs would be used
punitively, seem to have been largely unfounded - indeed the DHSS stresses that the
indicators must be interpreted in context, and their accuracy reflects the attitudes and skills
at local level in dealing with information which is often essential for their own benefit
regardless of the DHSS. However, the expression of such fears is significant if people inside
and outside the health service actually want to see more effective planning and monitoring they are equivalent to blaming the messenger for the content and accuracy of the message,
Performance
interpretation
is
the
the
to
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of
one
may seek challenge
when what
indicators need to be seen as just that - indicators, not proof of failings or targets to be aimed
identifying
They
for
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of
some
way
an
accessible
are simply
at.
starting point
enquiries,
potentially interesting aspects of local services. How have PIs been used since 1985?
The 1986 annual review survey described above, revealed that indicators were raised by
most regions with their districts. This varied between a standard agenda item requiring
districts to describe their local use of PIs, to regional analysis of 'outlier' PI values (in the top
or bottom 10% or 20%) or all PIs for some or all districts, as a pointer to potential
performance problems. In the preparations for its 1986 annual reviews Trent RHA, for
example, discussed with each district the reasons for, and implications for action of, groups
of related indicators where the district's values in comparison with the rest of the country
were outliers (personal communication).

The region accepted that outliers could have a

number of causes and implications, and an assessment following most of its 1986 reviews
revealed the following breakdown of causes:
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"

outliers explained by errors in data and/or definitions used (10% of cases);

"

outliers which were accuratebut no longer applicable or problematic, because
of subsequentservicechanges(20%of cases);

"

outliers which were accurateand still applicable, and where appropriate
remedial action was in progress (30% of cases);

"

outliers which were accurate and still applicable, but which the district had
little power to remedy e.g. because of externally-imposed manpower
constraints. In these 20% of cases,criticism of the district would be

inappropriate;
"

outliers which were accurateand still applicable, and which the authority had
not investigated or sought to resolve (20% of cases).

In the case of the final category, the instances were concentrated in a small number of
districts and suggested, as other studies of PI utilisation have, that the approach taken by
districts to the use of management information is as varied as the performance revealed by
that information.

Trent and other regions have approached the issues this raises in a variety

of ways: seeking to improve the technical accuracy and scope of the indicators, to develop
analytical skills and techniques at region, district and unit levels, and examining their
potential as indicators of the effectiveness of specific service changes over time.

This latter aim raisesan important point about focussingon outlier PI values. As many
commentatorshave remarked, Pls may tell users how they compared with other service
providers over a period of time, but they do not in themselvesindicate the objective
'desirability' of particular values. Relatively high costs per inpatient casein a specialty in a
district may be a consequenceof having an unusually complex mix of cases;It may be
regarded as desirable and inevitable to clinicians, and undesirable to accountants. The
district may even be expecting to experiencean even more extreme PI value, if it is also
trying to treat patients in the community as far as possible and only admit them to hospital
if care at home is impossible - in which case,PIs which remain in the middle 80%of values
may suggestthat this policy objective is not being achieved. More detailed critiques of the
PI approach have beengiven by Brotherton (1984)and Birch and Maynard (1986).
The DHSSperformance indicators have continued to evolve; as well as a version to run with
a spreadsheeton IBM PCs,an expert system was introduced with the new performance
reviews in 1986(Payling et al, 1987). This was initially developed to assistthe NHSMB in its
review preparations, where a relatively comprehensive analysis of performance for each
region was desired which identified extremesof performance and actual or possible
explanations. Drawing on the knowledge and Judgementof those who developed the PI
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management consultants built a set of logical rules to be integrated in an expert system
'shell'. This computer programme can draw on the mass of data in the PI database,
identifying outliers and searching for particularly significant combinations, then producing
a descriptive textual report.
While not embodying much more 'expertise' than that which a skilled health service
information officer, manager or community physician would bring to their analysis of local
PIs, the expert system is a potentially useful tool for those concerned with a large number of
health authorities and many aspects of their performance - primarily the DHSS and regions.
The database it draws on has incorporated data from the IACC PIs, but (at least initially) it
did not include unit-level data. Nor does it include any new information about local
locally-collected
it
interpretations
the
suggests;
range of
conditions which could enhance
data may generally be more relevant and timely for monitoring attainment of regional or
district targets. It can be used interactively; although when demonstrated to me it appeared
to be of limited help to users new to the PI system while providing little extra to those
already experienced with using PIs. However, the model is readily enhanced with new
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point
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analysis and informed interpretation.
Since 1987 the DHSS has issued a rudimentary set of performance indicators for family
practitioner committees. In the light of the gradual development of the review process, and
more rapid recent changes in the management roles of FPCs, it is likely that the set will
doctors'
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current
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grow
lists and remunerating doctors. However, although the sets of indicators issued in 1987 and
1988 included some related HCHS indicators for comparative or information purposes, until
1988 at least the work on the two sets of indicators had been as separate as the
administration of their services.

The 1988annual review questionnaire (describedabove) revealed a wide range of usesof
PIs by regions, which reflected their expectationsof district use too. During 1988
issuing
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were
performance
latest set of indicators to regions and districts, the department published a booklet (DHSS
19880explaining some key PIs for a wider audience,illustrating the rangesand trends over
four years of some PI values nationally. Districts were asked to 'carry out an analysis of the
setsof indicators from 1983/4 to 1986/7, and present a commentary on the results to
authority members ... (which) should highlight progress over time, and identify those main
areasrequiring further investigation. Copies of the booklet with a commentary should also
be made available to members,of CHCs and local MPs' (DHSS1988c,e). Regions were
districts
did this, to provide an analysis of the indicators for their
their
to
ensure
asked
regional reviews 'and to indicate whether they are satisfied with the variations acrossthe
region and with progress in addressing "poor" indicator values over the time period for
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which indicators have beenavailable.' They were also to provide a commentary basedon
this analysis to RHA members.
Comparisons of performance over time has been interrupted by the change to PIs based on
the Korner minimum data set, which came into effect in 1987 (and for community services
in 1988). In preparation, lengthy deliberation and consultation about the content of the new
PI package took place, culminating in a report to the DHSS in December 1988 (Health
service indicators group, 1988) and the issue of the first (far from complete) set of new
indicators in July 1989 (DHSS 1989a). The new indicator set incorporates the IACC PIs, and
includes some indicators of outcomes (including 'avoidable mortality', discussed in Chapter
7; DHSS 1988a), and developments are continuing towards the production of district
profiles based on the new data. It is too early to know whether the new set will arouse
similar criticisms from users as the old system. So far, as with the early years of the former
DHSS PIs problems have included poor quality data, varying between authorities; and the
time lag in producing data and indicators for community services has not helped the
monitoring of community care policy implementation.
The preparations for the new indicator set included a large-scale survey of the use of PIs in
district health authorities (Jenkins et al 1987, Jenkins 1988). Their findings suggest that
technical barriers to their widespread use have been overtaken by behavioural ones. Most
district general managers, planners, information officers and many DHA chairs could be
counted as 'users' (actively seeking information from the DHSS or IACC PI packages on
occasions other than the event of their publication).

But half or fewer unit general managers

and senior managers, consultants or CHC secretaries could be counted as active users (even
including those who sought information from PIs via other users). Only about a third of
users said that Pis influenced their decision making, tending to use them reactively and not
learning more than they had already expected. Many managers claimed that the indicators
were not relevant to their management style, and tended not to use quantitative data in
general. Although many users felt that the accuracy and quality of PI data was getting
better, inaccuracies in data was still the most common criticism, and the tradition of arguing
over detail rather than substance persisted in many districts who felt that their region used
indicators in a negative way. Other 'worst features' were that indicators were out of date,
liable to misuse by others, slow to use and access, difficult to understand or to compare like
with like, lacking in measures of quality, and too highly aggregated where hospital level
was needed (this applies more to the DHSS than IACC indicators). The most frequently
reported uses were in service changes - expansions and developments as well as reductions
and rationalisations - and in reviews at unit, hospital or specialty level.

A strong casefor greater training, or wider use of the expert system,is suggestedby the
finding that few users were able to consider the inter-relationships between severalPIs,
although it is rarely possible to use single indicators in a meaningful way (Best,1983).On
the other hand, the more expert users would benefit if the new indicator system enabled
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colleagues concluded that the presence of an enthusiast, of high status, was an important
factor in encouraging the active use of the available data by a range of people in their real
life work - decision making and action. As Yates had found in his early work on long-stay
hospitals, relevant statistics were often available but were not used, and in our analysis of
Topic 2 later in this chapter we will explore some of the conditions which may encourage
the proactive and constructive use of PI data at local level.

5.4.2 The managementaccounting framework (MAF) and in year monitoring of income and
expenditure

Table 4.1 refers at several points to the management accounting framework, which forms a
link between different NHS levels. Introduced in 1985, the MAF also links short term plans
and the annual review process, and work which was until recently underway at the DoH
aimed to develop a 'planning data set' which would further integrate short and long term
planning and programme budgets (DHSS, 1988i op cit. ). By establishing common data
collection and reporting requirements, districts could monitor their own progress with plan
implementation, regions could readily aggregate reports from their districts to obtain the
regional picture, and the Department could compare regions' performance and obtain an
overall picture as required.
The Department had hitherto been relatively slow in developing such monitoring systems,
relying largely on year-end out-turn reports and Pls which, depending on the time of year
for regional reviews could be a year or more out of date. In spite of the succession of central
interventions in aspects of NHS management efficiency, a number of investigations by the
National Audit Office between 1984 and 1986 drew from the Department its apparent
unwillingness or inability to effect control over the services for which it is accountable. (See,
for example, Public Money, 'Can central government manage the National Health Service?'
anon., June 1987, pp. 37-46). Questioned by the Public Accounts Committee, on several
occasions members of the NHS management board and civil servants claimed that once
general management was fully established, or more sophisticated information systems were
developed, then some areas of control or needs for firmer guidance to the service could be
met. Limits would still apply where professional practice, social mores or the wider
environment were significant factors, as in the cases of medical and nursing manpower
planning, or take-up of preventive medicine procedures.

NHSMB member Ian Mills (1987)emphasisedthe need for greater understanding at central,
regional and district levels of the mechanismsfor monitoring and the components of control
operations, a need which the MAP could help to meet. And in the past two or three years
the determination of the centre at least to ensure that local monitoring and control were
more effective, seemsto have been strengthened. More frequent and less aggregated
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system, upon which the MAF is now (and PIs will be) based; the effective use of information
technology has been encouraged through the development of national and local strategies
for information management. (The impact of the 1989 White Paper Working for Patients'
on these developments is not yet clear. )
The views expressed by DHSS civil servants interviewed for this research indicate some
organisational tensions invoked by the exercise of more direct central control implied by the
proposed introduction of formal in year monitoring.

The suggestion that this contradicted

the aims of relatively autonomous but accountable general management, was denied. The
centre's desire for continued involvement was seen as natural to the exercise of political
and managerial roles, although the NHS management board was hoping to leave
monitoring to the regions in due course - probably. The time for regions and the
Department's Regional Liaison (RL) division which direct monitoring would take up, has
led to a pattern where the centre requires to be satisfied that regions have systems in place
for monitoring districts. They do not need to pass on the results of that monitoring, or may
only do so on an exception basis. Where ministers have set fixed targets (such as the dates
for implementation of cervical cytology screening), RL may require detailed accounts of
progress and (in return for 'protecting' regions from undue demands from ministers) do not
accept excuses about circumstances beyond beyond regions' control.
However, it is not clear what the penalties for failure are - apart from penalising managers
through the recently-extended individual performance review process. This is essentially a
management-by-objectives approach, linking the managerial achievements in agreed tasks
with a grading scheme, performance related pay and the renewal or otherwise of fixed term
contracts. Unfortunately

space precludes a fuller discussion of the IPR system, but it is

clearly a relevant factor in the general trend towards closer monitoring of performance. The
draconian sanctions used in the past against health authorities who refuse to implement
policy - the imposition of direct central control and suspension of the health authority - are
less appropriate if the failure can be directly linked to managerial incompetence.

Thus the introduction of direct quarterly monitoring of income and expenditure by the
DHSSin 1988(DHSS,1988d)ran counter to an apparent reluctancein parts of the
Department to take on more direct central involvement. However, it was stressedto me in
interviews that only information which the Department was actually going to use would be
sought -a professedtrend for future data requirements. The overall NHS budget is cash
limited, and within it there are strict limits on carrying spending forward and virement
between revenue and capital. Nonethelessin 1987/8 the HCHS revenue spending exceeded
the adjusted plan by £390million, in 1988/9 receipts from land saleswere £57million less
than anticipated (SocialServicesCommittee 1989),and the National Audit Office had
expressedconcern at the NHS overspendings in 1987and 1988. The introduction of in year
monitoring by the NHSMB directorate of financial managementwas therefore not
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altogether surprising particularly in the light of the ongoing NHS review. The objective',
RGMs were told, 'is to inform the management board of how the income and expenditure
position is developing in-year, the reasons for change and any related management action.
This formal monitoring arrangement does not replace the need for RGMs to keep the
Department up-to-date on service and planning issues as the year progresses.' Regions are
required to submit completed forms by the 15th working day of July, October, January and
April showing cumulative variances from revenue planned income and expenditure. The
information required is based where possible on the integrated planning statement for the
short term planning process, and therefore draws on the MAF. A supporting report with
the forms is required, to include details of variances from the planned capital and joint
finance position, any significant uncertainties or problems in particular districts and their
implications for activity levels.
Districts in turn have been required by regions to report their quarterly position (as the 1988
annual review survey found, many regions had already introduced some quarterly
monitoring reports), and in some regions units report their position to districts each month.
The quarterly reports are of varying value as predictors of potential overspending; the first
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5.43 The waiti Laglist initiative

The waiting list initiative (WLI) introduced in 1987 (through which earmarked funds are
allocated to regions for schemes to reduce waiting lists and times, based on bids from
districts) is unusual in that it directly links achievement of targets with the provision of
resources to the organisation. The fund has grown from £25 million in 1987/8 used to treat
99,000 extra in-patients and 44,000 out-patients, to £30 million planned to treat 110,000and
80,000 in- and out-patients respectively in 1988/9.1989/90

allocations are £25 million for

general bids, and £6 million for the 22 worst districts mentioned below. As the scheme has
developed, monitoring and reporting has become tighter from the centre and where
schemes are failing to deliver their intended improvements the funds are liable to be
switched to other schemes which had not initially attracted money. This partly defuses the
discontent expressed in some quarters that the WLI has rewarded poor performers, while
districts which have made successful efforts to keep waiting lists shorter have to bear the
expense themselves. The DoH view is that this is a fair comment, but it is more unfair on
patients to suffer from this particular aspect of poor performance.
The most recent development is a special task force, plus a small allocation from the fund, to
help those districts with the worst waiting time problems explore them fully. The efforts
directed at these problems in part reflect their complexity (spending money to reduce lists
tends to lead to even faster growth of lists); despite the positive feedback effects, the
initiative has cleared some major bottlenecks and forced clinicians and managers to pool
their skills and influences in the common interest of obtaining extra funds as well as
improving services. The initiative's growth also reflects the importance of waiting lists and
times in the public's perception of the NHS and, to some extent, the crusading influence of
John Yates (Yates, 1987). It is an interesting example of the way in which a multiorganisational health service problem area has slowly come to be addressed in a relatively
systemic way.

Full details of the initiative are given in the 1989memorandum from the DoH to the Social
ServicesCommittee (SocialServicesCommittee 1989).
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5.5 ASSESSING THE STRENGTHS OF NHS REVIEW AND EVALUATION

The picture painted by this chapter so far, and by parts of Chapter 4, has been one of
This
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planning
and
review
and
gradually
has been largely driven by the DHSS/DOH, and the response of health service managers is
likely to have been influenced by attitudes to rational planning and control outside the NHS
and by changing culture within the health service. Furthermore, as many managers at each
NHS level now receive performance-related pay, they have an additional interest in
increasing their influence over the attainment of objectives. To a certain extent these
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local) service objectives, which allow some managerial discretion over the routes to
implementation. This distinction is an important one as it separates at least partially the
political and practical/ rational domains. This makes negotiation, modelling and
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management style and the review system 'matured'.

A senior civil servant interviewed for

this research said he 'didn't know how we managed without the review system before
1982'. From a rational point of view we may assume that linking the annual review and
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We also noted the view of a regional manager that the formal review process could lose its
importance for region: district monitoring in the face of more effective informal and ongoing
had
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He
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that
retained
reviews
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their essentially political role. There are strong vested interests in the perpetuation of the
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something
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planning processes to justify their existence, undertaking roles that the DoH could not cope
with for all DHAs. McNamara, from the DHA perspective (1983), saw the integration of
planning and review as necessary, but that it brought dangers of greater central control.
There is no objective answer to this; even if we can assessits impact quantitatively,

the

desirability of a system will vary depending on the interests and values of the person
observing it.

Planning and review have certainly come considerably closer sinceHam (1985)noted their
separatedevelopment, as Table 4.1 illustrates. The annual review system and the various
tools which were discussedin Section5.4 could be used in new ways if devolution and
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exercise drew together a number of changes in thinking and action at the centre, and
proposed developments in the organisational culture as well as management practices.
These proposals appear to have had influences at each level, which included an element of
'normalisation of relations' because of rather than in spite of the annual review process.
Unfortunately we only have partial information, largely about the ministerial reviews of
regions and the views of regions about the performance of districts. Clearly annual review
meetings alone cannot identify and correct problems which threaten the attainment of long
or shorter term objectives. However, we do also know something of the potential offered by
tools such as the MAF for more continuous monitoring and control of and by the lower
levels.

Severalearly commentatorson the review processwere of the opinion that it had the
potential to direct attention towards: decreasinginequalities and meeting local health needs,
improving quality of care and customer relations, and monitoring health care outcomes.
However, in the rest of this chapter we will explore someexampleswhere in spite of the
annual review process,managementaccounting framework and so on, some structure and
processaspectsof performanceseemto be difficult to control. We will develop a model for
coping with some of thesedifficulties which, although from within the hard systems
paradigm, is sympathetic to behavioural concernsand, like the planning model in Chapter
4, can be reflective and participative.
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A SYSTEMS MODEL TO ENHANCE PERFORMANCE THROUGH
STRUCTURE AND PROCESS:INITIAL ANALYSIS OF TOPIC 2
5.6

5.6.1 Introduction -the context.

In the rest of Chapter 5, we turn our attention from performance review and control
activities operating throughout the NHS at the instigation of the DHSS/ DoH, to focus
mainly on an example at the hospital level. However, the model to be developed can be
applied from the national policy context to far more parochial concerns.
Topic 2 probably comes closest to the common view of what 'performance evaluation' is
about; for example, Anthony's (1965) 'management control' whereby managers obtain and
use resources efficiently and effectively, in pursuit of their organisation's objectives.
Following the common ten-step process, the analysis contains some basic building blocks
for those explored in other chapters, both in terms of concepts and health service evaluation
procedures. The model used here is a control loop with a difference; it draws out the
relationships between control and organisational learning. The concepts both of 'nested'
control loops and double-loop learning have been applied to organisations in a variety of
ways for some years (see, for example, Ashby, 1956; Hofstede, 1978,1981; Cantley, 1981;
Argyris and Schon, 1978). In Chapter 2, simple control loops primarily applied to machines
and the self-control provided by cybernetic models were introduced.

Some writers have

made ambitious claims of the power of the latter model not only for complex machinery but
also as an arrangement of structures and processes for effective control of human activity
systems including whole organisations. We will meet a highly developed version of
'organisational cybernetics' in the next chapter; the model applied in this chapter is less
comprehensive and may approximate more closely to Jackson's (1986) 'management
cybernetics' (and see Flood and Carson, 1988, p. p. 96-101). However, in this application we
will attempt to address some of the limitations which Jackson and Hofstede have noted of
this simple cybernetic analogy.

Fayol, Mintzberg and others have included control as an essentialaspectof managerial
work. In spite of its benefits, the annual review system seemsto have had only a limited
effect on the controlled implementation of health authority plans and government policy
aims. Contributing to this problem area as it was described in Chapter 4 were the relatively
low use of the DHSS performance indicators, particularly by general managersand
clinicians, and the divergence of acute hospital activity from local planned levels and central
policies. Theseproblems in turn reflect, as suggestedin the thumbnail sketch of Topic 2 in
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which lead dayto-day management to be dominated by relatively short-term trade offs which can be a
diversion from longer-term (and often ambiguous) objectives. Robb (1984) stresses the
value of cybernetic principles for 'practising managers who have defined targets to hit and
who use the measurement of performance to monitor their achievements' (p. 21). He
suggests that appropriate attention to feedback is of special importance if incremental policy
implementation is preferred to dramatic and disruptive swings, and that cybernetic control
confers such an advantage (ibid. p. 11; and see the example provided by Argyris and Schon,
1978, pp. 1-3). Certainly in the NHS we can discern some major changes in policy over the
past six or so years which are not unconnected with the apparent failure of the service to
make progress in implementing long-standing policies gradually, such as the 1989 NHS
White Paper as a vehicle for internal markets and management budgetting.
Developments such as the introduction of in-year monitoring of income and expenditure,
the centrally-funded
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proposed 'planning data set' may be expected to preclude the selective attention to
performance data which Robb describes. However, taking waiting lists for NHS treatment
as an example (which continue to lengthen in spite of the initiative), it seems that these
control mechanisms are not operating as intended, over the short term. This does not bode
well for longer-term plan and policy implementation.

Here we will focus primarily on these

short term concerns, recognising the longer-term implications of control problems.

We will examinea simple model which can representboth control and organisational
learning in organisational contextsof two or more levels. We will seehow this could help
NHS managersand policy-makers in the design of usesfor performance indicators (seenby
Best,1983p.64, potentially 'both as a meansof prescribing desired performance,and as
tools for holding managersaccountablefor achieving that performance'). We will also
consider the use of such a model in designing routine monitoring of structures and
especially processes,and even in the approach to policy making. We will imagine that the
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to learning, to be used in different ways depending on the context.
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general model.
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Both the model and its application are highly simplified here. Partly this reflects the mode
of analysis - at a distance from most of the problem areas now. It also a desire to keep the
model as simple as possible, so that it is adequate for some initial experimental applications,
primarily as a framework around which to structure possible more detailed modelling. We
have seen that there are a variety of arguments for and against the use of cybernetic
analogies in human activity systems. It is felt to be important not to become bogged down
too early in such debates provided that the initial experiments to be described here, satisfy
the general criteria applied to all of the topic/ model analyses.
Figure 5.4 illustrates this framework; it is partly derived from the nested control loop model
feedback
basic
Chapter
2
(1987).
In
Blunden
Hughes
the
and
of
components
and
of
feedforward control loops were introduced, together with some examples of management
applications of control theory and cybernetics. We noted there some criticisms of machine
and biological analogies applied to control in organisations, but concluded that there were
occasions when the sort of control loop depicted here could help us to understand the
Figure
health
influences
and
control.
evaluation
service performance
on,
operation of, and
5.4 attempts to represent two key elements of effective control of complex and purposeful
organisational activities such as those of interest in this NHS performance-related topic.
First, that the objectives and options available to operational levels can be constrained/
in
terms of
by
higher
levels.
And
that
as
outputs
as
well
secondly,
organisational
shaped
have
inputs'
been
'primary
('primary
delivered
health
that
outputs'
care
various aspects of
transformed into), there are also 'secondary outputs' which are of interest to the attainment
of objectives. These are the forms which 'secondary inputs' - the parts of the system which
do the transforming - are changed into in the process of their actions.
For simplicity, the figure suggests that two higher levels operate on the 'health care
providing'

level; however, this is an artificial distinction.

One can imagine that the

providing level represents direct patient care - clinical or support departments; the goalfor
hospital
in
team
example;
processes
represent
unit
management
a
activities
choosing
and the district health authority level (itself constrained by region and DoH) sets overall
fact
in
lower
levels.
All
take place at
the
these
constrain
which
could
objectives
of
processes
one level, as departmental or ward managers are involved both in controlling physical
inputs and routine patterns of practice, and in taking decisions about configurations of
skills, team development and so on over the longer term. Thus the hierarchy which the
diagram depicts need not represent large organisational divisions, but can reflect the
complex range of roles operating even within the work of an individual.

The example of a

unit-wide review process which we will consider shortly encompasses these internal
strands, within a hierarchical structure which sets the overall parameters for unit policy and
action.
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The second key element which the diagram attempts to encapsulate is that the
ways in
which delivery of care is planned, objectives are set and the less tangible aspects of direct
patient care behaviour, can themselves usefully be treated as inputs, targets or objectives.
On the diagram these are represented by the items in capital letters and square parentheses.
Processes of reflection on practice, the way the organisation and its parts deal with conflicts
and undesired performance outputs, and other components of organisational culture,
behaviour and values - all are relevant to 'success' or 'failure'. They are parts of what
Argyris and Schon (1978) refer to as the organisation's 'learning model'. In this chapter we
will look for instances where the way in which the health service learns from performance
assessment outcomes is as important as the assessment processes themselves. We will
examine several assessments of structure and process to see what contribution
improvements in organisational learning could make to performance assessment and
Schon
(op
by
for
link
Argyris
The
is
this
cit, pp. 2-3):
and
case
made
control.
making
well

Organizational learning involves the detection and correction of error. When
the error detectedand corrected permits the organization to carry on its
present policies or achieveits presentobjectives,then that error-detection-andcorrection processis single-looplearning. ... Double-looplearning occurs when
error is detectedand correctedin ways that involve the modification of an
organization's underlying norms, policies and objectives.(emphasisin
original. )

In the rest of this chapter we will explore the link further.

5.6.3 Step 1 feedbackcheck- can this model be applied in the 'standard' way?

Recalling the list of points set out in Chapter 2, Section2.6.2setting out the basic
requirements for our modelling process,we can sum up the purpose of the present analysis
as being to suggestimprovements in somebasic performance control procedures which are
relevant to the organisation's capacity for double-loop learning, as well as its
responsivenessto (and if necessary,robustnessin the face of) demands from higher tiers.
We are more interested here in the structures and processeswhich produce health care
outputs and outcomes,than in those products themselves.
This application differs from the way the other topics are analysed. While the hard and soft
systemsmethodologies are divided into stageswhich can be grouped in terms of their
diagnostic, design or implementation roles, and the viable systemmodel can also be applied
in this way, the present analytical tool is a model rather than a complete methodology. As
such it could be used as a component within a methodology, but here a number of roles for
the model are simply demonstrated as the major tool within our ten-stepprocess.

Controlling performancethrough structure
and process - 281We are certainly interested in using the model in the management of change, in terms both
of changes in performance and in the practices of performance evaluation. Although
cybernetic control frequently has as its purpose the maintenance of stability, it is also has a
key part to play in controlling the pace and direction of change. This model will also
encompass some of the factors which establish such pace and direction.
We can confirm from the checklist, therefore, that our control model is intrinsically suitable
for the application we have in mind, and proceed to Step 2.

Controlling performancethrough
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5.7 STEP 2. DESCRIPTION OF TOPIC 2. AND CONFIRMATION
MODEL CHOICE.

OF

5.7.1 Description of Topic 2.

Here we will take the double-loop learning and control model set out in Figure 5.4 and
imagine it as a continuum from a purely learning' mode where the significant inputs,
outputs, targets and objectives relate to improving the organisation's capacity to learn;
through a middle range where as well as everyday control of operational activities,
managers are interested in developing organisational learning skills; to a situation where
cybernetic adjustment of inputs in response to error signals requires little in the way of
reflection on the control process. The three examples which follow illustrate three similar
points on this continuum in an NHS context, and this chapter goes on to develop the latter
two in order to assessthe implications of applying some cybernetic principles to complex
performance related activity.

Application at the national policy-making level.

First, Figure 5.5,a simplified version of our basic model, illustrates the changes(1,2,3)
through which policy for the care of people with mental illness could be seento have passed
since the NHS was established. It suggeststhat in spite of a common underlying objective
of meeting the mental health needsof the population, there have beendramatic changesin
the sort of care provided - and there are likely to be further changes. The driving force is
not primarily changesin patterns of illness, but changesin society's perception of them and
the ways that theseperceptionsare translated into delivery of care. Sadly, many of the
hopes which each new policy hasbrought as they have been introduced from the centre to
the local NHS level, have not been realised.

Controlling performancethrough
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Figure 5.5 Performance control and double-loop learning:
changing objectives of services
for people with mental illness.
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structure and process - 284 If the model were applied in 'control' mode alone, the process of failing to
attain policy
objectives would continue. New facilities may open and old ones close (although many of
the same patients may remain), but it is quite probable that many people would feel
disappointed at their impact. It is suggested here that progress towards meeting peoples'
mental health needs would be given a major boost if before the next shift in policy direction,
some effort was expended in examining what lessons could be learned from earlier practice.
These lessons would not be concerned with the technicalities of policy implementation, but
with the extent to which policies assumed the existence of shared values at different levels,
what sort of outputs or outcomes should trigger examinations of managerial behaviour, and
so on.
In other words, the processes which operate when policies for services for those with mental
illness are made and implemented seem to need attention in their own right. Improving
control of policies which are no longer perceived by many as appropriate, is not the main
priority in this scenario. We will leave this learning end of the continuum for now, and
return to it only briefly below; our main focus here is, after all, on control.

Application to an annual review process.
A more proper concern here is the use of the annual review process to initiate adjustments
of inputs and processes in order to attain desired outputs and outcomes. The top-down
system operating in the NHS since 1982 was described in the earlier sections of this chapter,
where we also noted some perceptions of its increasing value as a learning as well as control
process. Figure 5.6 uses the double-loop format to suggests how the annual review system
can both monitor the implementation of policy aims and service objectives, and assesstheir
implications in the light of experience. Little information was obtained through the
questionnaires described in Section 53 about the operation of reviews of units by districts,
however. This was due at least in part to the relatively undeveloped pattern of unit
reviews; while some districts were known to operate formal systems very similar to region:
district meetings, others met informally, or collected performance data by other means or, it
appears, hardly at all.

Controlling performancethrough
structure and process
-285Figure 5.6 Double-loop learning
and the NHS annual review process.
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Controlling performancethrough
structure and process - 286 Also following central initiatives, a number of in-year as well as
annual monitoring
arrangements have been established in recent years. In spite of them, control over waiting
lists and income and expenditure balancing seems to have been inadequate. Here we will
look at one unit's approach to tackling performance monitoring and control, which has been
developed independently of the wider annual review system to meet the needs of unit
management and, it is implied, the unit as a whole.
The unit general manager (UGM) of Derbyshire Royal Infirmary in Derby (DRI), was the
architect of the annual review process which has been in operation in this 550 plus bed
general hospital since 1986. Termed the 'ARP', the process is:
'a systematic mechanism which requires those responsible for managing at
departmental and functional level to think clearly and positively about :-...

Current use of resources
...
Future use of resources

Quantity of current departmental outputs
Quality of current departmental outputs
Ditto - future outputs
The organisational environment within
their influence
for this thinking on an annual basis to the
to
and
present
and
account
...
General Manager's office. ' (DRI, June 1986, 'An explanation of ARP').
Developed in response to the UGM's perception of the need for a system to help the unit to
cope with its environment in a hierarchical and self-monitoring but non-bureaucratic way,
the ARP was a vehicle for improving management practice. Its underlying philosophy is
that departmental managers need a system which is both 'tight and loose', a framework
with a shared language and strong expectations of open communication but within which
they have new freedom and power. With the support of the general management team and
help from a regional organisational development (OD) consultant, the ARP was initially
taken up by an implementation team of volunteer departmental managers and
subsequently expanded to include 22 departments. ARP was described as sharpening
accountability; requiring and encouraging collaboration, cooperation and consultation; and
clarifying issues of personal authority and responsibility.
'Accountable managers' from each department coordinate and complete quarterly sets of
monitoring forms; once a year a formal review meeting is held where the manager and a
team of colleagues meet the general management team (GMT). (The content of these
reports is outlined in later steps). The GMT responds rapidly to quarterly bulletin reports,
and annual meetings are followed by action sheets. Clinical departments were to have their
own annual specialty review process (ASP), with a planning rather than management focus;
at the time of conducting this fieldwork the ASP was about to be launched.

Controlling performancethrough structure
and process - 287 Discussing the process of developing the ARP, the UGM and his colleague described some
of their reflections and those of participants about: changing needs for a development
support group and external consultant, boundaries between roles, organisational learning
curves and the long timescale over which NHS culture changes. Workshops had been held
to develop meaningful measures and indicators which would generate commitment to use,
While
be
indicating
in
be
trends,
time
and
computerised.
of
could
cheap
and
capable
would
(as at mid-1987) a formal annual unit review meeting was still held by the district, the ARP
was seen as a potential source of information from the unit to that meeting. (Describing a
similar scheme elsewhere, Catchpole, 1986, notes that district: unit reviews had become
DGM
devolutionary
in
In
district,
the
the
style
and
general management was
redundant).
had given the ARP system his full support; he shared with the UGM the view that general
In
the city's
depended
systems.
and
style,
vision
on
a
new
management
management
for
DRI
developing
independently;
internal
at
and
review
process
was
second acute unit, an
the time being the ARP was being kept separate from senior managers' individual
performance review. (The relationship between individual and organisational performance
is discussed by NHSTA 1986, Brown 1988 and Kenworthy 1986).
A long list of phrases used by line managers to describe the benefits which ARP could bring
for accountable managers, and examples of its value for the general manager, suggested
double-loop
both
features
had
that
this
control model, and of
our
of
process
many
strongly
its organisational learning 'overlay'. For example, ARP

'Highlights interdependencies...
Creates"stop and think" opportunity
...
Regulateschanges...
Aids objective setting
...
Keeps me on the right track... '
And for the generalmanager it provides a firm focus for
'Better information: generated, used
...

Structured and regular dialogue with managers
...
Resolvesthe general manager'stheoretical "span of
control" dilemma'. (DRI, June 1986,ibid. )

DRI has a strong and experiencedgeneral managementteam; like other units in the district
it is tackling some ambitious growth over the strategic planning period to 1994. However,
at the point of introducing the ARP it was experiencing some seriousproblems related to
levels of acute activity (too high for this stagein the planning period) and waiting lists (too
long, but to bring down would increaseactivity still further). Theseare not uncommon
NHS problems, and the UGM was beginning to talk to doctors about the cost implications
of their work. Trent RHA's operational researchunit had also been involved in exploring
such problems. What help might our double-loop model provide in terms of, say,
for
both
the
scope
control and learning to be derived from the quarterly ARP
maximising
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and annual reports?

performance

indicators

And could it help us usefully

to the process? The third application

to harness the DoH
of the model considers this

next.

Application involving performanceindicators.
Later in this chapter I will argue that while it may be reasonable to treat the PIs as tools at
the 'control' end of the learning/ control continuum, they can provide insights with a
learning flavour too, when placed in a reflective organisational context. In his
'precautionary tale for unit managers', Best (1983, p. 64) warned that the then new DHSS PIs
could come to be used 'both as a means of prescribing desired performance, and as tools for
holding managers accountable for achieving that performance'. Perhaps his assumptions
were a little simplistic. So far, the major use of PIs in performance reviews has been as tools
to identify matters of potential concern; although the DoH has increasingly stressed the
need for their use in routine management practice it does not appear to have used them
directly in rewarding or punishing managers. However, as we saw, their use remains
limited and Best's early suggestion of their use as dusters of inputs to and outputs from a
'black box' which represents a complex NHS system (or subsystem) subject to a variety of
constraints, was valid. Its aim was to prevent targets being set for single indicators which
could have undesirable effects on others (gains in efficiency at the expense of effectiveness,
for example) as indicators could be ambiguously interpreted and managers' influences over
the transformation processes in the black box were constrained. But If PIs are used in a
context where service objectives are clarified, and enquiries into how parts of the NHS
convert inputs into outputs and outcomes become more common (as encouraged through
the ARP, for example), we have less need to treat NHS systems as black boxes. Devolved
management control to hospital departments at DRI seems to have moved away from the
determinism and external goal-setting of the black box model (Flood and Carson, 1988). At
Step 4 an example of the use of the double-loop control/ learning model to bring
performance indicators into relatively autonomous explorations of service developments at
lower organisational levels will be introduced.
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5.7.2 Objectivesof modelling.

The main aims of the applications of the double-loop control/ learning model here are:
to explore its potential at the local NHS level to help managers and others
exercise more effective control over their work, recognising that some
objectives and constraints will come from the environment or higher
organisational tiers;
" to increase understanding of the systemic impacts which such (sometimes

conflicting or unexpected)inputs can have;
" to see whether combining learning with control can reduce the potentially
coercive nature of the cybernetic model, and broaden the interest in and use of

managementinformation (seeHolloway, 1988).

We have to accept that the application here is confined to 'exploring' rather than taking
action. This combination of learning and control in a model applied to complex
organisational systems is not new. For example, as well as the references in Step 1 above,
Argyris and Schon (1978, pp. 319-331) provide a bibliography on organisational learning
which includes such writers on systems and cybernetics as Beer whose viable system model
we could have chosen to apply to this topic.

5.7.3 Confirmation of model choice.

In Chapter 2 we noted a number of factors to consider when selecting an initiallyappropriate model to apply in such analyses as these. The following contributed to the
selection of a control model incorporating aspects of organisational learning for Topic 2, a
combination which so far there seems no reason to reject.

" this is a topic with messyelements,but in which conflicts of value need not be
problematic (exceptin casessuch as the mental illness policy-making described
above, where values placed by society on different groups of people play a part). It
may be valid to look for cybernetic ways of reducing gaps between existing and
desired states,although a satisficing approach to the setting of targets and
objectivesis likely in many contexts. However, in spite of its flexibility there will be
occasionswhen this relatively unitary model will be completely inappropriate.

Controlling performancethrough
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" in terms of Hopwood's matrix of forms of decision-making considered in
Chapter 3, we are dealing with a context where each of the forms
could find
appropriate application; as the model can be used in a variety of modes as
described at 5.7.1, we can check that the way it is applied is appropriate to the levels
of uncertainty in the context.
" taking these and other indications of congruence or conflict between
characteristics of the context, model and analyst, a score range of 3-4 was obtained,
a relatively strong indication that the combination should not pose serious
problems of conflicting weltanschauungen (world views) or inappropriate demands
on the model.

5.7.4 The basic model application, and its limitations.

We have already outlined the use of the model as a device to explore the needs for
organisational learning and impact of higher level inputs when faced with problems of
controlling the structural and process aspects of health service performance. We suggested
that such problems could exhibit a range of characteristics, which should shape the
emphasis in the model towards a point on the learning/ control continuum.

Hofstede

(1981) has approached the problem of choosing an appropriate type of managerial control
for similarly varied contexts and set out a typology which we will apply at Step 5 to
evaluate our proposed uses of cybernetic control.
We have seen that PIs can be used, perhaps as part of annual performance review systems,
to suggest that something may be going wrong inside the 'black boxes' of health care
systems. However, while the black box is a valuable device (and can place a boundary
around systems of concern), we will be more interested in designing control processes
which afford hospital departments black box status in terms of their autonomy rather than
impenetrability.

Pis are potentially a source of exception reports (although much of the

data used is aggregated), as are other sorts of information used in annual reviews at unit,
district and regional level. Adverse exception reports should alert those whose
performance they reflect to see what action is required, as well as those with higher level
responsibilities who may wish to operate sanctions. These points are relevant in the design
of review and control processes.

Somepotential dangers or limitations in using cybernetic principles and black box models
have already been alluded to - their functionalist assumptions, possible coercive
applications, constraints on insights and so on. Thesecriticisms have been levelled at other
systemsmodels too and we should be aware of them when applying our model as an
analogy or to try out ideas for the design of performance evaluation systems.

Controlling performancethrough structure
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at
least intrinsically sound enough for our proposed uses. As with the other topics, the
results
of the 12 questions posed as a checklist are set out in Table 1 in the Appendix to Chapter 8.
The main point which emerges is the need not to push the model too far; it is flexible but in
many contexts should be regarded as a sketch pad rather than providing a blueprint.

In the

case of Derbyshire Royal Infirmary's ARP it may produce new insights into the complex
factors affecting aspects of performance, from within and outside the unit.

5.7.5 Step 3, Verification.

The conditions from Chapter 2, Section 2.9.2 have been applied to check that our model,
considered to be adequate in itself, also meets the needs of the problematic aspects of Topic
2 such as improving the ARP. The results, set out in Table 2 of the Appendix to Chapter 8,
confirm the view of the model as flexible but not of unlimited powers especially where
conflicts of value may emerge. In such contexts the model will be useful descriptively.

One

point worth expanding on here concerns the possibility of testing the model against results
'known to be true'. This can be accomplished to a limited extent through comparison with
published articles about NHS control, performance review etc. and by obtaining
information about subsequent developments in Southern Derbyshire (the home of ARP)
and similar districts and units. While it will not be practicable to identify them here, OD
and OR units within the NHS may have corroborative data. (For example, Catchpole 1986,
Smith 1987.)
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5.8 STEP 4. FURTHER ANALYSIS OF TOPIC 2- APPLYING THE MODEL
TO UNDERSTAND SOME EXAMPLES FROM NHS PRACTICE

5.8.1 Introduction

Some examples of the use of performance information for identifying the problematic areas
of acute activity levels in Southern Derbyshire DHA as a whole will be explored in a little
more detail here. The examples have been chosen in part because they illustrate a mixture
of 'problems' and 'messes' - from technical difficulties of data analysis to organisational
politics between the regional, district and unit level. We will note some uses of the DHSS
PIs and the contribution which Derbyshire Royal Infirmary's annual review process (ARP)
looked able to make towards improving control in future; such actual or potential uses of
monitoring data and systems is noted with each example. These points are drawn from
documents prepared by Trent RHA and Southern Derbyshire DHA in connection with the
1986 and 1987 annual reviews and short term planning cycles, and the DRI's ARP
documentation.

Because of the lack of unit-level PIs and tendency for the region and

district to aggregate data, much of it refers to acute services as a whole and assumptions
have to be made about the contribution to the 'problems' which relate to DRI (although
more detail should be available for internal use in the district or unit).
Some examples of primary data from other parts of the NHS, and secondary data which
relates to similar problems, will also be noted; many such issues are reported in national
and local newspapers and health service periodicals too.
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1. Finance and activity levels for basic acute services in S. Derbyshire.
a)

The RHA is concerned that in 1986/7 these are already at levels planned for 1993-4.
The DHA argues that 'acute finance targets are wrong'; acute spending as a
percentage of the total is lower in S. Derbyshire than in other districts and cost/case

PI value is also low.
At DRI the quarterly review bulletin for the annual review process (QRB) and
annual report (AR) monitor budget and workload trends, and the general
management team offers help to departments.
(Relevant secondary data includes Jones 1986, Bates and Hamm 1989, who discuss problems
in interpreting activity data and setting appropriate targets. )

b)

The RHA claims that 'Activity is out of control. There is a variation between the
planned 1986/7 figures and the forecast outturn of 6000 patients. Is there any
credibility in the 1987/8 plan? ' The DHA responds that acute activity PIs
(throughput, standardised throughput ratios) are relatively low.
At DRI the ARP monitors past and future service commitments - basic services,
workloads, developments etc. - through the annual report.

c)

The RHA say acute activity must be controlled in 1987-9.A four-year financial plan
for acute,community services(where manpower and activity are too low) and
mental illness services(where finance and manpower too high) is required. Region
saysS. Derbyshire's acute activity is 'overheating'. A study by the regional OR unit
for the DHA concluded that the district is not 'overheating' on acute activity.
The DRI view cashlimits as appropriate, detailed activity targets less so. AR
includes reports on proposed developments, improvements, extra activities or
things no longer done.

(Similar imbalances and calls for management action were observed in London districts;
and see Ham and Hunter, 1988.)
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District PIs show relatively high number of beds: catchment
population, low
throughput and occupancy, low level of day case activity; to sustain activity levels
within planned manpower and finance targets, greater productivity and efficiency
is essential. But any action to bring these PIs nearer the national average is likely to
incur extra costs although it should lead to better use of capital resources. The
DHA argue that forecasting activity is very complex and hard to get right.
The view at DRI is, if clinicians will contribute to clinical costing, managers will do
the budgeting. The QRB & AR seek information on productivity

initiatives,
staff
-

morale, quality; AR on unit cost comparisons, cost improvement programmes,
positive and negative impacts of various factors on performance.
(Secondary data includes Green and Harrison 1989, Elwood and Prouse, 1986, and other
references in Section 5.4 especially Jenkins et al, 1987.)

2. The role of waiting lists in this problem area.
e)

Acute units in S. Derbyshire have long waiting lists (inpatient and/ or outpatient) in
ENT, ophthalmology, trauma and orthopaedics, orthodontics, gynaecology (not all
problems at DRI). Will efforts to reduce waiting lists increase acute activity and
spending still further, and will extra funds from the waiting list initiative (WU)
cover costs? (It is a common problem that injecting extra cash for waiting list
reduction leads to more activity than planned, extra costs, and more referrals onto
lists. However, bids in Trent are supposed to assesssuch knock-on effects. )
The DHA is approaching lists separately as they reflect a range of problems. P
are conscious of effect the WLI and other causes of increased acute activity has on
community services; trying to plan together, the community unit and DRI made a
successful joint bid for WLI funds, making theirs the first community unit to obtain
WLI funds. The QRB looks for potential internal and environmental interacting
effects. The ARP involves in- and out-patient services managers, and strong links
with clinical activity are criteria for participation in ARP; ASP will involve clinicians
more directly. QRB reports on inter- departmental and inter-organisational

co-

operation, and on feedback about things outside the department seen as important.
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The district

and DRI in particular, have very few day case beds and little day
case activity (usually a cost-effective activity suitable for many minor surgical
procedures which often have long waiting lists).

SRI

day ward and theatre developments planned for 1993-5 are now receding

even further into the distance.
(But day case data can be unreliable, e.g. incomplete if midnight bedcounts are used; see
Elwood and Prouse 1986, Prouse 1987.)

3. Links between acute activity problems, manpower and capital and service developments.
g)

S. Derbyshire has a high level of capital schemes to 1994, some already slipping. The
DHA argue that the whole acute strategy needs reviewing; targets are disputed.
DRI Phase H development delayed opening for 6 months due to lack of revenue for
planned manpower levels and even when money was provided they couldn't get
staff -a 'genuinely unanticipated problem' (DRI unit general manager).
DRI bed numbers are set to rise further, from 557 in 1986 to 758 in 1994. The QRB &
AR now monitor recruitment, use of staff and space, time lost through absence.
QRB emphasises inter-departmental co-operation as key factor in implementing
change.

4. Problems related to imbalancesof investment in services.lack of clarity of data
definitions within and between NHS levels.
h)

S. Derbyshire's elderly activity levels (deathsand discharges)at 1987/8 were only 44%
of planned 1994level although finance and manpower were at 95%and 92%
respectively. But the large proportion of elderly work done in acutebeds increases
pressureon acute services(again a common problem). The DHA argues that over
65's are not only treated in geriatric beds, so the level of activity is higher than
shown; and distinguishing acute/ elderly/ general medicine activity is likely to get
harder as geriatrics and general medicine sharea ward in new DRI elderly unit.
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DHSS, management accounting framework and regional definitions of 'basic acute'
services differ. MAF approach takes time to build into regional culture; regional
staff need to work with S. Derbyshire to increase understanding of implications of
it. S. Derbyshire is not regarded by region as a strong performer in terms of
planning, use of PIs etc. (Seethe DHA's arguments at d. above about forecasting
etc.)
DRI are relatively skilled here, as suggested by their awareness of impact on
community services at e) above. A regional planner told me in an interview that the
annual review processes being developed at DRI and Derby City hospital had
'brought S. Derbyshire up in the performance stakes'. QRB emphasis on interdepartmental and organisational, co-operation, and perceptions of how other
departments or environment affect work of department, helps here; so does AR on
defining core purpose and impact of department on the hospital.

So to sum up the nature of the 'performance evaluation failure' in Topic 2, which the above
observations and references exemplify, it may be categorised in terms of:
1. Acute hospital activity is out of step with (ahead of) the strategic plan, with the
risk of serious overspending, yet PIs and waiting lists show comparatively poor
performance and scope for higher activity levels.

2. Both strategic targets and activity data have been questioned for value and
accuracy.
3. Frequent monitoring is urged by region on district, to increase understanding
and control.
4. Action to reduce waiting lists is likely to exacerbate the acute services
overspending problem unless acute facilities can be used more efficiently.
5. Implementation of other parts of the district strategy is experiencing problems
too, affected by acute services provided by DRI and Derby City hospital.

6. Available NHS managementinformation systemshave shortcomings,and not all
districts and units have staff very skilled at using them effectively.

For each of these areas, insofar as they impinge directly on the work of DRI, its Annual
Review Process can contribute; and the unit general manager indicated that the less directly
relevant areas were also taken into account in decision-making.

Controlling performance through structure
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second sort of
outputs from Step 4), in terms of weak points in the double-loop control/ learning model. It
indicates the roles of a number of structural elements within DRI and impinging on the unit
from the wider NHS system, and the processes which occur in the pursuit of targets and
implementation of plans - represented as a nested control loop. The points numbered 1-6
above, are mapped onto Figure 5.7 indicating where and how they may be relevant to
problems arising within that control loop.
At Steps 5 and 6 we will explore some changes to the sorts of structural arrangements and
processes which have been described in this chapter so far, and see if they may improve
these aspects of control.
The validation criteria set out in Chapter 2 have been applied, to check that the model is an
adequate representation of the phenomena of interest, for the purposes of the study. Again
the results are set out in Chapter 8, Table 3 of the Appendix, and provide an endorsement of
the application of such a model here. Next, we turn to the consideration of action to remedy
some of the problems described above.
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5.9 STEP 5. DESIGNING CHANGES

Taking Figure 5.7 as a 'map' of where instances of the six problem areas are manifested and
amenable to change in the context of an acute unit like the DRI which has targets set by the
district, Figure 5.8 indicates the scope of a few suggested changes. The letters A-H identify
the proposed activity changes, which are discussed [on the following pages]. Some of these
involve tackling 'the problem' from a different point, 'upstream'. Several of them involve
stepping back from the relatively technical detail of management information systems, and
addressing revealed needs for organisational learning as well as, or instead of, resolving a
control problem; they are indicated by the letter 'L' in a circle on Figure 5.8. The problem
types 1-6 which would be addressed by each of the changes are also identified on the

diagram.
In each case there is a recognition of the double-loop nature of the health service systems
involved - control activities are frequently subject to changes either because of new targets
being set for the next level up (e.g. policy changes), or because inputs from the environment
change more or less predictably (e.g. ageing, and accidents). In a sense such adjustments to
control processes are examples of single loop learning, whereas a more reflective
consideration of the values and assumptions underlying the need for control - which may
lead to changes in priorities and policy objectives - is double-loop learning. (Edmonstone,
1988a,b, draws out this distinction too when evaluating 'incremental' and 'developmental'
approaches to NHS manpower planning, supply and education. )
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Figure 5.8 Suggested changes in response to the
control problems shown on Figure 5.7.
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The aims of the modelling, set out at Step 2, included exploring how the double-loop model
could be used by managers and others in exercising more effective control. The six problem
types illustrate a variety of control issues, some implicating the way individuals or groups
respond to management information, others reflecting a wider lack of understanding of
complex interactions locally and/ or in the NHS generally. Hence the varied sorts of
suggested changes which follow.
The ten-step analytical process suggests that where proposals are made to ameliorate the
instances of performance evaluation failure (here exemplified by experiences in Southern
Derbyshire DHA), the systemic desirability of the changes should be checked. As a means
of evaluating the suggested changes here, we can turn to the typology for management
control of public and not-for-profit

activities, set down by Hofstede (1981). He outlines six

types of control from which an appropriate selection can be made in the light of a positive
or negative response to four key criteria:

'1. objectivesare unambiguous;
2. outputs are measurable;
3. effects of interventions are known;
4. the activity is repetitive. ' (p. 196).
Hofstede's typology is reproduced at Figure 5.9, followed by definitions of the six types of
control. In using it to select an appropriate sort of control for a management context, it is
behaviour,
interconnections,
to
the
environment, system and subsystem
necessary consider
objectives, constraints and dynamics. So as we outline the points A-H for attention, and
possible action, if we look to see whether the action would appropriately involve one or
factors,
be
Hofstede's
implicitly
types
systemic
considering
six
of control we will
more of
Table
framing
draw
in
their
aspects.
control
explicitly
our
suggestions
out
and
ways which
5.1 summarises the suggested activity changes and appropriate types of control which these
imply.
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Figure 5.9 A typology for management control (after Hofstede, 1981).
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Drawing on Hofstede (1981), the six types of control can be defined as:

Type 1- routine control:
prescribed by precise rules, decisions by junior staff or maybe computerised.
Type 2- expert control:

infrequent activities but, for an expert, they are repetitive.
Type 3- trial and error control:
'... the organization can learn to control through its own failures. ... a thorough
for.
Examples
failures
is
both
are the
called
and
ex-post analysis of
successes
introduction of new products, services or treatments; and the budget cycle for
current operations. ' (p. 197).
Type 4- intuitive control:
`... management control as an art rather than as a science, ... [using people] who
can be trusted to intuitively find the proper form of intervention needed to
achieve the desired results: (ibid. )

Type 5- judgemental control:
'depends on the power and influence structure of the organization whether
there is one supreme judge (or coalition of judges) whose judgement is the
basis for intervention; whether judgements have to be negotiated before
intervention becomes possible, or whether no judgement is possible so that
control happens only by accident or not at all. '

Type 6- political control:
is always operated when objectives are ambiguous and it is 'dependent on
power structures, negotiation processes, the need for the distribution of scarce
resources, particular interests and conflicting values; however, political control
inside
forms
the
top
together
control
of
at
of an organization can go
with other
the oganization, because for the members, the political top may have resolved
the ambiguities'. Ambiguity may have three sources: 1) conflicts of perceived
interests and/ or values; 2) lack of knowledge about means-ends relationships;
and 3) environmental turbulence. ' (ibid. pp. 197-8).
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Table 5.1 Proposed activity changes for DRI, and type of managerial control Summary.
-

Activity change proposed in Figure 5.8

Appropriate type of managerial control

A. Sample and feed back output more
frequently for responsive input control.

A. Type 3, or possibly 4.

B. Extra acute activity to reduce waiting
lists and times.

B. Type 1,2 or 3 if repetitive; elseType 4.

C. Develop local management
information strategy.

C. Type 4 initially, then Type 3.

D. Use PIs more effectively for local
control.

D. Type 1,2,3 or 4; occasionally Type 5.

E. Identify appropriate action to keep
acute activity in step with strategy.

E. Potentially all 6 types.

F. Clarify 'efficiency' as target.

F. Type 6; plus Type 5.

G. Gain Unit's commitment to objectives
and targets.

G. Types 5 and 6.

H. Reconcile targets and capacity to
attain them.

H. Types5and6.

Thesesuggestedchanges(A-H) located on Figure 5.8,are expanded upon aa little below.
To check their systemicdesirability appropriate types of managerial control, from
Hofstede's typology, are identified; and implications for practice are noted.

A.

Sample and feed back output data more frequently, to enable more responsive input
control? More frequent monitoring will only be of value if management
information systems (MIS) are adequately understood by all concerned (i. e. most
staff). The ARP is promising in this regard, and ASP will help; but many clinicians
will probably need extra persuasion and encouragement (see Holloway, 1988). Is
appropriate action on existing feedback more important?

A learning issue.

(Type 3- trial and error control may often be appropriate (as Hofstede's example suggests,
above). Be alert for occasionalneed for type 4- intuitive control. )
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B.

Extra acute activity to reduce waiting lists and times? Waiting list
activity needs to be
especially well understood (impacts on other parts of service, clinical outcomes
etc.), appreciated and controlled. There is a need to negotiate shared use of scarce
resources.

(Type 1,2 or 3 control if the activities involved are repetitive; or
Type 4- intuitive control - if not repetitive.)
Implications for practice: the latter seems appropriate in the S. Derbyshire context where
trial and error control may not always have been adequate when there was competition for
resources; suggests a role for a charismatic manager who can rapidly obtain trust,
information and co-operation from many disciplines.

C.

Develop local management information strategy to: ensure Körner and other centrallyrequired data is collected accurately and used fully; collect and use unit and subunit level data to fill gaps and provide more detailed information; at DRI keep
improving ARP and ASP, computerise it? Need to know about dynamics time
lags, cyclical changes; as understanding increases, it may become possible to use

feedforward control.

(Type 4- intuitive control initially, then type 3- trial and error.)
The introduction of the ARP is the work of a person (the UGM) who used personal skills
and intuition to develop the system and then establisheda more repetitive format. An
adaptable information strategy would need intuition before becoming routinised, and need
to retain an intuitive capacity at managementlevel. Someaspects(e.g. straightforward data
collection) may be suitable for routine or expert control.
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Find ways of utilising PIs more fully and effectively for local
control? The CASPE
study (Jenkins et al., 1987) showed general under-utilisation of PIs; planners at
Trent RHA saw S. Derbyshire as a relatively poor user of PIs although DRI staff
may be good. It is hard to use PIs as short-term feedback sources but could set
targets related to strategy, noting implications; then use as framework for

presenting comparisonswith other placesor times to those making explicit policy
choices(e.g. DHA) or implicit ones (e.g. doctors); and try to engendermore
enthusiasm for using information.

(Type 1,2,3 or 4 control on many occasions.
Need to develop a range of approaches, for investigation, invention, sustaining enthusiasm
as well as routine uses. May need judgemental (type 5) control at times, and resist use of
PIs as anything other than indicators. )

E.

Identify appropriate action to keep acute activity in step with strategy. There is a need
first to clarify priorities, understand effects of interventions etc. Who needs to
contribute to decisions in order to appreciate effects (e.g. risk of positive feedback)?
Can more efficiency make better PI performance feasible within strategic targets?

How much is known about cunent efficiencies,and how to adjust them?

(Type - potentially all 6 types of control

Some
decisions
be
involve
type
as
may
resolved.
each
of
ambiguity
which cannot
ambiguities should be resolved by higher levels (e.g. region, district), taking policy
decisions;thesewould then feed in from activities F. and G. Remaining ambiguities which
are likely to be a problem at the district or unit level implied by D. above should respond to
negotiation or the attention of experts, reducing tendency for control by crisis - forced
decisions- which happen often in the NHS.)
Implications: as decisionsabout how to exert more appropriate control over acute activity
impinge on other servicestoo, a full repertDireof control types is needed.
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If there is a goal of improved

'efficiency' it needs clarification before targets can be set
how is efficiency defined? How should actors respond to feedback indicating

unexpected deviations which may have implications for clinical practice? New
types of target, as well as levels, may be required. A learning issue.

(Type 6- political control initially, to decide appropriate definition of `efficient' acute
services; could mean use fewer resources, or pursue more outputs with current resources,
etc.; different definitions will please different interested groups. May involve prioritising
e.g. reallocating beds between specialties, requiring authority/

power.

Then the other five forms of control will have a place in improving efficiency, and any other
new types of target. )

G, H. So long as priorities and objectivesthat are set for district/ unit by region/ district
are ambiguous, a unit in DRI's position can respond 'selectively' and control
relatively easy aspects of performance (acceptable to organisational and
professional cultures and politics). Targets and data quality which are open to
criticism on technical grounds are hard to enforce or gain commitment to. Higher
levels need to address for example the co-ordination of management information,
IT training and strategy development. When performance data is fed back to higher
order comparator (e.g. receipt of waiting list figures by district from units),
persistent deviations, such as increases despite extra resources, should prompt
light
in
happening
Are
is
the
targets
achievable
of
and
reflection about what
why.
lower level's capacity for control, is positive feedback occurring, are objectives
understood etc.? A learning issue.

(Type 6- political - and 5- judgemental control.

Other forms may be appropriate too but higher organisational levels need especially to
These
their
can
ambiguity-resolving
and
authority-exerting
responsibilities.
address
include overseeinglower and relatively autonomous levels through exception reporting,
provided adequateproceduresare in operation.)
Implications: if lower levels consciouslyaddress control (as with DRI's ARP and ASP),
higher levels need to adopt a 'tight and loose' approach too, resolving ambiguities and
deciding
if local 'disputes' are hard to resolve becauseof higher level
or
arbitrating
disagreements. Expecting partially flawed managementinformation (e.g. PIs) to be
accepteduncritically is not realistic and the higher level has a role to play in improving
thesesystemsas well as encouraging their informed use.
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Thus in Step 5a few possible changes have been explored in the way a unit such as
Derbyshire Royal Infirmary, in its district context, monitors and attempts to control
performance. We have focused on some problematic areas identified in Step 4 which may
be common to many health authorities; this wider relevance is suggested because as we
have seen, DRI has been active in devising its own annual review process and yet still
experiences difficulty in controlling acute activity. For most of the proposed activities, there
will be a need to resolve ambiguity of objectives; for some, surrogate measures will be
needed; and the effects of clinical and non-clinical interventions alike will rarely be fully
predictable. In a number of cases the need is for better organisational learning before
control can be more effectively and constructively exercised.
The systemic desirability of our changes has been checked the by identifying relevant types
of control required to effect the suggested improvements from among Hofstede's six types,
Our
factors
into
themselves
take
concern with control
account.
a number of systemic
which
has not had a narrow cybernetic focus on inputs to a 'black box', but has also looked for
wider, organisational process and behavioural aspects. This wider view has been possible
because of the way in which the double-loop model is constructed such that it incorporates
learning and reflection on objectives, as well as the control of actions in pursuit of
objectives.
In Step 6 we will note a few points which those from whom the examples of control
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to implement such changes.
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5.10 STEP 6. IMPLEMENTATION:

SOME POINTS TO CONSIDER

From the ideas for change in Step 5, we will note both technical and organisation cultural
factors which could make their implementation more or less feasible.
Taking the concern with controlling acute hospital activity, as managers at DRI recognise,
even if more detailed and accurate data about clinical activity were available there are
barriers of professional culture which lead many clinicians to resist participation in clinical
budgeting and the use of PIs. A number of studies (Jenkins et al 1987, Stocking 1985)
suggest that such innovations are more successful if they have a 'champion' from within the
group or discipline. If someone at the hospital level, or influential within their specialty,
were to provide encouragement for the use of data for understanding the implications of
present and alternative patterns of clinical activity, a wider and more effective repertoire of
control could be developed.
In many clinical contexts our model could make the case for Hofstede's 'trial and error'
control, professionally led rather than managerially imposed. However, when the need is of
a new sort such as making and spending bids for funds from the waiting list initiative, then
treating what may become repetitive activities with intuitive control initially seems
advisable. Even with this mode, which the UGM introducing the ARP and ASP at
Derbyshire Royal Infirmary seems to have adopted, waiting list initiatives have proved
hard to control. This is partly because although such schemes involve precise, quantified
bids for routine activities (such as for £50,000 to treat an extra 400 orthopaedic in-patients in
a year), their objectives have an element of ambiguity.

GPs may interpret the scheme as

having the objective of reducing the time that new patients they refer will be treated in,
rather than reducing the existing backlog. Based on the estimated costs of treating 'average'
patients from, say, the hip replacement waiting list in two extra weekly theatre sessions, left
to trial and error control from the start the scheme may be overcommitted - patient costs
may turn out to be above average, GPs may refer new patients more readily - and lists not
reduce; rather, the queues will get longer. So at first the calling of extra patients and
running of new theatre sessions may need frequent monitoring and appropriate
management style will help to make this acceptable to clinicians and support staff. These
considerations are relevant to integration of the input, process and output-related
developments suggested at A, B and Con Figure 5.8.
Such considerations are even more important if multidisciplinary

negotiation over

allocation of resources (suggested in connection with activity B, and relevant to G and H
too) is to succeed. Such discussions may be most productive if power alliances are
anticipated, techniques are available for pursuing consensus, and an expectation of gradual
learning rather than a quick-fix solution is engendered. (See Lewis, 1989).

Controlling performancethrough structure
and process - 310 The promotion of greater use of Pls and other management information (suggested
at D
above), may require careful planning, monitoring and control in itself. Different forms of
control will be appropriate to suit organisational responsibilities, specific service needs,
stages in a scheme and so on, including even political or judgemental control in the
negotiations between management and clinical professions.
The four final suggested changes on Figure 5.8, involving new performance measures, the
reduction of ambiguity in the requirements higher NHS levels place on lower ones, a
systematic approach to management information and so on (E-H above), emphasise the
potential complexity of re-assessing control needs systemically - and also the potential
rewards. At NHS organisational levels relatively close to patient care, where concerns are
dominated by operational plans and rapid decisions about the use of resources to meet
short-term needs (our structure and process concerns which are to the fore in this topic),
there is still a need for a wide range of control responses. While political and judgemental
control may not be required very often once routines are established, they are necessary for
responding to internal and external change. Our study of the DRI's annual review process
indicated that as well as possessing these skills himself, the UGM in his requirements of
departmental managers (to identify problematic interactions within and from outside the
hospital, for example) was instilling a wider awareness of them. The ARP also thus
encouraged individual and organisational learning, encouraging reflection on practice as
well as outputs.

Controlling performancethrough structure
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Figure 5.10 describes a hypothetical scenario of the integration of some clinical performance
indicators into the double-loop model such that different types of control are applied at the
sub-unit level (Loop 1) and unit or district level (Loop 2). The context is a situation where
more frequent diagnosis of childhood asthma, and interest among hospital League of
Friends and other fundraisers in purchasing medical equipment for children's wards, is
contributing to unplanned (and unfunded) growth in activity. Loop 2 decision-makers perhaps members of the district medical committee, clinical directors and unit management
team - need to find new ways to establish control to avoid having to withdraw services.
They are prompted to set explicit objectives for service provision, which they will have to
keep under review. They may start with judgemental control, to establish a framework for
investigation; as some acceptable measures for the changing service are identified then
intuitive control will become feasible. In refining service parameters with a view to setting
medium-term targets including PIs, Loop 2 will be very much a learning process.
Meanwhile, those making day to day decisions about treatment in Loop 1 have by and large
been exercising routine or expert control. Any target which they were aware of (beyond
individual

clinical aims) would not have been adjusted to reflect new objectives and

for
hospital
DHSS
Pis
length
indicator
'C35'
the
asthma, child
stay
of
constraints.
such as
under 16 - would probably have seemed of little relevance. However, as many hospitals
may be faced with a need for greater control and service co-ordination, this sort of indicator
can be used as part of a wider overview, an active consideration of what kind of service is
desired and affordable. This would reduce the risk of large swings in quality and quantity
of service for children with asthma and wide discrepancies between different districts or
hospitals. Loop 1 control could settle down as type I or 2 again, but with the capacity to
change to a mode better suited to coping with uncertainty (e.g. the introduction of a potent
new drug) if necessary.

In Steps7 and 8 we will return to consider the roles of cyberneticsand organisational
learning in controlling processes,in particular.

Controlling performancethrough
structure and process -312Figure 5.10 Performance control and double-loop learning
- using PIs for children with
asthma.
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5.11 STEPS 7 AND 8- ASSESSMENT OF THE PROSPECTS FOR DOUBLELOOP CONTROL, AND EVALUATION OF THE MODELLING
APPROACH.

Our analysis of Topic 2 has centred around the view that controlling structural and,
particularly, process elements of the NHS effectively requires a certain degree of
sophistication. Those charged with effecting control need to be able to summon up a
variety of skills, tools, sanctions and so on to match the influences which can act on health
care provision and divert it from its planned path - Ashby and Beer (op. cit) call this
'requisite variety'. Activities with the potential to command scarce resources and, when
aggregated, to constrain other activities, can rarely be controlled without some form of
feedback, so we turned to cybernetics to provide a model. That this is not too far-fetched an
idea was borne out by an internal paper by a DHSS operational research analyst who
identified a number of practical contributions which control theory could make to central
policy making, particularly in alerting policy makers to potential positive feedback effects
(personal communication).
In identifying six types of control within a contingency framework, Hofstede (1981) argued
that in conditions where 'objectives are ambiguous... outputs are not measurable... or the
effects of a once and for all intervention unknown' (p. 199), a cybernetic model did not
apply. This precludes even a multiple loop variant, with feedforward control (such as
developed by Cantley, 1981) being of value to, for example, health service strategic
planning. Logical though his argument is, cybernetic models can play a role even in such
circumstances. First, a cybernetic model can alert observers or organisational actors to
inappropriate assumptions which may hamper effective performance evaluation. For
example, the ambiguity of health service objectives, and uncertainty of the effects of both
one-off and repetitive interventions are often denied or not recognised. Trying to build a
cybernetic model can identify these factors and prompt decision-makers to address them either to resolve the ambiguities and uncertainties, or at least to recognise them when
evaluating performance of lower levels. And in the NHS, people are all too ready to
abandon the possibility of measurement if an obvious proxy is not available; the slow
progress in assessing outcomes and quality of care bear this out. Using a cybernetic model
and experimental proxy measures can still produce useful insights into control problems
although it may not be a tool for exercising control per se.

Where Hofstede turns to non-cybernetic models for control in type 4,5 and 6 circumstances,
double-loop
have
the
retained
structure but looked to feedbackand comparison to
we
initiate reflection and learning, after the work of Argyris and Schon(1978). (Recall,for
example, that in applying the double-loop model to illustrate changing policies for services
for people with mental illness at Step 2 (Figure 5.5 above),we did not consider analysing
them in terms of the detail of their feedbackcontrol. Rather, the lack of reflection on policy
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control models at this level of policy mining). Argyris and Schon's assessment of six
examples of 'incomplete although high quality' interventions makes a strong case for
double-loop learning in management information and control contexts such as those which
the examples and diagrams in this chapter have attempted to illustrate. In the last two of
these, Figures 5.8 and 5.10, some specific suggestions for changes to processes similar to
those observed in the field were suggested. Using Hofstede's typology as a diagnostic tool,
opportunities for organisational learning were suggested for those instances not amenable
to cybernetic control. Reflection on practice was also suggested in some more routinised
and quantifiable areas as well, as some observed control 'problems' had their roots in an
'operation was successful but the patient died' attitude.
The example of the DRI Annual Review Process, and other similar developments which
have become more common since the introduction of general management, suggest that the
notion of double-loop learning would be appreciated by those NHS managers not yet
acquainted with it. The growth of organisational development and change management
consultancies corroborate this. We have illustrated the scope for using quantitative PIs, for
all their faults, within a learning framework and many more examples could be given.
However, this chapter has concentrated in the main at operational levels, and in a sense
consolidated developments where awareness of the role of organisational culture and fear
of change was already present. In the next chapter some strengths and weaknesses in
applying another cybernetic model - Beer's Viable System model - to a culture-laden
change, will explore some of these issues further.

Although Sections5.1-55 of this chapter discussedthe national annual review
arrangements,from the DHSSto districts and (in lessdetail) units, we have confined our
attention here largely to an internal rather than inter-organisational review process.
However, the annual review questionnairesdid suggestthat learning and constructive
suggestionswere becoming more characteristicin the top-down annual review system,in
place of antagonism. The review processis bound to change following the 1989NHS White
Paper,and the nature of relationships and outcomesof future review meetings will be
interesting to explore. The analysis of topics 1 and 4, planning and outcome assessment,
touch on some inter-organisational relations and in eachcase,the contribution which
double-loop organisational learning could make to performance is considered.
Finally, as a preliminary appraisal of the value of the application of our double-loop
learning and control model to Topic 2, the modelling application has been checkedagainst
the list of questions set out in Chapter 2, Section2.6.4. To summarise the main conclusions,
the model has introduced a number of ways of exploring common, persistent, sometimes
messyproblems which can hamper both everyday service delivery and the longer-term
attainment of strategic objectives. It has been simple to apply here, and has the potential to
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be used in more in-depth investigations as well as in routine even domestic
- contexts
where we wish to check that our responsesto feedbackare appropriate to our aims.
Sections 5.1-5.5 answered the key research question posed in Chapter 1-'what

are the

perceived purposes of the annual review system, and has it got a part to play in
organisational learning? ' - in the affirmative with regard to national arrangements. Here we
can also agree in the case of the process developed at Derbyshire Royal Infirmary, and taken
together these analyses largely discount the view that such processes are merely a vehicle
for top-down constraints. While they have such a potential, there are easier ways for the
top - locally or nationally - to impose constraints, and the review processes have
considerable two-way impacts.
As we noted at Step 1, the model is highly simplified.

This is a benefit in that it permits

many comparisons between model and reality, (and between different real world examples)
although clearly the assumptions which this makes must be recognised. The model is
sufficiently flexible to operate at any level on each dimension; and applying it to different
hierarchical levels illustrated the control/ learning continuum.

At each level it could be

used for further analysis of areas of particular interest and could be developed as a
management tool, both for planning interventions and controlling them once set in motion.
In response to the question about the logical derivation of the conclusions from the study,
there is less potential for unsubstantiated analyst bias with this model application than
some others, especially as the issues were not highly value laden and the model built on
positive efforts to resolve commonly recognised problems.
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CHAPTER 6. 'NEVER MIND THE QUALITY... '

6.1 INTRODUCTION

TO TOPIC 3: IMPROVING THE OUALTTY OF NHS

CARE.

The broad area of quality of care could readily form the focus of all of the modelling
dimensions
for
data
'Quality'
this
the
many
of
research.
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activity, and source of all
health
the
the
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of
processes
and
outcomes
as
a
of
structure,
performance,
variable
Figure 3.2 illustrated).

Concern to measure and improve aspects of quality has grown

steadily since the early 1980s in the NHS. So also has activity. The outcomes of this
measurement and activity are, however, harder to evaluate. Nonetheless, since the Griffiths
Report (DHSS, 1983) put explicit discussions of quality on the agenda at each health service
level, considerable attention has been paid to the development of approaches and tools for
assessment and change, with gradually increasing pressure from the Department of Health.
There is considerable debate about the meaning and use of terms such as quality, quality
assessment, quality assurance, quality control and quality management. While within
health services there are hundreds of definitions of quality and many versions of what
quality assurance 'really means', little is served by arguing over terms except to illustrate
the problematic nature of the concept of quality. (Agreeing on definitions of other variables
of complex things is not always easy, of course - think of the many perceptions of the 'size'
feel
I
)
The
definitions
here
to
are the
city
or
a
problem.
capture
what
of a
given
are chosen
important aspects of quality and its evaluation in the present context.

" 'Quality of health services'will be taken to mean 'Safe,effective, acceptableand
appropriate care rendered by competent providers on the basis of efficacious
technology' (Blanpain, 1985). This is compatible with Maxwell's definition in terms
of. accessto services,relevanceto (community) need, effectiveness(for the
individual), equity, social acceptability, efficiency and economy (1984,p. 1471);once
such dimensions are separatedout, devising quantitative measuresbecomesmore
feasible.
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" 'Quality assurance' will be assumed to be equivalent to the definition of the
World Health Organisation (Vuori, 1982): 'the measurement of the actual level
of
the quality of services rendered plus the efforts to modify when necessary the
provision of these services in the light of the results of the measurement' (ibid., vii. )
" the newer concept of Total Quality Management (TQM) will be defined in detail
in Section 6.3.1. Taking 'quality' as 'continually satisfying customer requirements',
TQM as defined by PA Consulting Group comprises achieving quality, at lowest
cost, 'by harnessing everyone's commitment'.

TQM is generally used in the context

of systems for achieving, within an organisation, intermediate and final outputs of
the sort of broadly-defined quality envisaged by Maxwell; so its commercial origins
need not be incompatible with the NHS.

Other people may prefer other definitions and this mixing of the objective and subjective
aspects in communication is mirrored by some of the difficulties in choosing how to
measure and change quality in health care. Nonetheless, when we discount some of the
dimensions which are not commonly regarded as qualitative, we are left with some aspects
of health care which are extremely important to receivers and providers alike.
In this chapter then, ways in which the NHS addresses the issues of quality measurement
and improvement in the context of performance evaluation will be described. We will be
examining systems methodologies and models to see how one or more can be used to help
the NHS put the desire to improve the quality of service, into practice. The familiar ten-step
analytical process has been applied, in a slightly different order to Chapters 4 and 5 and
developing a focus on a particular approach to quality improvement - total quality
management or TQM. Once again the treatment of Steps 9 and 10 will take place in the final
chapter.

6 STEPS1 AND 2- CAPTURING 'QUALITY'
.2

6.2.1 Choosing a model for Tom

Earlier chaptershave already introduced someof the issuesraised by health care quality
Chapter
In
3 the relationship between qualitative and quantitative measuresof
assessment.
performance was considered,and we noted the concernsof Pollitt (1986a,b) and others at
the dominant role which top-down efficiency measurementhas played in public service
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performance evaluation in the recent past, to the virtual exclusion of quality assessment.
We saw how Maxwell's dimensions were interconnected and relevant to the objectives of
the NHS; and they continue to be cited frequently as indicators of the scope of quality
assessment although much activity in the name of quality assurance is focussed on just one
or two of them. Models and practices from the commercial and industrial sectors and
health care systems which are largely privately funded (such as the USA) are frequently
drawn on; but Maxwell's dimensions remind us of the additional special characteristics of
the publicly-funded

NHS. In this chapter we will look at the benefits and limitations of

building on private sector experience in the light of common organisational characteristics,
if the desire to improve the quality of NHS care is sustained. In particular we will compare
the development of organisation-wide total quality management (TQM) approaches, with
the tradition in the NHS of more piecemeal attention to 'quality assurance' (QA). It is
interesting to note that several of the popular TQM models advocated by consultants take
the form of rational, multi-step processes very similar to the hard systems approach we met
in Chapters 2 and 4.
In Chapter 5 we placed a rather artificial boundary around QA as it had appeared in 1985/6
frequently
(and
fairly
it
We
that
mentioned
annual review meetings.
noted
while
was
clearly many of the other performance related topics, such as waiting times, also reflect
quality of service), at that time the attention it received was more 'for information'

than 'for

action'. The evolution of explicit central requirements for quality initiatives, and gathering
of momentum at local level, will be described at Step 2.
As well as considering the scope for action to improve the quality of NHS care - from public
relations/ customer satisfaction activities, to standards of clinical care - we will note the
breadth of concern at different organisational levels. Earlier we distinguished between total
TQM
is
There
is
when
management
and
assurance.
a
presumption
quality
quality
implemented, that 'quality is everybody's business'. QA, at least as it has been adopted in
the NHS, has commonly been made the responsibility of selected groups - most notably,
nurses. It will be suggested that this piecemeal approach has constrained the impact on
quality of service as experienced by patients, and neglected the needs of 'internal
customers'. The greater potential benefits of organisation-wide

action will be explored

through the modelling in this chapter.

The 'organisation' of interest may be a small part of a hospital, or a whole district - perhaps
'system-wide' will be a more appropriate title for this context. Roles and expectationsfor
quality-improvement activities will vary with location in the NHS hierarchy, but we will
find somecommon featurestoo. Thus a model which can provide a blueprint' or checklist rather as the Formal SystemModel does in the soft systemsapproach - may be of value.
The many available definitions of 'quality' and dimensions for its assessmentremind us of
the wide scopefor enquiry, demanding that attention be given to structures, processesand
outcomesof NHS care to gain a full understanding. Here, however, we will concentrate
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mainly on structure, as many of the early NHS QA initiatives seem to have foundered at the
stage of developing organisational roles, communication processes and the like. A model
which is well suited to applications at many interconnected organisational levels, with a
focus on the structural conditions which make desired processes and outcomes possible, is
Beer's viable system model (VSM). (Beer, 1979,1981,1984,1985).
Secondary to the use of the VSM to design viable and effective structures within which
quality of care can be given full attention, is its potential application as a means of
comparing performance between parts of the NHS or within the same part of it over time.
There is a relative absence of performance indicators for quality of clinical care and service
delivery, although the inclusion of some checklists in the DHSS PIs attempted to meet this
need. In earlier chapters we have emphasised the importance to performance, of closed
loop control and monitoring, suggesting that only in extreme circumstances is it desirable to
monitor inputs with the hope or expectation that they will be an adequate indicator of
expected outputs and outcomes. Yates (1986) made a strong case for using routinely
collected data on inputs as an accessible warning bell for poor quality long-stay care, as we
noted in Chapters 1 and 2. On other occasions where quality is the main concern, an open
loop will be necessary: the 'right first time ethos of TQM sounds eminently suitable for
clinical procedures. However, achieving high quality without waiting to receive feedback
presumes a more full understanding of causal relationships or correlations than is currently
available for many NHS processes.

Here we will assumethat although it is not a sufficient condition for effective quality
managementin health care,getting the structural inputs 'right' is a necessaryfactor. Our
principal interest is in organisational structure, rather than bricks and mortar. So perhaps
seeinghow different health authorities, hospitals or departments compare against the ideal
type structure of the VSM may be one indicator of their performance in quality terms. Thus
we will proceed to analyseTopic 3 using Beer'sviable system model. The main effort will
be devoted to diagnosing (describing and analysing) 'the state of quality in the NHS', or at
least parts of it, and designing appropriate changes,mostly structural. We will test the
design by comparing it in detail with an organisation-wide approach to quality in the NHS,
but Step 6, where the implementation of feasibleand acceptablechangesis explored, will be
less detailed. Knowing that implementing either narrower QA or broader TQM involves
changesand challengesto the culture and power relations in organisations,we may identify
a role for softer or more critical approachestoo; this will be considered in Steps2 and 9.
The processand outcome dimensions of performance are only temporarily neglected,being
addressedthrough the other topics. Somerecent developments of the VSM, particularly
aimed at increasing its power to reflect a range of stakeholder viewpoints and not just those
of the dominant groups, will be considered (seeEspejo 1980,1987,with Hamden 1989). The
efforts for sustained improvements in the quality of NHS care have begun to have direct
impacts on patients and indirect ones on the quality of working life for staff, which will
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Our focus will be

positive - on quality improvement as opportunities to be realised rather than problems to be
solved.

Feedbackcheckon Step 1.
Having posed the questions listed in 2.6.2 as a preliminary check that the suggested
application of the VSM is suited to the purpose of this research, we can sum up what
Chapter 6 aims to do, and how, as follows:
" the purpose of the modelling application here is to use Beer's VSM to diagnose
problems in existing approaches to quality improvement in the NHS and, assuming
that a 'total quality management' approach is desirable, to design a recursive
structure for health service TQM; and to assessits likely acceptability in one or

more health servicecontexts.
" as with the application of the control loop in Chapter 5, within the ten-step
analytical process we are using the VSM as a template for rearranging NHS parts.
We have devised our own way of building up a description of the system of
interest, and exploring implementation.

This differs from the analysis of Topics 1

and 4 in Chapters 4 and 7, where models have been considered within a
comprehensive methodology.
" turning to the model itself, while the power of the VSM to enhance an
organisation's capacity for change has been disputed, it has been designed to cope
with flexibility and uncertainty. As the viability of the quality management system
will partly come through its capacity to respond to environmental changes
requiring a new stable state, the VSM's cybernetic strengths in stabilitymaintenance are probably an asset rather than a conservative liability.

Reflection on

process within the viable system is primarily a 'System 5' function, being carried
fairly far down the organisation through the model's recursive property.

6.2.2 Step 2- How does the NHS assessquality? A recent history of quality assurancein the
NHS.

The road to quality in the NHS is paved with good intentions. There have always been
efforts, within clinical and non-clinical areasalike, to set and attain standards for the quality
of care. Somehave been referred to in earlier chapters,or will be in subsequentones. For
example, the Royal Collegesof medicine, nursing and midwifery have long played a role in
approving hospitals and health authorities as suitable for training purposes; laboratory and
other clinical support serviceshave strict standards, inspection and peer review; and
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Community Health Councils, the Health Advisory Service
and National Audit Office are a
few of the bodies whose role is concerned with quality of service,
at least in part. However,
as we noted in Chapter 1, the Griffiths report provided a new impetus. It called upon the
NHS management board and health authority chairmen to:
(para. 13)

how well the service is being delivered at local level by
ascertain
...

obtaining the experience and perceptions of patients and the community: these can
be derived from CHCs and by other methods, including market research and from
the experience of general practice and the community health services;

respond directly to this information;
act on it in formulating policy;

monitor performanceagainst it,
promote realistic public and professional perceptions of what the NHS can and
should provide as the best possible service within the resources available. (DHSS
1983. p. 9)
Implementing the Griffiths recommendations from 1984 onwards, regional and district
health authorities in England first had to appoint general managers and introduce new
senior management structures. At each level the roles of professional managers - nurses in
particular - were significantly changed, and many district nursing officer posts were to all
intents and purposes abolished. Perhaps partly as a result of the employment of
commercial sector management consultants by many authorities to assist in the
development of new structures and recruitment and selection, some post-Griffiths
management boards included a customer satisfaction/ public relations/ quality assurance
position. Many placed this mantle of responsibility around the shoulders of their former
chief nurse.

In 1986one of the questionnaire surveys described in Chapter 2 asked an officer at each
regional headquartersfor information about the role of quality assurancein their region: in
the annual review process- as they reviewed districts, and were themselvesreviewed by
the DHSS;in the planning process;and in terms of the development of a regional policy.
The content of the 11 replies (from 14 regions) is summarised in Table 6.1below.
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Table 6.1 The role of quality in the regional annual review and planning systems, 1986.
REGION

Draft/

Quality

Quality

Quality

policy
on QA
(a)

issues
in Reg.
Review

issues
in Dist.
Review

issuesi
Plannulg
process

York-

shire

Y

Y

Y

Y

Trent

Y

Y

Y

Y

Anglian

Y

Y

Y

Y

North
West
Thames

Y

N
(b)

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

N
(b)

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Wessex

Y

Y

Y

Y

Oxford

Y

N

Y

Y

Mersey

N

Y

Y

Y

North

Y

Y

Y

Y

East

North
East
Thames
South

East
Thames
South
West

Thames

Western

Source:Survey of the regional role in quality assurance,August 1986.

Notes:
(a) Most policies at draft stageonly, few copies sent
(b) 1985Regional Review Action Plan sent 1986Review pending
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Although many of the technical aspects of QA have drawn on models from
overseas - most
notably the USA, but also Canada and Europe - their implementation has had an English
flavour and typical NHS pace. (Shaw, 1987, contrasts England and Wales with the Scottish
experience, where QA had been less institutionalised). The World Health Organization
Regional office for Europe (for example, Vuori 1982 op cit., WHO 1983, WHO 1985b) has
sought to develop strategies for the establishment of comprehensive systems for quality
assurance in the health care systems of member states. The target of their work has been
medical professionals at least as much as administrators and policy makers, and has
included the identification of a model for QA which professional training programmes
should incorporate. However, although Britain is party to the agreement that 'by 1990 all
member states should have built effective mechanisms for ensuring quality of patient care
within their health care system' (WHO 1985a, target 31) it is difficult to discern any strong
influence of the WHO model here. Although the model is aimed to be comprehensively
applicable at any level, it could have had maximum effect if adopted nationally.
Over the next few pages we will sketch a picture of quality assurance developments since
1985 with examples of the sorts of studies and activities which have been taking place
within the DHSS, regions, districts and research organisations. Most of the health authority
examples I have chosen have been given publicity, involve authorities which are in the
forefront of NHS QA developments, and are achieving their objectives. The list also
includes some of the larger research projects, but can only indicate aspects of the scope of
QA and customer relations, not their prevalence. QA has tended to be adopted strongly in
some places and not at all in others, so these examples are not representative of the level of
activity in most districts and regions, and TQM has received limited attention to date. Until
recently, the Department of Health and NHS management board/ executive took a
deliberately laissez faire stance. For example, in an interview in 1987 with a civil servant
responsible for quality of service initiatives, the Department's position was described as:
clarifying what 'quality of service initiatives' means, demonstrating (through expressions of
interest) the importance with which quality is regarded but giving regions a free hand
provided that they are seen to be tackling quality, and possibly disseminating good practice
information.

'We are not planning a national quality assurance system. Delivering an

ultimatum to doctors is a long way off.

In later sectionsa picture of the activities in one enthusiastic district is presented.
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" North West Thames (NWT) sets up project with six districts to test and evaluate
three approaches for managing customer relations (following 'critical incident
technique' survey): reviewing and improving organisational systems and staff
training, using quality circles, employing an external change-management
consultant. (Callaghan and Caple, 1986)
" the foreword to the proceedings of a study day for senior nurse managers on
'Quality assurance: what it is and what it is not' (Astbury and Hazell, 1985) opens:
"Quality assurance in the NHS is becoming a 'buzz' word. The flurry of activity in
the form of articles, national conferences and subtle approaches from consultancy
'experts' looks likely to create a new industry. Our attention could easily be
diverted away from the practical application of quality assurance structures and
systems to philosophical concepts and endless statements of good intentions".
" Trent launches its Personal service initiative', urging districts to strive towards
providing 'the type of care and concern that are ... "desirable for one's own
mother. "' (Fox, 1988)
" Brighton health authority is making steady progress in implementing its QA
strategy, with a strong clinical component and effective use of computers (see
Bowden et al, 1986).

"a major Kings Fund project 'The assessmentand promotion of quality in care',
establishedlate in 1984,setssome parametersfor quality by defining it as: 'a
combination of criteria of serviceincluding effectiveness,acceptability (to
consumersand providers), equity (of accessand distribution) and economy. This
generally excludesefficacy, clinical trials and resourceinputs unless they are
directly related to improving the processand outcome of the service.'

Examplesof NHS quaBly initiatives, 1986
" DHSSdiscussionswith RGMs to identify areasof service for priority attention
make a slow start, and the department's intention of leaving clinical and nursing
standards to the professionsis reported to have had a mixed reception.
" Mersey region produces `Personto person' training packagefor customer
relations (which is to becomewidely used in other authorities).
" North Warwickshire DHA reports on its successfulapplication of industrial QA
models for setting standards and measuring inputs, processand outputs. (Hyde,
1986).
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" King's Fund QA project publishes a report of the activity of the national medical,
paramedical and nursing professional bodies which come under the QA umbrella,
which concludes that there is much uncoordinated activity which, while not
comprehensive, could usefully be publicised so the ideas can be shared and built on
collectively. (Shaw, 1986 a)

"a literature review nearly one inch thick on consumer feedbackfor the NHS since
the mid 1970sis published by Edinburgh university researchers(Lenemanet al,
1986).

Examplesof NHS quality initiatives. 1987.
"a King's Fund QA project survey of regional activity finds a diversity of
managerial approach which allows room for intiative and invention, but also
conceals a lack of clarity on questions such as 'what is expected from quality
assurance?', 'whose job is it? ' and 'how does that link with clinicians and
managers?' (Shaw, 1987).

" the Health Advisory Serviceurges districts to extend their QA activities to
community servicesfor the elderly and mentally ill. (Horrocks, 1987)
" the NHS training authority urges HAs to adopt patient-centred organisational
development - not just a passing fancy, but 'a new strategic dimension'. (Dearden,
1987).

" RIPA one-day seminar on total quality managementin health is cancelleddue to
lack of interest.

Examplesof NHS quality initiatives. 1988.
" in March, a nursing officer at the Department of Health says it is still not dear
what ministers are looking for if quality is discussed in annual review meetings;
there is no formal guidance from the Department. But this position is changing ...
(interview notes).

" the August edition of the NHS Management Bulletin, (for senior NHS managers),
was devoted to quality initiatives, to stimulate action and warn HAs that the NHS
managementboard will be monitoring this closely.
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"a research project commissioned by the DHSS at York University finds that, of 14
regions: 13 had written policy papers on QA or customer relations (CR); only five
had QA strategy documents and one had a CR policy; all had a designated person
responsible for QA; and three - Wessex, Mersey and Trent - have given their
activities and approaches wide publicity. Their findings bear out the views of, for
example, McNiven (in a presentation in behalf of PA Consulting Group on TQM,
London, 14 November 1989) that commitment from the top, and a facilitating role
for QA staff, were essential. (Carr-Hill and McIver, 1989).
" for districts, York CHE found a mixed picture, with around half DHAs having
written QA papers of varying detail and comprehensiveness. Some districts had
strong views on effective organisational structures for QA/CR activity (Carr-Hill
and McIver, ibid. ).

"a group providing QA training at unit level find that in somedistricts 'senior
managersare still struggling to produce a coherentand detailed district strategy,
leaving UGMs and headsof servicesto take their own initiatives, so as to be seenat
least to be doing 'something about quality. Morgan et al (1988)report on the
training programme they use to provide support for unit managersfaced with the
practical and attitudinal challengesof QA.
" CASPEreports on its cheap,computerised approach to obtaining information
about patients' satisfaction(Kenvish et al. 1988),others with an element of vested
interest criticise it (Carr-HUI et al, 1989)and CASPEdefends its value as part of a
broader approach to patient satisfaction (Wickings et al, 1989).

Examplesof NHS quality initiatives. 1989.
" the NHS White Paper 'Working for Patients' announcesthat all authorities are
required to introduce medical audit, and quality will be part of the specificationsfor
contracts for the internal market. The DoH initiative to reduce waiting lists
continues - but in March lists were at their longest for six years.
" finally the Department takes an explicit stand and announcesin circular
EL(89)/MB/117 (DHSS1989c)to RGMs, DGMs and chairmen) that the NHS
ManagementExecutive will be using the 1989annual review managementmeetings
to see'how far health authorities are taking a forward-looking and systematic
approach to quality of service and customer relations, and how far regions and
districts can be confident that their quality statementsare being translated into
tangible benefits on the ground'. EachDHA is asked to ensure that its units
develop comprehensivequality review programmes which will monitor the
outcome of all services'...and ensure that quality is the best possible within
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available resources. ... The programmes should include provision for the
preparation of some basic criteria or standards, against which to assessquality of
service and measure progress, with the opportunity

for further development

...
eventual aim will be to put in place comprehensive quality assurance systems.'

The

(DoH 1989c). 'Front of the house' aspects and customer satisfaction surveys are to
be given priority; and the DoH is introducing central initiatives including pilot
schemes for total quality management.
" the King's Fund work on exploring hospital accreditation for the UK is reported
(Brooks, 1989). Already it seems out of date, referring to good quality service
involving 'conformity to specified requirements', following the DTI's quality
campaign; meanwhile the trend in the 'search for excellence' outside the NHS has
shifted towards meeting customers' needs.
" in an article starting thus: 'Mention quality assurance and most people will
politely try to change the subject', Barnet HA's successful use of Wilson's
organisation-wide model (see Section 6.4.3, c.) is reported in the Health Service
Journal (10 August, p. 987).
" Launching the 1989 Sunday Times Best of Health contest for the best hospital in
terms of its achievements in quality and service to patients, the NHS chief executive
Duncan Nichol says 'Lots of hospitals are now paying more attention to the quality
of care. Good quality may not always save money, but bad quality always costs
money. Quality is all about getting it right first time. This must make sense in
terms of cost-effectiveness and clinical outcomes. ' (Sunday Times, 30 July, p. Fl ).

So here we have it - the NHS and quality assurance can be spoken of in the same breath;
and in some cases the NHS chief executive could equally well have been speaking about
Hewlett Packard, Marks and Spencer or any of PA Consulting Group's many other TQM
customers. But the picture cannot be regarded as a total success story, or there would be no
need for the requirements in circular EL(89)/MB/117,

no waiting lists, no scandals of

discharged mental illness hospital patients wandering the streets without homes. That a
government which is well known for its opposition to pilot schemes for NHS changes has
agreed to them for the latest quality initiatives, could suggest a recognition of their
complexity, as well as their relatively low political sensitivity.

The picture I have tried to

paint is one of growing confidence at each NHS level that better quality services can be
achieved, and a wide range of approaches to their attainment. However, as Carr-Hill found,
quality activity was still almost absent in many districts and limited in some regions. The
aim of this chapter is to look at the structural elements of one or more comprehensive
quality 'models' (this word is often used by health service staff in the QA context) which are
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working successfully - or need relatively little change - and could fairly confidently be tried
in other regions, districts or units.
Although progress to date has inevitably involved small pockets of activity, as interested
groups develop tools for QA within their local work environment or profession, significant
change must depend on a far wider distribution of concern about the 'quality of service
provided to customers', in the broadest sense of these terms. With the imposition of
medical audit, and increasing willingness of clinical and clinically-related professions to join
nurses in seeking better understanding of quality and standards, the barriers between such
groups are slowly coming down albeit involuntarily

in some cases. Quality circles and

other non-hierarchical working groups or task forces are also achieving some genuine
changes both in quality of service to customers and job-satisfaction to staff.
The model to be developed here will be system-wide, combining this potential for change
with the complexity and interconnectedness of health services. Like industrial total quality
management models, the 'system' may be a work group, department, hospital, unit, district
or region. A successful quality policy has visible commitment from the top down

(accompaniedby resources),but eachpart of the whole organisation is to some extent
autonomous in its application of the policy. The interdependenciesof internal customerbecause
but
just
important,
the
the
other
relations
of
policy
provider
make
generaladoption
departments (or, in the NHS, certain groups of staff) may be lesscommitted, this should not
destroy the total attempt at quality management.
Drawing on the few available NHS examples and some non-health service ones, we will
describe a basic TQM model. We will then seek to test its potential for wider application,
and here will explore its structural properties in particular. Much of the 'classic' work on
health care quality - Donabedian (1980), McLachlan (1976), Vuori (1982), Holland (1983) for
example - is theoretical, and/ or concerned with definitions and their significance
particularly in clinical practice and outcomes. Many of the shorter, practical references
concern nursing practice and process. There are as yet relatively few references to more
general managerial practice and organisational structures in the context of quality
improvement in the NHS and non-acute services tend to be particularly under-represented.
As process and outcome are at the heart of the concerns of Topics 2 and 4 respectively, we
will confine ourselves to structure here as indicated at the beginning of the chapter.

We will use Beer'sviable system model as a guide to the desirable and necessary
characteristicsof such a structure, and the factors contributing to the choice of this model
are noted in the next subsection. To complete this one, Figure 6.1 draws on the sorts of
activities included in the list above. It sums up some of the interconnected factors which
have been found to be influential in enabling the NHS to satisfy its 'customers' - patients,
their families and friends, suppliers, internal customersat eachNHS level.
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levels of patient satisfaction and effectiveness of quality
improvement activities.
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6.2.3 Confirmation of model choice.

In Chapter 2, Beer's Viable System Model was described and some of its strengths and
weaknesses noted. The diagram and description below are a reminder of the basic
functions of the five systems, some aspects of which will be considered in more detail in
later steps of this analytical application.
The model represents five essential components or subsystems which, according to Beer,
any system requires for viability - survival within its environment. Without subsystems to
perform these functions, interconnected with each other and the environment
appropriately, an organisation will (rapidly or gradually) fail to maintain itself. The
subsystems contained within the model depicted in Figure 6.2 represent:

" System1- the operational subsystem,comprising managementand
(interdependent) departments which carry out the organisation's core activities,
with everyday links to the local environment
' System2- the co-ordinating, anti-oscillatory communication links between
operational managementand higher level systems
" System3- the regulatory, command and control system linking operational
management(indirectly) with the top policy-making level (augmentedby System3*
the
elements)
conducts
sporadic
of
operational
which
audits
,
" System4- the planning system which monitors the wider environment and
undertakes modelling for the future, and through which Systems3 and 5 are linked
indirectly
" System5- the policy-making system.

A key feature of the VSM is its recursive quality - that is, a representationof the five levels
as shown here is part of a hierarchy, which is replicated at higher and lower organisational
levels and which overlap to a certain extent as Systems3,4 and 5 form System 1 of the next
level up.
In spite of its jargon and stylised diagrams, it is easy to imagine how an organisation would
fail to thrive without the componentsand links of the VSM, and later in this chapter we will
use it as a simple diagnostic and design tool.

zvw minathequality -33i
Figure 6.2 The simplified

Viable System Model (repeated from Figure 2.7).
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Three important areas of concern in quality improvement in the NHS can be distinguished the multiplicity of stakeholder viewpoints, and hence wide range of perceived objectives;
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implementation of quality management programmes will be considered in Steps 9
and 10 in the final chapter.
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6.3 TOWARDS A VIABLE SYSTEM FOR TOTAL DUALITY
MANAGEMENT

STEPS
AND
3
4
-

6.3.1 How 'viable' is TOM?

Introduction to Stegs 3 and 4
At this point we depart from the order set out in the 10-step analytical process. The
building of our viable system model of total quality management upon which to design a
system for the NHS requires several stages. The output from Step 2 was only an
intermediate 'model' based on the topic as summed up in the multiple cause diagram
(Figure 6.1) and the standard VSM (Figure 6.2). We want to base our design at Step 5, on a
sound model which has been verified and is valid - an adequate representation for our
purpose. Our purpose is, simply, to develop a 'blueprint' of the structural components of
viable total quality management incorporating its desirable and necessary features. We can
then use this to build TQM systems in the NHS (in this case, describing a desirable
generalised model and examining some relatively comprehensive NHS systems to suggest
improvements).

So here we need to develop the TQM blueprint which will be subject to

verification and validation, rather than applying such checks to the description of some of
the components of QA activity in the NHS and their causal links. At Step 5, in the next
section, a generalised structure for total quality management in the NHS - applicable at
regional, district, unit or sub-unit level - is described in terms of the VSM.

What is 7OM?
The extension of concernsabout quality of products and servicesfrom the quality control
department and public relations office of advanced manufacturers, to all functions in
potentially any organisation, marks the evolution of the philosophy and practice of TQM.
Its histories in Japan,the USA and the UK reflect differing cultural and economic contexts.
Here we will simply note some common features of severalTQM models which have been
developed by 'gurus' and applied and advocated by a growing number of UK
organisations,including health authorities and other service industries as well as the UK
divisions of US or Japanesecorporations. The models described or prescribed by Deming
(1986),Juran (1980),Crosby (1979)andKijima (1987)sharemany of the following
characteristics:
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1. definitions of quality of goods or services include the focus in their design and
production, of complete fitness for the customer's requirements (and readiness to
respond to changes in those requirements);
2. everybody has customers, although they may be internal to the organisation
rather than end-users;
3. quality is everybody's business, not just the responsibility of experts in the
facilitators;
is
(if
department
there
as
act
should
one) who
quality assurance
4. quality may not be free but the net financial benefits of investment in quality can
be quantified, and although the emphasis on cost of quality may vary it is one
potential measure of performance;
5. the cost of quality has three main components - failure, appraisal and prevention
(as
total
operating
TQM
is
implemented
of
the
a
percentage
cost
overall
and
as
higher
in
become
decrease,
relatively
the
cost of prevention will
and
cost) will
comparison with failure and appraisal;

6. with the philosophy of 'prevention rather than detection' comesthe standard of
'getting it right first time;
faults
for
of
level
a
percentage
instead
'acceptable
7.
of quality' which allows
of an
longer
the
for
be
defects
or
failures,
over
attainment
may set,
a goal of zero
or
shorter term
8. the searchfor quality improvement is continuous, and quality standards are not
set onceand for all;
9. good quality requires good and plentiful information;
10.commitment of top managementto continuous quality improvement is
in
terms
by
be
of
resources
to
considerable
accompanied
essential,and requires
time, communication and information systems,equipment and especially training;
11.organisational, group and professional cultures need to be able to generate,
acceptand act on constructive criticism;
12.the attainment of quality standards and awarenessdepends on giving everyone
pride in their work and the resourcesto respond fully to customer requirements.
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So these are the sorts of components which we will aim to incorporate in
an organisationwide quality management model for use in NHS contexts. Next we need to turn them from
a list of characteristics, many related to structure, into a viable system! This will enable us
to check not only that the important features of TQM are present, but that they are arranged
in such a way as to be a viable system - having a capacity to plan, to monitor the
environment, to exercise control and permit autonomy.

Building the viable system for TOM
In order to organise the implied structural characteristicsof such a model before arranging
them in the form of the VSM (which demands a relatively complete picture), the early stages
of Checkland's SSM(describedin Chapter 2 and in more detail in Chapter 7) were
undertaken. Collecting the sorts of data presented in Step 2 in a relatively unstructured
way can be followed by the construction of a root definition of one or more relevant
systems. Espejo (1989) describes the identification of significant alternative viewpoints on
the system of interest through the generation of several root definitions of relevant systems.
Holloway (1988a) produced a root definition and associated conceptual model for the
implementation and maintenance of a district health authority-wide

QA system, as if on

behalf of a manager in charge of QA. The nature of such an 'ideal type' conceptual model
enables its adaptation to other organisational levels or viewpoints.

Thus we arrive at an

'ideal type' model as a structured entry-point to drawing a VSM. Although Beer (1985) sets
out a relatively brief exposition of how the VSM can be used as a diagnostic tool by
managers, others like myself have found the SSM a complementary or more accessible
route; see for example Gomez (1982), Jackson and Ho (1987), and Aldridge (1989).

The final part of Step 4 therefore is to map the 'ideal type' characteristicsof a total quality
managementsystemonto the structure of the VSM. Figure 6.3 provides a simplified version
of such a model, which will be compared at Step 5 with examplesfrom practice in the NHS
to assessand improve their prospectsas viable systems. The 12 numbered featuresof TQM
(listed above) are shown on Figure 6.3,most in more than one location in the VSM. First a
few examplesof the interpretation of this diagram are given:

Featureof TOM

Location in a viable system (Flus
additional explanation)

3. quality is everybody's business,not
just the responsibility of experts in the
quality assurancedepartment (if there is
one) who should act as facilitators:

System
the
with
model,
- should pervade
3 and 3* monitoring and sending
'commands' if necessarye.g. setting or
conveying standards if System5 or 4
requires it in relation to current or
changing policy or environment;
otherwise standards may be set in System
1.
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4. quality may not be free but the net
financial benefits of investment in quality
can be quantified, and although the
emphasis on cost of quality may vary it is
one potential measure of performance:

Beer
(1979,
pp. 292-9) steers managers
away from reliance on financial
performance measures, and defines three
general sorts of measures: 'productivity'
(the ratio of actual achievements - sales,
items produced or whatever - to
capability or planned achievements);
'latency' (the ratio of capability to
potentiality - the achievement levels
which the performing organisational unit
wishes it could attain); and 'performance'
per se (the ratio of actuality to
potentiality, i.e. actual productivity to
'ideal' level of achievement). Each of
these can be relevant if 'cost of quality' as
described below is used as a performance
indicator.

5. the cost of quality has three main
components - failure, appraisal and
prevention - and as TQM is implemented
the overall cost (as a percentage of total
operating cost) will decrease, and the cost
of prevention will become relatively
higher in comparison with failure and
appraisal:

Systems
1
receiving
as
as
well
information about failure from external
customers and System 3* monitoring all
three components in terms of
'productivity', System 3 may convey
'performance' requirements to
operational levels and receive
assessments of the their 'latency in terms
System
2 has
cost
components.
of quality
role here conveying management
information between System 3 and
Systems 1.

8. the searchfor quality improvement is
continuous, and quality standardsare not
set once and for all:

does
is
this
stance
which
a
philosophical
UK
to
naturally
come
not necessarily
organisations;it therefore depends
particularly on the commitment of
System5 and the skills of those parts of
the organisation which influence its
culture, to foster an environment where
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constructive, about learning, and
rewarded appropriately. (Beerhas some
comments about the simplistic
assumptionsunderlying many incentive
schemes;and in this and many other
areasDeming's 'management
philosophy' runs closeto prescribing
principles for viability - seeNeave, 1988).

10. commitment of top management to
continuous quality improvement is
essential, and requires to be accompanied
by considerable resources - in terms of
time, communication and information
systems, equipment and especially
training:

5,3
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-Systeme
managementof SystemsI have the major
parts to play here.
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Figure 6.3 A viable system for Total Quality Management
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6.3.2 Verification of the model

This somewhat barren mapping onto the VSM of the key components of total quality
management systems in general, marks the end of Step 4. After checking that this model
will provide a suitable blueprint with which to compare and develop more specific models
for the NHS, noting some common failures in quality management which the health service
shares with other organisations, and checking the validity of the 'VSM-as-applied-toquality-management',

we will return in Step 5 to designing improvements for the NHS.

Verification may identify some points to incorporate in the model as applied in Step 5, and
the answers to the standard verification questions are set out in Table 2 in the Appendix to
Chapter 8. The model as so far constructed, can be verified, but it does have limitations:

the

simplicity of the model application; the uncertainty about how the model would respond to
sudden, major change; and the weakness of the VSM to deal with conflicts, which we noted
at the outset. The significance of these strengths and weaknesses will be assessedat a later
stage.

6.3.3 Feedback check on Step 4

As with the other applications of topics to models, we can distinguish here between the
nature of the performance evaluation 'failure' currently of interest, and possible systemic
reasons for them. These two strands are finned up by finding what we may term
'corroborative evidence' for the former, and applying some simple validity tests to the
latter.

Nature of failings in efforts to addressissuesof quality improvement in the NHS; and some
corroborative evidence
Here, as with the description in Step 2, we are only indirectly concerned with poor quality
of care. We assume that there is room for improvements, and that even if some of today's
obvious problems like waiting lists were resolved there would always be room for

continuous improvement in NHS care - which, like its patients' needs,is always changing.
We noted a range of exampleswhich illustrated someof the setbacksas well as successesof
quality improvement activity, but often with a narrower quality assurancefocus, rather
than the holistic TQM approach.
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At a recent seminar on TQM organised by the Operational Research Society (London,
14.11.89),Sandy McNiven from PA Consulting Group (op cit. ) concluded his presentation
on PA's approach to TQM with a list of key principles of TQM (most of which are
represented in our 12 points, above). Of the many examples derived from his experience,
virtually all have also been observed or reported as relevant issues in the NHS (and many
are present in the multiple-cause diagram Figure 6.1). Thus they corroborate our findings;
some of the more important parallels are:
1. TQM has to be management-led, with commitment from the top; experience
shows that:
" leadership requires a crusader, not a controller;
" quality management takes more management time than anticipated (20% or
more);
" managers often have to undergo a difficult period of personal change, especially
middle managers who face an unexpected change from the routes to 'success'
which they had traditionally expected to pursue and too little time to make an
adjustment percieved as potentially risky;

" senior managershave to demonstratechangedattitudes.

2. The organisation-wide character.

" is complicated to managein a large organisation;
9 is conducive to 'finger pointing' which is difficult to avoid;
for
but
be
internal
the
especially
motivator
"
conceptof
customerscan a powerful
service functions which tend to take longer to adapt to TQM than production ones.
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3. The emphasisthat everyone is responsiblefor quality has its
own complications:
" most employeesdon't understand what 'quality' means,let alone TQM;
" when they do understand, they often becomevery enthusiastic to tackle it,
" the enthusiasm tends to be greatestat the top and bottom of the organisation,
with middle managementbeing the most wary, cynical, fearful of lack of support;
" giving people licence to reject poor quality can lead to some 'interesting
problems', especially when professionals are involved.

4. The emphasis on prevention rather than detection works most effectively when
employees are encouraged to identify for themselves, ways in which processes can

go wrong.

5. Getting it 'right first time' may be an alien concept:
" there is a very deeply rooted conviction in most organisations that some errors
are inevitable and therefore acceptable;
" the concept needsinterpreting as a standard to be aimed for.

6. The idea of a continuous searchfor improvement does not come naturally. It can
be helped by noting:
" that it's small issueswhich count in continuous improvement;
" eventually people get bored with the drive for quality, and significant efforts are
required to keep them motivated - apparently trivial rewards can have desired
effects;
" consciousattention to motivation is required until a cultural change makesthe
continuous searchfor improvement the normal way of working. In Japanthis is no
longer an issue,it is the norm; and the new emphasisis on rapid responsivenessto
the need for change.
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This latter point is probably the most problematic for the NHS - and other UK organisations.
Further, the health service cannot wait until continuous improvement has become the norm
before turning its attention to rapid responsiveness to the need for change! Nonetheless, if
this point illustrates the challenge of TQM, it also suggests that piecemeal approaches have
even less chance of fostering significant change. Expecting that once some frontline staff
have 'done' quality assurance training then the service which the whole hospital provides
be
There
better,
is
to
be
cautious about
are
reasons
patently wrong.
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will
is
for
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just
there
from
the
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a
as
the
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adopting models
However,
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from
be
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to
systems
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care
selective about using
need
insights
from
lessons
give
can
valuable
other areas of growing quality experience
general
for the NHS, and help it to understand the problems it is facing.

Suggestedsystemicreasonsfor problems with quality improvement; and validity check
In Step 5, when we compare the VSM as a structure for total quality management, with
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how
far
VSM
help
the
can
with the major task of changing personal and
organisational culture towards: appreciation of the needs of internal and external
customers, acceptance of the need to develop and improve interpersonal as well as
technical skills, and the expectation within TQM (especially as it operates in Japan)
that 'good enough quality' will never actually be attained?

We will take these points forward into Step 5, after quickly checking that we have a valid
enough model, in this case an adequate representation of a structure through which TQM
could be introduced to and developed in the NHS. The standard questions have been
applied and the outcome presented in the Appendix to Chapter 8, Table 3.
One interesting point to expand upon here relates to the fourth validity test, concerning the
model's capacity to reflect natural variability of the problem situation. Might key informal
elements, essential to developing organisational culture and fitting the local context, be
devalued by the formality of the VSM? As Harnden (1989) points out, models such as the
VSM do not exist independently of their historical and human context, and how we
interpret them as individuals will reflect our general aproach to models. Some people
by
for
be
directly
idea
the model;
their
to
the
represented
search
of
real world phenomenon
but we 'neither need to consider the VSM itself, nor the models as they function within the
VSM, as reaching out into the world, and somehow capturing it. (p. 402). Thus as we may
apply the VSM to inherently diverse NHS organisations, and become aware of the
importance of less tangible informal elements for which the VSM may not appear to have a
'label', we need not adopt a reductionist search for 'that bit of System 1 which represents
culture', for example. Like the use of the formal system model in soft systems thinking, we
look to the VSM to organise the search for certain elements whose absence could usefully
prompt investigation.

Thus applying thesevalidity checksreminds us that for the present application at least, we
are looking to the VSM for guidance on organisational structure, which will only provide a
partial picture of the stepstowards TQM in the NHS.
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MODEL

FOR THE NHS

6.4.1 Introduction

As the list in Step 2 of a cross section of quality-related activities from the post-Griffiths
NHS suggested, the emphasis to date has been on local initiatives, which the centre has
tried to keep in touch with but until recently did little to promulgate. The Department of
Health has included TQM among its recently-announced pilot schemes for quality. While it
is probably true that there are not yet any NHS examples of TQM which fully meet the 12
points listed at Step 4, in the way that they operate in, say, Hewlett Packard or 3M, the
diverse range of quality activities does embrace some potentially comprehensive
programmes. A few such examples will be noted here, and then one hospital level case will
be compared with the VSM onto which we mapped the 12 TQM characteristics (Figure 6.3).

6A.2 Examplesof relatively comprehensiveapproachesto quality in the NHS

NSA
One interesting aspectof the trend towards quality awarenessin the NHS - which shows
few signs of decreasing- is the sharing of ideas,experiences,successesand failures. There
is a strong senseof wanting to shareknowledge and experiencesin a participative,
constructive and voluntary way, as the growth of NAQA (the National Association of
quality assurancein health care) testifies. Building on this sort of commitment could be an
important ingredient of successfulimplementation.
That Association's overall objective,set out in its mission statement,is 'to provide a forum
for promoting the practice of quality assurance,quality managementand quality
improvements in health camethroughout the United Kingdom. This is to be achievedby
offering advice and support, disseminating information and providing a catalyst function
acrossall health care boundaries. In the knowledge of the ever-increasingdemand for
health care and the limitation of available resources,NAQA aims to bring about an
increasedawarenessfor the need to be constantly monitoring and evaluating the quality of
health care provision. This is in order to maximise the benefit to patients in respectof the
quality of care they receive.' Among its terms of referenceare to liaise with interested
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organisations at home and abroad, including the Royal Colleges. Its journal and conference
proceedings are a reasonable barometer of the NHS quality climate, and its November 1988
and May 1989 included reports on holistic or TQM-oriented developments such as:
" an editorial by a community physician, about the organisational parameters
which 'promote and extend the individual worker's ability to influence the quality
of work done in a positive way' to:

'- Establish in the individual's mind what constitutes a "quality" performance.
day
day
Promote
high
in
individual's
to
the
work.
quality
a
priority
as
for
(evaluating)
Provide
individual
the
time
reflecting
and a mechanism
with
upon the quality of his or her performance.
improve
Provide
for
individual
to
the
the
performanceon
stimulus
and
resources
the basis of this reflection. '
A highly complex framework is required for the successful achievement of these
processes, which makes the links between process measures and outcomes,
standards and objectives. How far could total quality management, with the VSM
as its framework, meet this need?

" an article on the King's Fund quality programme for psychiatric services,with a
sectionheaded 'Quality as systemic:ensuring that outcomesinform inputs'.
"a paper presenting the major principles of holistic medicine and comparing
'wellness' in the individual to quality in an organisation - an explicitly systems
approach and one which could usefully be considered from the organisational
cybernetic perspective.
"a report on the conferenceaddressby the new chairman of Winchester Health
Authority, Nick Jonas,until recently director of quality for IBM. He drew parallels
between IBM's need to develop TQM and their four-phase method which included
major cultural changes,and similar needsin the NHS which he was interested in
meeting.
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"a description by Margaret Rooney of her research adapting BS5750,the British
Standard for quality systems, for the NHS. The systematic approach,
which seems
particularly suited to the hospital departmental level, employs a double-loop
control and learning model (similar to that in Chapter 5) in the attainment of
existing standards. This work is undergoing further development.

North West Thames RHA
In 1988NW Thames introduced a 'total quality assurance' (TQA) model at regional
headquarters, based on Mike Robson Associates' approach, adapted to NHS culture.
Resources for action, and time for activity, were strained; but the emphasis was on training,
identifying priorities systematically. 'With senior management involvement
implementation should in theory be feasible' (interview notes) said the QA manager shortly before her departure from the region. It is not dear what progress is now being
made.

Paddington and North Kensington DHA
Two years ago I consulted the King's Fund quality assurance information service to find out
where total quality management or organisation-wide QA had been established, and four
health authorities were identified, including Wessex (mentioned in the list at Step 2 above).
Activities in the two districts which were known to include clinicians in their programmes -

Brighton and PNK - are outlined below.
In March 1986,the DGM of Paddington and North Kensington district health authority
(PNK) sought the DHA's support for a quality assuranceproject which would embrace
medical and surgical audit, reviews of clinical services,customer relations training,
professional standard setting and self-review, and improvements in serviceby 'front-ofhouse' staff. A district QA team, to operate as consultants and facilitators and drawing on
the skills of community medicine, information, managementservices,nursing researchand
training departments, was approved; so too was a programme of work for the first year.
Not dissimilar to the IBM phased programme for TQM mentioned above, the proposers of
the_projectbelieved 'quality is everyone's business',but initial efforts were to be
concentratedon: stimulating interest among professionalsin self-regulation and review,
improving patients' first contactswith the authority's services,and 'fostering through staff
education and training an increasedawarenessamong staff at all levels of the organisation
of the importance of good "customer relations" and service quality. Seenat its broadest this
is a "hearts and minds" exerciseto change the district's organisational culture'. The district
had to cope with massive cuts in resources,so perhaps not surprisingly the CHC was
offered a higher level of involvement in the work of the QA project team than is usually
seen.
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The project's programme for 1987 was concentrated at unit level, supporting unit staff in
activities including quality circles, a customer service project with a seconded manager from
Marks and Spencer, improving aspects of working environments and communications with
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Brighton DHA
Brighton DHA is unusual in that its successful quality management programme started in
1984 and has always focused primarily on the quality of care in clinical medicine and
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6A3 'Quality assurance - getting started' in South Bedfordshire

a) The district OA context
The climate in North West Thames region was one of encouragement for quality assurance
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one being the development of quality circles in South Bedfordshire. The post-Griffiths
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the DQA's urging, a 'quality assurance protocol' was approved by South Bedfordshire
health authority (SBHA) in April 1986, setting out the main roles of the district QA
department, unit steering committees, and initial activities at unit level in line with the
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little provision was made for training. Someof the projects which were undertaken in the
first few years included a large survey in the acute unit entitled 'What the patient thinks'
(seeThompson, 1987),a survey of satisfaction with maternity services(from which no
action resulted), and quality circles which got off to a slow start but are now thriving indeed, the district is providing quality circle training for other HAs. The QA department
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(appointed from mid 1987),was the establishment of the St. Mary's hospital 'pilot' project.
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b) St. Mary's hospital 'pilot' proje
St. Mary's hospital, Luton, is a geriatric hospital with 150 beds occupying a workhouse site,
with many old buildings and a modern day-hospital in the grounds. It is part of the acute
and geriatric services unit and while a few non-geriatric services are based on the site, most
are at the Luton and Dunstable hospital (L&D) a few miles away. The consultant
geriatricians with beds at St. Mary's were highly resistant to change. The district's
headquarters and finance departments are also on the St. Mary's site. As well as having
taken much of the 'spadework' out of the development and introduction of QA through the
identification of the district's mission etc., the director of QA brought back from a study
tour to Canada a model of hospital-wide QA (Wilson, 1987) for which she wished to find a
pilot site, probably not the DGH as Wilson's model had previously been applied in small
hospitals.
The essence of Wilson's approach is an 'adult learning model', (ALM) which rather than
postponing the introduction of QA (which revolves around information about performance)
until comprehensive sets of standards have been developed, starts with what people
already know and do. This improves motivation, not least because those involved are often
pleasantly surprised to find that they do not need to change their work totally and already
act to monitor quality in some ways. The ALM uses one-to-one coaching of department
heads (including ward sisters and charge nurses) initially by the consultant working with
the hospital, and later by those managers who have been trained, to monitor performance in
their own departments and report information to higher levels (in Canada, to hospital
governors) and to their peers. Thus new activities and efforts build on existing ones, having
immediate value and maintaining momentum by recognising current successes. New
standards are only written when they are needed to be used (and existing ones cannot be
adapted to serve the same, clearly-defined, purpose. )

Figure 6.4 illustrates the stagesof the ALM for the introduction of hospital-wide QA.
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Figure 6.4 The Adult Learning Model for quality assurance (after Wilson, 1987).
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St. Mary's agreed to be the pilot site, and once the Authority's

overall objectives, philosophy
and values had been established towards which St. Mary's was directed, a new QA
committee was set up comprising department heads (including nursing and professions
supplementary to medicine, but not clinicians at this stage). Briefing meetings of a wide
cross-section of staff were held, and terms of reference were agreed. The main objective of
each department and its principal functions were identified soon after the scheme started in
Feb. 1987, and work commenced in identifying ways of measuring quality in each
department. A set of simple forms for identifying objectives and measures and reporting
the outcomes of monitoring quality to the QA committee (who give feedback), was
introduced.

A conscious decision was made to include the private firm who had won the

contract for domestic services, and their quality control forms, with a customer comment
section, were adapted for use in co-ordinating cleaning.
At first, coaching of committee members for this work was carried out by the district
director of QA and the director of nursing services on the St. Mary's site (a time-consuming
process). The scheme benefitted from personal interest and sporadic practical involvement
of the designer of the model, Dr. Wilson (a Briton who is now a director of the Ontario
Hospital Association). After its first year the programme had evolved to meet St. Mary's
needs (in some ways different from Canadian hospitals). His approach, together with
awareness of the success of a quality circle in St. Mary's catering department, helped to
overcome the resistance to quality assurance which was initially strong following an earlier
unsuccessful QA campaign. Rather than being driven to routine monitoring by
accreditation systems as in Ontario, the hospital QA committee became a non judgemental
problem-solving team working in a changed organisational environment where
documenting departmental progress was boosting morale and contributing to an increased
sense of achievement. The director of the project reported that until it started, heads of
departments had been very compartmentalised, looking after their own professional
interests and blaming others if things went wrong - even if they were problems at interfaces
which it was in no one's job description to deal with. The committee had now become very
supportive and people had started to share their problems very constructively.

Backbiting

and blame stories had reduced dramatically, and 'the biggest gain to come out of the
exercise so far is that heads of departments are working as a team' (interview notes).

While the approach starts by identifying existing sourcesof performance information, and
using oneswhich have been neglected,it can incorporate all the forms of quality assessment
which those involved may wish to develop (including clinical audit, patient satisfaction
surveys, standard setting and so on). Wilson's use of the model in Ontario includes a twocycle process,first without and later with quantitative standards. At St. Mary's, existing
standards are applied, and gradually new ones developed; the director of the project felt
that having standards and monitoring performance should be part of the normal
managementfunction, an essentialpart of professionalism, and QA should not be
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As well as change in the organisational climate, a
number of more
tangible outcomes, directly or indirectly linked to better patient care, were reported after 12

compartmentalised.

and 18 months which indicated a new willingness to bridge organisational boundaries and
demarcation lines, and listen to the views of even the most unskilled and low status staff.
'Ancillary staff appreciate a project with a practical focus, and have come up with some
very good solutions to their problems, which they are able to discuss with confidence in
multidisciplinary

committee meetings'. (This had even had effects perceivable by visitors

from the Health Advisory Service, who had commented that they found people like porters
much more articulate than in other hospitals).
Practical outcomes have included, for example, arrangements being set up for looking after
wheelchairs for occupational therapy - the absence of which impinged on nearly all
departments - and after a major restoration effort the hospital was 'rewarded' by a grant
from trust funds to buy some additional chairs, which boosted morale. A system for
by
falls
to
the
trying
patients was
causes
of
reporting, monitoring and
understand
established, and links were made with community staff to assesscompliance by patients
kept
hospital
home.
However,
in
this
are
clinicians
although
self-medication
at
with
informed of the committees' activities, it was not seen as a route to get them formally
involved in QA. It was felt that they may change their attitudes and behaviour slowly as
however,
develop;
College
initiatives
Royal
some
audit,
professional
medical
and other
discussions would become necessary as the QA committee started to examine discharge
policy. Quality circles, introduced earlier as a district-led initiative, continue. They seem to
guard their autonomy jealously (having valued links into a wider, district network of
circles), but co-operate with the project.

After a year, the committee at St. Mary's decided to divide into two, for direct patient care
servicesand support services. After six months of the new arrangements,when these
interviews took place, eachwas meeting regularly and undertaking its own projects, with
joint meetings every three months. They had learned to be more objective, self-critical, and
to recognisethe knock-on effectsof eachdepartment's work. No special modelling
techniqueshad beenemployed; 'simply being prepared to think, ask, and look - take the
risk - makes a terrific difference'. Through the development of a senseof common purpose
in implementing changesupport staff had becomeparticularly aware of their part in the
patient environment, the effect of their work on others, through practical demonstrations of
how roles are interrelated. One committee was planning changesto chiropody services,and
had immediately started looking for implications for other parts of the service. (Recalling a
previous revision of chiropody servicesin the district which was a well-meaning but
unmitigated disaster, this approach certainly has its advantages). The division of the
committee into two gave one departmental representativea chanceto participate fully,
having previously been keeping a low profile as his head of department disapproved of the
project. He becamethe leader of one of the new committees; the threshold of resistance
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had been breachedas his role could now be seenas reflecting his involvement as a
professional,in a committeeecomprising groups regarded by his bossas his peers'.
This illustrates the benefits of running such a project in a relatively small organisation,
where peoples' attitudes and roles are well known to the co-ordinator who can devise subtle
routes towards change. After its initial achievements in almost all departments, the district
director of QA sought to encourage other units (including the general acute services at the
L&D) to adapt the model to their needs. Such needs may involve considerable changes, and
while St. Mary's would continue to develop the programme fully this was no longer seen as
a pilot for district-wide implementation.

Central direction and expertise had helped to get

the project started ('seeing QA as an integral part of management is not enough to make this
sort of change happen'), but the role of QA and this project had changed with the new
DGM. The director of the St. Mary's project felt that in a big hospital, the model would
need to be quite different as it would not be possible to have the same level of personal
be
broken
knowledge
However,
the
the
could
model
appreciation and
of
work of others.
down to operate with pairs of departments which interfaced in particular ways, using
similar documentation.
Experience at St. Mary's suggested that it was important for someone explicitly to have the
development of quality awareness as a key part of their work, but that this did not need to
be at district headquarters level; the important thing was to have a neutral facilitator who
far
been
line
help
had
Specialist
needed, although a
not
so
not
a
manager.
outside
was
particularly complex or technical project may require expert help; but the committee would
remain in charge - 'ownership is the key'.
Summing up, the hospital-wide project's director at St. Mary's noted that there was a range
indicators
(e.
general
more
of quantifiable outcomes
g. savings on pharmacy costs), some
(lower turnover of staff, inter-union disputes), and less measurable but almost equally
tangible changes in attitude and approach, for example to new members of staff; 'changes
are far better received, much less moans, people are prepared to take things on board and
try to make them work'. The advantages of the organisation wide approach on a relatively
small-scale site came through its effects on the organisational climate; it has given people
in
thus
them
to
take
the
others
and
support,
and
enabled
confidence
risk of considering
their actions and decisions. On a larger scale, the same principles are important but other
ways may need to be found to implement them.
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c) Other referencesto Wilson's hospital-wide model
Implementing Wilson's model effectively even in a small hospital with the normal range of
tensions and challenges requires insight, tact, and a wide range of skills. However, another
North West Thames district - Barnet - has adopted the model across the whole district.
Their approach (described in the November 1988 edition of the NAQA journal and
conference proceedings) has been similar to St. Mary's, Luton, operating through wards and
departments, starting the evolution of qualitative data from quantitative data through
initially-available

measures. Although computers could be valuable in the context where

departments share interests in data, the main emphasis has been on the development of
human systems first. Facilitators negotiate between groups, using the common language of
the Ontario model. The system can incorporate all sorts of quality-related data and
assessment techniques and ensure that whatever is available is fully utilised. Both Barnet
and SBHA were early participants in the region's QA experiments, and as we noted in
Section 6.4.2 the region has itself recently adopted a TQM approach at headquarters. So
perhaps the wider system climate was encouraging to these organisation-wide efforts.
When Wilson himself addressed the NAQA 1989 conference, he drew insights from the
ways its application and context differed in Canada and the UK. Expressing the view that
although QA advocates in Britain were beginning to feel that they had found 'the answer',
they (as in Canada) may not be dear what questions they are trying to answer, he suggested
three questions for three levels of practice. The problem-solving level which we have
described above, could correspond to an answer to the question 'how are you trying to
improve the quality of your operation? ' However, problem-solving does not guarantee that
the most important problems are being addressed. A more comprehensive monitoring and
auditing system comes through the identification of a department's main tasks and
functions, the fulfillment

of which is assessed through the QA system - answering the
QA
level
'
The
'how
third
of
question
well are you meeting your service objectives?
competence is assessedin response to the questions 'how well are you providing care and
service? How do you know? ' Such questions - 'the mature quest for health care quality
assurance' - can begin to be answered through combinations of well-ordered data: audits
and problem solving reviews, scoring systems for monitoring principal functions, and
professional approval or customer satisfaction data. (Wilson, 1989).

He concluded on a point which can be raised in the debateabout the role of national as well
as organisational culture in making the striving for continuous improvement in TQM
possible. Although the better-funded private health sector makes claims for better quality
of care, 'your senseof responsibility is not inferior to theirs and your caring about your staff
for
their patients still lives strongly within you. But what is more
their
caring
and
important is what quality and QA can mean to those who provide service on the front line'
(p.15). Quality enhancesfor workers a belief in the value of their work, and QA can give
them some control over the most routine of jobs, setting standards and seeking to achieve
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them. And as the staff in private hospitals, or Japanese firms in Britain, come from the same
national culture, there seems to be merit in assuming that British workers can both benefit
from and contribute to TQM.
So the human ingredients for organisation-wide approaches to quality in the NHS are
available, and in Barnet, SBHA and other places means of developing the organisational
culture have been found. In the final part of Step 5 we will assesshow the structure for QA
in places such as St. Marys hospital can contribute to or hinder the viability of approaches
which assume at least some characteristics of total quality management.
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d) Viable systemmodel of OA at St. Mary's hospital. Luton
Figure 6.5 illustrates the location of some of the main structural elements of the QA system
at St. Mary's, as observed in 1988. Systems 1,2 and 3 are fully located in St. Mary's. System
4 combines St. Mary's, other parts of the acute unit, and district staff when it operates
(which may be sporadically), and System 5 is located at unit management board level. The
next recursion up would be the district level, and the next down would comprise
department and sub-department levels and groups. However, less detailed information is
available about these levels as they have not been our primary focus in the study of
potential TQM.
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Figure 6,5 The quality assurance system at St. Mary's Hospitab potential as a viable
TQM system.
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We have thus mapped out the basic elements of a system which has TQM potential,
onto an
organisational structure. This sketch has to be taken with the description above and other
available material; it indicates that the main structural sources of viability are present.
Here, we will note the scope which the outline suggests for strengthening structural
elements, in order to develop the presence of the 12 key features of TQM as they were
mapped onto the VSM at Figure 6.3 (listed below in the same order). Assuming that, in the
St. Mary's context, it were considered desirable to ensure that as far as possible those key
features of TQM were present, the following 'improvements' are proposed for further
investigation.

1.

Complete fitness of processes/productsfor customer requirements,ensured through

production and design, and responsiveto change:
System 4- if the QA presence at district level is diminished, special efforts may be
level)
district
(still
to
that
and quality are
at
co-ordinated
needed
ensure
planning
linked adequately.
System 4- unit general management and senior managers, based at L&D and less
local
interfaces
QA,
important
the
with
enthused with
may control some
population, council etc. Need to ensure they pursue St. Mary's interests.

System1- continue to develop the ALM approach throughout hospital, and for new
staff etc.

2. Everybody has customers, internal and/or external:

System4- again this may be a weak link, lessappreciation of how L&D services
affect St. Mary's, for example. The lower systemsseemwell aware of this message;
perhaps communication between peers (e.g. staff in accountsdepts. at St. Mary's
and the L&D) would be one way of illustrating the knock-on effectsof other
people's working practices,as well as discussion at headsof servicesmeetings.
Efforts are increasingto 'get to know the customers' in the wider community, and
further links between St. Mary's departments and health education and promotion,
GPsand community nurses would be valuable in considering discharge and
admission policies, for example.
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3. Quality is everybody's business:
System 1- need to ensure a common appreciation of the concepts,
may need more
training/ development than currently provided; operational management needs to
be alert to tensions which the different perceptions held by clinicians may cause.
System 3- reinforcing the above point need to be alert, open, pragmatic (the coordinator certainly is), and provide more resources if possible.
Systems 4,5 - we have assumed that QA activities and philosophy can develop at
lower levels autonomously, and that senior management will anyway be conveying
their appreciation of the importance of it. Contrary behaviour could have a
damaging effect regardless of theoretical autonomy. The well-publicised
commitment of health authority members and especially the chairperson, provided
it is genuine, can be useful in strengthening that of general managers.

4. and 5. Quality costs,potential performancemeasures,have three aspectsand their
relative significancewill change:
All Systems - so far, in spite of the NHS preoccupation with 'cost improvements',
little emphasis seems to have been placed on the costs (and financial benefits) of
quality. Wilson suggests that quality circles are relatively expensive, but the district
seems unconcerned about the costs as QCs increase. At St. Mary's, nine examples
of quality improvements by different departments were reported to the DHA on 16
March 1988. In that report, a cursory assessment of whether their impact in cost
(spending and saving) terms was attributable to failure, appraisal or prevention (or
more than one) suggested that costs of failure would have been reduced by four of
the innovations; significant costs of appraisal would be incurred in five of the
innovations; but in eight of them prevention would be significantly increased,
thereby reducing appraisal and for failure costs. The scope for spending and
saving related to each innovation varies widely and, if assessed,could if necessary
ensure that high priority was given to the potentially most costly (probably
accidents to patients). A few of the changes will have achieved their goals rapidly
and represent completed tasks or ones which now are failsafe routine.

If System3 or 1 wanted to place greater emphasison costsof quality (or un-quality),
to be monitored through System2, this should not be too difficult, nor outside the
spirit of the St. Mary's quality model.
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6. Right first time as standard:
System 1, operational departments - in the light of the novelty of quality assurance
and participative approaches to improvement at St. Mary's, there seem to be
relatively few of the problems tackled so far which, when resolved, demand an
overriding emphasis on 'right first time'. This should, however, be an essential
maxim for direct patient care providers - doctors, nurses, physiotherapists - and
pharmacy and other laboratory staff. The latter group do have such professional
standards (reinforced by a separate QA project in the past), and their experience
may be adaptable for others traditionally less concerned with precision (e.g. those
serving patients' meals). Cybernetic concepts of feedback and especially
feedforward control, using System 2 effectively (at the next recursion down too)
could hold the key to getting more things right first time. Obtaining feedback from
patients, accompanied by a commitment to investigate and take action, needs
greater development in most parts of the NHS.

7. Zero defects as a goal:
Systems 4 and 5- as with the above point, some groups for whom this is
particularly pertinent should be operating this already, and senior district and unit
management should operate sanctions if this goal is not attained. At the early stage
of the St. Mary's model, the emphasis was not generally on standard setting so zero
defects (when this could reasonably be assessed) is not yet an appropriate concern.
However, when policies are set (e.g. for contracting after the White Paper) at higher
organisational levels, such standards may well become relevant. Then ideas and
advice may be needed from a wide range of sources in order to make such goal
attainable for more parts of the service.

8. The searchfor quality is continuous:
System5- although this seemsto be an attainable objective in UK society,it is
probable that many of those involved in seeking quality improvements will feel that
once certain goals have been achieved,problems solved, then they have fulfilled
their requirements. The perception that many current quality achievementswill
need effort to be retained, and that changing needsand demands placed on the
health service will continually present new challenges,may come from the grass
roots especially those closestto patients. But it also needs strong emphasis from the
top (at district, region, professional and government levels) and needsto be
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accompanied by praise, understanding, material rewards; and those at the top need
to 'practice what they preach'. There may be a role for organisational development
or psychology consultants here.

9. Good quality needsgood information:
Systems 1 and 2- Wilson and others practically involved in QA have gone a long
way towards equipping all sorts of health workers with the confidence and
ingenuity to develop their own useful measures and sources of data. This is a
particularly strong point in Wilson's approach and seems to be successful. Little
evidence was available to indicate much development of control loops such as
described in Chapter 5 or by Rooney (1988), or the sorts of 'transducers' or filters
acting on information produced in the hospital before its use by managers. Perhaps
a study of how any computers which the hospital may already have (such as
nursing and pharmacy ones) could be used to extend the role of information in QA,
could be fruitful - if not already done.
System 4- there still seemed to be relatively little effort to find useful information
about quality for planning purposes, apart from recognising the shortcomings of
the DHSS PIs and use of the Yates ones especially by the district information officer.
(However, an operational research study of the workload and working patterns of
district nurses had been carried out for the community unit by consultants, to
improve the quality of their work through the use of their time). Attempts at QA
research observed in other parts of the district betrayed a lack of awareness and
concern about statistics when simple statistical analysis could have been useful and
possible. Perhaps the resistance to quantifying quality, observed at the very
beginning of this research, still prevails?

10. Commitment from the top, and resources,are essential:
Systems 1 and 3- those at the top in their departments, and at St. Mary's overall,
clearly and almost without exception were displaying their commitment.

The

resources they could make available, in terms of money and staff time, were highly
constrained. Although the project co-ordinator and senior manager at St. Mary's
did not feel that commitment from above needed to be in the form of QA posts in
the district hierarchy, she did stress the need for leadership and practical coordination, to ensure that resources were used wisely (not re-inventing the wheel).
However, she displayed a strong sense of realism when talking about the changing
expressions of commitment from the unit and district level since the QA initiative in
SBHA started, and a determination to proceed at St. Mary's. The hospital is
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physically and traditionally relatively self-contained (almost insular) which in this
case seems advantageous. However, with the tendency to keep the NHS estate
under close review and look to small, old hospitals as candidates for closure, this
one needs to be on its guard, and publicising its strengths.
System 5- the above point covers the commitment aspect, but resources seem to
betray the traditional NHS underinvestment in training. Have the funds which
previously were retained at district HQ for the QA dept. been distributed to units?
Trust funds (some of which the district controls) can be a valuable source of monies
for matching savings made by staff, or the purchase of items which make patients'
lives easier (as in the wheelchair example) - perhaps these can be more fully
exploited.
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11. Organisational and professional cultures need to be responsive to
criticism:
System 3- perhaps suprisingly, this does not seem to be the intractable
problem
which one might expect, apart from the medical professionals (in this case
potentially particularly influential because of their small numbers and entrenched
attitudes, lack of influx of new younger doctors who could dilute the effect of the
older ones.) This may have changed or be changing, with the increase in consultant
posts and changing professional views nationally.

For the non-clinical staff,

Wilson's model sensitively implemented seems to anticipate some of the resistance
which arises from fear and feeling threatened. Perhaps this is enhanced in SBHA
where in spite of some failures and a lot of cynicism, quality circles have opened the
way to participation and decision-making by a range of staff groups and senior
management and the DHA are obliged to regard them as 'a good thing'. Thus the
climate, particularly for the relatively slow and unpressured life at St. Mary's,
seems to permit changes in organisational culture fairly readily.

12. Quality comesfrom pride in one's work and having the resourcesto satisfy customers:
System 5- although this is dearly pertinent for all Systems, System 5 has the ability
more than the others to provide resources and policy priorities which enable the
lower levels to implement changes they have designed. Developing pride in one's
work when it hasn't previously been expected, is a fragile thing and even more
easily destroyed by frustrations from above than by frustration with one's own lack
of skill or temperament.

Thus the verdict on St. Mary's model, based on the VSM and TQM characteristics, is 'doing
quite well, could do better'. After a feedback check on the outputs from the analysis listed
above, we will consider the prospects for improvement of a few of the more significant
weak structural points at Step 6.
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6.4.4 Feedback check on output from Step 5- would any proposed changesýgystemically
desirable?

a) Check against multiple causediagram (Figure 6.1) - would any of the suggestedchanges
lead to changein an undesirable direction?
Looking at the effect the suggested developments would, if implemented, have on the
interactions in Figure 6.1, the following considerations emerge. (The numbers refer to those
of the 'desirable features' considered in above).
Re. 1- it is highly unlikely, but if a strong St. Mary's lobby diverted more than its fair share
of resources or attention from other parts of the district, other patients may suffer instead.
Re. 4 and 5- prioritising activities on the basis of their cost implications as unlikely to lead
to the same ordering of priorities which consumers might choose. While such choices are
making explicit decisions which were previously badly made or remained implicit, this is
an issue which has to be faced in a range of NHS contexts - how are choices made under
A
VSM-based
higher
than
model,
available?
resources
conditions of
expectations and needs
for
be
it
is
these more moral and
to
adequate
can
reflect
stakeholder
unlikely
while
views,
value-laden decisions.
Re. 6 and 7- patients can be unduly tolerant of faulty service, and as taxpayers they
be
bear
Perhaps
the
things
paid to
should
attention
more
getting
ultimately
cost of
wrong.
these features than has initially been suggested; certainly they suggest merit in assessing
costs of quality.

It does not seemtherefore that implementing the suggestionsmade above would be likely
inadvertently to lead to undesirable changesin terms of the multiple causediagram.

b) Checking against Beer's three sorts of performance measures (mentioned at the end of
to 4

Beer,it will be recalled,defined three general sorts of measures:'productivity' (the ratio of
actual achievements- sales,items produced or whatever - to capability or planned
achievements);'latency' (the ratio of capability to potentiality - the achievementlevels
which the performing organisational unit wishes it could attain); and 'performance' per se
(the ratio of actuality to potentiality). How will the suggestedchangesbe likely to improve
performance in relation to any of these? Here are a few examples:
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'System
4
the
link'
in appreciation of the needsof internal
effect
of
as
a
weak
customerscould impede productivity;
in
Beer's
be
indicated
by
terms
the extent to which parts of the
may
-'performance
health service are able to meet the full needs of the community;
'performance'
be
improved
if
training is increased so quality can really
again
will
become everybody's business;
- attention to the costs of quality can improve all three types of performance;
levels
first
in
it
time, and achieving zero
terms
of
attainment
of
getting
right
defects, are examples again of performance the ratio of actuality to potentiality;
-

individuals
become
as
more concernedabout the quality of their work, they will
be measuring their achievementsin terms of 'performance' rather than
'productivity'.

c) Checking against Espgjo'stenets(1989)
In the methodological discussion offered by Espejo on the application of the VSM to social
organisations, he raises a number of questions which can usefully be posed in some
analyses. For example, questions about the organisational identity, its purposes from
different viewpoints, alternative modes of application of the VSM - diagnosis or design. In
an early application of the VSM to hypothetical QA systems at a district and regional level,
these questions and Espejo's arguments were valuable in clarifying assumptions of the
analytical process and identifying areas requiring further research. In the present example,
the system and our reasons for analysing it have been relatively dearly established from the
start, so it was felt that posing Espejo's questions would not be necessary here.
Nonetheless, they can form a useful tool both for planning and checking an application of
the VSM in other contexts.
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DESIRABLE AND FEASIBLE CHANGE

As we noted early in this chapter, a potential limitation of using the VSM as our blueprint
for total quality management systems and as a diagnostic and redesign tool for a particular
example, is that the VSM is essentially a model of structure. It incorporates many principles
of cybernetics and of arrangement which can indicate the nature of structural
interconnections and relationships, within the system in view and between it, its
environment and higher and lower recursions. It also, through the notion of viability,
provides the system with an element of dynamics and potential for change. However, in
our simple use of the model to structure some common features of TQM before comparing
it with the St. Mary's QA model, we have paid relatively little attention to these more
detailed features of the viable system model.
Step 5 suggested some uses of VSM features in designing changes to the example of interest,
and in passing suggested some potential implications in terms of the feasibility and
acceptability of those changes. As we noted earlier, the application has been aimed at
building on strengths and we will retain this constructive and optimistic approach in
summing up a few changes which seem likely to require more than simply a further
detailed scrutiny of the VSM. We will take a more general view here and bear in mind
some common experiences of health service attempts at organisation-wide QA or TQM.
Again we will refer to the numbered features of TQM identified in Section 6.3.1.

1.

'definitions of quality of goods or servicesinclude the focus in their design and
production, of complete fitness for the customer's requirements (and readinessto
respond to changesin those requirements)'.

As it becomesmore aware of 'customer' expectationsand needs,the NHS both locally and
nationally will even more urgently have to address the issueof what expectationsand needs
it is reasonableto seekto meet. Flexibility and responsivenessneed parametersor
thresholds for action (a role played by the VSM's anti-oscillatory mechanisms),and greater
customer sensitivity demands controlled responsein order to be effective.
After the 1989NHS White Paper is implemented, this situation will becomelessrather than
more manageable.
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'everybody has customers, although they may be internal to the organisation rather

than end-users'.
People often need to feel that it is worth their while to consider possibly unknown internal
(or remote external) customers before they 'put themselves out' for them. Perhaps short
term staff exchanges between hospitals, departments or sites could increase appreciation of
the impact one's work has on others, although some people are always likely to be more
concerned than others. Helping staff to gain as full a picture as possible of how the
organisation works, is always desirable.

3.

'quality is everybody's business, not just the responsibility of experts in the quality

assurancedepartment (if there is one) who should act as facilitators'.
The important idea that quality is everybody's business has become devalued in many
little
highly
QA
'experts'
it
is
that
time
the
or no
or
with
visible,
are
stated at
same
places, as
do
Wilson's
Models
do
it.
is
to
to
such
as
about
supposed
guidance as what everybody
provide practical examples in a clear context, but we need to be aware of the speed with
which neat-sounding phrases begin to arouse cynicism or indifference.

4.

'quality may not be free but the net financial benefits of investment in quality can be
it
is
one
the
may
vary
quantified, and although
emphasison cost of quality
potential measureof performance'.

5.

'the cost of quality has three main components- failure, appraisal and prevention - and
as TQM is implemented the overall cost (as a percentageof total operating cost) will
decrease,and the cost of prevention will becomerelatively higher in comparison
with failure and appraisal'.

In thesetimes of resourcemanagement,income and expenditure monitoring and the like,
increasing awarenessof quality costsshould not be difficult to find. However, the
appropriatenessof financial measuresalways needsto be tested even if they provide a very
Cost
QA
for
denominator
disparate
of
activity.
comparing
sorts of
convenient common
QA
for
be
for
devices
and
to
quality graphs and models can useful
make a case resources
training, too.
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'with the philosophy of 'prevention rather than detection' comes the
standard of

'getting it right first time':
7.

'instead of an 'acceptable level of quality' which allows for a percentage of faults or
failures, a goal of zero defects may be set, for attainment over the longer or shorter
term'.

'Right first time and 'zero defects' goals are of limited value if they are not linked into
appropriate reward and sanction systems. These need not be straight financial bonuses or
punishments, but appropriate responses to the systemic context. Equally, such targets
should not be set unless they are clearly attainable and relevant.

8.

'the searchfor quality improvement is continuous, and quality standards are not set
once and for all'.

The continuous search for quality improvement could mean ever more stringent targets on
one dimension of performance, or a constant search for new types of target to aim for. TQM
in the health service context is likely to mean a combination of both, and this feature does
highlight the importance of organisational clture. Keeping up some momentum, building a
high level of awareness of quality in all its forms into 'the way we do things here' are allimportant.

These sorts of change have been mentioned in several previous chapters, and a

lesson from Wilson's adult learning model is that where people already feel at home with
an approach in some small way, this can be built on. There are few people working in the
NHS who do not have some commitment to the values of that service, and an interest in the

build
foundation
has
As
Wilson
(1989),
is
to
this
on.
of
others.
well-being
written
a good

9.

'good quality requires good and plentiful information'.

Plenty of sourcesoutside the field of quality managementhave contributions to make in the
development of information systemswhich people can actually use to some effect. As
mentioned above,there is much interest in finding and using information in spite of some
more philosophical debatesabout the quantification of quality. Most of those involved in
turning gut-feeling concerninto action do not have too many qualms about identifying
proxy or substitute information, but a general increasein quantitative skills at all NHS
levels is also desirable. (see,for example, Pollitt, 1989).
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10.

'commitment of top management to continuous quality improvement is
essential, and
requires to be accompanied by considerable resources - in terms of time,
communication and information systems, equipment and especially training'

11.

'organisational, group and professional cultures need to be able to generate, accept
and act on constructive criticism'.

12.

'the attainment of quality standards and awareness depends on giving everyone
pride in their work and the resources to respond fully to customer requirements'.

Most of the implications for acceptability and feasibility of these points have been noted
already. There is a case for considering what Organisational Development has to offer here,
and understanding the implications of changing professional views on quality assessment.
There are interesting times ahead where clinical quality is concerned. The emphasis on the
importance of commitment from top management needs to be generalised so that changes
in leadership do not have damaging effects on perceptions of those lower down about the
priority given to quality. The concerns of middle management were noted earlier in this
chapter, and their feelings of vulnerability need to be taken seriously. They reflect the
expectations which organisations and society have of managers, and have complex
implications.

Inevitably, both the initial introduction of organisation-wide QA schemes, and the
improvement of existing ones, will require attention to process and outcomes as well as
structure. While successful uses of models such as that of Wilson are increasingly being
reported, they need to be understood in their wider and 'historical' NHS context, as well as
their general social context. If the Department of Health is to adopt an approach of
recommending good practice in QA, and several TQM pilot schemes are being set up, it will
be interesting to see how they tackle these complications and evaluate such schemes.

'Never mind the quality'
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STEP 7- WHAT ARE THE PROSPECTS FOR TOM IN THE NHS?
.6

So far we have been exploring examples of health care quality assurance which fall short of
TQM as described in Section 6.3. Nonetheless, many of them profess a concern for
comprehensiveness with quality as 'everybody's business'. We have tended to conclude
that there are at least some important features of TQM which are present in the NHS and
could become more common with time, effort and resources.
Most of the literature about comprehensive QA systems is from outside Britain, and (in the
English language at least) dominated by North America. Many are linked to - and often
limited by - national or regional accreditation programmes. However, a few references
from several countries may be of interest, including Luke and Boss (1981 - USA), Ruiz (1988
American
(1987
Holland),
Spain),
Australia),
der
Horst
Parker
(1986
Avery
et
al
and
van
Hospital Association (1983), Mickevicius and Stoughton (1984 - Canada).
Early in this research the work of Pollitt (1986b) was referred to in the context of his list of
suggested conditions which favour the development of more appropriate performance
Comparing
his
for
include
of
quality.
assessment
evaluation schemes
public services which
list with our generalised picture of organisation-wide health service QA (seen as a mapping
VSM),
features
in
6.4.2,
the
Wilson's
the
those
we can
onto
mentioned
of
of
approach and
assessthe prospects of the evolving NHS pattern, in Pollitt's terms.
a) Pollitt's conditions.

b) Presentin our VSM-basedNHS
model?

i. Use of performance assessmentas a
cost-cutting exerciseor to reward or
penalisestaff militates against learning
and professional development.

Wilson's model is free of theseproblems,
but some others may link directly and
simplistically with IPR or cost
improvement programmes - not immune.

ii. Voluntarism is desirable especiallyif
the schemerates individuals.

Lessrelevant to the NHS pattern apart
from clinical audit if involved; but more
relevant in future?

iii. Diversity of public servicesmust be
recognised.

Often models adopted straight from
commercial, non-medical sector, or
health services abroad which are mostly
from
find
any
examples
private; can't
Wilson's
UK
model
sector.
public
within
by
him.
Risk
UK
in
context
put
usually
that govt. will impose standardised
systems on public services - already
happening with Audit commission's new
NHS role?

iv. Direct input from consumers/ the
public should be regarded as legitimate.

This has been side-steppedin someways,
focusing on HA-initiated customer
satisfaction surveys and the (variable)
role of CHCs.
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v. New data collection systemslikely to
be needed.

We noted this, it is generally recognised
though not fully developed.

vi. Problems of short term, mechanistic,
efficiency focus, and how to aggregate
judgements of performance satisfactorily.

All of these are problematic and, if
external pressures continue to influence
the development and use of performance
assessment systems, for quality or not,
they may be hard to resolve.

So although NHS approaches to total quality have been shown to have within them the
potential at least for viability, in Beer's terms, this does not automatically equip them better
to meet Pollitt's requirements. Performance evaluation in a viable NHS TQM model may
still be introspective and mechanistic, and other models may be better for developing such
process and behavioural aspects.

'Never mind the quality'
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OF THE SYSTEMS

Having noted some reservations about the content of the VSM-based total quality
management model for the NHS, how did the VSM perform per seas a model for quality
improvement?

Here we present answers to the standard questions about the use of the

model, and in Step 9 (in Chapter 8) assesssome of the criticisms of the VSM for uses such as
the one presented here.
1. The model has shed some light on structural elements in particular, and in the process of
analysis we have been able to relate these to key aspects of process too. Combining the
VSM with a representation of TQM was a useful device.
2. The colloquial and research questions related to this topic raised issues of satisfying
hierarchies of needs from the individual to the wider population, and exploring the links
between structure, process and outcome. The VSM has shed some light on the feasibility of
introducing into the NHS the conscious attention to the needs of individual

patients which

is implied by TQM. We assume that structure, process and outcome are interrelated, but
focus here on structure; however, we would argue that getting the structure 'right' is
necessary but not sufficient for good performance. A range of tools may be needed to
design and implement new quality systems in the NHS effectively.

3. The model is comprehensiveenough for our purposes here; we have only explored some
of its featuresand powers.
4. We may have gained greater understanding with more detailed data, which could
readily have been incorporated in the modelled system. The level of hierarchy in the
recursive VSM was appropriate, and further insights will be gained from looking at systems

at least one recursion up and down. The conceptsof autonomy and viability in the context
of complex systemswere not fully exploited here.
5. Internal and external factors seemto have been adequately represented,and the VSM
brings the local and wider environment, present and future, into consideration.
6. We have not explicitly explored how specific changesto the system would interact, apart
from a few examples. More detailed modelling within the cybernetic paradigm would be
valuable.
7. Analyst bias should not have played too great a part, as the analyst maintains some
scepticismof both the VSM and quality assurance,yet has drawn largely positive
conclusions. A number of other analysts have drawn comparable conclusions about aspects
of NHS QA (for example, Pollitt, 1989),although not necessarilyfrom local experienceor
with a TQM model for comparison.
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Although Beer himself quite often refers to hospitals as examples for aspects of the VSM,
finding applications to health care quality has proved impossible so we cannot compare our
modelling directly with the experience of other analysts. Nonetheless, the examples of VSM
applications mentioned in Chapter 2, and in Espejo and Harnden's compendium (1989),
have provided some insights. In the final chapter we will review some more theoretical
aspects as well as the empirical approach to this and the other three topics.
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CHAPTER 7. ASSESSING PERFORMANCE THROUGH
OUTCOMES OF CARE

7.1 STEP 1. INITIAL CHOICE OF METHODOLOGY FOR TOPIC 4

7.1.1 Introduction

At several points in earlier chapters we noted the comparative lack of attention which has so
far been paid to evaluating the performance of the NHS in terms of its impact on the health
of individuals and communities. Explanations suggested that cultural and political as well
as technical considerations played a part in this neglect. Differences in values as well as
interests abound, which led to the initial choice of Checkland's (1981) soft systems
methodology (SSM) as an appropriate analytical approach. The stages of that approach
were described in Chapter two and in this chapter we will report on their application, which
followed the usual ten-step analytical process.

It would not be fair to imply that outcome measurementhasbeen completely neglected. As
well as interest from individuals and some parts of the medical profession, there have been
severaldevelopments recently which may be seenas steps towards more widespread and
formalised outcome assessment.The serviceobjectivesin the 1988and 1989short term
planning guidelines from the Department of health (described in Chapter 4), include
examplesof activity levels being regarded as adequateproxies for outcomes (vaccination
and immunisation targets,and breast cancerscreening,for example). The 1989SIT
guidelines place an emphasison improving the health of the population through 'the
effective diagnosis and treatment of illness and injury within times that are both clinically
acceptableand reasonable'(DoH 1989bp.2). While little guidance is given as to the means
of achieving this objective, regions are to ensure that district health authorities 'introduce
quantified targets,basedon the reports of their directors of public health, to improve the
overall health of their populations' (p.2). One potentially useful monitoring tool already
mentioned, is the incorporation of indicators of 'avoidable mortality' - deaths from selected
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(based on data collected under the Körner information system).
However, although we can acknowledge a few such developments, compared to the
analysis of NHS planning in Topic 1 we are dealing here with a relatively blank slate. Our
aim is to use a systems methodology and/ or model first to explore perceptions of why
outcome measurement may be desirable; second, if there is a strong case for outcome
measurement, to see how it can be developed and towards what objectives. To place our
analysis in a context, we can suppose that actors in the problem situation - say DoH civil
servants involved in the development of outcome indicators for use in routine monitoring may benefit from a structured methodological approach. Working here with some primary
but mainly secondary data, we will apply the SSM as if called upon as consultants by such
actors. Unlike the application of the hard systems methodology in which the HSM was
used as a blueprint for redesigning the NHS planning system, our application is more
straightforward

here, akin to a consultancy project with a dient to tackle a messy problem

situation - as there is relatively little to redesign. In a different context the soft systems
methodology would be applied in an interactive way with a client. Here we need to treat
the analysis which follows as the 'consultant's' thoughts on what the introduction,
for
if
in
involve,
preparation
as
refinement and maintenance of outcome monitoring may
action research.
Figure 7.1 sets out the stages of the Soft Systems Methodology, divided (as with the VSM
design
Chapters
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HSM
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4
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into
analysis),
and
and
and
phases of
and implementation.

Several stages in the methodology incorporate their own 'feedback

checks' but in most other ways the approach to the analysis here follows the same 10-step
However,
it
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(Step
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rest of
completed.
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until after
verification
this chapter describes some aspects of current outcome assessment in the NHS and indicates
what data have been collected. Stage 2 of the soft systems methodology, the rich picture
and derivation of problem themes, appears in the next section. In Section 7.3 root
definitions are constructed as Stage 3 of the SSM, and will be verified and validated mainly
through the methodology itself. At Section 7.4, the conceptual model is built and compared
with the real world problem situation (stages 4 and 5 of the SSM) - the design phase of our
analytical process. Implementation is considered in 7.5 through the SSM stages 6 and 7
debate about feasible and desirable changes, and preliminary assessment of this analysis is
in the final two sections.
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Figure 7.1 The Stages of the Soft Systems Methodology.
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Before proceeding with more detailed analysis, we need to check that at least so far our
choice of methodology for the topic is reasonably sound. (Following Checkland (1981, p.
192), we may refer to models and methodologies interchangeably, 'the latter being
themselves only conceptual models of systems to enquire and learn'. ) Having posed the
questions set out in Chapter 2, Section 2.6.2 to ascertain that the proposed use of
methodology and models could meet the conditions for the overall process, a few points
should be mentioned.
Although the SSM seeks to accommodate the more messy and less rational aspects of
human activities, and defer the imposition of structure to the analytical stages in the
'abstract world of systems thinking', the approach itself is formalised and rational. As well

as conceptualmodelling and the use of the formal systemparadigm, many sorts of model
can be used at Stage4 of the SSM,to increasethe flexibility of the approach; and it is robust
to internal and external changes,which can be incorporated into a revised rich picture
before iterating.
The methodology produces documentation and diagrams readily shared with others, and is
well suited to the multidisciplinary

needs of an inquiry such as ours into outcome

assessment. I have drawn on data from, for example, epidemiology, health economics and
statistics.
With these reassuring points about the suitability of the SSM here, we will proceed with a
more detailed description and analysis of Topic 4.
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7.2 STEP 2. SKETCH OF TOPIC 4

7.2.1 Description of topic

In the context of our quest to assessthe practicability and potential value for routine
nationwide outcome assessment in the NHS, still a relatively unstructured problem but
amenable later to discussion in systems terms, we first need to capture the essence of the
problem area. Here Stage 1 of the SSM has involved the collections of data on outcomes,
and Stage 2 the production of a rich picture and identification of problem themes.

i. Primary and secondarymaterial about outcomes
A review of material collected during the process of this research revealed the relevance of
the measurement of health status and outcomes to many contexts, a number of which have
been discussed in earlier chapters. The material included: notes from interviews with civil
servants, planners and managers which touched on, for example, the complexities of
outcome measurement, its role in health promotion, variations in health status between
communities and the implications for health services; a small number of references to
outcomes in plans and annual review papers; and literature on aspects of clinical practice
and policy. As well as references in earlier chapters (notably Chapter 3) relevant aspects
and some material include:

" medical audit including peer review, accreditation (in the USA), new
requirements in the UK and confidential inquiries into maternal and
perioperative mortality: Merry 1986,Black et al 1989,Diggs 1984,Jessop1989,
Stevensand Bennett 1989,Mitchell and Fowkes 1985;
" dimensions for outcome measurement(efficacy, effectiveness,
appropriateness)and ethics and risks: Appleby 1987,Kingman 1986;
" techniques for outcome assessment (including data and information),
avoidable mortality, PIs and technology assessment: Kind 1988,1989, Charny
1988, Russell and Cole 1987, Dubois et al 1987, Greenfield et al 1988, Schroeder
1987, Scrivens et al 1985, Scrivens and Charlton 1983, Bauer and Charlton 1986;

" the incorporation of expectationsof outcome into decisions about the
allocation of scarceresources,including quality adjusted life years (QALYS),
'resourcemanagement', and prioritising resourceuse: Mumford 1989,
Anderson 1987,Drummond 1987,Maynard,, 1987,Grimes 1987,Carr-Hill 1989,
Vetter et al; and
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prospects for outcome assessment: Black 1988, Devlin 1986, Ham (ed.) 1988,
Mills 1987, West, 1984.

To expand on a few areas, medical audit can be defined as 'the systematic, critical analysis
of the quality of medical care, including the procedures used for diagnosis and treatment,
the use of resources, and the resulting outcome and quality of life for the patient' (DoH
1989j). The 1989 White Paper plans that all health authorities and family practitioner
committees are to introduce systematic medical audit in the next few years. The form of
audit processes are to be developed with the medical profession and their results will
remain largely confidential, but the government intends that the pace of the use of audit
should be quickened.
Two examples of relatively long-standing professional audit initiatives were mentioned
above. The voluntary Confidential Enquiry into Maternal Deaths commenced in 1952 and
now investigates virtually 100% of all deaths of women during the 21 months from
conception (DHSS 1986b). Details of the circumstances surrounding each case are collected
from all those involved and assessedby relevant experts, who give their opinion on the
presence of any avoidable factors - defined in the Enquiry as 'a departure from the accepted
standard of satisfactory clinical and administrative care which may have played a part in
the ensuing death'. The purpose of the enquiry is to 'promote the local review of obstetric
care, not to identify and discipline individual

errors' (Butler and Vaile, 1984, p. 170).

Although the proportion of maternal deaths attributed to avoidable causes appears to have
increased, deaths from particular causes (notably anaesthetic errors) have declined as has
the overall total of deaths due to pregnancy and childbirth, from 1094 in 19524 to 227 in
1976-8. The contribution of the Enquiry to these reductions is impossible to quantify with
certainty, but the consensus is that as well as having some direct impact on medical and
administrative practice, the enquiry provides a model for multidisciplinary

reflection on

practice (ibid. ).

The Confidential Enquiry into Perioperative Deaths (CEPOD)originated in 1984with a
study in three regions initiated by the Royal College of Anaesthetists,where all deaths
within 30 days of surgery were investigated (following the work of Lunn and Mushin,
1982). This has led to report from the Royal College of Surgeonson the implications for the
training of surgical teams,and widespread discussion of the potential for further audit
exercises.CEPOD has now been allocated central funding for five years to be extended
throughout the NHS from 1989,with an initial focus on deaths of children under ten.
Evaluation of the impact of the Enquiry will continue.
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The wider monitoring of 'avoidable mortali, [ has developed in two
main contexts.
Premature mortality from relatively well-understood conditions amenable to treatment has
been the subject of research at St. Thomas' Hospital Department of Community Medicine,
with a focus on geographical and socioeconomic variations (referred to above in the work of
Scrivens et al, Holland et al). Deaths from causes which should reasonably have been
prevented, including those connected with medical intervention, have been analysed by
John Yates at Birmingham, who integrated a limited number of indicators of avoidable
mortality into the IACC Performance Indicators (mentioned in Chapter 5). Based on this
work, the post-Körner DoH PIs will include mortality rates for conditions such as
Hodgkins' disease and carcinoma of the cervix.
The relationships between avoidable mortality, standards of clinical care, variations in
health care resources and other important factors are very complex; some of the analyses
have been strongly criticised (Carr-Hill, 1987). Nonetheless, such initiatives indicate that
mechanisms can be developed for investigation, if there is a will; these are positive signs.

ii. The rich picture

From the relatively unstructured perception of someof the problematic factors in the
routine measurementof the outcomesof health care a more structured view is obtained
through the production of a diagrammatic 'rich picture' -a cartoon-like drawing which
includes important elements of structures and processes, social and organisational roles and
cultures which seem to be germane to the problem area. As mentioned in Chapter 2, the
picture is not presented in systems terms ; looking for systems here would prejudice an
imaginative and wide-ranging treatment in later stages.

The rich picture was sketchedto capture some important and problematic aspectsof
outcome assessment,or the lack of it in the NHS. A reduced copy appearsas Figure 72.
The layout indicates some of the interrelations between interested parties, and to assistin its
interpretation, from top left the picture portrays:
" concernedacademicsin severalhealth servicesmanagementdepartments, here in
an ivory tower; and including myself seeking to understand my role (it is important
for the analysts to portray themselves,to clarify their role);
" people on the Clapham omnibus expressingconfusion over their expectationsof
the NHS;
" the Houses of Parliament in which various MPs and ministers are expressing
their views; with the NHS Management Board playing pig-in-the-middle between
the minister and department of health;
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limited value in distinguishing between patients as 'relieved, unrelieved or dead';
" in the bottom left hand corner, an example of clinical care which leaves a lot to be
desired in terms of treatment effectiveness, patient involvement and informed
consent;
" in the centre, BMA House, from which some views of clinicians about medical
audit and other aspects of outcome assessment are emerging; and below them to the
right, stereotypical consultants trying to pass the buck;
" right of centre, the Department of Health - until recently located at the Elephant
and Castle in south east London - emitting a wide range of of concerns, excuses and
ideas;
" in the bottom right hand corner, representatives of local health authorities,
managers, planners, information officers and community physicians struggle to
make use of data little improved on since Florence Nightingale's day, to see what
effects their efforts have on patients, and wondering if someone may be doing some
relevant research somewhere;
" and last but by no means least, bottom centre, a putative patient reads some
cynical information for patients with an air of resignation.
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Figure 7.2Rich Picture - Problematic factors in outcome measurement
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The rich picture has tried to capture a range of interests, in this case drawn mostly from
secondary sources rather than involving members of a dient group. Like any rich picture, it
is coloured by the view of the analyst (who is depicted in the top left hand corner).

iii. Problem themesderived from the rich picture
The second part of Stage 2 in the SSM is the identification of some problem themes which
emerge from the rich picture. They may be categorised as 'issue based' or 'primary task
based', and the following themes were identified at this stage:

Issuebasedproblem themes

Primary task basedproblem themes

1. How does one define 'best outcome'?

7. 'Outcome measurement' can measure
many things and meet many
requirements - is there a need to choose
between them?

2. How do doctors make decisions?
3. Why measure outcomes?

4. How should one act on outcome data
and information?
5. Should one examine outcomesfor
individuals or groups?
6. Should data and information about
professionals only be used by
professionals?

8. Measuring outcomes- in comparison
with what?
9. How can one act on outcome data and
information?
10. What sorts of data could be used to
monitor outcomes?

Three main 'problem areas' were identified in the thumbnail sketchof Topic 4 in Chapter 2
that outcome assessmentinvolves complex and sometimesunknown causal relationships;
that using outcome data presentsproblems of, for example, validity, relevanceand cost; and
that the routes to effective outcome assessmentmay be constrained by power relationships
in the NHS and in society. The rich picture has produced a larger number of problem
themes. Thus within the SSMprocess,the problem areasbeing experiencedby those
involved in the 'real world', and some of their expectations,are captured through the rich
picture and identification of problem themes.
The next stagein the SSMis to identify one or more of thesethemes for more detailed
investigation. This we will return to after two brief subsectionsto round off Step 2 of our
analytical process.
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7.2.2 My objectivesfor the model application

To expand on the purpose indicated in Step 1, my objectives are derived from several roles
vis-a-vis the NHS. As an NHS user, sometimes taxpayer, relative of users etc., my concern
is both for the best treatment to be provided and for the NHS to be affordable from the
public purse (albeit deserving of more resources, but these should be used effectively). As a
researcher, I have observed some bursts of activity about outcome measures. I can
appreciate some of the problems for policy makers who do want to introduce this, in
overcoming the vested interests of many 'experts' in outcome evaluation. I therefore want
to obtain a dearer picture of some of the problems in introducing routine outcome
monitoring, and perhaps its relationship to other sorts of performance assessment, so I have
envisaged a role here of the analysis being designed to assist a civil servant or policy maker
who needs to develop outcome assessment but wishes to start with a broad view.

7.2.3 The processand confirmation of the initial choiceof methodology

Table 2.2 indicated that the detailed process of methodology choice had produced a strong
score for the combination of SSM and Topic 4, a range from 4-6 - the firmest indication of
compability obtained of the selected combinations of methodology and context. The factors
which produced this score in favour of the SSM for the analysis of Topic 4 included its
suitability for dealing with a situation bearing all the hallmarks of a 'mess' rather than a
problem (Watson & Watson, 1986), meeting the criteria for a 'soft' approach listed in 2.7.3.
Referring to the matrix in Chapter 3, Section 3.5 and Hopwood (1980), Hopwood's situation
of high uncertainty both over cause and effect, and objectives, could be seen to
predominate, favouring decisions by inspiration (box 4, compatible with the SSM). In the
past a hard, quantitative approach might have seemed appropriate, with the emphasis on
quantifying outcomes (treating the situation as box I in Hopwood's matrix). Now the more
complex organisational and professional cultural, and environmental, factors are receiving
recognition and the slow rate of progress to date - potentially more sustainable - seems less
surprising.

But someslight reservations should be noted too - an underlying wariness that the
consensusorientation of the SSMmay deny the deep-rooted conflicts of interest and value,
and suggestcapitulation to the stronger parties. More critical approachesmay be relevant if
we were taking the viewpoint primarily of patients or their pressure groups rather than civil
servantsor policy makers.

Assessingperformance through outcomes
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methodology
combination at this stage, and we have ten themes to consider, albeit drawn from a picture
painted at a distance from the problem area. The outcome of the feedback check on Step 2,
to see that the SSM and models developed within it meet the criteria listed in 2.6.2, is
recorded in Table 1 in the Appendix to Chapter 8. We note there the need to be aware of the
significance of any conflicting values and interests; later in the analysis we will see how far
they could be accommodated.

We also note that the SSM relies fairly heavily on subjective

data - and (especially in this context) upon the subjective interpretations of the analyst. In
this respect the SSM could attract the concern with which Ackoff (1981) viewed 'clinical'
organisational development approaches, that they tend to be too subjective. His 'design'
approach to problems therefore sought to combine this subjective appreciation with the
systematic features of a 'research' approach. In Chapter 8 we will consider whether
Checkland's methodology may be regarded as a 'design' approach.

So we proceed with the more analytical part of the diagnosis phase,the construction of root
definitions of relevant systems. We will then return to verify the model and note a few
limitations before starting to consider the design of an outcome monitoring system.
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7.3 STEPS4 AND 3- VERIFIED ANALYSIS OF PROBLEM THEMES

7.3.1 Analysis - constructing root definitions

In keeping with a flexible approach to analysis, we have deviated a little within the ten-step
process. We have already noted the sources of primary and secondary data upon which the
rich picture and problem themes were based. The soft systems methodology automatically
provides a comparison between the model and the real world, in the form of the CATWOE
checklist (described in Section 2.4 of Chapter 2) in the development of relevant systems and
root definitions.

This makes a comparison between the root definition and 'reality' as

captured in the rich picture, posing questions comparable to those asked in the analysis of
Topic 1 in Chapter 4.

While one might need or wish to develop eachof the problem themes,some should be
recognisablymore pertinent than others. The aim of Stage3 of the SSMis to take the
representationof reality from stages1 and 2 into the abstract world of systemsthinking, and
identify a number of 'relevant systems'. We want to define (produce a 'root definition' for)
Each
be
improvement
the
root
the
situation.
to
of
problem
relevant
such systems which will
definition should be a succinct description of a relevant system, usually in the form of a few
key
for...
incorporating
the
'
'a
'
'a
elements
to...
and
system
or system
sentences starting
suggested by the CATWOE checklist.
Of the ten problem themes from Stage 2 of the SSM (our Step 2), four seemed particularly
below,
These
to
the
with the root
purposes
of
our
enquiry.
are
repeated
pertinent
definitions developed for their relevant systems. In each case, several versions were
here
to
the
the
concern
of
most
relevant
main
viewpoint
produced and one which seemed
the civil servant - was refined. The CATWOE checklist was applied, and in a few cases led
to minor amendments of the root definitions rather than suggesting the need to start afresh.
Where there are several strong and conflicting viewpoints actively concerned, carrying
through an analysis for each can be instructive but here we will just note the four relevant
systems and root definitions before proceding to develop one in depth.
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Problem theme 3. Why measureoutcomes?
Relevant system: a system to maximise the effectiveness of the use of health
service
inputs.
Root definition 3: A Department of Health (DoH) owned system to develop and
implement arrangements for national monitoring of outcomes of NHS care as
indicators of the action required to ensure that consistently high standards of
appropriate medical care are provided by HCHS and FPS throughout England,
within available resources and in accordance with national and local priorities and
taking into account the skills and personal qualities of all relevant NHS staff.

Problem theme 4. How should one act on outcome data and information?
Relevant system a systemto prevent conflicts of values and interests preventing
the devlopment of outcome assessment.
Root definition 4: A DoH owned systemfor identifying the practical implications of
ethical considerations,policy aims and serviceobjectives,for outcome standards;
establishing what could reasonablybe expectedof professionalbodies and
individual professionalsand managersin terms of outcome monitoring and
responseactions; negotiating with interested groups over implementation and
review proceduresfor outcome monitoring; and identifying and publicising
appropriate and legitimate sorts of sanctionsfor DoH and other monitoring bodies
to apply.

Problem theme 9. How can one act on outcome data and information?
Relevant system: a system identifying the preconditions for, and necessary
arrangementsfor the implementation of, a national outcome monitoring system.

Assessingperformance through outcomes
of care - 387 Root definition 9: A DoH owned system to identify the responsibilities
of central
and local NHS actors in:

for
health
establishing
criteria
and
standards
outcomes,
- reviewing and changing these when necessary to maintain continuous
improvement, and with the aim of proactive avoidance of undesirable outcomes,
in
for
locally,
the
the
securing
minimisation
of
variation
outcome
nationally
and
same health status inputs and taking patients' views into account;
and to take the necessary actions to implement arrangements to meet these
responsibilities, allowing for the organisation and actors to learn from the practice
of assessment.

Problem theme 10. What sorts of data could be used to monitor outcomes?
Relevant system: a systemto develop the collection and use of outcome data.
Root definition 10: A DoH owned system to instigate and co-ordinate the
identification of relevant sorts of data, and to assessthe feasiblity of collecting and
analysing it cost-effectively and to high standards, to meet local, specialty and
national/central

needs including the monitoring of GP and continuing care, while

controlling access to and use of confidential data.

Root definition 9 was chosen for further analysis at this stage, because it seemed particularly
pertinent to several relatively un-coordinated recent developments (such as the introduction
of avoidable mortality Pls, and expert recommendations for outcome assessment as a means
to further short and long term health policy aims). This root definition might make such
developments both systematic and systemic. One area of uncertainty was the boundaries
between the roles of the NHS management board and our hypothetical 'concerned civil
servant'; we could assume the latter to be working for a member of the former group.

So this root definition encapsulatesa systemwhich would be needed to enable a civil
servant to start to address the complex problem of developing arrangementswhereby
health outcome data could be collected, analysed and acted upon (in ways which would
accord with NHS aims). When the system was establishedit would involve the relevant
groups in appropriate ways and contribute to organisational learning, but the emphasis is
on the designing of such a system prior to commencing implementation. It is a definition of
the overall purpose of the system. Once we are confident that this system meets somebasic
requirements for 'completeness',a conceptual model (SSMStage4) will be built from the
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that

purpose.
Applying the CATWOE checklist to check that the system defined by the root definition is
sufficiently complete, produces the following:
Customers - ultimately, patients; NHS staff interested in self-improvement, and civil
servants setting up the system could also be beneficiaries;
Actors - civil servants, (consulting with others experts, professionals);
-

Transformation - from a 'desire for an outcome monitoring system' to agreed
implementation plans for outcome monitoring showing who does what, why, and what
feedbackis expected(notice that the emphasisis on what needsto be done, rather than how
it should be done);
Weltanschauung (of the system to develop outcome monitoring) - the equity of the NHS,
patients have rights, quality of care can always be improved, quality improvement has
wider benefits for organisational and individual learning;

Owners (who could causethe systemto ceaseto exist) - DoH / NHSMB / health minister;
Environmental constraints- things which causeoutcomesto vary beyond health service
control; patients' values; resourcesfor research,development and implementation of
system;professional and organisational culture (implicit only)?

Here then we have one strand of the output from Step 4 of our analytical format -a
relatively full description of the nature of the 'performance evaluation failure'. We can sum
this up as the almost total absenceof assessmentof outcomesof NHS care - giving rise to
concernssuch as those of our problem themes. The one which we have selectedfor detailed
development will indirectly provide insights into someof the others, at least from one
viewpoint.

7.3.2 Verification and validation

Before proceeding, we should note the results of Step 3 of our procedure verification,
checking that the SSMas a model-building approach meets the needsof Topic 4. As with
the previous topics, the 13 verification questions were posed and the results are set out in
Table 2 of the Appendix to Chapter 8. The responsesdo not reveal any new problems.
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Departing from the strict order of the ten-step analytical process to fit in
with soft systems
analysis, we have thus completed Stage 3 of the SSM as far as our hypothetical civil servant
is concerned. In terms of the analytical process, our Step 4- analysing the described topic
using the model - is not quite complete. The second output strand from Step 4, systemic
reasons for the performance evaluation failure considered here, will be explored fully in the
development and use of the conceptual model at stages 4 and 5 of the SSM. We will
undertake this exercise after drawing up the conceptual model - Stage 4 of the SSM.
It is Checkland's view that that unlike hard models of relatively simple non-human
processes, validation of models - their capacity to represent the phenomena of interest - in
soft systems analysis is not possible. Miere are not valid models and invalid ones, only
defensible conceptual models and ones which are less defensible! But at least it is possible
to check that conceptual models are not fundamentally deficient' (Checkland, 1981, p. 173).
He proposes that the capacity of conceptual models to provide useful insights in
comparison with real world activities, can be explored through their comparison with other
appropriate systems models and an ideal "formal

systems model' (ibid. pp. 173-7). So

again in contrast to our use of the HSM in connection with Topic 1, we will assume that this
use of the formal system and other models will meet the needs of our 'validation questions'
set out at Section 2.6.3.
It is perhaps worth recalling here the essenceof the SSM, which is the separation of the real
world from the abstract world of systems thinking.

In the real world, systems are human

constructs with boundaries and objectives which are personal perceptions rather than
tangible things (although of course the systems often include tangible things and the
perceptions of individuals often overlap). SSM draws out, in the abstract world, systems
which if they existed in reality could be relevant to the problem. This real/abstract
distinction is important for obtaining insights from the approach, as ideas for change will be
drawn from the comparison (in Stage 5) between reality and the idealised conceptual
model. Thus it is not 'real' systems which are of interest, but the juxtaposition of notional
systems with real and messy problem situations. This distinction, although less relevant
when we are applying harder approaches to essentially quantifiable or more tangible
systems (where those involved are consciously seeking to develop systems to tackle specific
tasks), is worth bearing in mind. There is often the risk of assuming that 'systems' exist in
their own right rather than as human constructs; this reduces our ability to appreciate the
interpretations which other people will place on social reality.

Next we will take our (more or less defensible) description of the nature of the Topic 4
performance evaluation 'failure, and makings of the systemic reasonsfor it, forward to the
conceptual model-building stage.

'
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7.4 STEP 5. DESIGNING BETTER PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
SYSTEMS FOR OUTCOME ASSESSMENT

7.4.1 Constructing the conceptualmodel

Although, strictly speaking, we have not quite completed our diagnosis of the systemic
reasons for the comparative absence of outcome assessment, this is incorporated in the
design phase. Using the SSM to undertake this step of our process involves first
constructing a conceptual model, derived from the chosen root definition; and 'validating'
this in terms of the formal system model (FSM) and any other useful systems models. Then
we must undertake a comparison between the conceptual model and problem situation as
desirable
for
in
in
identify
towards
the
to
a
more
scope
change
captured
rich picture
order
situation.

Constructing a conceptual model involves simple procedures,but an insightful model
requires considerableiteration and reflection. We take the chosenroot definition of the
relevant system,in this caseRoot definition 9:
A DoH owned system to identify the responsibilities of central and local NHS actors
in:

for
health
and
outcomes,
establishing
criteria
standards
- reviewing and changing thesewhen necessaryto maintain continuous
improvement, and with the aim of proactive avoidance of undesirable
outcomes,
for
locally,
in
the
and
securing
minimisation
of
outcome
nationally
variation
the samehealth status inputs and taking patients' views into account;
and to take the necessaryactions to implement arrangementsto meet these
responsibilities, allowing for the organisation and actors to learn from the practice
of assessment.
The verbs in the definition are listed. They are taken to indicate the activities logically
implied by the definition, and the model which they shapeindicates in more detail r

the

desired system would do. It does not prescribehw to do it; later iterations around the
methodology could undertake such in-depth design for parts of the model, or additional
techniquescould be employed. (This slightly artificial distinction should set limits to the
detail for eachiteration, and may also reflect the way in which the 'means' at one

'Assessingperformance through
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further necessary and logically-implied activities, and ordered in relation to
each other such
that connections and interrelations are indicated.
Thus Figure 7.3 sets out the conceptual model for the relevant system 'identifying the
preconditions for, and necessary arrangements for the implementation of, a national
outcome monitoring system' - as defined above. If that relevant system were to be
established in the real world, the root definition logically implies that these activities would
need to take place. The 14 numbered 'circles' represent the main activities; many include
essential contributory activities.
The model incorporates the assessment of the potential scope both for measuring health
outcomes and for using this measurement to improve health status and hospital,
community and GP health services. It involves consideration of the practicalities of data
collection, and the politics of changing the working arrangements of health professionals
and managers. And it embraces the needs of ultimate 'customers' of the system - patients both in the establishment of procedures and as part of an ongoing evaluation mechanism to
ensure not only that outcome monitoring takes place, but also lessons are learned about
how to develop its operation. The scope of our relevant system ends when implementation
starts, however; for example, the finer details of data collection were more the part of the
concern encapsulated in problem theme 10 than 9. While the importance of the
maintenance and improvement of the system has been a consideration in the 'design' here,
the detail of these activities will require analysis in their own right.

'Assessingperformancethroughoutcomes
of care - 392Figure 7.3 Conceptual model of a system for identifying preconditions and arrangements
for implementing outcome monitoring.
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In order that it should provide a sound basis upon which to design changes to the real
world problem situation, we will compare Figure 73 with the formal system model Figure
7.4 which identifies the necessary characteristics of a purposeful human activity system.
Reference here is to the 14 numbered activities or groups of them in the conceptual model
(Figure 7.3), and next we will consider the significance of the omission of any of the nine
components of the FSM identified by Checkland.

Figure 7.4 The Formal System Model (after Checkland, 1981).

Wider systems
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Comparing the conceptual model to the formal system model, when we look for the
components of the latter (i. to ix. below) in the conceptual model (activity circles 1-14) we
find that all the components of the formal system are present in the conceptual model.
Their locations are listed here:
i.

Taking the whole of the conceptual model as a system, its ongoing purpose or mission is

indicated in 2,11 and 12.
ii. Whether the system is achieving its purpose will be indicated by the activities in 2 and
14 which indicate criteria for judging the system's performance.
iii. To a greater extent than i. and ii., decision-taking is dispersed through the system, being
part of the activities in 2,5-8,10,12 and 14. However, while decisions are part of a variety
of activities, they may be part of the same role or set up explicitly to contribute to the
establishment or maintenance of the system.
iv. The system contains several sub-systems (3,6,7,8,14

for instance) mostly being mini-

evaluation and informing systems, each with the properties of the whole although they may
be implicit here. This particularly applies to performance measures, which may deserve
further attention.
v.

The components certainly interact, as information, authority and sometimes resources

flow between them. In many cases these flows are part of their raison d'etre, and 14
supplies feedback to the system over the long term

vi. The system interacts with its wider health care systemand environment, and interfaces
are suggestedin 1,2,6 and 13.
vii. We could define a boundary between those areasover which the developer of the
outcome monitoring systemhas some control - such as the power to require, on behalf of
ministers, health authorities to introduce outcome monitoring systems- and the areasabout
which they may expresstheir expectationsand hopes but are unable to enforce (such as
clinical practice under the terms of existing contracts).
viii. The systemdistributes resources,for example in 10,11and 12.
ix. That the system is designed to persist for some time, and has the capacity to regain
stability after disturbances,is implied by the activities in 14.

'Assming performance through outcomes
of care - 396 The conceptual model contains a few more activities than
would ideally be the case, but
apart from the query as to the identification of performance measures for sub-systems (para.
iv., the conceptual model appears to be 'complete' enough to use as a basis for comparison
with the real world problem situation in SSM Stage 5. The sort of performance measures
which would be appropriate for the sub-systems at this level of resolution could be along
the lines of meeting all or a proportion of their main objectives (instigating research,
evaluating arrangements etc.) by a suitable point on the implementation timetable, such that
a complete system is in place by the time health authorities are required to introduce and
operate outcome monitoring.

Now we can procedeto the stagein the SSMwhich is at the heart of its capacity to 'design'
changesthrough the juxtaposition of real world and abstract world thinking.

7.4.2 SSMStage5- comparing theýtual

model with reality as representedby the rich

picture and problem themes

Checkland seesthe comparison stageas embodying 'the basic systemshypothesis that
systemsconceptsprovide a meansof teasingout the complexities of "reality"' (1981p. 178)a formative hypothesis for this research. In spite of the limited primary data collected for
this topic, comparing eachof the activities in the conceptual model to seeif they occur in the
real world - and if so, to identify their shortcomings - generatesa long list. (22 comparisons
were made during the analysis,to seeif activities in the conceptual model were present in
the real world representedby the rich picture and the knowledge it encapsulates.) From
this list, significant suggestionsfor changeneed to be selected. In an application of the SSM
involving 'real' clients, a clearer idea of priorities, practicalities and promising areaswould
have been obtained during the earlier stagesand could readily be refined through iteration
and debate. Knowing that sincethis researchbegan proposals for major changehave
commencedwhich will affect outcome assessmentdirectly or indirectly (as the 1989White
Paper 'Working for Patients' renders much of the Körner information system obsolete,
initiates managerial changesand widespread medical audit - this latter at least unlikely to
be removed if there were a changeof government) we will selectconcernswhich may be
relatively unaffected by organisational context. This may over-emphasisethe somewhat
artificial distinction between outcomesattributed to clinical practice and those reflecting
wider serviceeffects,but is one way of focussing the analysis at this point.
The selectionis further refined by giving priority consideration to those changes,required
activities, which seemto be essentialfor further development at this stage. The aim will be
to pick out activities which our hypothetical civil servant would be wise to consider
implementing first (imagining they were planning a phased system),becausetheseactivities
underpinned other developments or would be difficult to change at a later stage(or were
otherwise likely to be developed in ways which would conflict with the overall system).

Assessingperformance through outcomes
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can be deferred
until we have a clear idea of the scope and priorities of the overall outcome assessment
system. So here, and in Stage 6 of the SSM, we will concentrate on only seven of the 22
'points for comparison', while stressing that the comparison did reveal many other
problems and opportunities which would be pertinent even if the piecemeal development
of outcome assessment were to continue.
So the list below refers, in the left hand column, to activities in the conceptual model (Figure
7.4). The numbers refer to the numbered 'circle', and underlined word is the specific
activity; the extent to which it is present in the 'real world' is then noted. The right hand
column indicates the observations resulting from the comparison between the model and
reality - whether current practice seems adequate, and the key changes needed if the 'real
world' were to become more like the relevant system (thus making our chosen problem
theme less problematic). These changes, a) - g), are examined further in Section 7.5.2.
Conceptual model activity - present in
real world?

Major problems and suggested
improvements to real world.

1. Collect data on distributions of
mortality and morbidity. OPCS
registrations include deaths by cause,
maternal and infant deaths; central
registers of infectious diseases and
cancer; General household survey - some
morbidity; some local disability data; ad
hoc GP morbidity surveys.

a) Most data on mortality not morbidity,
on acute hospital rather than continuing
care or GP care; limited data below
health district, annual and delayed;
limited linkage of records. K need comprehensive morbidity data and
linkage of patient's records; ability to
identify clinician and/or department.

1. Analyse data for significant variations
by specialty etc. Körner hospital episode
system, avoidable mortality PIs, possibly
local HA public health annual reports;
limited scope to compare time series with
HAA or RIPE since Körner; CEPOD,
maternal deaths inquiry; epidemiological
studies e.g. on cancer, Oxford Record
Linkage study.

b) Very limited provision of linked
district
below
information
and
records
level limits scope to identify clinical
discharge,
data
on
recorded
effects; most
limited use for continuing care; limited
but growing scope to study readmissions. K need - accessto data for
analysing patterns of care and their
outcomes, not just acute and deaths;
research to establish causal factors.

2. Consult with experts,... Identify
conditions clearly amenable to treatment.
Work by Charlton et al (see Chapter 3) on
mortality from conditions amenable to
treatment; led to IACC / new DoH PIs on
potentially avoidable mortality;
effectiveness evaluation - RCTs,
consensus conferences, working groups
on Pls.

c) Academic debates; limited set of
conditions and only for deaths; new DoH
PIs on treatments for priority conditions
mostly process not outcome;
disagreements on cost-effectiveness of
priority treatments e.g. CABGs; (how) do
clinicians use PIs?

'
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2. Decide on pri orifor
implementation
of outcome monitoring. Availability of
useful data and information seems to be
based on historical accident.

drapid expansion of
controlled evaluation of treatment
efficacy and effectiveness; where causal
relationships and treatment effectiveness
clear, choose criteria to reduce overall
suffering, not just death rates (economic/
prevalence/ severity? ). Where causal
relationships unclear, consider research.

8. Evaluate new/ revised arrangements,
recommend implementation of evaluated

e) Two useful checklists in Long and
Harrison (1985, pp. 48,51) on 'evaluating

arrangements. There are a few studies of
innovation in the NHS, and change- may
be relevant (e.g. Stocking, 1985);tendency
not to clarify objectivesmakesevaluation

effectivenessstudies', and 'key questions
for reviewing the effectivenessof a
service' (adapted from Clayden) may be
usefully adapted and applied here and to

difficult; need not to succumb to most

other activities. K

vociferously or frequently-rehearsed
argument.

learning and changing arrangements,
include flexibility/ adaptability among
criteria for choice;understanding of how
clinicians make decisionsand how they
may incorporate more researchdata?
(e.g. techniquesdescribedin OU course
D321 'Professionaljudgement').

12. Set timetable for introduction of
outcome assessment, allocate
responsibilities.... provide resources examples of similar projects include
Körner, NHS strategy for information
management; tended to be underplanned, under-resourced,
underestimated timescale. (Will medical
audit be the same?)

f) Ky need - co-ordination of
contributory developments, clarity over
what is not optional and what can
meaningfully be phased in, experimented
with. Explore ways of linking clinical
outcome assessment with action on other
factors (other aspects of health and local
authority care, domestic circumstances,
lifestyle etc.).

14. Establishor develop systemsfor in-

g) Key need - to develop climate which

servicetraining etc..setup ong

for
Systems
of
problems.
review
disseminating information about good
practice, new techniques(publications in
medical journals, via teaching etc.) may
be too slow, unreliable, not well suited
for rapidly changing or lessglamorous
areasof care;no requirement for inservice training for clinicians, learning
closely linked to careerladder rather than
in its own right?

need - openness to

encourages
continuouslearningand self-

assessment,development, non-punitive;
where time and resourcesare available;
build on peer-review and similar
initiatives. Make formal links between
professional and managerial activities
towards common goals; set up
arrangementsfor continuous assessment
of evaluation practices (as well as
continuous evaluation per se);
establishing outcome measurement
systemswill not be a once-and-for-all
task.
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7.5 STEP 6. IMPLEMENTATION

7.5.1 Introduction

For the third phase in our analytical process, we will start with the final two stages of the
SSM - Stage 6, 'debate about culturally feasible and systemically desirable changes', and
Stage 7- implementation.

Because we are not in a position to enter into genuine debate

with clients involved in the problem situation, here we will draw out some suggestions
from the comparison of the conceptual model with the rich picture as if we were preparing
for such a discussion.
Checkland (1981) suggests that changes can be divided into three types - structure
(relatively unchanging, including reporting relationships and organisational roles),
(including
(more
dynamic,
transient,
attitudes
and
activities and processes)
procedures
high
We
the
priority
seven
above
classify
will
expectations, values, organisational culture).
(in
desirable
both
terms
into
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appear
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changes
individual
feasible
in
definition
terms
the
of
and
culturally
of
root
and conceptual model)
and organisational values, 'politics', experiences. (To relate these evaluated changes to the
list of conceptual model and real world activities considered above, they are identified
below by the letters a-g from the right hand column of the list of suggested improvements
in Section 7.4.2.)

This is as far as we can go with 'implementation' of the results of our soft systems
from
the
but
look
in
the
the
outcomes
at
more generally
neictsectionswe will
modelling,
modelling, and the SSMprocessitself.

75.2 SSMStage6- feasibleand desirable changes

Changesin structure.
a) It is every bit as important to obtain a better picture of illness and disability in the
community as a whole, and different parts of it, as it is to have good mortality data.
Collecting such data to form population profiles is widely regarded as desirable (and
systemically so). But being able to build a complete picture of the treatments and outcomes
experiencedby individual patients, which when aggregatedcould reflect on the quality of
the work of individual clinicians is lessculturally feasible.
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b) Taking up this latter point, linked patient records are necessary if
we are to obtain a full
picture of the factors that contribute to good or poor recovery, for particular conditions or
groups of them (e.g. mental illness) and for people with particular chacteristics (e.g. single,
in poor housing). Otherwise the full benefit cannot be derived from each stage in treatment
(systemic desirability).

At this stage in developing the outcome assessment system, it

would increase cultural feasibility to establish agreed uses for full data on morbidity and
patient outcomes which did not prejudice the co-operation of clinicians. There will be
enough problems setting up systems to assessmorbidity and to link patient records for
'administrative purposes' to justify leaving aside arrangements to aggregate the experiences
of patients by clinician (unless professional groups want to do this anyway) but when data
collection systems are designed they can retain the option to do such aggregation when and
if needed.

Changesin procedure.
c), d) There are advantages in building on developments which are already in progress and
do not show too many disadvantages. Here the ball has already started to roll with
'potentially avoidable mortality' indicators; if these are being used and evaluated they may
provide a pattern for similar indicators based on morbidity, and for deaths and diseases
with less clear aetiology (systemic desirability and cultural feasibility).

There have long

been strong lobbies for more economic as well as effectiveness evaluation, and feelings of
disquiet too. Despite government concerns about cost effectiveness there is no clear pattern
of subjecting those treatments which have policy priority to such evaluations. As cost
effectiveness cannot be considered until effectiveness is easier to assess,it is both desirable

and feasibleto separatetheseat least until later in the development of outcome assessment.
e) Having noted the essentialdesirability of designing new arrangementsfor outcome
evaluation in eachpart of the NHS (hospital, continuing care, general practice), many ideas
are likely to emergeand be seizedupon if the climate changesin favour of outcome
assessment.It will be most important to evaluate approachessystematically in order to
recommend the most useful, practicable,reliable etc. It is systemically desirable not to reinvent the wheel or risk the deterrent effect of ill-conceived ideas being hastily introduced,
while sustaining the momentum for change. The cultural feasibility of changesmay be
harder to ensure - it would be helpful to know more about patterns of innovation, and the
reasons(perhaps related to power and influence) why some ideas may more readily be
acceptedthan others of equal or greater apparent merit.
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f) The 'timetable' needs to be flexible, have several phases and set firm targets. In order
that health authorities, clinical departments and (where relevant) professional organisations
and committees do not have valid excuses for slow progress, the planning and estimating
for the timetable needs to be realistic, not too ambitious but with interim requirements to
ensure that work is in hand. This is systemically desirable and, while not culturally
popular, may (from the viewpoint of the DoH) need to be made feasible by unambiguously
making the obligations of health authorities and professionals clear, (and, if necessary,
suitably rewarded). Lessons may have been learned from the experience of requiring health
authorities to introduce cervical cytology and breast cancer screening (where the level of
priority to be given was apparently initially unclear). The introduction of nationwide
medical audit will provide some useful examples to follow or avoid.
g) In order to make the structures and procedures work for outcome assessment, some
important attitude changes are implied. For example, the outcome assessment system of the
conceptual model is inherently iterative and open; it does not provide simply for some
procedures to be established and then to be left to tick over in perpetuity.

It is open to

influences and needs for further change, and open to inspection by the DoH and others.
However, in some ways at present the NHS - doctors and patients alike - has the worst of all
worlds, as no-one benefits from long drawn out complaints procedures, increasing
litigiousness, inadequate opportunities for in-service training and self-development.
Attitude change towards seeing outcome assessment and exchanges of knowledge in a
positive light can be fostered through the encouragement of initiatives and champions of
facilitating,
from
between
balance
'grassroots',
implies
the
clinical
change
achieving a
which
persuading and 'expecting, on the part of the DoH (systemic desirability).

(Similar

considerations have applied in the development of quality assurance in the rest of the NHS).
Thus cultural feasibility will be tested both in terms of the acceptance of change by
clinicians and other professionals, and in terms of the role the DoH adopts and resources it
(and the Treasury) make available for development and implementation.

So we have now drawn out from the 'abstract world' conceptual model, a number of
changeswhich a system for outcome assessmentis likely to involve if it is to meet the needs
of the root definition we selectedat Stage3 of the SSM. Our ten-step analytical process
through which we are applying eachexamination of topic and model combinations,
suggeststhat we should check the feasibility and acceptability of the changessuggestedby
the analysis. This we have done as an intrinsic part of the SSM- indeed, the need for this
feedbackloop was at least partly suggestedby the SSM at the outset of devising the ten-step
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7.6 STEP 7. WHAT OTHER PROSPECTS MIGHT THERE BE FOR
OUTCOME EVALUATION?

Although it is possible to identify a growing number of outcome-related assessment
activities, and the call for their development is a long-standing one, in the light of the
relatively low profile of such activities in the annual review process this topic is almost a
'greenfield site' for performance evaluation. Nonetheless, there have been a substantial
number of items in the professional and more general health care literature contributing
arguments in favour of routine outcome assessment, although they may differ in their
suggested routes towards it. A number of references have been given in this chapter and
earlier ones. Both major political parties have espoused it, although the uses they may see
for such assessment will vary; and the hopes and fears of other interested groups have been
hinted at in this analysis.
The main interest served by the chosen viewpoint here - the 'owner' of the system - was that
be
likely
issues
to
the
relevant to
emerged
are
which
of central government, although
implied,
it
The
interested
posed
was
party
which,
of
any
political
complexion.
governments
the greatest threat to the prospects of successfully developing an outcome assessment
have
doctors
It
that
the
much to
would
suggested
medical
profession.
also
system, was
was
gain by such assessment, if they could only see it -a reflection of the weltanschauung of the
hypothetical civil servant seeking to avoid coercion but needing to keep their options open
(as their job requires). This in turn reflects my weltanschauung - developed through
desirability
during
the
the
of
espoused
rarely
research
civil
servants
who
contacts
with
imposing ill thought-out changes on the NHS or doctors, but who were frustrated (on their
own behalf and that of their NHSMB or ministerial bosses) at the resistance to change of

some professionalgroups.
If we were to undertake further iterations which adopted different viewpoints, as well as
doctors, civil servantsand politicians, one really should consider situation from the
perspectivesof, say, nursesor other caters who are affected (in positive and negative ways)
by the attitude of clinicians towards assessingeffectiveness. For example, nursesmay be
placed under considerablestressby caring for very premature babiesor the survivors of
'heroic' major cancersurgery - technically successfulbut perhaps not always humane. (See
the discussion in Chapter 3 of the work of Jennett,1984,1988).We should also examine the
issuesfrom patients' perspectives- in plural, becausethere are clearly rangesof
personalities and conditions involved. Not everyone wishes to know what their chancesof
recovery are, and how thesechancesare affected by the doctor who attends them particularly if they have no real choice. Equally, many patients are reluctant to admit that
changing their own behaviour will improve their prognosis far more than the best doctor
can. Adopting such perspectiveseffectively requires specialisedinformation about
psychology and personal constructs.
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Thus so far we have considered the prospects for the development of
routine nationwide
outcome assessment, in the foreseeable future, through the eyes of an imagined civil service
client. Our views have sought support through reference to existing or emerging policy and
practice and a small part of the more theoretical material on the sources of outcome data
and the like. In future it may be possible to test out a selection of views drawn out by
applying the SSM, on people involved in health service evaluation in a variety of ways.
While the sorts of changes and issues which have emerged (and would be likely to in
further iterations), may not seem startlingly original, they will at least be supported by a
holistic examination of the problematic context. They will also have been arrived at through
a process designed to bring systems thinking to bear on real world practice in a relatively
accessible way.

The final sectionhere considerssomemethodological implications in a little more detail.

IX=Ming

7.7 STEP 8. EVALUATING
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THE USE OF THE SSM FOR TOPIC 4

In Section2.6.4of Chapter 2 we noted sevenquestions which could help us to evaluate the
application of eachsystemsmodel to our chosentopic. In the final chapter we will give
more consideration to the successof the overall approach and whether different model/
topic combinations could be of more or additional value. Here we will pose the sevenbasic
questions of the SSM/ Topic 4 combination before briefly examining the relevanceof some
criticisms of the SSMmentioned in Chapter 2 to the application in this chapter.
1. Does the model shed enough light on the problem areasidentified for the topics (here
incorporated in the problem themes), to be worth the effort?
Subjectively, I believe it has drawn out a wider range of important issues than I had
expected to address, but placed the possibilities of introducing change in a more realistic/
pragmatic light than I might otherwise have seen them. We could test this more objectively
by exploring the topic using the SSM, with other interested people.

2. Doesit shed light on the original key questions,colloquial concerns,noted in Chapter 1?
To both the colloquial and researchquestions,it has indicated that regardlessof political
will the problems involved in developing reliable outcome assessmentare considerable,and
varied. The potential for quantification is increasing,but in somecasesthis sidestepsthe
questions of the values which the N%IS'aims embody and as such may be little
improvement over input monitoring.
3. Does the model include all elementsof the system deemed to be important, and can
omissionsbe justified logically?
Given that no model can practicably include everything, the SSMdepends first on a
thorough approach to capturing the problem situation, and provides many opportunities to
develop the rich picture, root definitions and so on. Indeed, it is unlikely that an application
of the methodology where there was no iteration would produce many new insights; here
we could usefully have iterated far more. The use of the formal systemmodel and other
appropriate ones provide a checkon viability and completeness,and again it could have
been useful to explore someaspectsof the problem situation in more depth through
involving other models.

'Assessingperformance through
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Again subjectively, these levels seem appropriate for the present analytical context. The
model and its outputs explicitly contain subsystems, and we consciously chose to apply it
with the viewpoint of a hypothetical dient at a particular level in the NHS hierarchy. More
detail would have been welcome in places, and may have led to more realistic
recommendations, but this could easily be remedied if we were to take the analysis further.

5. Has the model reflected accuratelyenough the internal and external factors which affect
the system'soutput?
The model certainly should be able to reflect these factors accurately as far as the modeller
perceives them - they are captured in the rich picture, and developed throughout the
investigation. Effective dialogue with clients in a consultancy situation, and more iterations,
can build an increasingly detailed picture.

6. Has the model indicated in a definable way what would happen if one did something
specific to the system of interest?

Not in any great detail, or with confidencehere; both becauseof the remotenessof the
analyst from the context (using mostly secondarydata), and becausethe focus in this
iteration has remained at the level of 'whats' rather than 'hows'. To explore the effectsof
the suggestedgeneral changesin activity, we would need to take some individual groups of
activity and conduct a more detailed analysis suggestinghow the changeswould operate.
We could do this by bringing other sorts of model into the SSMhaving drawn up the
conceptual model. We have speculatedabout the sorts of new output and outcome there
may be, but not drawn firm conclusionsabout detailed practice.
7. Are the conclusionslogically and rationally derived from inputs to the modelling
process,as opposed to unsubstantiated analyst bias?
Perhapssurprisingly, there seemsas much logic and rationality in this soft systems
application as in the overtly rational hard systemsanalysis of Topics 1 and 2 in Chapters 4
and 5. The 'analyst bias' (unsubstantiatedor otherwise) is made explicit right at the start of
the SSMby including the analyst/ observer in the rich picture. The soft approach continues
to force examination of logical derivation at severalpoints, while accepting that the model
will probably not have been right first time and encouraging iteration incorporating new
insights.

So the SSM scoreswell on these sevencounts. In Step 4 we noted two limitations of the
model as applied here, and in Chapter 2 several general criticisms were introduced. We
have tried to deal with the limitation of predominantly proxy or secondarydata at several
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points in the analysis, and can conclude that we have probably not missed any
really
important issues which invalidate the analysis at this stage. Any
analysis such as this will
inevitably be less comprehensive than that of a group of analysts
with unlimited access.
However, if in future we bring in some more views of those directly involved,
we can
expect many more insights including some surprises.
The second limitation raises the key criticism of the SSM that is has a functionalist bias, is
well suited to supporting the dominant parties and protecting the status quo. This
application has illustrated that the notion of a dominant party/ coalition is not always a cutand-dried distinction.

In our choice of hypothetical client we have indirectly supported one

dominant party in what could be seen as an attack on another. We have also been aware of
the vulnerability of the civil servant - perhaps a person blinded by false consciousness but I
think not. We have, however, almost entirely neglected the viewpoint of those whom the
NHS is supposed to serve, but so often makes its victims the patients and their families.
We have only considered their role as components in a subsystem to be manipulated by our
client - an improvement on ignoring them completely perhaps, but not much better. We
have also ignored the vast number of non-clinical NI-IS staff who are affected in many
tangible and subtle ways by the attitudes and practices of doctors.

However, the SSMprovides as many opportunities to consider theseviewpoints and
interests as it does thoseof the dominant parties. Like history in general, their interests are
less well documented, and to explore them we would clearly need to seekmore primary
data. The methodology used for patients or nursesas clients could produce tacticsand
strategiesfor changein their interestsjust as it has produced tactics and strategiesfor civil
servantsand the DoH in this analysis. That nursesand patients may have lesspower to
implement their desired changeat least through the official channels(paradoxically in view
of their numbers and our democracy,if one takesa functionalist view), does not seemto me
to be the fault of the SSM.
This leads to the criticism that the methodology supports the status quo. Clearly here we
have been seekingways to initiate and managechange,and potentially fairly radical
changesin somesenses.Short of seekingconstant revolution, inevitably the outcome of the
SSMis likely to be some sort of new equilibrium, but the magnitude of changesand length
of periods of stability are entirely the products of the inputs to the model.
We will return briefly to thesecriticisms in the final chapter. Here we will conclude that in
the given context, with limited data and having chosena powerful client, we nonetheless
tried to develop an outcome assessmentsystem which by its nature and very existence
should produce benefits for patients. We also tried to devise a system which met some
more general needsfor performance evaluation of the NHS as an institution.

Conclusions and prognosis
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CHAPTER S. APPLYING A SYSTEMS APPROACH TO NHS
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION:
CONCLUSIONS AND
PROGNOSIS

8.1 INTRODUCTION

This final chapter has two main roles. First, we will complete the analysis of the four
performance-related topics by summarising and assessing the outcome of each analysis,
Step 9 of the analytical process. This will involve noting the strengths and weaknesses of the
combination of methodology or model with topic, and indicating where a different
methodology could provide greater or additional insights. The results of three of the
feedback tests carried out during each analysis - checking against the characteristics of a
good model, verification and validity tests - are set out in Tables 1,2 and 3 appended to this
chapter for reference. Each set of conclusions leads into a consideration of potential
approaches to analysing one of the remaining four topics from the original eight. Each
analysed topic has been 'paired' with one of a similar type of context or which invites the
use of a similar methodology.

The secondtask of this chapter is to assessthe overall approach (Step 10). Did it work?
How well did it work? How might it be improved? We will reflect on the most important
of the analytical 'devices' that have been used at various points in the thesis,and draw some
more general conclusionsabout the role that systemsapproacheshave been able to play in
exploring planning, performance,policy and politics. Finally we will assesshow far the
objectivesfor this researchhave been achieved,and the scopefor development of the
approach for further systemsinquiry into the evaluation of health service performance.
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FROM ANALYSES

8.2.1 Topic 1. Making and implementing stmt

c plans

At the start of the analysis of Topic 1 some high expectations of the developing NHS
planning system were introduced. However, we found that the definition of goals and their
achievement was not wholly fulfilledby the planning system as it operated in the late 1980s.
From a planning perspective, there were two kinds of problem in implementing the stategic
plans made for the period 1984-94. Technical problems included making the best use of
available (and sometimes limited) data to establish realistic contributory short-term targets,
and coping with internal complexities and unpredictable changes in patient needs (and
demands). There were also problems related to organisational culture, and organisational
and party politics - changing requirements arising from central policy, some internal
tensions between regions and districts, and low commitment (from consultants and other
levels
deviation
leading
The
to
to
to
or
activity
spending
of
change.
plans,
resistance
staff)
from intended 'strategic pathways', and public or staff objections to plans, sometimes
reflected lack of attention to implementation at the earlier stages in the planning process.
If plans reflect routes towards desirable objectives, their effective implementation is
important for NHS performance. So our aim was to see how the formal planning system
could be adjusted to improve the prospects for implementation, starting with a model
but
history
NHS'
the
which
planning
of
rational
seemed
congruent
recent
which
with
balanced the need to maintain a wide view with requirements for attention to detail.
However, we also observed that strategic plans had not always identified clear objectives;
for
level
district
debated
all aspects of short
and clarified at regional or
nor were objectives
term plans, through which strategies are implemented.

Six common problem areas

including two related to the theory rather than the practice of planning, were the focus for
analysis.

To identify ways in which systemsthinking could help improve some of theseproblematic
aspects,we adapted the hard systemsmethodology by incorporating features of Ackoff's
'design' approach to planning, and some of the attributes of effective strategic planning
identified by Fosteret al. Thus 'enhanced',the HSM was used like a blueprint against
which to compare NHS planning practice, drawing mainly on examples from Trent RHA.
The main improvements outlined at Step 7 in Chapter 4, which a planning system modelled
on the enhancedhard systemsmethodology was designed to secure,were:
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greater commitment to planning processes and outcomes, through dispersal of

planning and participative practice;
a

greater awarenessof differencesin the values, interests and objectivesof
stakeholder groups, and therefore potentially more equity;

"

an improved capacity to monitor and control plan implementation through: the
explicit identification of objectives; use of measures of performance; modelling
of options and of the effects of changing internal and external conditions;

"a

"

strengthening of the featuresthat have been found to contribute to successin
strategicplanning and implementation, on which the NHS was weak;
the incorporation of planning into the wider practice of organisational learning,
and a more holistic appreciation at all levels of the needs of staff, patients and

the community which the organisation hopes to satisfy.

The main objective of such changes was to enable 'planning', as a process, to lead to plans
which were both widely desired and able to be implemented; this could involve making
assumptions about the world which are very different from those of rational comprehensive
planning. Technical improvements alone can have a limited effect as many of the
'problems' which were observed are not amenable to wholly rational resolution. The work
towards a corporate strategy for the NHS referred to in Chapter 4 canvassed the views of
here
NHS
Their
that
the
considered
managers.
sorts of changes
some
reponses suggest
might be be positively received, as the managers emphasised: the strength of teamwork in
the health service; the need to improve feedback and reduce tensions between management
and ministers; and most significantly the need for management and planning processes to
be developed in order to bring staff groups into plan development and increase their sense
of ownership and commitment.

The 1989NHS White Paper 'Working for Patients' suggeststhat in future short term
planning will be basedclosely on 'businessplanning', directed towards the achievementof
strategicobjectives(although the future of strategic planning per se was not made clear).
While little information is yet available about short term planning, an example of a pilot
application by managementconsultants is describedby Lister and Delaney (1989).
Comparing their description with our HSM-basedmethodology, there are many similarities
including an emphasison process,iteration, environmental awareness(although with a
market focus) and feedback. So our model looks robust enough to survive the changes
ahead.
Making performance monitoring into a workable reality, the secondof the OHE's hopes for
NHS planning, has perhaps been more nearly fulfilled. Gradually the links between
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planning and review have become stronger, assisted by other developments including the
use of information technology. This aspect of performance review formed part of the
subject-matter for Topic 2, to be assessedin Section 8.2.2. Next we will pick up some
important points about the use of the HSM which arose during the analysis, and see if they
are serious enough to imply a need for a different methodology or model.

Reflections on the analysis.
Our initial choice of the HSM was influenced by its similarity to rational comprehensive
planning, so it would feel familiar to planners. We then augmented the HSM with some
features aimed at improving on the existing planning methodology, bringing it loser to a
mixed scanning structure based on 'design' processes. We did note a number of points at
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further
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The
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diagnosis tool, to be followed by the diagnosis and possibly design of organisational
structure (which Chapter 6 suggests is the main strength of the VSM). It is similar to the use
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trees
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Stage 3 of the HSM. Although planning can involve the design or re-design of
before
be
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needed
may
changes
structures,
and structural
organisational
here
be
(instances
Espejo's
concern
our
valuable)
approach could
planning can occur
when
has been primarily with the planning process. So we will not reject the HSM in favour of
the VSM even as augmented by Espejo, but note the potential merits of his approach in
other circumstances.

The enhancedHSM has beendesigned to take into account many of the features of complex
both
it
SSM
While
Checkland's
seems
valuable.
organisational activities which make
impracticable and unnecessaryto consider substituting the SSM for our HSM-based
founder
has
been
to
on
observed
planning methodology, on a number of occasionsplanning
Such
NHS,
barrier
between
the
objectors.
or
reefs
planners
and
external
rocks within
conflicts reveal differencesof values as well as interests, or arise from the complexity or
be
So
there
the
task.
term
may
well
planning
within strategic and short
planning
novelty of
occasionswhen the most appropriate systemsapproach is the SSM. While we will not reject
our hard approach to the overall planning system, we will be aware that ways of identifying
and taking into account different viewpoints may be very necessary. The incorporation of
the ideas of Fosteret al. and Ackoff has placed an emphasis on participation, which should
make the role of conflicts and their reduction explicit within planning. Conflicts of value
however may need to be addressedat higher organisational levels.
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Discussing model choice in Chapter 4, in terms of Hopwood's matrix we felt that there
may
be a tendency for planning decisions to assume conditions of higher certainty over
objectives and cause and effect relationships than in fact existed. Further analysis has
confirmed this; some of Trent's 'coherence models' or projections of manpower, activity and
finance for example convey a spurious degree of certainty. Health service planning has to
cope with high and low certainty on both dimensions, and failure to recognise these
uncertainties can lead to inoperable plans. Rather than presenting planning as a way of
eliminating these uncertainties our HSM-based approach should make it legitimate to admit
them and choose techniques accordingly. Sometimes plans are used to exploit such
uncertainties by various parties. For example, objectors to a proposed hospital closure
about which it is known a health authority is divided, can shift the use of plans from
computation to bargaining by exposing the uncertain objectives. While some mistakes and
manipulation are an inevitable part of NHS life, time and energy are used in denying
conflicts, uncertainties and politics in the context of planning.
One of the aims of the analysis of Topic 1 was to help our hypothetical planner to prepare
for the next strategic planning round and, assuming they had some say in the methodology
In
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current
making and
adopted,
next subsection we will take the themes of the analysis in Chapter 4 and above - uncertainty,
Topic
in
briefly
of
analysis
an
some
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robustness and politics - and consider very
5 might draw on our experience with Topic 1.

Lessons from Topic 1 for the analysis of Topic 5- Planning for uncertaintyT

mplexity

Each of the four topics which have been analysed in depth, will be paired with one of the
topics not yet analysed, as if to commence the analytical process by building on relevant
four
for
topics too,
Primary
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material
was
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experience.
although in most cases less than for the topics which have been analysed.

Topic 5, as the thumbnail sketchin Chapter 2 indicated, explores ways of increasing the
We
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uncertainties in the health serviceor from its environment. Some,like population trends,
are more amenableto forecasting with a degreeof confidence than others such as medical
technology or inflation. Flexible plans are ones which can cope with the unexpected
without too many difficulties, and conversely can take advantageof unforeseen
opportunities. By robustnesswe mean the amount of useful flexibility for the future which
a plan made now preserves- the range of acceptableoptions which it keeps open. These
conceptshave beendeveloped to the point that quantitative testscan be applied to plans to
compare their robustness(Rosenhead,1989a),and a well-documented health care example
Parston
found
Best,
be
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and Rosenhead(1986). (For an early analytical account see
can
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and prognasls - 412 Rosenhead, 1980a,b). Again the focus is on the process
of planning, participation,
satisficing rather than optimisation, and a recognition of the role of politics (within the
organisation, and in the environment).
While the problems which we selected to explore in Chapter 4 were symptoms of
uncertainty, and showed signs of inadequate flexibility, it was tempting to respond in the
rational comprehensive way and call for more detailed plans rather than less. The worrying
lack of detail in Trent's 'coherence models' for the latter part of the strategic period was
worrying precisely because of the emphasis placed on the achieving the projected levels of
finance, activity and manpower for earlier years, and the assumptions made in
extrapolating trends in a linear way. Although the desired trends were not being achieved,
the approach did not seem to be to look at the range of options which the current and short
term future position provided, but to look to the original desired path and see how difficult
it would be to get back onto it.
Looking towards the next planning round, how could our HSM-based approach incorporate
these considerations? Lack of NHS real-world examples - only Riverside health authority
was known to have actually based its strategy on a 'robustness approach' at the time of the
fieldwork for this research means we must speculate. First, is our use of mixed scanning
as a preferred planning model adequate? Rosenhead (1989a) considers not - the omission of
fine detail does not necessarily lead to flexibility.

But our methodology can incorporate

robustness analysis both as part of its 'philosophy' - not trying to deny politics or
pretending to know the future - and at Stage 6 in the enhanced HSM process, where
modelling of options takes place. Consideration of possible futures or 'scenarios' can also
be part of earlier stages when objectives (desired future states) are explored, and related to
what is known about the future. The introduction of the concepts of robustness and
flexibility can be quite contrary to the experience and culture of rational comprehensive
planning, so like other forms of organisational change it needs careful handling in its own
right. Simply telling planners and management teams to accept certain scenarios and the
'sub-optimisation'

which planning for uncertainty seems to involve, can be strongly

resisted. However, where the scenario approach was taken by Riverside, they drew on the
experience of planners outside the NHS, and 'experts' in organisational change (Wack 1986;
Ferlie and McKee, 1987; Best, Parston and Rosenhead 1986).

Initial thoughts on Topic 5 suggesteda variety of potential models and approachessuited to
coping with uncertainties which had a political component (and henceimplied potential
value conflicts). Theseinduded soft systemsmethodology, the emerging critical school of
systemsthinking, and a range of 'soft OR' approachesto planning and decision making
which were noted in Chapter 2, Section2.6.2. A full analysis of Topic 5 should explore all of
thesepossibilities, but the techniquesand values embodied in the work of Rosenheadand
Bestet al appear to be a promising initial choice, linking as it can
with our HSM-based
approach.
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8.2.2 Topic 2 Controlling performance through structure and process

Our analysis of Topic 2 brought together control and organisational learning in a doubleloop model, which we applied to contexts at several points in the NHS hierarchy to
illustrate how feedback on organisational processes could be combined with reflection on
objectives. Whether seeking primarily to meet the needs of patients or 'internal customers'
(including oneself), long or short term, the model provided a framework for checking not
only that current objectives were being achieved, but also that the objectives were still
appropriate to their intended needs. An application of the model at a relatively 'high',
abstract level could suggest major qualitative changes, new ideas to be explored; at the
lower level the model is a straightforward cybernetic control loop which recognises the part
which higher levels (the second loop) play in shaping its performance.

We then focussedon problems being experiencedby Southern Derbyshire DHA as it
attempted to control acute hospital activity levels, and expenditure, in order to achieve its
strategicobjectives. Theseproblems included:
"

'excess'acute activity and spending, but performance indicators suggesting
scope for higher activity and greater efficiency

o

disputed targets

"

the need for more effective use of management information systems, and

perhaps more frequent monitoring
"

knock-on effectson eachunit, of changing activities in other units

We noted views and suggestionsfor action from the regional health authority, the district,
and one of its acute units - Derbyshire Royal Infirmary (DRI); plus some sourcesof
pertinent secondarymaterial. Featuresof someof theseproblems were mapped onto our
basic double-loop model, suggestingsomesystemic weaknesses.
This focus on DRI led into a more detailed assessmentof the unit's approach to living with
and capacity for resolving such problems - particularly its novel Annual Review Processand suggestionsfor change. We wanted to seeif thesechangescould improve the
effectivenessof managerial control, and as well as examining their impact in terms of the
double loop model we checkedthat the suggestionswere appropriate for the type of control
context, in terms of Hofstede's typology. As a result, the suggestedchangesfor DRI
included:
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"

encouraging wider use of existing management information and fuller
understanding of dynamics including performance indicators (not just
collecting more data);
"

clarification of acute service priorities, exploration of interconnections and

identification of interested parties;
"

clarification of the desirability of improving

"

the need to reconcile targets to the unit's capacity to attain them.

'efficiency; and

Most of the suggestions were a step or two removed from direct patient care, designed to
shape the decision-processes of managers and clinicians leading to that care. This emphasis
on process rather than structure marked a deviation from our original Topic 2 task, as it
became apparent early in the analysis that if the organisational processes were strong
(This
be
in
in
overcome.
organisational
and
physical
could
enough, weaknesses structure part was the strength of DRI's ARP. ) Finally an application of the model to structure an
enquiry linking performance indicator data and a double-loop problem - controlling
services for children with asthma - was outlined.

Reflectionson the analysis.
The model proved to be a flexible one. Applying it to problems on a continuum from
learning to control, showed that it could cope with messy elements present in the sorts of
contexts considered. However, while it could almost always provide a useful framework
for an individual

analyst/ observer, in highly value-laden situations it may not be the most

appropriate tool to use in helping others to resolve conflicts, although used in the learning
mode it may expose hidden conflicts. Any model which can be used to improve control
drawing
by
human
has
attention to
activity
systems
coercive
over
potential; pragmatically,
the inputs required to sustain excessive control, this one at least may reveal its costs as well
as its benefits. A more relevant concern is its underlying unitary assumptions; even used
for double-loop learning the model may only prompt a search for new objectives for the
dominant viewpoint.

Our initial appraisal suggestedthat circumstancespertaining to eachof the cells in
Hopwood's matrix (describedin Chapter 3) were likely to be found in this investigation,
and this was indeed the case. While differences between the objectivesof region, district
and sometimesunit were revealedby their arguments over performance and targets, there
was lessuncertainty over objectivesthan over causesand effects. Perhapsthe greatest
danger is an inadequateappreciation of this; but those at DRI seemedless likely to assume
inappropriate levels of certainty than the arguments and performance of those at district
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sometimessuggested. They used approachessimilar to those in our model to monitor and
explore, within the ARP, the consequencesof different coursesof action.
There are many ways in which this model can be developed further, for use in each of the
phases of analysis - diagnosis, design, implementation. These could include quantitative
versions using its cybernetic features more fully; clarification of the idea of a continuum of
modes of application, from control to learning; the incorporation of feedforward control; use
even with poor data to explore 'what if...? ' questions. However, there are merits in having a
simple model which would be lost in an 'all singing, all dancing' model, one being
accessibility to a wide range of users or clients.
The uses outlined in Chapter 5 suggest that the double-loop model has considerable
potential for acceptance by managers in the new NHS culture; uses with other groups
would be an effective way of testing the extent of its unitary assumptions and dominantparty orientation.

Lewis (1989), approaching similar contexts (the evaluation of social action

programmes) from the soft systems perspective, describes a 'double learning' model of
evaluation as a representation which involves stakeholders and escapes the accusations of
functionalism levelled at the SSM, much as our double-loop model seeks an alternative
representation of the 'hard' control model. But can such re-orientations of essentially
unitary approaches really address conflictual situations in an emancipating, or at least
egalitarian way? To explore some of the issues raised in searching for a systems model for
use in Hofstede's 'political control' situations, we consider next how the experience of
analysing Topic 2 has contributed to some thoughts on tackling Topic 6, the politics of
health.

Lessonsfrom Topic 2 for the analysis of Topic 6. The politics of health.
The 'politics of health' are difficult to analyse. Few annual review items could be identified
with them, and yet they underly most of the NHS issueswhich are all around us, on radio
and television, in national and local newspapers- even in the high street. The (current)
ambulance servicedispute is not just about the potential inflationary impact of their salary
claim; it is also about perceptions of the value of skills, whether they be paramedical or the
lessobvious ones of sustaining a cheerful countenanceafter a long shift for relatively low
pay. It is also about the relative power of central government and public services,industrial
relations policy, individual and collective views on the priority to be given to the NHS in
the competition for resources. Theseare issuesthat have been vociferously debated under
Conservative and Labour governments alike. But the artificial boundaries which we placed
around the four P's - performance,planning, policy and politics - seemedto assumethat
while routine performance monitoring and evaluation could be value-neutral, debates
about NHS performance in the political arena were inherently value laden. Are there
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aspects of the politics of health to which systems approaches, with their underlying
rationalism, can nonetheless contribute?
In the thumbnail sketch of Topic 6 in Chapter 2, a list of contexts in which the analyst might
be likely to turn away from systems approaches was presented. With hindsight, each
would fall into Hofstede's category of type 6, amenable to political control and unsuited to
cybernetic forms of control. Looking again at that list which goes some way towards
capturing the nature of the politics of health, while we might imagine exploring some of the
issues using our double-loop learning and control model this would be unlikely to reveal
many ways forward from the stalemates listed in the sketch. In Chapter 2 we noted,
considering Jackson's 'methodology for methodology choice', that it was difficult to identify
systems approaches suitable for coercive contexts, and several on our list reflect very
uneven capacities to exercise power in providing or obtaining health care. Even 'soft'
methodologies like the soft systems methodology can more readily be used to the
advantage of the stronger party or those defending the status quo, than to the advantage of
those already weak.
Throughout this thesis we have adopted the perspective of relatively senior members of
staff in the NHS - managers or planners - or a civil servant, those with a vested interest in
maintaining the status quo or pursuing change towards objectives strongly influenced by
political demands. What about the perspective of the nurse, or the patient and their family?
In Chapter 1 we noted the limited opportunities given to patients to influence either local
services, or national policy; staff may affect the former but have had little impact on the
latter. The past few years have seen a burgeoning of community, patient, self-help and
other interest and pressure groups concerned with health and the NHS, the sort of groups
which 'community OR' practitioners might hope to assist. Do they have suitable tools and
methodologies to help such groups in the uneven struggle to tilt the balance of power over
health care in their favour?

I would argue that while a number of the methodologies and models described and applied
in this thesiscould help weaker groups to clarify their objectivesand resolve some
uncertainties about causesand effectsin their problem-situations, they are not adequate to
tackle political power struggles. This applies almost equally to struggles to keep a clinic
sessionopen or stop pollution from a local factory, as to struggles against cigarette
advertising or to increasethe relative size of the NHS budget. Further, Chapter 1 suggested
that health care per seplayed a relatively small part in shaping the health status of the
population. In Chapter 3 we noted the persistenceof inequalities in health between social
groups, which the NHS could only do a little more to reduce although equity is one of its
goals. Systemsmay have a part to play in identifying the multiple causesof such
inequalities, just as it can suggestroutes to performance improvements; but to produce
equity in health and not just health care requires a political approach. Rosenhead(1989b)
seesthe seedsof potentially emancipatory political tools among the approachesthat we
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included in Chapter 2 as critical systems thinking, soft OR, SSM and some others. Where
Topic 6 is concerned I am unsure whether such potential could or should be realised.

8.2.3 Topic 3. Improving the quality of NHS care

In spite of the increasingemphasison performanceassessmentin the NHS, some qualitative
dimensions remain relatively neglected. The DHSShas tended to concentrateon efficiency
but
had
has
access,
effect
on
equity
and
economy,
some
and
resourceallocation
acceptability and effectiveness are often still regarded as difficult to measure let alone
improve. The main challenge with Topic 3 was to find a systems model or methodology to
help strengthen the growing number of 'quality of service' initiatives in the NHS which
were addressing these dimensions, by broadening awareness about quality and suggesting
practical action.
Figure 6.1 indicated some of the factors which influenced the effectiveness of quality
improvement activities in the NHS. Examining the features at the core of 'total quality
management' approaches found mainly in the commercial sector, they appeared to address
instilling
found
had
NHS
initiatives
the
such
as
problematic,
areas which
many of
quality
organisation-wide responsibility for quality. So the aim was to design the structural
features
key
TQM
introduction
at the
to
the
a
set
of
of
arrangements which were conducive
local NHS level. A 'TQM system' was mapped onto the VSM, drawing out the contribution
The
hospital
its
then
examined.
to
was
example
components
one particular
of
viability; and
hospital-wide quality assurance model being developed at St. Mary's Hospital, Luton, was
described in viable system terms using the general TQM system as a blueprint',

which

indicated that the main structural sources of viability were present. But not all of the TQM
features were fully in place, and a number of suggestions were made, again in terms of the
VSM, for enhancements of the St. Mary's model or points for caution. These included, for
example, the need to develop 'System 4' roles in different parts of the district and unit to
for
develop
be
'customer'
the
to
to
roles
and changing
needs
met; and
enable services
Systems 1 and 2 in developing a 'right first time' emphasis. Some effects that making such
bearing
in
Finally,
have
Beer's
in
indicated.
terms,
could
on
performance,
changes
were
mind a number of emerging organisation-wide NHS quality initiatives, some factors to
consider in implementing the sorts of changes identified in Step 5 of the Topic 3 analysis
were identified.

Sustaining commitment from the top, and developing quality-minded

organisational and professional cultures could be problematic particularly

for middle

management, for example.

A number of the latter suggestionstouched more on processand outcomes than structure,
and began to indicate that the VSM alone might not be adequate for the development and
maintenanceof a TQM system, particularly if it was a complete innovation rather than the
gradual developmentsof existing systemsas considered here. Furthermore, in terms of
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quality, our viable TQM

model could potentially be too introspective and mechanistic.

Reflectionson the anal,
The VSM was chosen for its strengths in structural diagnosis and design, although we
suggested that it could also play a role in exposing differences in values of stakeholder
groups. Although the main focus of the analysis was on structure, at Step 6 as just
mentioned it was indicated that introducing quality management would often present
problems of process too, perhaps especially at the implementation stage. We were prepared
to apply the VSM in Espejo's (1987b, 1989 ) mode I or II, for improvement of existing
arrangements or design of new ones. Having built' a viable total quality management
system we noted, in verifying the model, the following limitations:
a) the simplicity of the model application

b) little indication of how such a system would respond to major sudden
internal or external change
c) the supposedweaknessof the VSM in dealing with conflicts.
Taking these 'weak points' in order, a) may actually be seenas a strength. Forcing
important real-world featuresinto the VSM and then reshaping them may not be
appropriate if we are not yet sure of their informal or perceived roles. Further, if such
featuresreflect processesor culture, it may be best to exclude consideration of them here
and addressthem through a different model. While System2 of the VSM conveys
expectationsof management,and managementinformation, the VSM may need to be used
in very experiencedhands in order to assistwith the problems of, say, motivating middle
managementwho feel threatenedby total quality. A number of important cybernetic
conceptsincorporated in the VSM, including requisite variety, did not receive much
consideration in the analysis becauseit would have strained the simple 'viable TQM model'
and involved poorly-substantiated assumptions.
Taking b), the impact of changemay becomedearer as more health authorities adopt
organisation-wide or total quality models and their experiencescan be catalogued,
especially if quality standards are included in the specificationsfor contracts in the
forthcoming internal market. A more detailed application of the VSM could explore the
effectsof changein both quantitative and qualitative ways.
The way the VSM deals with conflict and power, c) above, is the subjectof long-running
debateswhich show little sign of abating. Within the VSM, while System I (the operational
level) is supposedto be autonomous, this autonomy is limited by objectives decided at a
higher (usually System5) level. It may not always be liberating either,
as within System 1
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there will be stronger and weaker parties just as negotiations between 'viewpoints' can
perpetuate dominance in relationships. While control is decentralised, System 4 is
supposed to provide the organisation with elements of its culture -a model of common
perceptions and values, but a potentially coercive as well as cohesive element. However,
the dissemination of culture will depend on the effectiveness of communication systems
too. Cybernetic concepts could enhance our understanding of these systems; but the VSM
could constrain organisational learning and reflectiveness if taken too literally.
Jackson (1989) concludes that it is not helpful to deny the limitations of the VSM, arising
from its concentration on systemic/structural

constraints and comparative neglect of

differences in interests and values of participants. This certainly reinforces the need for care
in model choice. Our application, as a model of relations between primarily structural
elements, has been useful as a diagnostic aid, but we could conclude that on many occasions
the problems of introducing comprehensive approaches to quality in the NHS may be only
partially served by the VSM. Significant contributions from approaches concerned with
process and learning will be required. Thomas (1980, op cit. ) concurs: having the VSM
blueprint is not enough for direct implementation of the new system, the craft of change
VSM
like
Even
he
is
the
then
models
other
systems
management
required as well.
suggests,
may remain un-implemented.

It could be more constructive to use modelling and analysis

to generate tension between 'what is' and 'what might be, leading to debates about changes
and enabling more people to influence the debate.

Morgan et al. (1988)describethe approach that they used when working with unit
managersto develop quality assurance.This approach can form a bridge between Wilson's
Morgan
learning,
learning
VSM.
With
the
the
et
model and
emphasison experiential
adult
al. take managersthrough: an introduction to the dimensions of quality; an exploration of
alternative perspectivesheld by key groups about objectives,standards and quality; and an
introduction to the purposesand principles of QA. Finally they introduce their model of a
basic QA system with six main components(performance monitoring system, service
specificationsand the like) which have very similar functions to the Systemsof the VSM.
Theirs seemsan effective way of integrating structure and process,learning and practice.
In the next subsectionwe will look at another topic with strong links with quality - Topic 7,
reducing waiting lists and times - and seewhether cybernetic models could have been more
suitable than others in that context.

Lessonsfrom Topic 3 for the analysis of Topic 7. Redudng waiting lists and times
The outline of Topic 7 in Chapter 2 introduced some of the major factors which make long
waiting lists and times for hospital treatment a prominent and apparently intractable
problem. The central government waiting list initiative (WL.I), introduced in 1987,was
outlined in Chapter S. In spite of additional sums earmarked especially for waiting list
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reduction schemes, at 31 March 1989 the total number of people waiting for in-patient or
day case treatment was 922,700, an increase of 2% over the previous
six months for the
former, and 7.7% for the latter. The proportion who had been waiting for
over a year
ranged from 16% in Mersey to to 38% in North East Thames region (DHSS Press Release,
21.10.89). A special DoH task-force is now trying to help districts with the worst lists to
understand the reasons fully before choosing what schemes to implement, and how. The
task-force is led by John Yates, whose analyses of long waiting lists (Yates, 1987) indicated
the multiplicity

of potential contributory causes, from lazy doctors through lack of resources

to poor management. What might the prospects for success of this approach be? If the taskforce wished to take a systems approach, which would we recommend?

If we were dealing with designing and implementing some significant new arrangements
from scratch,any suitable approach used in a 'generating tension' mode (Thomas,1980)
may be a promising way to start, recognisingconflicting interpretations of the situation and
drawing out values.
In a situation of improvement and change rather than novel innovations, would it be worth
trying the VSM? Espejo and Hamden (1989) have collected applications of the VSM which
suggest that it can contribute to organisational development, is excellent for the design of
information systems, and should not be seen as confined to structure. Perhaps our
application of the VSM to the development of TQM did not produce very exciting results
because most of the problems were internal to the system; waiting lists are far more strongly
influenced by factors in the wider NHS system and environment and therefore draw on
more facets of the VSM. As many of the waiting list schemes involve information systems,
for GPs and health authorities, the VSM would be worth considering again in some
particular instances.
A general approach which should be helpful in all circumstances, to assist in obtaining a full
understanding of the reasons behind large lists and long waiting times, is the use of
multiple cause diagrams; Figure 6.1 is a simple example. Their development into causal
loop diagrams, indicating positive and negative feedback effects, could provide powerful
tools. The dynamics and interactions could be addressed further through system dynamics
modelling.

But for a large number of lists, while their underlying causes can be at least

partially explained, it is very difficult to instigate action which has a significant impact.
Organisational culture, professional values, disputed priorities and objectives are barriers to
change that are as strong as more tangible resource limitations.

Soft systems methodology

could be most suitable initially. Empirical data about change and inovation in the NHS
should also be considered (Moore 1989, Stocking 1985, Pettigrew et al 1988a, b).

The need to include soft approachesin a problem area which used to be regarded primarily
as one of 'getting the numbers right', was summed up in an interview for this researchwith
a senior NHS manager with experiencein the DHSS, region and district levels. He saw
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waiting lists and times as an important example of an issue bringing doctors and managers
into contact There was the potential for confrontation or constructive bridge-building, each
of which would have wider ramifications for the many NHS changes ahead. It seems that
the significance of the approach to clinical involvement is being more widely recognised
now, and waiting list initiative schemes exemplifying successful collaboration were
specifically identified in the most recent memorandum to the Social Services Committee
(Social Services Committee, 1989).
With the continuation of the WLI, and quality initiative projects including TQM, there will
factors
in
important
be
these
to
systemic
explore
of
opportunities
plenty
potential
soon
areas of NHS performance, if data about them become available.
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8.2.4 Topic 4. Assessing performance through outcomes of care

If the NHS is to achieve the goals of providing 'a broad range of services to a high standard',
and 'satisfy[ing] the reasonable expectations of its users', it is necessary to know the
effectiveness of curative and preventive care. Provided that enough is known about the
inputs and processes (e.g. initial health status of patients, risk factors for treatments), the
comparative assessment of the outcomes of health care should be an indicator of whether
standards of clinical practice are high enough in different departments, hospitals or health
authorities. There are a lot of difficulties attached to the introduction

of outcome

assessment. The efficacy of a clinical treatment is often not fully established through trials
before its introduction; the effect of factors such as poor home conditions on recovery is
difficult to take into account and so on. As well as the technical problems, there are
professional and cultural/

political barriers to outcome assessment. Our analysis of Topic 4

aimed to use the soft systems methodology (SSM) to explore ways of surmounting such
barriers, as if one were a civil servant developing ways to introduce outcome assessment
nationally.
In the face of the almost total absence of assessment of outcomes of NHS care, ten problem
themes emerged from the initial stages of the SSM, and one was chosen to be developed
fully: 'how can one act on outcome data and information? '. A relevant system (one which if
it existed in the real world could be relevant to this problem), was 'a system identifying the
preconditions for, and necessary arrangements for the implementation of, a national
outcome monitoring system' - in other words, stopping short of the actual implementation,
but preparing for it. From the root definition of this system, the conceptual model was
produced showing the activities logically implied by it (Figure 7.3) - rather a cumbersome
model, with too many activity groups if one abides by Checkland's early guidance of a
maximum of nine. This aspect is discussed in the next subsection.

So our aim in using the SSMis to design meansof improving outcome monitoring, taking
both fairly straightforward technical and more messyhuman elementson board. After
stage5 of the SSM,where the conceptual model was compared with 'reality', 22 points were
identified at which the difference between the conceptual model and real world suggested
scopefor improvement or debate. Descriptions of sevenwere included in Chapter 7 section
7.4.2,representing priority activities which our hypothetical civil servant would need to
consider implementing first. The following list sums up theseactivities, the essenceof the
problems they presentedand suggestedchanges:
a) 'Collect mortality and morbidity data':
little morbidity data is yet collected, especially about non-acute illness; there is
a need to collect comprehensivedata, be able to link patient records and
identify hospital department and/ or doctor.
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b) 'Analyse data for significant variations':
again there is a dearth of comparative data, and a need to collect and make
accessible data for analysing patterns of care and their outcomes, and more
research into causal factors.
c) 'Consult with experts about avoidable mortality and morbidity':

available indicators are for limited conditions (deaths only); it would be wise
to know how clinicians use performance indicators before developing them
further.
d) 'Decide on priority for implementation of outcome monitoring':
the NHS needs rapidly to expand evaluation of treatments before choosing
what outcomes to look for - to maximise the alleviation of suffering, not just
reduction in avoidable deaths; this reinforces the call for more research into

causalrelationships.
e) 'Evaluate new/ revised arrangementsfor outcome assessment,recommend
implementation accordingly':
such innovation needs careful design; arrangements should be flexible and
relevant to the ways clinicians make decisions.

f) Set timetable for introduction of outcome assessment,allocate
responsibilities and resources':
this sort of project needsa lot of time and resources,both hard to estimate;
there is a strong need to co-ordinate all changescarefully, make dear what has
to be done when by whom, and where possible link new outcome assessment
with other developmentse.g. health promotion.
g) 'Establish systems for training and on-going review of problems with
outcome assessment systems':

need to develop a climate conducive to learning, building on existing
initiatives, making links between professional and managerial activities
towards common goals; evaluate the evaluation systemsand expect to make
changes.
A number of systemically desirable and culturally feasible changesarising from this
comparison between the conceptualmodel and real world were identified. Thesefell into
Checkland's three categories- changesin structure, procedure and attitude and if
implemented would go some way towards meeting the needsof the root definition.
Becausethe SSMhad beenapplied to the 'problem' of outcome assessmentfrom a single
viewpoint, that of a civil servant, at Step 7 in our analytical processsomeother real-world
factors relevant to the development of such assessmentwere identified. The
need to obtain
a fair picture of the clinical perspective rather than a stereotyped one was noted, and it was
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suggested that our holistic examination should be continued by exploring a number of other
viewpoints, perhaps employing techniques from psychology. Thus the present analysis was
the first step of a comprehensive, systematic and systemic approach. Evaluation in terms of
health outcomes, while serving a variety of interests, will perhaps also come closest to
judging the performance of the NHS in its own terms.

Reflectionson the analysis.
In the processof choosinga methodology for the analysis of Topic 4, the scorein favour of
the SSMwas particularly favourable, and the processof the analysis has not suggestedthat
a different methodology or model would have been more helpful. But a few points do arise,
about developmentsin the methodology or relating to the problem situation as it would
becomeif our suggestedchangeswere to comeabout.
In the absence of routine outcome assessment, making certain types of health service
choices can be seen as decision making under conditions of high uncertainty over both
objectives and causes and effects. Take, for example, a decision to require health authorities
to extend cervical cancer screening to women over 65, with some sort of sanction if after a
certain period the take-up rate fell short of a pre-set target. The objectives of policy makers
and groups consulted about this innovation may be quite different. Many of the reasons for
raising awareness of this cancer are less relevant to older women; non-attendance for
screening will be hard to interpret and change; and its effectiveness and cost-effectiveness
will be difficult to assess. Lack of certainty over objectives and over cause and effect are
related here, and a decision to proceed should be seen as one characterised by inspiration,
Box 4 in Hopwood's matrix. But if screening for all age groups had been evaluated and
feasible targets for take-up and (avoidable) mortality could be set, would the decision to
require screening and to judge the performance of health authorities be simply a matter for
computation?

It is unlikely that these uncertainties would be resolved that simply or

quickly. Certainty is only likely to increase as agreements are reached on the wider value
and purposes of outcome assessment, and as full understanding both of clinical causation
and of the role of assessment in improving practice, is acquired through research and action.

In Chapter 7 we noted the niggling doubt that the SSMhad been used to support one of the
stronger parties, precluding any significant change from the status quo in favour of the
weaker groups (patients and non-clinical staff) and demonstrating the functionalist nature
of the methodology. Atkinson and Checkland (1988)suggestan alternative to the dominant
notion of systemsas adaptive wholes bringing about single transformations to meet a
unitary purpose, which is at the root of the 'accusation' of functionalism. Alternative
metaphors are suggestedwhereby the relevant system might be intended to perpetuate the
dominance of one group over others, or to co-exist in collaboration with other autonomous
wholes, or develop collectively within the organisation of interest. Thus Thomas (1980)in
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his example of the use of the SSM to 'generate constructive tension' in a situation
of conflict
in a workers' co-op could intuitively have chosen a contradictive metaphor for system,
'more relevant to structuring debate in their problem situation than a unitary purposeful
system' (Atkinson and Checkland, ibid, p. 721). Alternative metaphors for system lead to
different roles for the comparison of the output from the conceptual model with the realworld problem situation. In the case of Atkinson's (1989) study of an inner-city health
centre the 'complex interacting wholes' metaphor enabled many transformations to be
incorporated in one root definition, an approach well-suited to the early stage of a multiagency problem where the perceptions of a number of professional groups were quite
different. This development of the SSM is at an early stage but could be useful in a range of
multi-professional

health service contexts.

The conceptualmodel, Figure 7.3,had 14 activities or groups of activities, and we need to
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A
target-setting
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operational subsystems(s)and controlling and monitoring
latter.
This
into
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for
the
seems
efficacy
criteria
effectiveness,efficiency and
subsystem
to bring the CM even closer to the VSM, and could provide ideas for re-structuring our
model.
Broadly speaking, the SSMhas beenwell suited to this application to a wide and relatively
unstructured topic. While other methodologies and models can play a part in more specific
aspectsof the development of outcome assessment,the SSMpreservesrobustnessthrough
the option to analysea number of problem themes,and iterate within each analysis, until a
detailed enough picture is built up.

Lessonsfrom Topic 4 for the analysis of Topic 8, Planning for health.
This final topic, like Topic 4, is wide ranging, and currently poorly supplied with evaluative
activity. We can find problems at the highest level surrounding the suggestionof a national
Strategy for Health. Internal DHSSpapers appearing to deny the possibility that other
governent departments responsiblefor housing, the environment, employment, food, might
have a part to play in preventing ill health At the community level local Healthy Cities
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projects experience difficulties in measuring the extent of health problems as well as
(as
interventions
revealed in interviews with staff at Sheffield DHA for example).
planning
At the individual level the increasing emphasis on 'lifestyle' factors distracts attention from
for
health'
health.
Tlanning
influences
needs to involve each of these
on
environmental
levels, although the choice of emphasis is largely a political one in terms of the implicit and
explicit challenges to the medical model of health, and a party political issue in terms of the
relative emphasis placed on individual, communal or state responsibilities.

An insightful

for
different
implications
the
the
action
scope
strategy
and
of
political
sorts
of
assessment of
in the 1990s,based on a comprehensive assessment of current knowledge about the state of
the public health in Britain, is provided by Smith and Jacobson (1988).
We do not generally know enough about the causes of ill health to choose narrow technical
tools or models at this stage. The quantification of the World Health Organisation's
definition of health - physical, mental and social well-being - or less ambitious definitions,
be
have
to
for
development
tasks
indicators
the
which
monitoring progress, are
of
and
to
The
(Breslow
Jardel
1984).
1972,
meet
needs
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appropriate
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choice
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op cit),
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loop learning and control model could each play a part. If the focus was on assisting
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Jackson's
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then
NHS
(outside
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as
within
as
well
projects

'methodology for methodology choicer for community OR seems appropriate; a number of
'soft OR' planning tools could be helpful. DoH circular HC(88)64 (DoH 1988a) gave health
health
targets,
for
monitoring
status
achieving
setting
and
new
responsibilities
authorities
for
like
term
described
health
and
the
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short
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and reporting
implying a rational planning model. But the complexities and uncertainties surrounding
the prevention of ill health and promotion of good health are even greater than in planning
for curative services and suggest that the conventional NHS approach to planning will need
be
the
Our
Rosenhead's
HSM
at
applied
could
analysis
robustness
and
enhanced
alteration.
health authority level. But the initial need in an analysis of Topic 8 would be to clarify the
1961
(Perrow,
Perrow's
in
terms
the
enquiry - official, unofficial and operative,
purposes of
is
for
health
be
hidden
There
concerned.
to
agendas
planning
seem
many
where
op cit).
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8.3 STEP10. ASSESSMENTOF THE OVERALL APPROACH

8.3.1 Benefits

Starting with an idea that systems approaches could usefully be applied to the study of
NFIS performance evaluation, and to the evaluation itself, it soon became dear that there
was no 'off the shelf' methodology waiting to be applied. If the aim had been to apply one
systems approach, or tackle one well-bounded example of a performance evaluation
problem, then efforts could have been directed towards action research or other existing
forms of systems practice, refined if necessary. The aim of the research was however rather
broader, and although conventional methods of data collection were used the way in which
the data were to be analysed needed to be developed to suit the research objectives. No
doubt other analysts have arrived at similar sets of steps and procedures; finding out 'how
to do systems research' is a challenge in itself. The ten-step process arrived at here was
designed to enable diverse methodologies and contexts to be combined in a standard way,
with as much attention as possible to rigour when conducting and describing the analysis.
The use of feedback loops, while sometimes cursory, is a practical way of encouraging
iteration as well as separating some checks on the rigour of the research process, from that
process itself.

While there is plenty of scopeto refine the process,a valuable start has been made towards
be
for
framework
the
could
models
which
a
and
application of range of methodologies
a
into
in
Dividing
teaching.
the
phasesof
process
research,
consultancy
and
analytical
used
diagnosis, design, implementation and review (steps9 and 10) is a simple way of making
general comparisonsbetween the applications, and could be further developed and
incorporated in the processof methodology choice. The processof choice of methodologies
and models developed here proved relatively successfulalthough someof the criteria
initially included were unnecessary.Combining approacheslike that of Jacksonwhich
focus on characteristicsof the methodology and the problem context, with considerations
relating to the analyst's skills and weltanschauung, is a practical way both of avoiding
highly unpromising combinations and of identifying explanations for less-than-successful
analyses.
Becauseeachof the ten stepshad a purpose, the incorporation of ideas from outside the
systemsanalytical approach could be undertaken without compromising the proper use of
whichever methodology was in train. In other words, at the outset of this researchit was
considered likely that ideas and explanations from 'outside' systemsthinking (where a
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boundary can be drawn) would have some important and useful parts to
play. Rather than
blend a systems methodology with some other analytical perspectives, opportunities
were
built in for explicit departures from systems thinking or practice where necessary; just as
one might, when undertaking a photographic assignment, turn aside to study texts on the
use of light and shade in painting before returning to compose the photographs. Several
'free standing' devices (such as the Hopwood matrix introduced in Chapter 3) brought
additional insights and perspectives to bear on the analysis without posing problems of
conflicting assumptions.
Turning a mass of ideas and data about a diverse range of evaluation activities and problem
areas in the NHS (the sort of mass which NHS staff live with from day to day), into
relatively bounded topics for analysis, naturally involved arbitrary choices and
compromises. It is also subjective, yet at least for people closely involved in the NHS many
of 'my' topics were congruent with their perceptions. Thus the general approach of
identifying topics seems to have been successful both for analytical purposes and for
communicating with others (including NHS interviewees) about the research. The
description of each topic automatically places it in its wider context and indicates
potentially significant interconnections between topics; it was not necessary to construct an
elaborate 'map' of the research territory.

Selectinga limited number of topics and examplesfor analysis will always pose problems of
representativeness;here maintaining a holistic approach received priority within the
inevitable narrowing down required for a lone researcher. The use of secondarydata
permitted the indirect extensionof attention to a wider sample. (This problem is discussed
by Stocking, 1985.) The conclusionsat each stagein the analysis are mindful of the
limitations posed by selectivity.
The translation of the general area of interest into colloquial and key researchquestions,
was probably most helpful as a way of separatingout the componentsof a vague general
concernabout performanceevaluation, the NHS debate' in the massmedia and political
interests. However, linking colloquial expressionsof concern with academicinterests can
serve two purposes: to enablethe analyst to frame explanations for their researchin terms
accessibleto a wider audience,and to remind the analyst of obligations towards their
human subject-matter.
In all, the approach made the transition from the general to the particular in ways amenable
to systemsanalysis,a practicable proposition. It was flexible enough to permit adjustment
to suit different methodologies and sorts of data, and relatively dear to others besidesthe
analyst.
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83.2 Limitations

Picking up the previous point, the approach may have made progress towards a workable
analytical framework, but it was cumbersomeand some aspectshave been difficult to make
meaningful. It needsrefinement - removing the lesshelpful parts and perhaps
incorporating some others. For example, steps 1 and 10 would not be necessary apart from
in this particular research context; the comparators in feedback loops from, for example,
step 4 add little to the analysis; and the 'conditions for the good use of the model' at step 2
should be an integral part of the selection of candidate methodologies or models.
The 'patchiness' of data for some topics (mostly those excluded from the detailed analysis)
reflects the post-hoc nature of parts of the analytical process. Data was amassed from the
start of the research, but the way it was to be used has been continually refined. If an 'off
the peg' analytical process had been available this should not have occurred; and the
reseach would not have been an original piece of work.

Limits to the quality of the data arosefrom the political context of the NHS. The topicality
of the researchwas noted in Chapter 1. Although the NHS changesslowly in most respects,
performanceevaluation hasbeen a highly dynamic aspectduring the researchperiod. Both
the practice of evaluation, and the demands for it (especiallyfrom the political
environment) have been in a state of flux. Personnelin health authorities and the
Department of Health have changedfrequently - particularly those whose work has been
relevant to this research. This has had advantagestoo; severalimportant informants moved
between NHS and DHSSlevels and where they remained available for interviews they were
able to supply additional information and perspectives. Nonetheless,irreparable gaps in
data collection developed as personnel,practicesand even organisational boundaries
changedand hitherto accessibletopics becamepolitically sensitive. Problemsin researching
the contemporary policy processreported by Pollitt et al (1988)strike some familiar chords.

8.33 Understanding the 'four P's' - the role for systemsapproachesin planning.
performance.policy and MHtics

In spite of their limitations, the systemsapproachesapplied in the present researchhave
produced useful and potentially practical insights into eachof the 'four Fs'.
The use of the HSM to analyseTopic 1, strategic planning, was quite cumbersomeand its
future value will depend a great deal on the role for strategic planning in the NHS of the
1990s.But as we saw, the 'enhanced' HSM could have usesin other contexts where a
softening of rational planning and decision-waling was needed within an approach which
was comfortable to the experienceand organisational culture for those in the field. The
HSM itself underpins much of which happens in the name of planning, performance and
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policy making and deserves to be retained in spite of the messy, 'soft' nature of the
problems of complex organisations, provided that its underlying assumptions are not taken
for granted.
Performance' was such an ubiquitous theme that it was pinned it down especially in the
context of the annual review process. In developing the simple but powerful double loop
model from the work of Blunden and Hughes (1987), it was possible to make horizontal,
vertical and temporal links which can provide explanations and dues to both the origins of
some of the NHS' problems and their improvement.
Policy had a similarly wide influence. During the research period the policy process
became explicitly linked through the distinction in NHS planning guidelines between policy
aims and service objectives, and the gradual move towards quantifiable or measureable
objectives for each NHS level. Government policy changes extended from the content of
health policy per se, to the way in which policy was itself made - the Prime Minister's
review of the NHS, the development of 'policy ground rules' within the DHSS, and the
refinements of the roles of the central general management bodies - the NHS Supervisory
and Management Boards at the outset of the research. The role of policy therefore was more
significant than had originally been expected, and came to influence each of the topics in
some way. Each of the systems approaches was able to cope with this unexpected
dimension; although the choice of the VSM to study quality improvement turned out to be
relatively less productive than another approach might have been as the nature of the
'problem' of quality changed to some extent during the research, becoming more about
policy and process and less about structure.

So how did systemsapproachescope with politics? On the whole, it was possible to apply
the chosenapproacheswithin contextsthat were at times highly political, without having to
SSM
for
The
important
influences
the
topics
their
example
areas.
on
and
problem
exclude
by
both
level
influenced
strongly
which was
was applied with somesuccessat a
organisational and government/ opposition politics. However, systemsapproachesdid not
come up with seriouschallengesto dominant groups or interests; nor did they produce
ideas for revolutionary change. In part this was becauseof the pragmatic requirement that
changesshould be politically and culturally feasibleand acceptable. This is not a concession
to the powers that be; changeswhich would be emancipatory, which could increasethe
involvement of lower status staff, patients and the community, were actively sought, and in
a number of casesthey were found. There were instanceswhere radical changesto power
relations could have resolved the problems of some topics at a stroke, but when the more
critical systemsapproacheswere considered they did not seemto provide the design
capacity of the more conventional hard and soft approaches.
We have seenthat theseconventional approachescan be developed in ways which
minimise their functionalist, unitary assumptions and open the way for exploring problems
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1980) and expose imbalances of power or other inequalities. The limited capacity of current
systems approaches to tackle political problems, conflicts of value and wider social
inequalities should not be regarded as a problem so long as these issues can be tackled with
domain.
in
the
tools
political
political
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8.4 PROSPECTSFOR 'BETTER' PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

This analysis coincides with the prospects of major changes in NHS objectives and as the
dimensions on which performance will be assessedfollowing 'Working for Patients'
(HMSO 1989), it is difficult to base expectations for the future on the experiences of the past.
It is perhaps most helpful to ask, taking the basic NHS goals identified in Chapter 3 and the
performance dimensions described there, if our 'recommendations' were considered by the
NHS or DoH in circumstances unchanged by the White Paper what effect might they have
in furthering the attainment of those goals?
Taking the goals in the order of Section 32, we have seen that it is still early days for the
NHS to 'encourage and assist individuals to remain healthy'. An improvement in ways of
measuring health care effectiveness (such as our suggestions for outcome assessment) will
play a part, but the limited influence of health services on health status mean that multiorganisation methods and social, economic and environmental changes are the main
challenge.

For the NHS to 'provide equality of entitlement to health services',better assessmenton the
dimension of equity will partly come from developments in statisticsand information
systems- provided that the resourcesare allocated for the analysis and then for the
necessaryaction. Theoretical equality of entitlement has already been achieved.
The provision of 'equality of access'posessimilar considerations,with additional
implications for short and long term planning approaches. The increasing interest in the
NHS of understanding patterns of need and alternative ways of meeting them can be
enhancedby systemsapproaches,although sustaining the momentum for changeis made
difficult by competing demands on time, human energy and other resources.
The goal of a service 'free at the time of use is ambiguous and largely in the hands of
politicians, although it could be said that pressuresto charge patients for serviceswould be
less if the NHS were more efficient. We have seenthat a plethora of efficiency measures
have been introduced in recent years. While there will always be scopeto re-examineways
of doing things and find more efficient ones -a searchwhich systemsapproachescan
participate in - there are limits to how far 'efficiency' can be increasedwithout it affecting
performance on other dimensions.
We have also seena wide array of NHS attempts to identify and 'satisfy the reasonable
expectationsof its users'. Attention to quality, effectivenessand acceptability has
blossomedand is not always directed at superficial aspectsof the service - there are serious
changesafoot in standards of care,patient participation and choice. But there is a long way
to go. Is the NHS becoming better able to assessits progress on thesedimensions? In
Chapter 6 we noted that Pollitt's (1986b)conditions for more appropriate performance
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evaluation schemes would not all be met by the use of our VSM-based approach to quality
management. Would they be met if a wider range of our suggested changes were
introduced? Relating to each of them in turn, we could conclude that:

"

we have tried to avoid suggestingperformance assessmentprocesseswhich are
directly linked to individual job prospects,partly becauseour focus has
generally beenat a level above the individual member of staff. But we have
generally sought approacheswhich emphasiselearning and development
rather than judgements of right or wrong.

"

we have sometimes accepted that changes to evaluation practice will be
imposed and not optional, although we have also tried to remain alert to the
implications of unwilling compliance with such requirements.

we have generally looked within Britain for ideas to develop, rather than
looking to the private sectoror abroad. However, the suggesteddevelopments
for planning, quality and to a lesserextent structure and processassessment,
applied models which incorporated ideas from elsewhere,to emerging NHS
practice.
we have always assumedthat direct inputs from consumersis legitimate, but
not always easyto obtain; and acceptanceof such inputs will raise delicate
issuesof organisational and professionalculture.
our analyseshave generally consideredthe need for managementand other
sorts of information; theseconsiderationsare to the fore in many parts of the
NHS too although constrained by lack of skills, resourcesand clear objectives
for the use of information.
underlying eachof the systemsapproacheswe have used, is a holistic
awarenesswhich has identified sound reasonsfor rejecting a short-term,
mechanisticefficiency focus, in eachtopic considered.
We can conclude here that we have found some moves in the direction regarded by Pollitt
as desirable,within changeswhich are already taking place in the NHS. Our suggestions
have tried to encouragesuch changes.
Taking the last of the NHS goals identified by the Royal Commission and considered in
Chapter 3, the future of the NHS as 'a national system responsive to local needs' is in the
most serious doubt But by giving equal attention to strategic planning, quality, outcome
assessmentand annual and routine review processes,we have tried to improve those forms
of assessmentand action which enable the NITS to meet national, local and individual needs
effectively and equitably.
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We have been mindful of the inclusion of efficiency as a component of quality and
acceptability, and assumed that 'waste' should be avoided. But efficiency is not a simple
concept and we have generally assumed that the interrelatedness of efficiency and the other
performance dimensions deserves explicit attention, which systems thinking is well placed
to provide.
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8.5 CONCLUSIONS: ACHIEVEMENTS AND PROSPECTS

8.5.1 How far have the aims and objectives of the research been achieved?

Section 1.7 of Chapter 1 lists aims and objectives, and having urged on the NHS the rational
identification of objectives in order for performance to be assessed effectively, we need to
abide by the same maxim. Starting with the contributory objectives:

"

We have explored the role of objectivesin the context of NHS performance
evaluation, and attempted to identify the diverse interests which make
performanceimprovement problematic;

"

We have applied systems approaches in ways which have addressed parts of
the NHS in their wider NHS and political, social and economic environments;

e

We have explored stability and change,power, managementand control - with
perhaps most emphasison the latter two,
Complementary concepts,analytical devicesand explanations have been
incorporated at a number of points; we have not claimed that systems
approaches- how ever carefully chosen- can tackle the problems of NHS
performance on their own;

"

We have examined the performance-relatedtopics systematically, taking into
account any formal objectivesinvolved, short and long term processeswhich
are available to the NHS already, and the role of modelling in theseprocesses.
However, we noted at an early stagethat a wider range of approachesto data
collection would be needed to obtain a full picture of the role of modelling in
the NHS.

Turning to the overall aims of the research,
"

We have begun the searchfor the aims and objectivesof and for the NHS, but
this is a searchin a dynamic and complex field which is unlikely ever to be

complete.
"

We have obtained a fairly detailed picture of the formal meansby which the
NHS assessesthe attainment of some groups of objectives,and the links
between assessmentand implementation. However, we have paid less
attention to decision-making for action per Se.
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Through the application of systems methodologies and models to performancerelated topics, we have been able to make some judgements about the
contributions which these assessment processes and actions have made to
attainment of objectives. Suggestions for changes have been made - changes
which could readily be explored further by more detailed applications of

systemsapproaches.
"

The underlying aim which gave rise to this research - to test the contribution
that systems approaches can make to the analysis of health service
performance - has been satisfied through the application of methodologies and
ideas
into
bringing
but
direct
A
towards
to
topics.
systems
step
small
models
NHS practice has already been made through the discussions which the
research has engendered within parts of the health service, at conferences, and
now through this thesis. The development of a general analytical process
makes further and more significant contributions possible and desirable.
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8.5.2 Sconefor further research.

Although this is the end of the thesis, it will hopefully mark the beginning of fruitful further
research and practice. Opportunities have already been presented to: contribute to the
development of performance indicators for a part of the health service currently almost
entirely devoid of ways of assessing its performance; develop some of the work for the
thesis with a view to publication; and contribute to teaching material on organisational
performance evaluation.

If theseopportunities are to be successfullypursued, there are a number of areasof the
work to date which deserverefinement or further exploration. Severalhave been
mentioned already - the streamlining of the 10 step analytical processand methodology
choice,further attention to implementation and so on. Other ideas which have been set to
one side during the researchinclude:
The distinction between (interdependent) strategic, operational and cultural/

political

aspects of performance, which began to emerge from analysis of the different topics.
Such a distinction could be used to help in the choice of fair and relevant ways to
'assess the assessment procedures'. Each type of activity is needed for the
organisation to work successfully, but it may be unreasonable to expect those
devising ways of assessing outcomes of care, for example, to concentrate on the
same dimensions of performance as those looking for strategic improvement.

These

three types may perhaps be placed on a continuum from 'strategic/ top
management' to 'pervasive, cultural/

political', and exploring them could

strengthen the emerging links between systems thinking, policy analysis and

strategicmanagement.
2.

Fuller exploration of influences on, and processesof, derision making about
performance - dearly relevant to the design of evaluation processes.

3.

Further development of the idea of a continuum between double-loop learning and
control, and its potential use to explore messyorganisational problems.
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Each of these ideas can readily be developed in the context of the National Health Service,
among many others. We will close here with an opening provided by the editor of the
report of the 1988 Sunday Times 'Best of Health' competition to find the 'best' health
authority in Britain. Of the winning entries, he wrote:

'... [they] show that, far from being on its last legs the NHS is a triumph. Not
...
because of our sentimental affection, or some nationalistic faith in "the best
health service in the world". Nor even because, given the choice between a
particular government or the NHS, the public would choose the latter. But
simply because, when you go right to the heart of this vast enterprise, the
National Health Service works.

How it works is hard to explain...: (Deer, 1988)
Providing some explanations,and looking for ways to help the NHS work as well as
possible,have provided the challengesfor this research. They will continue to do so.
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER 8. TABLES PRESENTING SUMMARY RESULTS
FROM APPLICATION OF THREE TESTS DURING ANALYTICAL
PROCESS.

TABLE 1

Results from feedback check for Step 2 of analytical process. Chapter 2, Section 2.6.2.12
features of a Good model. and how those chosen

formed.

Abbreviated question.

Topic 1. Planning.

Topic 2. Structure and
F"

1. easy to use

yes

yes

2. cost effective

yes unlessdata hard to get
or modelling complex

yes

3. easy for analyst to
understand

yes

yes

4. easyfor 'client' to
understand

should be OK for NHS
planners,like option
appraisal

has been when discussed,
and is similar to models in
managementeducation

5. credible, realistic

hard to tell, talk through
with NHS informants

will sometimesbe
unrealistic, highly
simplified, analytical tool

6. designed to enhance&
inform

yes, although sometimes
used prescriptively

yes

7. usesgood quality data

yes, but sensitivity,
accuracyhard to test

yes, and can use poorer
data in more exploratory
modes

8. manageabledata
demands

yes, although more views
and info. re. objectives

yes

would be valuable
9. can use surrogate/proxy
data

yes but check value

yes, and may be specially
appropriate if using model
as analogy

10.robust to different data

yes

yes

11.can assesssensitivity of
models built

hard to choosecriteria,
larger sample better, look
for examplesof change

yes as range of examples
illustrates

chapter e, Appendix
12. user-friendly results

yes should be
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yes, the simpler the
application the more likely
this is
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Abbreviated question

Topic 3, Ouality

1. easy to use

yes, and texts like Beer
(1985) may help

yes

2. cost effective

VSM is a cheaptool for
initial investigation at least

here, yes, although action
research per se may have
cost implications

3. easy for analyst to
understand

reasonably;©emson's
(1984)writing is more
comprehensible

yes

4. easyfor 'client' to
understand

using Clemson's language
and minimal jargon, the
proposed TQM model was
described easily to people
in the NHS

past experiencewith SSM
suggestsit is

5. credible, realistic

difficult to assessrealism
here

should be

6. designed to enhance dt
inform

VSM incorporates the
decision processand
prescribesits structure,
and identifies the
necessaryconnections
between internal and
environmental scanning,
decision making and
action.

yes, explicitly

7. usesgood quality data

Beeremphasisesfull
analysis and
understanding of
organisational reality, and
need for good data for
planning and control.
Espejo(1989)considers
models of complexity held
by managers.

the emphasis may be more
on subjective than
objective data, with the
potential problems this
presents

8. manageabledata
demands

large data demands;but
secondarymaterial and
discussion with NHS staff
supplemented primary
data here

should be for early
iterations, although may
involve detailed
investigation in sensitive
areas

9. can use surrogate/proxy
data

yes, with care

yes, if necessary

10.robust to different data

yes,intrinsically

Yes

11.can assesssensitivity of
models built

experiments and
mathematical models
possible,but not here; had
to reflect an hypothetical
intervention effects

can be difficult, depend
partly on iteration and
thoroughness of
description

CAwptff 8, AppOW&
12. user-friendly results

designed for selfapplication, but jargon offputting. Look for nonjargon terms to convey
ideas.
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should be enhanced by
distinction between
abstract world of systems
thinking, and real world
problem situation,
interacting with client.
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TABLE 2.

Results from Step 3 of analytical process. Chapter 2. Section 2.6.2. Verification -13
questions, any implications for changes in methodologies.

Abbreviated question

Topic 1, Planning

Topic 2. Structure and
R

1. Model can reflect key
aspects of problem
situation

Yes,henceinitial choice

yes, discussedin Section
5.7

2. Each step in model
building logical, relevant

Yes,intrinsically

yes, discussedin Section
5.7

3. At appropriate level of
detail

Difficult, many potential
levels & micro level
problems important, be
aware of although focus is
higher level

yes, discussedin Section
5.7

4. Incorporates
appropriate information
for context

Yes,although at macro
level need to look for
subsystems

yes; in a way model is
developed to suit data
available, and developed
iteratively with further
data

5. Data-providers aware &
motivated to give good
quality data

Yes,although some
constraintson use &a lot
is secondarydata

Primary data
enthusiastically provided
although preciseuse not
decided then

6. Can cope with
unpredictable changes

Yes provided that
creativity and iteration
operate, & rationality not
too dominant

intrinsic to model design

7. Can reflect & respond to
environmental changes

Yes,consider for most
HSM stages

intrinsic to model design

8. Representshierarchy,
appropriately recursive

Yes,hierarchies of org.
structure and planning
tin scales;recursion in
other terms possible too

yes, mostly real-world
organisational levels;
recursion not of concern
here

9. Producespolitically
feasibleresults

Yes,but problems can
arise at any level

yes, depending on context;
Hofstede's model used as
check

10.Can cope with conflicts
of interest

Mostly, e.g. using CBA,
option appraisal; deep
conflicts e.g. job losses
harder to trade off; need
changemanagement
techniques

can exposeand explore
them, may not resolve
thern

Chaps 8, wppxxdLx - 44411.Producesculturally
acceptableresults

Yes, if changing NFIS
culture prevents rigid
rationality of use, change
management techniques
too

yes, depending on context;
Hofstede's model used as
check

12.Can cope with conflicts
of value

Harder, value conflicts
reflected in objectives,
don't assume unitary;
implications for planners'
work; change mgt. techn.

may reveal rather than
resolve them, through the
learning' end of the
continuum

13. Results can be tested
against observations
known to be true

Possibilities but not here,
e.g. controlled experiment,
quantification of planning
effectiveness

possibly - see text
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Abbreviated question.

Toyic 3. Qaal ty

1. Model can reflect key
aspects of problem
situation

Yes, with the focus on
structure. Other models
may also be useful

Yes, rich picture and
problem themes identify
all key aspects

2. Each step in model
building logical, relevant

Essential logic is in Beer's
development of VSM.
Here we concentrate on
simple application of five
functional systems, while
assuming their power
from cybernetic principles
will also be relevant

Yes,moved from
unstructured data capture
towards logical expression
of relevant systems

3. At appropriate level of
detail

Data intrinsically rich, but
model-building confined
here to a few levels and
recursions

Yes; potential for greater
detail at later stages and
use of other models within
e.g. SSM stage 4

4. Incorporates
appropriate information
for context

Data from NHS for modelbuilding may be atypical,
failures underrepresented; but purpose
is to build on strengths
anyway

Yes,for presentcontext;
real consultancy
application would require
mainly primary data

5. Data-providers aware
and motivated

as4.

Primary data here
provided voluntarily

6. Can cope with
unpredictable changes

6. and 7. Not yet clear
how well a TQM system
structured like the VSM
would respond to
significant and unexpected
changes(e.g. merger of
two health authorities).
VSM is intrinsically
equipped to maintain
stability or reach a new
stable state,through its
cybernetic underpinnings;
Jackson(1989)identifies
some potentially relevant
problems to which we will
return

Without difficulty,
through iteration;
obtaining changeis part of
the task here

7. Can reflect k respond to
environmental changes

System4 of the VSM with
its 'future monitoring'
role, and the operational
system 1 levels' links with
the local and present
environment, provide a
strong potential for
identifying and assessing
environmental influences.

Yes,does so explicitly at
root definition stage

CJmphr 8, AppmdVx - 4" 8. Represents hierarchy,
appropriately recursive

VSM is the archetypal
recursive model;
appropriate, although
recursive levels may not
reflect NHS organisational
levels

Models developed here are
not recursive, but focus on
high organisational level
which encompasses some
concerns of lower ones;
relevant systems address
the responsibilities of
those at different levels

9. Producespolitically
feasibleresults

9. -12. points have been
noted elsewhere as
potential weak aspects of
the VSM, or ones which it
does not claim to tackle.
In steps 9 and 10 in
particular we will assess
the significance of the
large gaps which an
inability to cope with such
concerns may leave in our
analysis.

Yes, although viewpoint
adopted here might tend
to accept coercive/ centrist
imposition of change;
analysis may draw out
negotiable options

Yea to each of 10,11,12 in
the current application
context

10. Can cope with conflicts
of interest

11. Produces culturally
acceptable results

12.Can cope with conflicts
of value
13. Results can be tested
against observations
known to be true

Can compareVSM
structure and
organisational behaviour,
with real-world
organisations (can debate
whether they represent
'true' values). But
comparison is necessary.
Purely quantitative
applications (e.g. Wilson,
1975)will not concern us
here.

This positivist
consideration is less
relevant to the interpretive
SSM, but if used in a real
consultancy context rich
picture would incorporate
perceptions of 'true' values
held by dient group
members. Another
analysis would not
replicate this but may
identify many common
features of problem
situations.
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Results from feedback check from Step 4. Validation tests. Chapter 2. Section 2.63.

Abbreviated question.

Topic 1. Planning.

Topic 2. Structure and

process.
1. Can the model reflect
any value-laden, unclear,
changing or complex
aspects of the problem
situation?

Yes; HSM can help in replanning plans, as well as
re-planning system, at
times of change; has
components to tackle
complexity e.g. through
modelling stage.

The problem situation is
not highly value laden, is
clear but complex and
aspects of it changing
quite rapidly. Model can
be applied to data over
wide range of levels of
detail and dynamic
elements.

2. Does model assume
realistic enough internal &
external conditions?

Internal - OK, caution re.
unitary, rational
assumptions. External may not suit business plan
needs post White Paper.

Problems of control
recognised by actors at
each level. Easy to assess
their appropriatenessof
inputs from external
context, and internal
processes depicted. Model
may not explain why
unexpected outputs
appear; should prompt
creative search for missing
inputs or misunderstood
processes. Could develop
surrogate-type simulation
models to explore what
may be happening.

3. Does the problem
situation still seemsuitable
for this or another systems
approach?

Yes,OK for HSM.

Yes,this model can
suggestsystemiceffects or
defectsin structures and

4. Can the model take
accountof the natural
variability of the problem
situation?

Up to a point. Main
problems: accepting
essentialvariability at
periphery, long term
projections complex;
consider VSM /
autonomous wholes ideas?

Yes,and can approach
different aspects,from
assessingformal
arrangementsfor review
etc. to exploring suitability
of 'systemsin use' by
actors (as a learning
model).

5. Does the model take any
cyclical variations in the
problem situation into
account?

Yes,various ways.

Cybernetic foundations
if
to
see,
e.
g.,
model
enable
output data are sampled at
frequency
to
appropriate
detect changing trends in
inputs or processesrapidly
but not precipitate action
prematurely.

processes.

chapter $, Appendix
6. Can the model include
any quantifiable
problematic variables?

Yes, quantification at
many stages possible.
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Yes, either in places or by
building a wholly
quantitative version of
model.
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Abbreviated question.

Topic 3. Quality.

Tonic 4. Outcomes.

1. Can the model reflect
any value-laden, unclear,
changing or complex
aspects of the problem
situation?

Parts of problem situation
have such features, and
VSM's strengths may lie
elsewhere i. e. identifying
structural weaknesses.

validity tested by formal
system model - see
discussion in 7.3.2 and
7.4.1

2. Does model assume
realistic enough internal &
external conditions?

Yes, but
... structural
conditions of VSM may be
necessary but not
sufficient for viability - see
1. above.

validity tested by formal
system model - see
discussion in 7.3.2 and
7.4.1

3. Does the problem
situation still seem suitable
for this or another systems
approach?

NHS QA people refer to
QA systems and
systematic approaches, yet
often lack the holistic
approach these terms
imply. VSM can help in
clarifying concepts e.g.
boundaries and
interconnectedness,
hierarchy and emergence,
systems as human
artefacts.

validity tested by formal
system model - see
discussion in 7.3.2 and
7.4.1

4. Can the model take
account of the natural
variability of the problem
situation?

Yes, if applied
appropriately - see text

validity testedby formal
system model - see
discussion in 7.3.2and
7.4.1

S. Does the model take any
cyclical variations in the
problem situation into
account?

System2 anti-oscillation
function alerts analysts
and those in real world
situation to be aware of
dynamics in the
organisation and its
environment, at each level
of recursion.

validity testedby formal
system model - see
discussion in 7.3.2and
7.4.1

6. Can the model include
any quantifiable
problematic variables?

Yes,in both VSM and
quality systems,but highly
quantitative approach not
appropriate here.

validity testedby formal
system model - see
discussion in 7.3.2and
7.4.1
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APPENDIX

QUESTIONNAIRE

B.

TO REGIONAL HEALTH AUTHORTTIES, 1988.

Ms J Holloway
SystemsGroup
Faculty of Technology
Open University
Walton Hall

Milton Keynes MK7 6AA

30th March 1988

Dear

Research into performance

evaluation

in the NHS

I am nearing the completion of a PhD researchproject to investigate the formal methods of evaluating the
National
Health
Service,
the
of
and their relationship to the setting and successful pursuit of
performance
level
from
central governmentthrough to units. An initial questionnairewas administered in
at
each
objectives
August 1986, to which Mr Dummer very kindly responded.
As part of the final round of my data collection (which has also involved several case studies), I am seeking
information about recent developmentsin the Annual Review system, particularly in relation to regional health
I
I
therefore
enclose
a
questionnaire
which
very much hope you, or one of your colleagues who is
authorities.
involved with the Annual Review meetings,will complete. The replies will be treated in strict confidence. If
discuss
like
I
happy
be
to
this
any
aspects
of
research
with
me
to do so and can be contactedat
would
would
you
the above addressor by telephoneon 0908 655109 or 0908 611095.
I would be most grateful if the completed questionnairecould be returned, with any enclosures, to me, Ms J
Holloway, here at the Open University in the enclosedreply-paid envelope, by Friday 6th May 1988. If
you do pass the questionnaire to a colleague for completion, please would you ensure that they also see this
letter.
Thank you for taking the time to read this letter, and in anticipation of receiving your completed questionnaire.

Yours sincerely

\pl
JackyHolloway
Researchstudent, Systems Group.

[Region code:

RESEARCH

INTO PERFORMANCE

ANNUAL

REVIEW

EVALUATION

IN THE NHS

QUESTIONNAIRE

This is the second of two questionnaires seeking information about the role and development of the NHS
Annual Review system. It is being sent to Regional General Managers in most English RHAs, from which the
reply received to the first questionnaire (in autumn 1986) indicated willingness to be contacted again in
however,
RGMs
this
may,
prefer to pass the questionnaire to an appropriate
research.
with
connection
details
Further
in
letter
for
the
the
of
project
are
contained
accompanying this
completion.
colleague
questionnaire.

The answerswill be confidential; if you do not wish to answera particular question pleaseleave it and move on
If
you needadditional spaceto answera question,pleasewrite your answeron a separatesheet
one.
the
next
to
the
of
questionnaire,stating the question number.
the
reverse
on
or
please would you return the completed questionnairein the reply-paid envelope, together with any enclosures
information,
to:
additional
and
Ms J Holloway, SystemsGroup, Faculty of Technology, Open University, Walton Hall, Milton Keynes MK7
6AA,
by Friday 6 May 1988.

Thank You.

SECTION A.

Name of Region:

2.

......................................................................................

a) Name of personcompleting this questionnaire:

b) Job title:

..........................................................................................

c) Address (if not Regional head-quarters):

I

SECTION

B.

1987 ANNUAL

REVIEW

CYCLE

This Section seeks general information about the 1987 Regional Review meetings; in a few regions these may
not have taken place until 1988.

Date of first (Management)review meeting:.........

2.

Date of second (Ministerial)

3.

Approximate date agreedAction Letter and / or Plan receivedby region:

4,

Could you discern a clear difference betweenthe purposeand content of the two review meetings?

review meeting:.......

(Please tick appropriate box)
Yes

Q

No

Would you say that the Ministerial meeting
was concerned primarily with strategic issues?

(Pleasetick appropriatebox)
Yes

El

No

SECTION C. ACTION ARISING FROM 1987 REGIONAL REVIEWS

To help me to obtain a picture of the topics covered by the most recent round of Regional review
meetings, I would be most grateful if you could send me a copy of the Action Letter and / or Plan
arising from your Region's 1987 review meetings.

2.

It has been suggestedthat, as the annual review system hasdeveloped,the resulting Action Letters and
/ or Plans have becomemore relevant to the concernsof Regions. If you are able to compare the most
recent action plan with one or more such documentsfrom previous reviews, would you agreewith this
observation?

Pleaseuse the spacebelow to describe any changeswhich you have discerned(continue overleaf or on
a separatesheetif necessary).

3.

An aim of this project is to assess the practical role which the annual review system (from central
government through to units) plays in monitoring and developing health service performance towards
both operational and strategic goals.

a)

In connection with the most recent regional review Action Plan, do you feel that there are any items
which may pose difficulties for the region to monitor or investigate (for example because timely or
accurate data are not available, or satisfactory measures have not yet been developed)?
(Please tick appropriate box)
Yes

b)

Q

Q
No

If your answer to a) was 'yes', and you have enclosed an Action Plan, it would be most helpful if you
could indicate any such items, and describe below the nature of the region's concern and any action
which is being considered to resolve this:

SECTION D. ANNUAL REVIEWS OF DISTRICTS

in
in
District
Reviews
format
for,
Would
undertaken
your
region
of,
the
conduct
or
a)
you say that
1986or 1987 (or planned for 1988) has changedfrom that of previous years?
(Please tick appropriate box)
YesQ

NoQ

b) If your answer to 1 a) was 'Yes', could you describe briefly the ways in which it has changed, or
may change in 1988:

If your answer to question D1 a) was 'ves' do you feel that such changes
could be related to the
changesin the regional review process? Pleasecould you describe(in the spacebelow or overleaf)
your perception of any such relationship:

SECTION

E.

PROCEDURES

FOR MONITORING

PERFORMANCE

As well as those aspects of monitoring and reviewing performance in the region covered in Section C
above, I would be interested to learn of procedures, or data collection tools, which have been
introduced or developed in the region in the past two or three years, or are currently under
consideration. For example, do any of the activities listed below, apply?

Please would you tick any relevant boxes, and / or describe briefly under a) - e) below any activities in
your region which you feel may be of interest in this area. If you are able to send any literature
describing such activities, (for example, RHA papers or annual review reports), this would be most
welcome.

(Please tick all appropriate boxes)

a) `in-year monitoring' of districts' cost improvement programmes,
i) for internal use

Q

ii) for report to the DHSS

D

iii) further details of this activity:

b) periodic reports during the year on progressin implementing the regional short term programme,
submitted
i) to the RHA

Ei

ii) to the DHSS

iii) further details of this activity:

e) Pleasewould you describeany other proceduresor data collection tools which you feel may be of
interest in the context of this questionnaire (using the spacebelow, overleaf or on a separatesheetif
necessary).

SECTION F. DEVELOPMENT

OF THE ANNUAL

REVIEW SYSTEM

The following quotations come from recent publications about the evolving annual review system.
Please would you indicate (by ticking the appropriate box) the strength of your agreement with each of
these statements, as descriptions of the role (past, current or potential) of the annual review system.

a) The annual review procedures ...... provide an arena for exchange and dialogue" (enabling) "higher
levels within the system to move away from generalised policy statements towards the development of
differential guidelines which are more sensitive to local circumstances. "

Agree strongly
disagree

Q

Q

Agree

Disagree

Q

Q

Neither agreenor

Disagreestrongly

b) ".... annual review meetings are now providing useful opportunities for RHA DHSS
as well as
RHA - DHA policy discussions. "

Agree strongly
disagree

Q

Q

Agree

Disagree

Q

Q

Neither agreenor

Disagreestrongly

Q

c) "Annual review meetings between ministers and regional chairmen have provided a valuable
...
framework and discipline for ensuring proper accountability, (although)
has
their
scope
...
...
been
limited.
"
necessarily

Agree strongly
disagree

E]

Q

Agree

Disagree

E]

Q

Neither agreenor

Disagreestrongly

Q

d) ".... ministerial reviews might discussregions' long-term goals for reshapingtheir services They
....
rarely look at the changesauthorities are planning each year to achieve thesegoals or how problems in
delivering short term programmesaffect the feasibility of long term objectives."

Agree strongly

Q

Agree

Q
Disagree

disagree

Q

Q

Neither agreenor
Q

Disagreestrongly

in
is
being
(on
districts)
"The
tightened
up
accountability
reviews
of
of
managerial
regions'
process
e)
a very real way. In some regions this has led to a critical reappraisalof the traditional relationship
between regions and districts and to regions adopting a higher profile approach."
fl
Agree strongly
disagree

Q

Agree

Disagree

El

F1

Neither agree nor

Disagree strongly

f) "
hasconcentratedtoo much on the financial and staffing inputs
the
performance
process
review
....
and paid too little attention to service outputs or quality of service issues."
Agree strongly
disagree

Q

Q

Agree

Disagree

Q

El

Neither agree nor

Disagree strongly

Q

[Note: in order to reduce the potential introduction of bias in responses, the sources of the above
quotations have been omitted. However, they are available on request]

2.

If there are any commentsyou would like to make about the value of the annual review system it has
as
developed for regions and districts since 1982,as a meansof monitoring the performance the health
of
service, pleasefeel free to add them below, overleaf, or on a separatesheet.
As with all of the information gatheredthrough this questionnaire,
your replies and views will be
treated with the strictest confidence.

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR TAKING THE TIME AND TROUBLE TO COMPLETE THIS
QUESTIONNAIRE. YOUR ASSISTANCE HAS BEEN MOST VALUABLE.

J.A.H. 30.3.88.

